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Thomas Middleton is one of the most elusive of 
writers. T. S. Eliot felt that he was merely a 
name connecting six or seven great plays, a man 
with no fear, no sentiment and no message. I 
have sought to bring together the materials which 
attracted his dramatic imagination, and to make 
some assessment of his adaptation and contribution 
to those materials. There is no simple pattern 
in his work. He is, however, usually at his 
best when he has a story- to follow, one which 
he has thoroughly assimilated. His weakest plays, 
the tragicomedies, seem to result from following 
romantic materials in a desultory manner. In 
approaching his works through his sources, I 
feel that I have been brought closer to a 
revaluation of the dramatist. Not only is he 
the consummate ironist recent scholars have 
mainly been concerned to point out, but he is 
also a man who, in reacting against probable 
Calvinist influence early in his life, neverthe 
-less remained a moralist of a sophisticated 
kind. All the relevant information about his 
early years is therefore introduced, together 
with a few new facts, in the opening chapter. 
In later chapters, all suggestions for his 
sources are analysed and discussed, and some 
inaccurate ones are rejected. Finally, four 
appendices give various information about non- 
canonical plays, plays difficult to date, and 
plays whose sources are not yet fully known. 
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INTRODUCTION ANI) ACK. NOVJLJ DU1Vij NTS 
A work of this kind needs no introduction ;a 
source-study is self-explanatory. Yet I have 
aimed at doing slightly more :1 have attempted 
to put the plays into a fresh order, one 
which will bring out the growth of certain 
types of characterisation more clearly. To this 
end I havb re-dated l'o reit, No Help Like A 
Woman' s and The witch, and re-allocated certain 
plays to years other than those they are often 
given. Of course, I have done this only when 
the evidence for any date was weak. 
The brief recounting of plots and tales 
must be one of the dullest form of writing 
known to man. A. have therefore avoided telling 
the source story and then the play story on 
every occasion, sometimes splicing the two 
narratives to bring them into close conjunction. 
A. think i may have achieved two objects 
in the course of this work : firstly, 1 have 
identified some new sources, for Your Five 
Gallants, A Chaste Paid in Chea side, l'he 
Witch, Polore Dissemblers resides women and A 
Game at Cnesse, which have enabled me to 
see more clearly liliddleton's processes of 
thought ; and secondly, I have proved to my 
own satisfaction that in his adaptations Middle- 
ton is markedly. a moralist. This has been 
denied by some critics. Even in adapting the 
cynical motif of the fake potion from 
i achiavelli's La blandragola, 1vtliddleton did not 
use the idea of the seduction of a virtuous 
wife. 1 should add here that two friends 
were responsible for the suggestions about 
Andrea Calmo's La Yotione and the Roxburghe 
. Ballad mentioned in the Addendum. 
The equipment with which I set out to 
undertake this task turned out to be hope- 
lessly inadequate. Middleton read Italian rather 
easily, and certain German scholars treated 
the sources of his major plays quite fully 
at the end of the nineteenth century. 1 
knew neither language. 1y thanks are due 
therefore to Xr. F. M. uuercio of King's 
College for teaching me some Italian ; and 
I an indebted to various friends for help 
with Karl Christ's pioneering study of 
Middleton's sources. 
; - :1 
1VIy main debt of gratitude, however, is 
due to Dr. W. A. Armstrong, my supervisor 
during the writing of a large part of this 
study. His attention to presentation and the 
correct expression of relationships between 
sources and plays was a constant guide when 
1 revised my first drafts. . ven so, i am 
well aware that the consistency his comments 
called for has still not been achieved at 
all points. 
This dissertation was written in two 
capitals, London and Washington D. C. My stay 
in the latter city, working day by day in 
the splendid Folger Shakespeare Library, was 
due to the suggestion and help of Lair. J. W. 
Crow and the generosity of Dr. L. B. Wright, 
the Director. Uf the many scholars who 
helped to dispel youthful error and illusion 
1 have space to mention only Dr. G. E. 
Dawson, who frequently gave me profitable 
advice. 
Another great source of helpfulness was 
the loan by the Shakespeare institute Library 
at Birmingham of a copy of Ivi. J. T'aylor' s 
Annotated Bibliography of Thomas Middleton 
1940-61, appended to his doctoral dissertation 
submitted to the University of Birmingham 
in 1963. This work takes over where Samuel 
lannenbaum's bibliography leaves off ; as a 
result, i may claim there are few D1iddleton 
items I have not seen. I have treated theses 
as books ra, v-her than articles irk citing them ; 
in many cases typescript editions aro as good 
as printed ones. 
Vii ss Margery Fisher was kind enough to 
mail to me her Oxford thesis, twin editions 
of A Chaste lug id and women -beware Women, 
submitted in 1937, for use over an indefinite 
period. Such unsolicited generosity is, - happily, 
a feature of the scholarly world which I hope one day to enter. Last but not least, I must thank my American typist, Miss Judith 
W. Duryea, whose spelling may never be the 
same again. 
ýý 
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CHAPTER ONE 
Moral and Religious Young Poet 
A writer of genius may be born at any time, 
in any place, and despite overwhelming diffic- 
ulty succeed in expressing himself, his age and 
certain aspects of the profoundest truths of 
human life. For a talented writer it is a 
very different story ; if he is born Philip 
Sidney, of noble blood, enlightened parentage, 
and heir to landed estates, he will constantly. 
. 
find himself amidst exciting scenes of political 
moment and amongst persons of contemporary and 
"obably historical significance. Wien such °a 
ni. an writes there is time enough and a sense 
of critical standard to ensure that his talent 
will find adequate and apt expression. But if 
he is born Thomas Middlet one of working--cla:; J 
parents in an unfashionable part of London? it 
may be a long time before he realises which 
influences are important and which themes are 
permanently popular. Refinements such as a love 
for the cultivation of flowers and trees, seasons 
and landscapes, may be foreign to everyone around 
him. And such a man may never win for himself 
. 
time enough to express his viewpoint, through 
the concentration of his talent, adequately. 
Even so, when the child of William and 
Anne Middleton was christened Thomas on 18 April 
1580, the prospects before him were not unpro- 
mising. Until Thomas was 5 the Middleton house- 
hold was maintained by the steady industry of 
his father, who was a bricklayer. After his' 
death on 20 January 1585/6 a long period of 
disturbance in the boy's life began. £56. Q. 0& 
was set aside by William Middleton's will* which 
Anne Middleton made up to £66.13. +d or. 100 
marks for Thomas, and the same for his sister 
Avis, who was two years younger. Trouble did 
not begin immediately, but sometime in the 
November of 1586.. Mrs. Middleton must have found 






widowhood lonely, for she was only forty-eight 
years old, and she married, p7 November, 
Thomas Harvey of St. Dioniss. Harvey was a 
grocer who had gone adventuring to Roanoke under 
Ralegh'. s colonization scheme, and when he came 
back in July 1586 he was penniless. 3 He craftily 
entered into the marriage with the mild content- 
ment of a man well satisfied,, but within a week 
or so of the wedding he demanded all the 
writings concerning William Middleton's property 
dealings. These dealings look a little complex, 
doubtless because of the quaint expression they 
receive in Elizabethan documents. They amount to 
this : the sum left to Thomas and Avis was to 
be paid when each came of age, but would then 
be worth 225 due to disbursments on their up- 
bringing. In 1577 William Middleton had bought a 
fifty-year lease on the Curtain Close in Shore- 
ditch (land which was part of the ground called the Curtain where plays were performed), which 
was worth a considerable rent after he had im- 
proved property on it and let it out, and at 
the same time he bough) the lease of a house 
and wharf in Limehouse. Three legal advisers 
of the Inner Temple. informed Harvey that Anne 
had conveyed all her property to them in trust, 
and then some of it had been reconveyed to Anne for ten years and the remainder to Thomas and Avis. 
Anne then glayed "a particularly ingenious 
and nasty trick"7 on her new husband. ig ht or ten days after the marriage she had herself ar- 
rested in Lord Mayor's Court for the children's 
shares of the property, forcing Harvey to pay them into Guildhall. Harvey was then compelled by this cunning scheme to "suffer his goodes to be sould at An outcrye at his doore. i6 Middle- 
2. Eccles, p. 519. 
3. Though he claimed he brought into the Middle- 
ton house upon his marriage goods in plate, in ready money, household stuff, and merchand- 
ize, to the value of at least £50. (PH. G. 
Christian, "A Sidelight on the Family History 
of Thomas Middleton, " SP)XLIV (1947), 1+92. ) 
1+.. Said to be , in the manor of Stebunheath (Stepney? ) in a documeht quoted by O. hr., stian, 
p. 190. 





. ton remembered 
this incident : "I'll sell all 
at an out-cry" says Sir Oliver Kix during a 
stormy quarrel with his wife in A Chaste 
Maid in Cheapside, 111-111-75.7 
By the time Thomas was twelve, his step- 
father was in prison for the second time--the 
first round of 11iddleton-Harvey litigation had 
put Harvey into prison for some time. In the 
meantime, in 1589, Harvey had been away again, 
to Portugal and the Low Countries. Whilst away 
he Jiad sent for money, but Anne had refused 
him. ö This second stretch of prison was due to 
debts. It seems likely that Anne could have 
helped Harvey out of this sentence but that she 
did not care to. Everything gets rather muddled 
for a time after this. On 30 September 1595 
Thomas Harvey was brought up on a charge of 
trying to poison his wife Anne. He went into 
Newgate for this. 9 Yet Phialas10 quotes a depo- 
sition by Harvey to the effect that he.. left 
England in 1594 and remained out of hingland for 
five years. Then again, someone had heard that 
Harvey said he had obtained Middleton's fellow- 
ship at Oxford for him. Another assertion of 
Harvey's was that he was worth $ 500 at the 
time of his maxriage. Harvey was doubtless a 
liar or a romancer or both ; he was also criminal 
if the charge of poisoning has any substance. Middleton was perhaps thinking of these attempts by Harvey to get his hands on the money and 
property left by William Middleton when he 
wrote, in 160+ : 
Another set of, delicate knaves there are, 
that dive into deeds and writings-. of lands 
left to young gulifinches,, poisoning the 
true sense and intent of them with the 
7. All quotations for Middleton's works will be 
from The Works of Thomas Middleton ed. A. H. 
Bullen in eight volumes (London, 1885-6) 2 
except where otherwise indicated. 8. Christian "Sidelight, " p. 1+9'+. 
9. Eccles, T'Middleton a Poett, " p. 522. 
10. "Middleton's Early Contact with the Law, " SP, 
LII (1955), 192. 
41 
n; 
merciless antimony of the Common Law, and 
so by some crafty clause or two shove the 
true foolish owners quite beside the saddle 
of their patrimonies.... 
(The Black Book, VIII, 20-21). 
From 1596 to 1,599 Harvey was away -at sea, 
and was reported to be dead. The question of 
Anne's marrying John Knapp, to whom Harvey had 
sealed a deed of all property which had belonged 
to William Middleton, was even mooted (February, 
1596/7)9 
It is in the context of these meagre facts 
that we have to locate Nliddleton's first poem, 
The Wisdom of Solomon Paraphrased. It was pub- 
lished in 1597 by Valentine Sims, but its 4,200- 
odd lines must have taken at least a year to 
compose. There are two interesting features about- 
the poem which comment on Middleton's kind of 
seriousness : firstly, the phenomenon of a sixteen- 
year-old not only contemplating such a pious 
and ambitious work but actually executing it ; 
secondly, its relationship to Middleton's early 
reading and religious faith. 
The fact that Middleton turned to the Bible 
for his source perhaps implies he belonged to 
a church in Shoreditch. An inspection of Bibles 
available at the time reveals that he used a 
copy of the Geneva Bible dating from 1560,11 
translated by William Whittingham with assistance 
from Anthony Gilby and Thomas Sampson. "Because 
of its connections with Calvinism, " writes 
Thompson, "it was,. especially favored by the 
Puritans. " The Mathew version dating from 1537 
runs thus at XI. 15 of The Wisdom of Solomon : 
or cruell beastes of a straunge kynde, 
such as are vnknowen, or spoute fyre, or 
caste oute a smokynge breth, or shote 
horrible sparkes oute of their eyes. 
(The boke- of wisedome, Fo1. xljv, from a 
copy of 1551), 
11. See Craig R. Thompson, The Bible in 'E'nglish 
1525-1611 (Washington, D. C., 1958), pp" -12. 
The text is not numbered into verses yet. 1Iiddle- 
ton may have used a translation I have not seen, 
The volume of the bokes called Arocr&nha (1549), 
although Geneva is so close that it seems un- 
likely it is not the source : 
Or furious beasts nerdy created, and vnknowen, 
which shulde breathe out blastes of fyre, and 
cast out smoke as a tempest, or shoote 
horrible sparkes like lightnings out of their 
eyes. 
(From a copy of 1560, STC 2093) 
Compare Middleton : 
Newly created beasts, which sight ne'er saw, 
Unknown, which neither eye nor ear did know, 
To breathe out blasts of fire against their law, 
And cast out smoke with a tempestuous blow; 
Making their eyes the chambers of their fears, 
Darting forth fire as lightning from the spheres. 
(Chapter XI, stanza 15) 
A Bishops' version of 1575 I have seen follows 
the Matthew version exactly ; so does a Great 
Bible of 1566. Here is the rendering of the 
Douai translators : 
or vnknowen beasts ful of anger of a new 
kind;. or breathing the vapour of fires, or 
casting forth the sauour of smoke, or 
shooting horrible sparkes from their Eies. 
(From a copy of 1610, p. 378) 
Most Elizabethan households would in all probabil- 
ity have owned either a Geneva or a Bishops' 
Bible, yet perhaps a small clue to Middleton's 
religious upbringing may be indicated. The chances 
are that the Bible in the Middleton household 
was the fi print by Christopher Barker with con- 
cordances, which contains material based on 
Calvin's theology in the middle. There is a 
dialogue on the doctrine of predestination and 
the use of the word and sacraments. Here the 
doctrine of the elect is expounded in a straight- 
5 
12. I used a copy of 1583, not listed in STC ; 
it is located in King's College London. 
6 
forward form : "Some are vessels of wrath or- 
dained vnto destruction" (f. 1+39) and as one can 
see, it left traces In the poem. 
There are perhaps some reasons why Middle- 
ton should have chosen this Apocryphal wisdom 
book to paraphrase. It was regarded by Bible 
expositors as elegant in style (the exposition 
I examined Is in Latin, by Nicol us de Lyra, 
printed at Basle in 1502. Lutherl knew de 
Lyra's work, although h ddleton undoubtedly did 
not) ; its Greek sententiae were considered more 
profound than Hebrew ones ; and, along with 
Ecclesiasticus, it was read as purely moral 
among the Apocryphal books. Solomon himself was 
believed to be the principal author, and Philo 
merely the compiler of his wise sayings. 
The Wisdom of Solomon is very uneven work, 
modern scholars holding that after XI. 4 
another and inferior hand takes over, and cer- 
tainly the tedious repetitiveness of this unin- 
spired moralist15 is responsible for much of 
Middleton's bathos. The earlier writer, believed 
to be a Hellenistic Jew, gives autobiographical 
details of how he began to seek wisdom in his 
youth, which teaches men all the virtues (VII. 7). 
My own view is that the sixteen-year-old Middle- 
ton was encouraged to write on a religious 
subject, and also encouraged to dedicate the 
poem to Robert Devereux, Earl of Lssex, perhaps 
by some pious elder. In 1595 Thomas Churchyard 
had dedicated a religious poem to Lssex. Para- 
phrases of all kinds from the bible were pop- 
ular, Spenser having made paraphrases (now- lost) 
of Ecclesiastes and the Song of Songs and Dray- 
ton of the Song of Solomon in 1591. 
The form of the stanza which Middleton 
chose was the same as in Shakespeare's Venus 
and Adonis (1593)--decasyllabic six-line stanzas, 
13. It was Luther, of course, who first sep- 
arated out the Apocrypha from the Old Test- 
ament (1534). 
11+. See B. J. Goodspeed, The Apocrypha (New York, 
1959), p. xxiii. 
15. De Lyra (Opera tom. 6 cum glossa ordinaria 
& Interl'n. additionibus Pauli Bur ens. & Re - licts Matth. Thorinat (Basle, 1502), f. 3 V ad- 
mits that the. author of Wisdom frequently re- 
peats the same idea in different words. 
7 
a-b-a-b-c-c. The final couplet is designed to 
give point to the narrative of the previous 
lines. Even the dedicatory epistle echoes Shakes- 
peare's. The diction itself shows strong traces 
of Euphuism, as for instance in the constant 
opposition of "shadow" to "substance" (11.18, 
VI. 13, IX-7, XI 14, Tpd so on), which can be found 
in Lyly's Euohues. Middleton also lifted a 
passage from Marlowe's Edward II (V. ß,. 11-22) at 
XVI. 12. The style, however, persistently attempts 
to be lyrical despite the source-material. 
In VI. 14 there is a bitter outburst 
against feminine attractiveness, for which there 
is no warrant in The Wisedome of Solomon : 
The far-fet chastity of female sex 
Is nothing but-allurement into lust, 
Which will forswear and take, scorn and annex, 
Deny and practise it, mistrust and trust . 
At least, I say no warrant because the Wisedome 
passage runs simply : 
11-lisdome ) preuenteth them that desire her, 
that she may first shew herselfe vnto them. 
(VI. 13) 
Perhaps there lies behind this the Calvinist idea 
that "by lust more enkindled since the fall of 
man, we are become doubly subject to desire the 
companie of women, except it be those whome God 
of hys singular grace hath exempted from it ...: '17, and some rather harsh experiences at home of trust and mistrust. Shortly after follows a 
very concrete account of Wisdom's wooing of a 
young man : 
She man-like woos, men women-like refuse 
She offers love, they offer'd love deny.... 
(VI. 17) . 
16. . ý. on p. 6 of James Winny's edition of 
u hues in The Descent of E'uphues (Cambridge, 
1957) 
17. Calvin's The Institution of Christian Religion, 
trans. T. N. (1 2, f-125". 
Here perhaps Shakespeare's Venus and Adonis 
(73-78 and 133-138), two passages in which 
Venus woos Adonis, is uppermost in Middleton's 
mind rather than the W3, sedome passage ; although 
this kind of inverted relationship is rather 
frequent in Middleton's plays. Further, in para- 
phrasing XII. 23, which mentions God's punishment 
of the wicked who have lived a dissolute life, 
Middleton writes : 
God tortures both, the mistress and the man, 
lind ends in pain, that which in life began. 
(XII. 23) 
He was obviously preoccupied by the idea that . 
guilty sex is the province of women, who often 
seduce unwilling mankind, and that illicit sex 
ends in pain. 
Iviiddleton's knowledge of the Old Testament 
was sketchy. The two writers of The Wisedome 
of Salomon have a way of not mentioning the 
name of an Old Testament hero in describing 
some incident he was famous for. In 1.. 9-11 
Middleton assumes the allusion to a righteous 
man who fled before his brother's wrath, and 
was later pardoned, to betoCain. The allusion 
is actually to Jacob. 
The poem often verges on the unintelligible, 
and has all the earnestness of youth together 
with its incoherence. Yet it is clearly the 
work of a moralist, whose lyrical power is small. 
Middleton again and again shows these character- 
istics in his early work, together with a mark- 
ed interest in sex. 
Middleton turned again to Shakespeare in 
his second poem, The Ghost of Lucrece (1600). 
At least J. Q. Adams suggests this poem came 
next, although Micro-Cynicon is dated 1599.. On 
grounds of the relative maturity shown in each 
poem, this seems likely. Each of these two 
first poems, the paraphrase and The Ghost of 
Lucrece, was printed by Valentine Sims. Middle- 
ton went up to Oxford in 1598, but this lament 
shows no trace of the Influence, which E1 2M. 27- 
8 
02 
18. The Ghost of -Lucrece ed. J. Q. Adams (New 
York and London, 19373, PP " XXi-x. iii. 
9 
Cynicon does, an influence which is realistic, 
satiric and harsh. He was obviously excited by 
the sparkling imagery of Shakespeare's Rabe of 
Lucrece (1594), and this sent him in search of 
classical references and highly-coloured phrases. 
Although he might have gone to Ovid, Livy, or 
some sixteenth-century English translator, Middle- 
ton decided there was no story to tell and 
simply borrowed imagery frw Robert Greene's 
novel Tullies Loue (1589). There is occasional 
borrowing from The Rape of Lucrece-the form of 
the stanza comes from that poem, a-b-a-b-b-c-c-- 
and the idea of the lament, Adams suggests, 
may be from Samuel Daniel's Complaint of Rosa- 
mond (1592).. Daniel uses the same stanza form 
as Shakespeare and Middleton ; from his poem Middleton derived the framework of the plea to Rhamnusia for revenge, although The Complaint of Rosamond is not a story of rape proper but one 
of inveiglement into s in. The Lucrece theme had enjoyed some pop- 
ularity in Renaissance literature ; Boccaccio and 
Chaucer treated it, and a ballad called The 
grievious comalaynt of Lucrece (1568, lost) had 
evidentlycait in the form of a lament. Bandello's 
version was translated by W. W. in 1580, ac- 
cording to M. A. Scott, 21 and William Painter 
translated Livy's account in The Pallace of 
Pleasure (1566). Middleton certainly had enough 
Latin, acquired at the Grammar School (I shall have a few comments to make on Middleton's 
schooling below), to pen a dedicatory poem to The Ghost of Lucrece in Latin ; nevertheless, he chose not to use a Latin source. The myth- 
olojical allusions which. he adds are all from Gre'ne, and are obviously designed to embellish 
and enrich the poem : 
19. This source was first identified in J. Q. 
Adams' edition of The Ghost, p. 6. 
20. See G. Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sour- 
ces of Shakespeare (London ýx New York, 1957)2 
I, 179-183. 
21. Elizabethan Translations from the Italian 
(Boston & New York, 1916), p. 41. The trans- 
lation is lost. 
10 
Medea's magic, and Calipso's drugs, 
Circe's enchantments, Hecate's trif orm, 
Weans my soul.... 
(The Ghost of Lucrece, 1-3)22 
Middleton -begins, following Flavia's wishful regret : 
Had I Medeas magicke, the drugs of Calipso, 
the inchauntments of G rces, the skill of 
Hecate.... 
(Tull1. es Loue (1589), p. 26) 
J. Q. Adams gives in the footnotes to his edition 
some thirty borrowings from Greene's novel, and 
of The Rape of LUcrece there are also a few 
reminiscences : 
baptizer of mine infant lines 
With golden water in a silver font. 
(The Dedication, 5-6) 
These two lines recall 11.60-61 of Shakespeare's` 
poem 
Which virtue gave the golden age to gild 
Their silver cheeks, and call'd it then tý2ir 
shield. 
In describing the fearful Lucrece stifling an 
outcry, I1iddleton writes : 
the hammer of my soul 
That beats upon my breath and strikes a strain. 
(170-171) - 
Shakespeare thus describes Tarquin on his stealthy 
mission : 
Anon his beating heart, alarum striking.... 
(+33)- 
Not all of Middleton's figures came off, how- 
ever ; in 11.23+-297 there is an extended attempt 
22. All quotations from J. Q. Adams' edition. 
23. Quotations from P. T. Prince's Arden edition 
of The Poems (London, 1960). 
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to invest Lucrece's chaste occupation, spinning, 
with some m taphysical significance. 
hinter, in 
his version, 2 ' mentions that Lucrece was occupied 
in spinning at home with her maids when Col- 
latine first surprised her, and Middleton makes 
the women a trio so that he Ein identify them 
with the three Noirai (Fates). The spinning 
wheel becomes a fetal wheel, fatal because its 
virtuous employment is a token of Lucrece's 
chastity, as opposed to the "Roman dames"-the 
wives , of 
Collatjne's friends-whose looser morals 
were evidenced by their dancing (1.290). The 
figure falls apart when Middleton tries to as- 
sociate Fortune' wheel going round in favour of 
Vesta's servant2ý (1.238) with the. ' fatal spinning 
of the thread of life. Lucrece seems in this 
passage to be almost deified for her chastity 
(11.281-282) ; yet when her chastity is outraged, 
Middleton makes her blame herself (11-449-450)- 
In The Ghost of Lucrece alone of all the vers- 
ions of the Lucrece story I have seen does Lu- 
crece blame herself for not seeing through Tar- 
quin's dissembled purpose, and in no other ver- 
sion is Lucrece sentenced to Hell because Tarquin 
has corrupted her honour. Like Daniel's Rosamond, 
who has returned to the mortal scene to persuade 
a Muse to record her "fairness" and have her 
instated into her rightful Elysium, Lucrece's- 
ghost has on her appearance to request she may 
be "colourtt ed] with chastity" (l. 494). Whether true 
to the tradition or not, Lucrece winds up as 
a seducer, bringing the rape on herself because 
of her feminine allure. Again, the guilty sexual 
experience ends in pain for both parties. Lucrece 
is 1N11iddleton's first portrayal of a mature married 
woman, the kind of woman who often fascinates 
and attracts a younger man in Middleton's dramas. 
Sometimes the husbands of these women are absent, 
sometimes dead, and sometimes they die or are be- 
lieved to have died in the course of the play. 
But Lucrece is also a split personality in Middleton's 
21+. The Pallace of Pleasure (1566), I, f. 5. The 
detail is not in Shakespeare. 
25. The fatal sisters are connected with Lucrece 
in Richard ilobinson's The Rewarde of ilicked- 
nesse (157+), DD+v" 
26. Lucrece's role as a vestal disciple presumably 
springs from the fact that Terentia, in Greene's 
novel, is an unmarried virgin. 
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imagination, for he thinks of her occasionally 
as a girl, a vestal virgin ; this is the "ideal- 
ized side of womanhood, although Middleton's 
virginal girls are not self-righteous, however 
often unintentionally priggish. For, as Calvin 
said, "Virginitie.. is a vertue not to be des- 
pised, "2? and Middleton is intent on demonstrat- 
ing its ideality in The Ghost of Lucrece. Yet 
it is an unattained ideal, an ideal The 
even 
as it is celebrated yields no joy. The emphasis 
is on the appeal for restoration to a lost 
Golden Age of virtue, an appeal which fails : 
"Now ... Lucrece [meets] with Tarquin, in the hall 
of he11I" Is the -last line of the main poem. 
Shakespeare's poem, * on the other hand, speaks 
of the noble triumph of stoic chastity, of the 
vindication of fidelity : 
by chaste Lucrece' soul that late complained 
.... .. 
We Swill revenge the death of this true wife. 
" (11.1839) 181+1 ) 
Middleton dedicated this poem to William, second 
Baron Compton, a Master of Arts, who enjoyed 
considerable prominence at Court and had engin- 
eered an enviakle marriage with a millionaire's 
only daughter. 2° Nothing came of the plea for 
patronage in the dedication, evidently, and when 
Middleton had just after embarked on his Oxford 
career, he took the occasion to satirise Comp- 
ton's parsimony. 29 At least, the passage in 
Father Htabburd's Tales about the London scholar 
sounds autobiographical. Compton was not a known 
patron of writers and in any case was not en- 
tirely mentally stable. 
What was Middleton doing until April, 1598, 
when he was matriculated from Queen's College, 
Oxford? There is no record ; but there is a 
slight amount of evidence to show Middleton 
completed his time at a Grarsmar School. Normally 
27. The Institution of Christian Religion, trans. 
T. N.. (1.562), f. 125v. 
28. J. Q. Adams' edition, pp. xxiv-xxv. 




school until he was fifteen30 ; 
John Brinsley considered no boy should be 
sent to the University until he was that age. 
Jonson went to school until he was seventeen, 
and Middleton may have done so, but until some 
evidence turns 3uR 
the years 1595-98 remain 
unaccounted for. 
Middleton tells us about several books he 
used in his school c eery and he quotes from 
others., John D. Reeves shows that Middleton's 
memory was stored with fragments of William 
Lily's Pronria auae maribus, a book begun in 
the second, form and - -continued to the 
fourth. 
Virgil was also read in the fourth form. In 
the fifth form Cicero's letters were used, and 
Ovid in the seventh. Cordier was also used, 
evidently in a lower form. j*+athurin Cordier s 
colloquies (1561+) "were especially acceptable to 
many readers because of thei author's connect- 
ion with Calvin and Geneva. " Middleton in 
A Chaste N id in Cheanside mentions the follow- 
ing. . books -: -Cato !s" Di st Ichs . and Cordier's Col- 
onu' (IV. i.. 238), as in use at Eton ; Virgil 
(IV. iii. 38) ; Cicero's epistolary style (IV-i. 107) ; 
Ovid's De Tristibus ("principal pure Latin") (V. iii. 36. In . the. same play he also includes 
a long disputation in Latin, but that obviously 
'comes from his Oxford days. 
Meanwhile, after writing the two poems, 
Middleton had obviously made arrangements to go 
to Oxford. He went to Queen's Collgge, as he 
tells us in a semi-autobriographical w in The 
Triumphs of Love and Anttauity (1619), and 
30. C. R. Thompson, Schools in Tudor In 
. and 
(Wash- 
ington, D. C., 195 p. 15.. 
31. Cited from M. St. Clare Byrne, ElIzabethen Life 
in Town and Country (London, 1961), p. 230ff. -- 32. Although-the-amount- of imagery drawn from 
the theatre and the stage in Middleton's 
early work suggests some intimacy with the 
theatre before going up to Oxford. Of 
course, he lived near the Curtain for years. 
33. "Thomas Middleton and Lily's Grammar : Some 
Parallels, " NQ, CXCVII (February, 1952), 75-76. 
31-. Thompson, Schýool-s, p-19- 
35- H. G. Christian, -- F' An Autobriographical Note. by Thomas Hiddleton, " CLXXV (October, 1938), 
259-260. 
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Mark Eccles produced documentary proof of the 
fact36. He was matriculated from Queen's on 7 
April 1598, aged eighteen. On that date he sub- 
scribed to the thirty-nine articles. Eccles 
thinks that Middleton may have been a battler, 
i. e. partly self-supporting. However, he -did not 
stay very long at Oxford ; Mildred Christian37 
thought he stayed "three full years" in citing 
a document which signs away his share in the 
Curtain and Stebunheath property to pay for main- 
tenance at Oxford. But Mark Eccles38 showed her 
conclusions to be fallacious, and added that 
"Middleton may have left Oxford at any time after 
28 June 1600, ... He gave up residence at 
Oxford 
between 28 June 1600 and 8 February 1600/1, when 
Anthony Snode testified that 'he remaynethe heare 
in London daylie accompaninge the players"'. Hence 
Middleton probably did not take a degree, and 
years later (ca. 1670) Anthony & Wood39 mentioned him 
in a manner which suggests hs..: thought Middleton 
had no degree : 
1604 - Tho. Middleton Londinensis Eq. Aurat fil Decr 7. 
Tho. Middleton the play maker writes 
himself poeta & Ch. nograph. Londo. 
in one of his plays. 
Wood must have made this entry after he saw 
Middleton's signature to the commendatory poem 
he wrote for the 1623 Duchess of Ivialfi. He put 
Middleton with the 1604 graduates presumably because 
he thought that the latest date at which the poet 
could have been there. He found no record of a 
degree, however. There are other entries (in Edward 
Rowe Mores' Collecti ns) which may refer to the 
poet -- Vol. IV, f. 724V has simply, for 1597/8, "Mart. 
17. Tho. Middleton, Lond. pl. f. -- 18. " If this is our man, he came up a month before sub- 
scription. What did he study ? Mores' Collections 
. relating 
to Queen's College (MS. Gough Oxon. 17) 
36. "Middleton's 





Education, " RES, VII (1931), 
"Middleton's Residence at 
90-91. 
"Middleton a Poett, " 
Wood's MSS. E. 5. in 
in Vol. V, f. 105 of 
Gough Oxon. 16). 
MS. Gough Oicon. 15. 
Oxford, " I , N, LXI (1946) , 
P. 525. 
the Bodleian Library; found 
E. 'R. Mores' Collections (MS. 
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indicate that of the "Inceptores" in 1597 the 
large majority studied "Art. ". Here is the entry4l: 
. 
Inceptores in Th. Iur. Med. Mus. Art. . 1597 93-- 48 
The chances are that- Middleton studied neither 
theology nor jurisprudence, but was an Arts 
man. "The Elizabethan Arts course was based 
firmly on the old medieval triff and quad- 
rivium. In his first two years an undergraduate 
studied mostly rhetoric and Aristotelian logic 
and some arithmetic and music, " says C. R. 
Thompson. 42 Middleton tells us about it : 
I ... sucked the honey of wit from the flowers of'Aristotle--steeped my brain in 
the smart uice of logic, that subtle virtue ... (Father Hubburd's Tales, VIII, 103). 
Middleton learned some Greek too while he was 
at Oxford, as M icro-Cynicon testifies. In 1582 
a Greek lecturer had been appointed at Queen's; 
the original lectureship had been set up in 
1535. "After his second year, " writes C. R. 
Thompson, "each student took part in a stated 
ýý43 number of disputations in college and in public. So Tim and his Tutor argue about rational 
animals--a "logical disputation, " hence a beginner's 
disputation--in A Chaste Maid in Chea, vside, IV. i. 
1-24. 
Mores' Collections mention a few of the 
men at Queen's about Middleton's time ; Thomas 
Ravis was Vice-Chancellor after 1596, and in 
1596 Henry Airay took over the Provostship from 
Henry Robinson. Airay was a "champion of the 
41. From Vol. VI ; the recto of the leaf is 
marked 13. and 16. 
42. Universities in Tudor England (Washington, 
ý. C., 1959), p"9" 
43" Universities, p. 19. 
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evangelical Calvinisn"41ý and his sermons were 
inclined to Calvinistic views. Line man 1iiddleton 
may have encountered was Richard Crakanthorpe, 
fellow from 1591 to 1605, who was a lecturer 
in Logic. He wrote t1v textbooks, the Intro- 
ductio in Metanhvs cam 7 (1619) and Lo? icae . 
11 br' -. iutnciue -. 
(1622) - perhaps the fruit--of 
years". of"-teaching. 
Later, in 1625, he opposed 
Nark Antonýr6de Dominis, Archbishop of Spalatro. 
; J. H. HXodgkir says he built up a reputation 
for Queen's as a place where logic was well 
taught. He even refers to Chaucer in his Intro- 
duct-'-o (p. 89)--obviously Crakanthorpe was not just 
a dull Latinist. 
Middleton lost his fellowship sometime be- 
fore 8 February 1601, due to events relating 
to his family in London. It is not quite clear 
he held a fellowship, as the Londoner, John 
Kyrby, who used the term, probably would not 
have known a fellowship from a scholarship. 
Absence from Oxford was doubtless the cause, 
as Middleton had had to come home'7 in order 
to aid his mother against his brother-in-law, 
whilst Harvey was away. This brother-in-law, 
Allen 'aterer, had replaced Harvey as trouble- 
maker-in-chief for the Niddletons when he 
married Avis, Thomas' sistor. From 1598 on 
Harvey. was back in London. Avis married Waterer 
in 1598 and Anne Harvey allowed them to live 
with her. Not long after they tried to throw 
her out. Waterer had quarrelled with Anne about 
thos bones of contention, the lands and tene- 
ments leased by the deceased elder Middleton. 
In 1598, and then again in the summer 
of 1599, Middleton was home. As mentioned, 
1111Liddleton sold his share In the Limehouse pr-o- 
4 4. J. R. Magrath, The Queen's College (Oxford, 
1921 ), I, 231. . 45. Chapter X is called "De' Anima Rationali. " 
The book is dediceted to his students. 
46. Si;; Centuries of An Oxford College (Oxford, 
19+9),. p. 82. Pp. 82-86 are illuminating as 
to what gras being taught in ca. 1600. 
47. Eccles, "Middleton a Poett, " p. 526. See 
also P. G. Phialas, ilMiddleton's Early Contact 
with the Law, " SP2 LII (1955), 191-192. 
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perty to remain at Oxford-to Waterer, 3 Decem- 
ber 1599. Then on 28 June 160048 he conveyed 
his share in the Curtain property for more 
money. to keep going, again to Waterer. When 
Harvey in 1600 was giving testimony about his 
right to a share in the inheritance, in a suit 
brought against Thomas I1iddleton, Allen and Roger 
Waterer, he describes how he and Waterer actually 
fought at the garden in Hollywell Lane. Finally, 
Middleton was a defendant in a chancery suit 
brougit by Thomas Dawson and Andrew Blakesly in 
1600.9 Waterer was so incensed by Harvey's 
suits that he was bound over to keep the peace, 
but it did no good-he nearly killed Harvey in 
June, 1601. Waterer died in the severe year of 
plague 1603, and Avis remarried Thomas and 
Anne Harvey were also dead by 1603. Sometime 
between 1601. and 1603 Middleton had himself 
taken a wife tiary Narbec L, 1` wrno read connections 
with actors, 
56 and by 8:. February 1601 he was 
"in London daylie accompaninge the players. "' 
It Is In this context of study in Oxford 
and appearances in court in London that Middle- 
ton's next poem was written, Micro-Cvnicon (1599), 
which seems certainly, on grounds of style, to 
be later than The Ghost of Lucfece. Clearly 
Joseph Hall's Virgidemiae (1597) was the main 
inspiration, although. -the more specialised por- 
traits of different types of humours and per- 
verts in IMIarston's The Scourge of Viler 
(1598) led Middleton. to. . write . -a mixed. satire. Partly it imitates Hall's type of satire- 
satire which mourns for the lost Golden Age 
in a dignified manner-and partly Marston's, 
harsh, obscure, and involving the satirist in 
the situations depicted. Admiration for hall 
meant two important realizations for Middleton : 
firstly, that what he had been doing was 
threadbare and outmoded : 
48. M. G. Christian "A 
Th H 
Sidelight on the Family 
M " omas istory of iddleton, SP, XLIV 
(1947) , 496. 49. Details in Eccles, "Middleton a Poett, ". p. 530. 
50. R. H. Barker, Thomas Middleton (New York, 1958), 
* 
p. . But 
9. 
see p. 21+ " there is some doubt about 





Another ... Vrgeth his melting Muse with solemne teases 
Rime of some dreerie fates, of lucklesse peeres. 
Th brings he vp some branded whining ghost.... 
(Vir &demiae, Satire V, i-5)51 
secondly, that satiric characterisation pro- 
a means of protection against his own 
of inadequacy. 
Vitro-Cvnicon did not last long ; 
1599 it had been burned in the yard 
ers' Hall along with the satires of 
Guilpin and others. At the same time 
erotic poems and a satirical panegyric 
The XV ioyes of mart a e, which gave_ 
by 4 June 
of Station- 




some details for A Chaste Maid in Chea-aside 
later, were destroyed by the order of the - Archbishop of Canterbury. 52 The printer of Middle- 
ton's "Snarling Satyres" was placed under caution. 
14icro-Cyn&, con, although it mixed kinds by 
identifying the satirist, for example, as a 
gull who fell for Pyander's transvýStite disguise, 
is a work which fits John Peter's definition 
of "Satyre, " i. e. Invective with "bewailment" 
mingled in it. Everard Guilpin scolded his. Muse 
for falling "from brawling to a blubbering 
passion" (Sk: a1 th .ia 
11598), C3). The impetus 
behind the satires. reminds one of the Juvenalian 
ethos, 
54 the poor honest man in a diseased 
society, with its gallery of mean privileged 
people and disgusting crimes. Satire I, however, 
has a theme akin to Horace's first satire in 
Book I, although Hall's Satire I, Liber III 
51.. Quotation from Collected poems of Joseph Hall, 
ed. A. Davenport (Liverpool, 1949). 
52. A transcr nt of the registers of the Com an 
of Stationers of London 110A. D.., 
, ed. E.. Arbor (London, 17 -9 , III, 316. 53" Complaint and Satire in Early 1ýn lash L&t- 
erature Oxford, 1956), p. 109. 
54. R. H. Alden in The Rise of Forna- 1 Satire in 
Lngland (Philadelphia) 1899)1. p. 159, compares 
part of Satire III (the cross mistress) 
with Juvenal VI7 456ff. 
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is undoubtedly the intermediary. It is an im- 
pressionistic judgment, but Hall does seem the 
chief source for the ideas employed by Middle- 
ton in Hicro-Cynicon. The "Defiance to Envy" is 
clearly an imitation of Hall. - Whereas, however, 
Hall (and Marston) attack the extravagance of 
man's clothing, Middleton attacks women's, in 
Satire III ; and In the last three satires 
especially IV and V, Middleton is on his own 
territory- connycatching and fraud by disguise. 
Satire V's Pyander is an interesting figure, 
no doubt drawn with help from Marston's depict- 
ion of the transve tite type in Certain Satires 
(1598), Satire 11.55 Pyander is bisexual :. 
a man or woman whether) I cannot say, she's excellent at either. 
(Satire V, 25-26) 
The satirist fell in love . with her at one time : 
I'll not burn in hell 
For false Pyander, though I loved him well. 
(11.54-55) 
Pyander is seductively beautiful, but in the 
end turns out to be a boy. The lady with the fair face in this case not only deceives the innocent satirist into paying well for no fav- 
ours, but actually possesses physical masculine 
characteristics. 
After this poem there came dramatic work for Philip Henslowe, which is more conveniently discussed with the first plays at the begin- 
ning of the next chapter. Then in 1603 there 
was a serious outbreak of the plague, which led Middleton to write nondramatic work again. Sig- 
nificantly it is mostly prose, although there 
is some verse in Father Hubburd's Tales (1604), 
the earlier of the two pieces written in 1603 
and 160+. The story of Philomela and Tereus 
provides the framework for Father Hubburd's 
Ta les, again a motif wherein chaste womankind 
55. Lines 107-126 in Davenport's edition ; compare 
also John Weever', ETARrarsnes (1599), F2v, 
"In Pontun. " 
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is defamed. The tone is satiric, or rather 
satirical complaint, but the disguise of the 
Ant keeps Middleton well out of sight. The 
idea of intermixing verse and prose in satire 
was quite legitimate ; Pierre Le Roy wrote that 
it could include "also all sortes of writinges 
... hauing prose and verse 
intermixed or mingled 
therewithall, as if it were powdred neats 
tongues interlarded" (A Pleasant Satyre or 
Poes o 115953, Aa+v). I'ljddleton explains "why 
the. tales have such an odd name :' 
Why I call these , 
her HýOburd' s Tales, 
is not to have them called-in again, -as the Tale of Mother Hubburd : ... for I en- treat here neither of ragged bears or apes, 
no, nor the lamentable downfall of the old 
wife's platters, ---I deal with no such metal.... ("To the Reader, " VIII, 53-54)- 
This reference may be to Spenser's satire 
(1591) but it has been conjectured that a 
lost 
Tae 
of 160+ is concerned here. Mother 
Hubburd . 'was a character "well known In the 
sixteenth century similar to Tom Thumb and 
Mother Bunch.... A second Tale of Mother 
Hubburd, clearly a different .. one from. -Spen- ser's, - was referred o in 160+ but its con-' tent is not known. "5° 11iddleton seems, however 
to have some acquaintance with Mother Hubburd's 
Tale : the Ant goes through various transformations 
as -do the 
Fox and Ape In Spenser's tale, and 
at one point the 4pe is a soldier just as 
Middleton's Ant is. f 
56. The Oxford Dictionary off Nursery Rh, ;, ed. 
1. and P. Opie (Oxford) 1951), p. 321.. 
57. i Ziddleton's remarks "To the Reader" may mean 
that he is not using beast-allegory, although 
he undoubtedly is in stanza 24. Leicester 
was a "ragged bear" because his heraldic de- 
vice was a white bear with a ragged staff ; 
Burghley's son, Robert Cecil, was attacked 
by Spenser under the guise of an ape. Spen- 
ser's Complaints (1591) was in fact quickly 
recalled ; for. -details see A. G. Petti, "Beasts 
and Politics in Elizabethan Literature, " S, 
XVI (1963), 85-86. 
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The Philomela story probably did not come direct 
from Ovid's Metarmorphoses VI, +24-67+, but perhaps 
through an intermediate, -source in the complaint 
tradition, such as George Gascoigne's Complaynt of 
Philomene (1576), which has a pastoral opening.... 
resembling riiddleton's, though not so good. Middle- 
ton may have known it, but he borrowed nothing 
from it. 
Philomel and the Ant are presented in verse ; 
Philomel had become a nightingale after the rape 
by Tereus, and Niddletoh is a "poor submissant" 
emmet born to work. He falls into the power of 
the bird, but she mercifully releases him and 
bids him tell his tale ; however, she asks him 
not to Euphuize or rail like Nashe., He tells two 
tales in the first edition, and three in the 
second (both 1604). He mentions- Greene's books 
on the Art of Conny-eatchin (VIII, 8'+) in the 
first tale, a. tale of . -a young prodigal landowner 
and his ruin in London's seamier quarters. 
Middlcton needed no sources for this kind of 
description, nor for the second tale about the 
maimed soldier home from the wars. The begging 
scene with the fashionable lady, who barely con- 
descends to toss the soldier a half-penny, is a 
situation typical of Middleton. The protest which 
the soldier makes echoes Falstaff's attack on the 
emptiness of honour in 
-Henry 
IV, Part I (1598), 
but the tone is earnest.. and. not.. ironic : 
Is this the farthest reward of a soldier? 
is valour and resolution, the two champions 
of the soul, so slightly esteemed and so 
basely undervalued? ... are soldiers, then, both food for cannon and misery? 
(VIII, 99). 
But Middleton does not sentimentalize him ; he 
simply makes the wretched soldier vanish when the 
world becomes intolerable. 
In his other pamphlet (mainly in prose) 
of 1604, The Black Book, Middleton used the de- 
vice of a shape-shifting narpgtor once again. He 
tells us what his source is : Pierce Pentlesse 
His Syotalieation to the Di, vell (1592); --by Thomas 
58. VIII, 9, and he refers at least twice more 
to it. 
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Nashe. Nashe gave him his title i he promised to 
"be as good as the Blacke Booke'S9 to any who 
wrote against him. Nashe's "rambling and discursive 
style" runs like quicksilver from one abuse to 
another, sketching a scene here and delineating 
a character there. Even the subjects of Nashe's 
attacks are used by 111iddleton, in both of his 
1601+ pamphlets. The complaint about gold being 
imprisoned (p. 18) is used by Middleton in Father 
Hubburd's Tales (VIII, 104-108). The differences... 
between Pierce. Penilesse and The Black Book are 
greater, however, than . the similarities;: because 
of the twelve years separating the two books and 
the change in tone. Nashe mocks or belittles, 
and is always going into the attack. Middleton 
is a less bitter satirist, and always involved himself to some degree in his narrative ; he is 
not so much sympathetic as more clearly aware that there are two sides to every act of vice, 
a cause and an effect. He chides Nashe for "Hiding thy better talent in thy spleen" (Father Hubburd's Tales, VIII, 63). and as a result there is something more whimsical, less overtly moralis- ing, about The Black Boo. Furt her, Nashe's work is characterized by a wealth of Latin tags and 
classical illustrations, for it is the prose of 
a self-conscious young intellectual inclined to be showy. Middleton, less studious, less irritable, does not invest his vices with. any universal 
significance ; they are very much early seventeenth- 
century Londoners and hence less terrible. 
Nashe's pamphlet gives Middleton little except technique and general inspiration, but the con- fidence with which Nashe moves amongst the London 
rogues passes over to Middleton. Nashe has a lively scene where he is in the presence of a 
school of drinkers (pp. 79-80 of Harrison's edition) 
and Middleton similarly-perhaps with even more 
skill-depicts himself amongst a school of gamblers (VIII, 29-30). Middleton is in with them, dicing ; Nashe says he remained sober amongst his crew, "onely to note their seuerall humors. " As a re- 
59. P&erce Penilesse, ed. G. B. Harrison (London 
and New York, 1924), p. 4. Greene also intended 
to. write a "Blacke Booke, " which he wrote 
the "Messenger" for in 1592. 
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suit of this attitude, I"Iiddleton becomes, after 
1604, less and less the righteous author inveigh- 
ing against sin, and more and more ironic about 
the way it carries its own scourge. The portrait 
of the pander, a decayed lieutenant, in The Black 
Book, who cannot make bawdry pay, is a case. in 
point (VIII, 16). 
In these early poems and prose, all written 
before Middleton was twenty-five, we find a strong 
sense of sin, especially sexual transgression, which 
is dealt with in various ways. At first he is 
admonitory, and then he comes more to terms with 
the fact of sin ; he is satirical about it, and 
in the two works of 1604, makes the subject 
more humorous. Finally, in the long "last Will 
and Testament of Lawrence Lucifer" which winds up 
The Black Book, the main source of his humour 
is irony. . The change in source-material is direct- 
ly related to his changes in attitude. 
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CHJ. PTER TWO 
Henslowe's Hacks and the Vogue of the Boy Players 
In the previous chapter the non-dramatic work 
of Middleton before 1605 was surveyed, but part 
of the story between 1602-1604 had necessarily 
to be left out. The last years of the si-- 
teenth century and the turn of the seventeenth 
brought in a new wave of poet-dramatists who 
were the successors and superseders of the Uni- 
versity Wits ;a number of them had been to one 
of the universities themselves. Almost all of 
them were needy enough to turn professional under 
contract to Philip E. ensloweý theatrical promoter 
and manager of the Rose theatre. Henslowe's 
Dar 1 brings the first mention to us in a dramatic connection of Dekker (January 1 97) 
Drayton, Jonson and Mundy (December 1597), Chap- 
man (May 1598), Day (July 1598), Marston (1599), 
and Middleton and Webster (May 1602). Middleton's 
payments from Henslowe come mainly in 1602 and 
cease in 1604, and it seems likely that until 1601 he was still in Oxford. 
1-AIddleton must have married about this time, 
possibly in 1602 ; in 1624 his son, Edward, was twenty. His wife's name ijras probably Magdalen, 
and she was almost five years older than her husband. 2 l, agdalen Harbeck--his wife's maiden 
name-had two relatives connected with the stage, her uncle Dr. Roger Marbeck, who did some 
academic acting at Oxford, and Thomas Marbeck, 
her brother, at one time an Admiral's man, Further, her father, Edward Marbeck, was a legal 
man, one of the Six Clerks in Chancery .3 Mid- dieton's marriage may well have established -a connection that helped to bring him to the 
notice of Philip Henslove. 
Two entries in the Diary for May, 1602, 
commence the story of Middleton's dramatic car- 
1. Edition consulted is that by R. A. Foakes and R. T. Rickert (Cambridge, 1961). 
2. Eccles, "Middleton a Poett, " pp. 535-536. 
3. Lccles, "t'iiddleton's Birth and Education" pp- 44o-441. 
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eer. 
+ A play called Caesar's Fall is mentioned 
there, to which Middleton--probably contributed 
little ; two ether plays for Henslowe occupied 
him in 1602.7 The important feature about his 
work for Henslowe is that he met at that time 
the seasoned playwright Thomas Dekker, who helped 
him in various ways until 1613. The earliest play 
which iýSiddleton's name is connected , with, 
Blurt 
Master Constable (1602), was entered on the Sta- 
tioners' " register on 7 June 1602 ; this play has 
in the last twenty years been increasingly con- 
nected with Dekker's name. The quarto of Blurt 
Master Constable was anonymous, and Niddletcn's 
claim rests . on. an attribution made in 1661 by Francis Kirkman. Dekker, however, was undoubtedly 
involved in the play to some degree, as the 
parallel passages advanced by Barker and Dodson 
seem to prove. (Although I must say that none 
of the parallel passages are very convincing. In 
particular Dodson compares Blurt to The B tchelars 
Ban eC 1603 a, which is probably Robert Tofte' s. 
The plot has certain similarities with that 
of I Honest Whore (160+), mainly by Dekker;, for 
instance, the courtesan Inperia resembles the 
honest whore Bellafront. II. ü. of Blurt Master 
Constable is clearly the prototype for "II. i.. of I Honest Whore ; both plays have an Hippolito in 
their . dramatis - personae. There are several further 
parallels, in plot and characterisation, which are 
not to the purpose here ; but what it amounts to is that all those scholars who have wished to 
give Blurt Master Constable to Dekker have for- 
gotten that . Dekker and . NN11iddleton produced a very 
similar play two years later, and that no-one has successfully determined the shares of' the two 
men in that play. ° Because I feel uncertain 
4+. I follow largely D. B. Dodson's "Blurt Master 
Constable)" NQ,, CCIV (February, 1959), ý1-65, for 
facts about -the lost work for Henslowe. This 
article is marred (p. 61) by Dodson's following 
X. G. Christian's "Middleton's Residence at Oxford, "pp, 
90-91, after Mark Eccles had pointed out a 
mistake in her guess at the date of Middleton's 
leaving Oxford ("Middleton a Poett, " p. 525). 
5. See Barker, Thongs Middleton, p. 195. 
6. Niddieton-Dekker collaborgtions over the years 
1602-1604 include about five pieces, if we 
count The Family of Love (the argument for 
Dekker's presence . in. 
this play will be mentioned 
later. ) 
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about the authorship of Blurt Master Constable, 
I am including a survey of "itz. sources...... 
The play bears marks of dual authorship ; 
scenes ii and iii of act five are seemingly the 
work of different men, especially since Fontinelle, 
a man of some nobility of spirit, denies all 
that had passed in the scene preceding. Up to 
act five Fontinelle is a Romeo-figure, in love 
with a woman who, being his enemy by reason of 
her different allegiance, cannot meet him except 
surreptitiously. The one meeting' she does have 
with him is in III. ii., the night of the secret 
wedding. Then after this, he has to be pleaded 
for by Violetta at Imperia's hands, when he has 
just eulogised the sweetness of love's variety to 
the courtesan. Likewise, III. i. is premature, since 
incidents timed for midnight precede incidents 
which occur specifically at ten o'clock in IV. i. 
The Fontanelle-Violetta-Camillo triangle seems to 
be a drariatic conception joined with some violence to the bawdy intrigue of Blurt-Lazarillo-Ira 
These facts perhaps point to dual authorship ; if Middleton was a participant in the play, I take it he wrote the main action concerning Pontinellc and Violetta. Nearly all the parallels 
which Dodson cites in his article use passages from the comic subplot. The precious quality of the versd in the main plot, for example 
Love bred on earth, 
By rote it reads woe, 
is often nurs'd in hell 
ere it learn to spell. (111. i. 43-41. ) 
which has in the past given difficulty to sb. holars 
more familiar with the Middleton of the later 
comedies, can be paralleled by the style of The Ghost of Lucrece, another pastiche of the 
early work . of . Shakespeare. For the main plot is derived from Romeo 
and JulLet (1597) and not, as M. A. Scott7_-Clajns, 
from.. Boccaccio's Decamerone, sixth novel of the 
second day. As it "happens$ there was no Lnglish translation available till 1620 ; although Middleton' 
?. E zabeth n Tr nsl t ons from the Ital an. (Bos- 
ton -and New . -York, 1916), p. 91.. 
did certainly read Italian at a later period. 
The tale I: iss Scott seems to mean concerns the 
family of Henriet Capece ;I take it the parbllel 
she believes to exist comes closest at the point 
when Geoffrey Capece is gaoled because he has 
fallen in love with Spina, the widowed daughter 
of lesser Conrado Malespina. But this parallel is 
specious ; the attendant circumstances and the rest 
of the story have not the remotest connection 
with Blurt Master Constable. In fact, Fontinelle's 
imprisonment is. best. considered as a variation 
on Romeo's banishment. 
The parallels to Romeo and Juliet consist 
in management of the plot-and. verbal.. borrowings. 
The scene is laid in Italy, and Violetta and 
the young nobles belong to an important house 
which has a number of close friends and dependents. 
There is an accredited suitor Carrillo, the equi- 
valent of Shakespeare's Paris, and a fiery kins- 
man Hippolito, Tybalt's counterpart. At a dance 
Violetta notices the handsome enemy, 
Fontinelle, who, like Romeo, refuses to take 
part because of his melancholy. Camillo and Font- 
mnelle offer to plunge into a duel (II. i. ), 
and have to be prevented by Hippolito ; as a 
result Fontinelle is imprisoned in a way, and 
with results, not unlike Romeo's banishment, since 
he and Violetta are married quickly and secretly 
at a monastery at midnight. Although the friar 
is unnamed, the monastery takes the name of 
Shakespeares friar-Saint Lorenzo's. Before the 
couple can consummate their marriage, however, 
the swords are out and a hunt is started for 
Fontinelle (V. i)., in revenge for his supposed 
dishonour of Violetta. A comic denouement to 
this tragic material is achieved by means, of 
a duke who intervenes in the nick of time, and 
of a comic constable who disarms Fontinelle. 
The romantic story of the star-crossed lovers is 
virtually over after act three ; it is up to 
this point that the main plot follows Romeo and 
Juliet most closely. Here the main verbal. parallels 
between the two plays occur rendered more 
plausible because of parallels in speakers, settings 
and situation: 
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Cam 1 0. And of beauty what tongue would not 
speak the best, since it is the 
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jewel that hangs upon the brow of 
heaven, the best colour that can be 
laid upon the cheek of earth.... 
(1.1.100-103) 
Compare : 
Romeo. It seems she hangs upon the cheek of night 
Like a rich jewel in an Ethioprs ear ; 
Beauty too rich for use, for Barth too dear l 
(I. v. 48-50) 
At the dance which takes place as the young 
people meet and mingle on the young men's home- 
coming from the French wars, Fontinelle, a captive, 
is permitted to be present. Dispirited because he 
has forfeited honour in the wars, and because he 
thinks that his captor (Violotta, Camillo having 
given him to her as a tribute) is a "heavenly 
hell, " a beautiful tormentor, he declines to dace 
at the offer of one of the young ladies, Hero : 
Lady, bid him whose heart no sorrow feels Tickle the rushes with his wanton heels. 
(I. 1.195-196) 
Likewise Romeo, dispirited at his vain suit to 
Rosaline, on being encouraged by Benvoijo to go 
and dance at the Capulets', prefers to stand 
aside : 
A torch for me : let wantons, light of heart, 
Tickle the senseless rushes with their heels. 
(I. iv. 35-36) 
Violetta, however, differs a great deal from Juliet. 
The managing of the short pre-marriage scenes 
(III. ii. of Blurt Master Constable and II. i. of 
Romeo and Juliet) . is very similar? with the great 
8. Iiiddletoii has a: 
hanging- 
. 
J' j etvel s- 
Father Hubburd! s 
9.1 A possible clue 
was copied from 
Nothing. 
Lready used .t 




he. Image. of kings 
(of verse) in 
10-). 
the comic constable, 
Much Ado About 
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exception that there is not a single lyrical 
or romantic moment in the Blurt one. (If this 
were Dekker's work, one would expect him not to 
miss the opportunity to give Fontinelle a speech 
of sentimental admiration before Violetta arrives. ) 
Middleton never wrote a purely romantic scene be- 
tween lovers in all of his work. His ability to 
express deep affection was distinctly limited, be- 
cuase he tended to associate physical love with 
the contravention of chastity. On the one occasion 
he did write a set speech in praise of Matrimony 
(The Phoenix, II. i, i. 16L+-192), it is ironically 
spoken as an egregious abuse of the marital bond 
Is taking place. 
The type of theatrical performance for which 
Blurt Master Constable was written also militated 
against making the romantic interest serious or 
tragic. For Blurt was a Paul's play, i. e., a 
play tailored . to . suit performance by the boys fro the choir and schoolhouse at St. Paul's cathedral. 
T0 
The theatre in the singing-school at St. Paul's 
was newly re-opened In 1599 or 160011 and it 
provided plays full of sophisticated wit and ir- 
reverent burlesque of bourgeois taste and culture. 
The diminutive actors themselves--""actor[s) in loss 
than dectmo seXto, " Middleton calls them (VIII, 6+)- 
were skilful at mimicking adult parts, and would 
be additionally humorous because of the incongruity 
of their size in the roles they attempted. Mars- 
ton's Hstriomasti (1599) contains burlesque of 
the tradition "taf. heroic adventure, for instance ; the high, unbroken voices of the boys probably 
gave the entire play an air of parody. In 
addition to the boys' youth (the eldest could 
not have been above fourteen), the private theatre. 
had a smaller stage and acoustics better suited 
to their clear voices. Instead of the long rhetor- 
ical set speech12 the conditions favoured puns and 
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characteristics of the child theatre on its revival 
were "Instrumental music, song, dance, and satire, " 
and that however good the children may have been 
at imitating women they could not satisfactorily 
carry off masculine passions or gestures. Blurt 
Master Constable_ is an awkward attempt to transfer 
a -ronattic - -tale of pathos to a theatre which ex- 
pected comedy and burlesque. 
Obvious effects of the privgte theatre on 
Blurt are the number of indoor night-scenes (four) 
and chamber-scenes (two), perhaps because the Paul's 
stage easily suggested a small domestic area, not 
so light as the public theatre stage ; the 'number 
of songs (six) and dances ; and the comic burlesque 
of pedants and constables. Edward Pearce, who took 
over thý Mastership of the Paul's boys at their 
revival, 3 set the Blurt sons to music, aný, one 
of these survives complete with music today. "" 
Although the subplot of the play may well be Dekker's work, a brief glance at its borrowings 
may be taken here. It owes something to the Spa- 
nish tale of Lazarillo de Tormes, first printdd 
in 1553 in Spain. Translations into English were 
made by David 3owland of Anglesey in 1586, The 
pleas unt and delectable h stor e of Lazarillo de 
`T'orrics, .. and - W. N.. in 1596,. -The .. second . garte of . -the history. The part of the tale . i. 1here .. Lazari lö .. passes into the service of various poverty-stricken 
and roguish employers is being drawn on in Blurt Master Constable. Pilcher, Lazarillo's servant in . the.. Elizabethan. play, resembles the Spanish Lazar- 
illo more closely than does Lazarillo - himself. 
Lazarillo owes quite as much to the tradition 
of the braggart soldier, however. Francesco Andreini, 
chief of the Gelosi company, which possibly visited 
England in the last quarter of the sixteenth cen- 
tury, was famous for his braggart soldier. This 
dharacter, derived from the Miles Gloriosus of 
Plautine comedy, had` already been transformed in 
Italian comedy into a Spanish soldier of fortune, 16 a 
13.1. K.. Chambers, The i lizabethan Stage (Oxford, 
1923), II, 19- 
14. In British Museum ISS. Additional 17786-"17791 f13b. 
15. Love's Labour's Lot, ed. R. David (London, 1951), 
P. 
16. Cf. Li Dui S mil& di Plauto (MMS. 1618, ? played 
before . 1600), . in which -the Captain is Spanish 
and Hortentia a courtesan of Fano. 
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figure familiar in an Italy garrisoned by Spanish 
armies. Lazarillo of Blurt has the same fantastic 
manner of speaking as Love's Labour's Lost's swag- 
gerers have ; here is Moth on Armado : 
With your hat penthouse-like o'er the shop of 
your eyes. 
(III. i. 16-17). 
Lazarillo similarly addresses Blurt : 
Most great Blurt, I do unpenthouse the roof of 
my carcass. 
(I. 1i. 82-83) 
The affected "ch" for "c" as in "chitty" (III. iii. 
43) again echoes Love's Labour's -'Lost, when Holo-" 
fernes demands to "know . "why Armado " says "Chirrah" 
and not "Sirrah" (V. i. 32-33). 
The master-constable, honest and ponderously 
logical, was well on the way to becoming a 
stock figure in his own right. Endi ion (1591), 
a Paul's play, has one. Blurt. and Slubber 
bring to mind Dogberry and Verges ; there is a 
slight verbal parallel of Euch Ado, III. ii. 71-72, 
at I. ii. 71-72. Dogberry's watch.. bring the dangerous 
Don John plot to a cheerful conclusion, just as Blurt and his watch prevent Hippolito's hot-blooded 
young men from setting upon Fontanelle. Blurt is 
also a portrait of a constable drawn from life, 
as a perusal of William Lambard's The Dueties of 
Constables (1599)17 reveals. .,. 
.. The episode in which Curvetto, the lecherous 
courtier, attempts to climb up a rope-ladder to 
Imperia (IV. ii. 1-67) is perhaps a ludicrous echo 
of Romeo's wooing of Juliet ; and the episode in 
which Lazarillo falls into a cess-pit when he 
lies down to sleep, and is afterwards drenched 
with urine (MU. and IV. iu. 68-103) is borrowed 
from Boccaccio's tale of Andreuccio of Perugia 
(second day) fifth tale). Andreuccio is feignedly 
welcomed to the house of a Sicilian courtesan, 
and his clothes robbed after he has fallen into 
17. P. 112, and p. 30 of the last section of the 
book, are relevant to the play. 
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a cess-pit. Similarly, the undressed Lazarillo 
falls through a trapdoor. Robert Greene's Black 
Book's Messenger (1592), in an anecdote about 
how. Ned Brown's wife was cross-bitten in her 
own art, seems to have provided the incident 
in which Curvetto hauls down a chamber-pot on 
his head (IV. i. 1-32). 
Blurt Master Constable is thus something 
of a patchwork,, mainly- a- . patchwork of early 
Shakespearean drama. 'There Is an attempt to do 
poetic justice at the end, but even that is 
mock poetic justice ; Inberxa refuses to marry 
Curvetto, and he her. It seems impossible to 
detect any of the typical themes of Middleton 
at all in the play. Hillebrand goes so far 
as to contend that "no play of real depth of 
feeling and of artistic purpose, two exceptions 
always made [: ýgin coene and The Knight of the 
Burning Pestle J, . was " brought upon-the-boards of [the 
.. children! s) theatres. "18 The medium, I 
agree, did tend to create artificial plays, 
which were imitative of plays on the public 
stages ; yet Middleton managed to -impress his individual. point of view on some of the comed- 
ies which follow the shallow intrigue of Blurt 
Laster Constable. 
SOURCES 
Main plot : William Shakespeare, Romeo and T'nuliet (1597). 
Subplot : Incidents from William Shakespeare, 
Much Ado about Nothing (1600) ; 
Giovanni - Boccaccio' - -1 - Decamerone (11-71), 11.5. ; Robert Greene, The " iii acic Book's Messenger (1592). 
Niddleton's probable next play, The Family 
of Love'l is something of a topical satire, al- 
though-by no means so thoroughgoing as A Game 
at Chesse. According to Professor W. Powere 
18.. The Child Actors, p. 272. 
19. "Thomas. -Middleton vs. King James I, " Nf , CCII (December) 1957), 531+. 
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it may have been written in 1603 between March 
and November, or in 1604 after February. He 
thinks that Middleton was probably busy with The 
Phoenix between November 1603, and February ... 1601+. March 1603 marked the publication of King 
James' Basilikon Doron, which Power claims Mid- 
dleton read and. deferred to in The Phoenix and 
The Family of Love, in order to. ingratiate 
himself . with- , the- -Aew monarch.. James made a 
cutting remark in his book about the Anabaptist 
sect named the Family of Love, calling there a "vile sect" and saying that by Pur ans he 
principally meant this special sect. He was 
simply being devious, as Power shows, and using the Family as a makeshift cover for remarks 
about Presbyterians that Puritans might take 
umbrage, at. The reason he seized on the Family 
as safe to attack is that Elizabeth had issued 
proclamations against them, one in 1530, others before that date because they counted it law- ful to deny anything that was advantageous to them. 21 The Familist came back at James short- ly after July 1604, c 2 in a petition which be- 
gins by denying the truth of the remark in 
s likon Doron. Fuller repeats the charge of licent. ousness - ("The Family of Love [or Lust 
rather)") twice, which- Nashe ." had . -made 1 92 ; "we diuide Chr i st s garment into ... shipuans hose like the Anabaptists and adulterous Famil- ists" (Pierce_ Pen esse His Svnol'cation To 
The Diven, pp. 27-28). The petition- was - -design- ed. to-. "separate themselves from the Puritans 
(as persons odious to King JAMES) that - they might not fare the worse for their Vicinity 
unto them" (X, 33). Fuller says that he could 
not find out what came of the petition, but 
thought it may have been slighted ; hence they 
became fair game for ridicule. The sect had been inconsiderable for a long time, so that 
20. "Middleton vs. James, "p 528-529" 
21.. Bertil Johansson, Re1, ijlon -and in the Plavs of Ben Jonson. P 
sty of Upsala Essays -a 
VII, 157. 
22. The petition is printed in Thomas Fuller's 
Church History of BrU, tain (1655), X, 29-33" 
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Middleton's play must date from the period 1603- 
1604 if it was to have had any bite at all. 
The original stir caused by the Familists took 
place in the 1570's, when Christo her Vitell 
translated a number of books (1571-75) by Hen- 
drik Niclaes, an early Familist leader in Hol- 
land. John Rogers went into the attack in 
1578, with The disp] avin: - of an horrible secte 
of he et ue naming .t hemselue s the 
Fam 'e of 
Loue . (reprinted. 1579), and ; lien Vitell must 
have 
answered him, for In 1579 he, wrote An Answere 
unto a wicked Libel made by Christopher Vitell 
one of the chiefe English Elders of the pre- 
tended Family of Loue. I shall have more to 
say about Middleton's. use of The displaying of 
an horrible secte later. 
The f irst.. quarto did not appear until 
1607, but in the address "To the Reader, " 
Middleton states that "the newness of it made 
it much more desired than at this time. " 
Baldwin t iaxwe1123 offers 1605 as the date of 
composition, as there is a reference to a 
"whole new livery of porters" at I. iii. 109, 
which he. believes refers to the revival of the 
Company of Porters in 1605. Perhaps these 
references (there Is another at IV. iii. 45-1+6) 
were added for later performances. It is pro- 
bable that at least two companies owned. the 
play Paul's boys and th- children of the 
King's Revels. R. H. Barkerb holds to an early 
date, 1602, and accepts a 1605 revision. If 
we remember that the theatres were closed owing 
to the plague between March 1603 and April 
1604, a composition date of 1603 and a perfor- 
mqnce on the opening of the theatres seems 
plausible. A satire of this type might just 
keep its savour for twelve months. 
might 
any rate, 
it is a piece of satirical opportunism, taking 
advantage of a small sect by deliberately using 
23.. "A Note on the Date of Middleton's The 
Family of Love with a query on the Porters 
Hall Theatre, '! Elizabethan Studies and Other 
Essays in Honor of George F. Reynolds . (University of Colorado Studies,. 19 5), pp. 
195-200 0 24. Thomas Middleton, p. 159. 
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it, and its reputation for licentiousness, as 
a stalking-horse to satirise the Puritans, even 
though the sect itself insisted that it was not 
Puritan. For instance, Dryfat, a sceptical mer- 
chant, who constantly pokes fun at the sect, 
calls their women "a crew of na ow-ruffed, 
strait-laced ... dames" (V. iii. 192), but goes on to allude to one of their licentious practises 
in the following terms : 
each man's copyhold will become freehold, ... ; their wives, the only ornaments of their 
houses, and of all their wares, goods, and 
chattels, the chief moveables, will be made 
common. 
(V. iii. 196-201) 
John Rogers in 1579 had given evidence of prac- 
tises which doubtless gave rise to the charges 
of lechery : 
if he will be content that all his goodes 
shalbe in common amongst the rest of all his brethren, he shclbe receiued ; whereunto he 
answering, yea ... All the company both men and women kisse him, one after another. (The d3. sn1ayinF, of an horrible secte 
79), Iv 
William Power's thesis in the article on "Mid- dleton vs. James I" tries to show that for a long time Middleton endeavoured to secure James' favourable notice ; he doubtless thought that 
satirising the Puritans, however crudely, would 
consitute a first move in ' this direction. 
The play's anti-Familist -satire divides 
off sharply from the main plot which concerns the middle-class Romeo and Jul let Gerardine and Maria : it occupies I. iii., II. i., III-Ill., IV. i. 
and iv., and part of V. U., a courtroom scene. 
Therä is another line of action telling the 
story of Lipsalve and Gudgeon, who attempt 
to seduce the three women of the play, with 
25. No doubt the boy who acted Mistress Purge 
was dressed like a Puritan. 
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no success, and are finally chastened for their 
efforts. G. J. Eberle26 argues that Dekker is 
responsible for some of the play, since the 
precious verse given to the lovers sorts so 
ill with the prose satire. He would in effect 
give this verse to Delc. ker, and leave Middleton 
with the Lipsalve and Ludgeon story and the 
Familist satire. But his division is hopelessly 
vacillating ; almost every time he. has decided 
to allot a scene to one man, he find traces 
of the other. He omits to mention three very 
important considerations-that Middleton did write 
In this rather stilted gorgeous manner in his 
early work that he was under Dekker's influence 
at this time, and that the play is imitating 
Shakespeare everywhere. 27 To give an example of 
the dangers of this last omission : in II. ii. 
Eberle finds "jocund" a word typical of Dekker, 
who has "dozens" of uses. Yet Miss Olive shows 
the passage where it occurs to be imitated from 
Romeo and Ju1&ct, II. v. 9-10. I cannot therefore 
place -rauch trust on Eberle's finding of Dekker 
in The Family of Love ; his whole demonstration 
may be cogently refuted at any time soon. 
Critics have noted that the romantic plot 
and the satire do not mingle well, and have thought that Middleton's possible rvision (for 
the children of the King's Revels? ) accounted for the extraordinary way in which Lipsalve 
and Gudgeon make lewd comments during the stiff balcony scene when Maria appears jo lament her 
hard fate (I. ii. 70ff. ). Hugo Jung2 early noted 
the awkward effect thus created : "Der Effekt 
ist ein unangenehmer, weil es den Dichter 
nicht gelungen ist, 
Ndie 
beiden Welten entweder 
einander naher zu rucken oder in einen erquick- 
lich wirkenden Gegensatz -zueinander zu bringen. " 
Middleton returned to Romeo and Juliet 
again for material. There must have . been a 
vogue for the "separated lovers" theme on the 
26. "Dekker's Part in 
eDh Quincv Adams 
Love, " Jos- 
. ed. J. U. I cilanaway, G.. Dawson and i:. -. Willoughby 
(Washington, D. C., 19148), pp. 723-738. 
27. See W. J. Olive, "Imitation of Shakespeare in 
Middleton 's The r ani, 1 v of Love, 11 P0, )MIX 
(1950), 75-78 
28.. Das Verhaltnis Thongs Middlet on' s zu Shaksp 
nchener Beiträge zur -romanischen " und . -en lis-- 
, en Phi o "o ie_, - 
DQ=.. (Leipzigs . 190 4), 1.. . 
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boys' stage ; Jack Drum's Entertainment has at 
least four balcony scenes. of . -a - burlesque type 
and Marston29 was a specialist in "lovers-in- 
distress" themes of a burlesque nature. However, 
the prevailing tone of The Family of Love is 
distinctly less romantic than that of . B1urt Master Constable. The blurred effect of the story 
of the " two -lovers, who win their ends by the desperate expedient of having a child, seems 
to result from following the sympathetic treat- 
ment of Romeo and Juliet and trying to burles- 
que and exaggerate the romantic tradition at 
the same time. Hugo Jung and Miss Olive point 
out that I. ii., the first balcony scene, contains 
most verbal echoes of Romeo and Juliet, III. ii. 
In the following passage, Middleton imitates as 
much as he can without actually copying : 
The black-brow'd Night, drawn in her pitchy wain, In starry-spangled pride rides now o'er heaven : Now is the time when stealing minutes tell 
The stole delight joy'd by all faithful lovers : Now loving souls contrive both place and means For wished pastimes.... 
(I. it. 90-95) 
Compare Juliet awaiting Romeo : 
such a waggoner 
As Phaethon would whip you to the west, And bring in cloudy night immediately. 
Spread thy close curtain, love-performing night, That runaway's eyes may wink, and zomeo 
Leap to these arms, untalk'd of and u Been.... 
(III-ii-4-7). 
Maria is actually being overheard at this point 
by her lover just as Juliet was at II. U. by 
Romeo. Likewise, she hears someone call and 
has to promise to send further to her lover. 
Two bawdy companions accompany Gerardine part of 
the time just as the jesting Mercutio and Ben- 
29. Caputi, John Marston, Satirist, pp. 117-156. 
30. Quotation from Edward ""Dowden's Arden edition (London, 1900). 
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volio accompany Romeo. Finally, both Romeo and 
Gerardine are banished from the house of their 
beloved, Gerardine merely pretending to depart 
for a distant country. The parallels stop at 
IV. ii. in preparation for a happy ending, after 
which Gerardine's capable plotting secures a 
child and a wedding for Maria with a cash 
dowry into the bargain. Gerardine is something 
of a transitional figure between the romantic 
young lover of Shakespeare and the witty young 
rogue of Middleton's own comedy. 
Middleton seems to have been thoroughly 
familiar with Romeo and Juliet. Certain images 
reappear completely transformed.; on Gerardine's 
taking leave of iaria in I. ii., Lipsalve makes 
the cynical comment 
women have sharp falcon's eyes, and can soar 
aloft ; but keep them, like falcons, from flesh, 
and they soon stoop to a gaudy lure. 
(I. U. 149-152) 
Juliet had used the sae terms to describe her 
desire to attract Romeo back again in the 
leave-taking scene : "0 for a falconer's voice/ 
To lure this tassel-gentle back again! " (II. ii. 
158-159). Lipsalve's cynicism is not intended to 
be endorsed in the play ; gaudy lures are put 
before 111aria by her uncle and Lipsalve, who 
impersonates Gerardine, and she does not stoop 
to them-but then Gerardine sees to it she is 
not kept from flesh. The marital contract is 
regulated by fin4ncial consideration, and yet 
we. are still intended to accept Gerardine'-s 
exalted protestations, about Xiaria and about 
love, at face value. 
The way Middleton furnished the lovers with 
exalted speeches was to ransack Ovid's rletamor- 
hn oses for classical personae, and to apply them 
to a. given rhetorical topic : here, for instance, 
is Gerardine on the "sacred deity, Love" : 
And Jove, whose frown all mortal lives bereaves, 
His marble throne and ivory sceptre leaves, 
And in the likeness of a bull was seen, 
As forc'd by him to bear the Tyrian queen 
Through Neptune's watery kingdom : if these submit, 
My metamopphose is not held unfit. 
(IV.: ii. 14-19) 
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Of course, the comparison is inept ; Jupiter is 
the arch-dissimulator in love affairs of the 
I"ietanornhoses, whereas Gerardine intends to em- 
phasise his readiness to go through anything 
for 1-iaria's sake. The general inspiration seems 
to be i: arlovian ; but Middleton was not sufficIent- 
ly imbued with classical learning to think 
constantly in terms of mythological events. 
The story of Lipsalve, Gudgeon and Dr. 
Glister perhaps owes something to a taý in 
TarItons newes out of Purgetorie (1590) en- 
titled . "The tale. of the two "louers of Pisa, 
and why they were vhipt in Purgatorie with 
nettles: '32 It is the last tale in the collect- 
ion. Mutio, an old doctor, has a wife called 
11argaret, of whom he is very jealous. Lionello, 
a handsome young man, falls in love with her 
and she with him. 'The man he consults about 
the best way of winning his mistress is iron- 
ically, the old doctor, since he hopes that 
"with his drogges he might helpe him forward 
in his purposes. " After the first meeting Lion- 
ello reports back to the old man, who resolves 
to revenge himself on the would-be cuckolder. 
At the meeting of Iriargaret and Lionello next 
day Lionello only escapes by hiding in a "great 
drie fat full of feathers. " Lionello again reports 
back to Mutio describing whet happened and tells him of the next venue. Lionello escapes 11iutio's 
wrath this time by being hidden in a trunk and 
removed from the house before : utio sets fire 
to it;; Margaret had persuaded her husband that 
the trunk was valuable to 'him. When the whole 
affair is later revealed by Lionello, which 
he pretends was a trick to drive Mutio from 
his jealousy, the laughter and derision are the 
death of the old man. He whips them In Purg- 
atory with nettles for their adultery. 
2": iddleton has used the device of the would- 
be lover reporting back to the man whose mis- 
31. Reprinted by G. Bullough In Narrative and 
Dramatic Sources of Shekesl2eare, II, 26-34- 
32. An adaptation-of-the tale of Bucciolo and 
Pietro Paulo in I1 Pecorone, 1.2, by Gio- 
vanni Fiorentino. See Scott, E izabethan 
Translations from the I, ta1 an, P-57- 
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tress he is unwittingly courting. Lirasalve and 
Gudgeon do not know tars. Purge is Dr. Glister's 
mistress. Gudgeon, for instance, asks Glister to 
help him "either by medecine or your art magical" 
to work i'irs. Purge to his will (II. iv. 158-159) ". In V. I. the doctor has to keep the pair from 
his wife. Middleton does not let the gallants 
succeed with either lady, but has them whipped 
for lechery. Gerardine's trick of being carried 
into (II. iv. ) and out (III. vii. ) of Maria's 
apartment in a trunk of valuables is perhaps 
also taken from Taxitons new-, wes. 
The idea of the. whipping for lechery in 
Purgatory seems to have left. its mark on III. vi. 
Glister says that he can "see ray brave spirits 
... nakedly burning in the, hell-fire of lechery" (11.3-4) ; like two nether-world spirits, Lipsalve 
and Gudgeon appear in white shirts, almost naked. It is odd that Middleton should have made Glis- 
ter, the habitual adulterer of Ilrs Purge, the 
scourge to punish the two lechers. i3 
33. Middleton used succubi, witches, ghosts and 
other weird creatures throughout his dramatic 
career. These creatures often embody his 
most extreme fantasies, and are connected 
with sexual offences. It seems likely from 
a reference in III. vii. of The Family of j, ove to the Pythoness as a magician-that Middleton had digested Ludwig Lavater's Of 
Ghostes and Snirites walking by nyght (1572)2 
which discusses at length the spirit-raising 
ability of the flitch of Endor. The English 
version (trans R. H. ) merely says "That the 
true Samuell did not appeare to the vvytche in ndor, " but the corresponding Latin text 
of 1575 has "Verum Samuelem Pythonissae in 
Endor non apparuisse. " 
From a reading of Lavater, Middleton 
would have learnt ' what forms spirits might 
assume : chapter ;: IX of Part I claims that 
"they show themselues in sundry sorte : some- 
tymes in the shape of a man whome we know, 
who is yet alyue ... " (Quoted from Of Ghos_ 
and s2irites waking by nyght, ed. J.. Dover 
Wilson and. y- Yardley C Oxford, 19293, p. 91. ) 
We hear of a certain Chunegunda (pp. 91-92) 
who, though innocent of adultery, was visited 
by the spirit of a young courtier. 
1F1 
Glister jealously keeps the play's women as 
much as he can to himself ; he Is a successful ° 
version of Mutio, since his foreknowledge of the 
gallants' schemes helps him to prevent them. Per- 
haps he is a personal satire on some London 
doctor-the allusions to his red hair and beard 
(V. i. 13,15) are certainly particularized. 
Mrs. Purge is the play's Puritan ; Middleton 
bases his satire on John Roger s The disnla in 
of an horrible secte (1578,159). Rogers' attacked 
them. -fiercely. for. their secretive ways and abuse 
of scripture. David George, 35 a Dutchman, was 
the original founder, but at his death in 1556 
his differences had not caused him to move out- 
side the parent body,. the Anabaptists of Delft. 
His chief disciple was Hendrik Niclaes, known in 
England as Henry Nicholas, an Anabaptist mystic 
who came over to England in Edward VI's reign. 36 
He claimed great intimacy with God and equality 
with Moses, Christ, the Apostles and other script- 
ural saints. Lven SO2 early sinister misdoing 
came to colour the integrity of the Family, 
since one of the three women in Nicholas' house- 
hold (whom he claimed were his wife, sister and 
cousin) was reported to have confessed on her 
sick-bed that he had abused her and told her 
not to worry about hell-fire since she would 
not die. ' Nicholas' English disciple was Christopher 
Vitel (fl. 1555-1579), a Southwark joiner who trans- 
lated his books ; this Farallist leader is the 
object of Rogers' Polemics. Vitel taught Nicholas' 
34.. Rogers' was not the only attack ; John Knew- 
stub answered them in A Confutation of mons- 
trous and horrible heresies ... (15797-; his 
book is concerned more with theology than is 
Rogers'. Francis Russell was in the Council 
meeting which investigated the Family ; he ac- 
quired Knewstub's book (see M. St. Clare Byrne 
and Gladys Scott Thomson, "My Lord's Books, " 
RES, VII 119313,395)- 
35- Jöchers lall eneinetss Gelehrten-Lexikon (Hildes- 
heim, 1961), II7 46-49, has. information about 
hi# under "David Joris. " 
36. See Jonson's The Alchemist; V. v. 117, and Herford 
and Simpson's note to the line (X, 115). D. K. B. 
puts date of Nicholas' arrival as 1562 or 63- 
37- The aspersions on Nicholas' character are un- 
founded (D. N. B. ). 
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doctrine and pursued a policy of eschewing con- 
flicts over doctrine with other sects. Henry 
Nicholas had taught, according o two Fanilists 
exauuined by Sir William itoore, 
3 that once a 
Familist is deified or "Godded with God, " "what 
so euer they commit it cannot be sinne ... bee 
it neuer so vngodly" (Hiiiv). Rogers is quick 
to reduce this argument to absurdity : 
And what acte so euer they do, it can not be 
sinne, no more then the Prophete Osees, which 
was commaunded to take a Harlot to his wife, 
and to beget children in fornication, and he 
did so. Vppon such false and vaine persuasions, 
what vile doctrine doeth followe, the verie 
simple may percejue. 
(HiiiV) 
Middleton perceived Rogers' mark ; this equivocation 
about real innocence and the innocence of the 
"godded " however true or untrue, was grist to 
his satiric mill. In the mock court scene V. iii., Gerardine disguised as a 'paritor puts a 
charge to Mrs. Purge : 
Speak, Rebecca Purge, art thou one of this Fanny? hast thou ever known the body of 
any man there or elsewhere concupiscentally? 
Mrs. Purge, mindful of the licence to "answere 
to euerie demaundant (not beefing one of their 
sect) in suche sorte as they thinke best shall 
please him ... alledging, that he is no neighbour, 
and that therefore they may abuse him at their 
pleasure, " replies "No, master doctor" on the 
ground that 
I thank my spirit I have fear before my 
eyes which my husband sees not, because 
something hangs inns light. 
(V. Ui. 208-215) 
Some critics have said that Middleton was no 
38. All Rogers' evidence is called in question by 
E. R., Ivivff. of the 1579 edition of The 
disn1suing of on horrible secte. 
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moralist, and would no doubt cite Mrs. Purge's 
adultery, lying and final escape from punishment 
as an example of the point. But this is satire ; 
surely it is more effective, in demonstrating vice 
upheld by a delusion of faith to portray it 
as dangerous and successful. Middleton's attack 
is clumsy, but it does not go beyond the in- 
formation Rogers gives. Middleton makes the Family 
meet at night and give passwords (IV. i. ), both 
details found in Rogers : 
They are called together ever in the night 
time ... and when they come to the house of 
meeting, they knocke at the doore, saying : 
here is a Brother in Christ, or a Sister in 
Christe. 
(Iv - Ivv) 
Purge, in his pursuit of his wife, gets it 
wrong and says "A Familiar Brother" instead of 
"A Brother in the Family" (IV. i. 121-122). A 
sect with a secret doctrine, who say and pub- 
lish nothing about belief, claim that the marriage 
of such who are not enlightened with true faith 
is polluted and filthy, and receive kissing as 
a token of admission, are somewhat open to satire. 
The humour of Purge cuckolding himself, and then 
of [ors. Purge excusing herself, like Falstaff, 
on the ground that she knew her husband "by 
instinct, " is droll indeed. Purge is, in any 
case, a ridiculous cuckold, one of those termed 
"cuckold by Act of Parliament" in The Cobler of 
Canterburie (1590), C3v. 
Other analogues have ben cited for in- 
cidents in the play. R. C. Bald 9 directs attention 
to two early Italian comedies, Ariosto's 11 
Negromante 40 (1520) and Cecchi's Lo Soirito (15 -9) K. W. Bond, who surlmarises the plots. of these plays, 
comments that the motive of the chest as a 
means of entering a mistress' chamber is not new : 
39. - "The Sources of Middleton's City Comedies, " JEGP, ; III (1934), 385- 
40. Early Plays from the Itaiian, ed., and with an introduction- by, H. -Warwick -Bond (Oxford, 1911). 
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it had been used in La Calandria and by the 
novelists, beint original perhaps in Boccaccio's 
ninth tale, second day. This is not to the 
purpose here, as Anbrogiuolo is a spy, not a 
lover. In I7 ýwegromante Camillo is smuggled into 
Emilia's chamber ; in Lo Spirito Aldobrandino is 
put into a chest to convey him Into the house 
of Doctor Antonio, whose daughter he loves. La 
Innocentta iftvendutaý'1 (? before 1600) Is a dra- 
matic (scenario) treatment of the Anbrogiuolo 
story.. The coffer in that version contains a 
man's worldly possessions which are to be stored. 
Obviously the play is the product of immat- 
urity, though Samuel Schoenbaum goes too far 
when he calls it "tedious calumny of an insignif- 
icant Puritan sect. " It shows a split down 
Pliddleton's literary personality which he never 
reconciled ; there is the attempt to portray a 
pair of lovers in spiritual communion, and to 
set them off by portraying a hypocritical middle- 
class world of sinners, salvationists, doctors 
and tradesmen ; but his interest in the manners 
and morals of the latter group betrays him into 
making the lovers participate in the drive for 
security and cash. Ifiddleton experiences a clash 
between flesh and spirit and finds it impossible 
to trust the purity of anything fleshly. Shakespeare, 
his quarry for material, can survey sexual passion 
with a calm that Middleton cannot. His yearning 
after finer things-romantic verse, aristocratic 
patronage-had caused Middleton to shake off his 
middle-class allegiance, yet it was the class with 
which he was one in spirit. After a little more 
effort to move away from the London world and 
frail humanity, he gave in and wrote, in an 
ironic manner of the successful world which had 
bred him. With the Puritans, he was less re- 
strained, and began to loose satirical shafts 
1+1. In K . M. Lea, Italian Popular Comedy edy_ (Oxford, 1934), II , 573- 42. "A Chaste Mid in Cheapside and Middleton's 
City Comedy, " in Studies &n the English 
Rena ssence drama, ed. Josephine W. Bennett 
-Oscar Cargill and Vernon Hall Jr. (New York, 
1959), p. 287. 
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at first inaccurate, as in The Family of Love, 
but after several tries, mercilessly on target.. 
Gerardine is the first example of the witty 
intriguer in full control of things ; his drive 
to accomplish his desires is seen by Miss J. R. 
Sargent43 as "a symbol of an unsettled, rising 
society with all the energy which will bring it 
to success in the future Z on which its eyes are firmly fixed. " She sees Lerardine as totally un- 
self1sh and his appearance from the trunk as a 
kind o esurrection, following his forfeiture of 
identity. 44 Haria's power to raise him up from 
the trunk, therefore, adds dignity to the workings 
of young idealistic love, as juxtaposed with lech- 
ery and adultery. This very modern treatment of 
the play is qualified by a statement that its 
unity, evident in conception, was not achieved in. 
execution., 
Probably two companies performed the play, as 
I have mentioned. The title-page says that the 
children of the King's zievels acted it, presumably 
at Whitefriars ; this compsxý did not begin playing till 1607. H. N. HillcbrandL+5 thinks that the Paul 
% 
boys acted it and that only later did it pass 
on to a weaker company-. presumably because its or- iginal interest lay in its topicality: So we have no need to assume Middleton ever did more than revise a play for a fourth-rate company like this one. 
SOURCES 
Main plot : William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet (1597). 
Subplot : John Rogers, The dtsolaying of an horrible secte of heretjq ues . (1573) Tar tons neues out. of. -Purgatorie (1590. 
.. 
1+3. The Moral and Social. Bases of Middlet on' s Com- 
edx, unpublished University of. London disser- 
tation (1951+), p. 88. 
1+1+. 14oral and Social Ba sea, p. 101+. 
1+5. The Child Actors, p. 299. He dates the play 
mid-1605. 
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The image of the Phoenix was often applied to the 
new monarch, James VI of Scotland, when he suc- 
ceeded to the English throne. Middleton and Dekker's 
The Magnificent Entertainment, presented before 
James in London on 15 March 1603/1+ addresses 
the new king as a "sacred Phoen x. 
ß'l+6 There can 
be little doubt that the character of Prince 
Phoenix was intended to glance in a complimentary 
way at James ; the play must date from a period 
close to- the beginning of the reign, before 
Middleton's hostile attitude towards the Scots 
came out clearly within a play or two. Middleton 
may still have been trying to go along with the 47 
precepts which James enunciated in Basilikon Doron, 
although his knowledge of James' book amounts, 
in Bawcutt's phrase, only to "a faint influence. " 
Miss Williamson's attempt to, draw a parallel proves the exactness 49awdatt's phrase. E. K. Chambers claims that the performance 
before the King mentioned on the title-page of 
the 1607 quarto must have taken place on 20 
February 1601-. Professor W. Power14 allows that 
the play may well have been written after The Family of Love, but played whilst the theatres 
were still closed because of the plague. Baldwin I1axwellS0 gives evidence that 1603 must be almost 
certainly the right year for the play's composition. As one might have predicted, the suggestion that Dekker might have had a share in the play 
came u3 in 1954, in a dissertation by D. B. 
Dodson. ' He suggests Dekker's hand in the main 
plot characterisation of the Duke Phoenix and Fidelio, on the ground that we are here dealing 
with political allegory which employs Dekkerian 
46. N . W. Bawcutt, "Middleton's 'The Phoenix' as 
a Royal Play, " mo, CCI (July, 1956), 287. 
47- Sc? I arilyn L. Williamson, The Phoen' x: Middle- 
ton's Comedy de Kegimine Princioum, " R. N., X 
(1957), 185. 
1+8. The Elizabethan Stage (Oxford, 1923), III, 439- 
49. "Middleton- vs. James - I)" A534- 50. "Middleton's The Phoenix" J. A. Adams Memorial 
Studies, p. 748. 
51. Thornes Middleton's Cit_yCorned es, unpublished 
University of Columbia dissertation (195+), 
PP. 71+-98. 
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symbols. Pence the good characters go to Dekker, 
and the rogues and villains to Middleton. Thus 
Dodson is able to transform Middleton into a 
London-centred realist from the first, for Blurt 
Master Const, -ible and the idealistic parts of The 
r ami1v of Love had already gone to Dekker--" 
ascriptions which suit Dodson's restricted view rf 
Middleton very well. This theory, however, has 
not been taken seriously. 
The story of the virtuous prince who pre- 
tends to go on his travels to see the world, 
but in reality stays at home in disÜuise to 
survey the true nature of his own realm, is 
treated by more than one Jacobean dramatist. Shake- 
speare's Measure for 'Measurc is a good example, 
but it was not performed at Court till 26 Decem- 
ber 1601+. The motif seems, for the Jacobeans, 
to have been original in Italy, and one scenario, 
I1 usto r nc e52 (published 1622, played earl- 
ier), comes as close as any Italian version of 
the motif I know to Middleton's play. The actual 
substance of the sentiments spoken by the Duke, 
the Prince and Proditor have occupied commentators 
much more than the play's Italian element, which 
is specified as Ferrarese. Basilikon Doron (1603) 
has loomed large ;I have already quoted Bawcutt' 
remark about its "faint influence. 1' William Power33 
was not put off the scent so easily, and he 
recommends a thoroughgoing reading of Jacobean 
history into the main plot events. The old Duke 
stands for Queen ], lizabeth ("in a very limited 
sense, " Bawcutt had said), the Prince for James, 
and Proditor for Sir Walter Halegh. Remarks 
typical of Power's attempt to fit the play with 
any degree of closeness to historical facts in- 
clude "It is unlikely that Ralegh had any notion 
of making himself King. " Since so much effort 
has been spent on proving that 14iddleton was 
using Bas-ilikon Doron in The Phoenix, I may as 
well avoid the necessity of quoting a number of 
non-parallel passages by citing Power's remark, 
who Is more enthusiastic about the possible 
relationship than I am : "If The Phoenix nowhere 
52. See Winifred Smith, "Two Commedie deli '. Arte 
on the Measure for Iv. epsure Story, " R R. , XIII 
(1922), 2-6q-270- 
53- "'The Phoenix, ' Raleigh and King James, " Tvý 
CCIII (February, 1958), 57-61. 
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quotes directly from Basfli on Doron, it echoes 
the spirit of that work. "7 
To return,. then, to Italian scenari on 
the subject of travelling princes in disguise. 
Italian comedians had certainly been in London 
in 1602 but are only recorded as playing at 
Court. f Middleton did see them play there or 
elsewhere, he would have lea t about the type 
of set used for a scenario. 
11 
This set had 
six houses ranged in threes on opposite sides 
of a street, and doors permitting exit and 
entry. In The Phoenix there are six houses, 
all in Ferrara ; the episode at the end of IV. i. 
and beginning of IV. ii., where Phoenix leans on 
a doorbell and is hauled inside, seems to de- 
pend on having a house-front facade on stage. 
Phoenix's main function, however is to enquire 
into the different kinds of injustice and ini- 
quity in his father's realm--which manifest them- 
selves as treason, legal -racketeering and sharp 
practice, wife-selling and adultery. Usually in 
disguised-ruler plots the substitute turns out 
to be corruptible, as in Lieasure for Measure 
and I1 gtusto nrinczne. But since the old Duke is Phoenix's father, that can hardly happen. 
In 11 Piusto ortnc, a prince leaves the 
realm to a deputy whilst he goes away to deal 
with a rebellion.. Amongst the iniquities which 
make their appearance during the prince's absence 
are adultery (resulting in murder), abuse of 
power by authority (especially with reference to 
a young girl betrothed to another man), and 
the corruption of justice. At the end of the 
scenario the prince returns and metes out just- 
ice on the hypocritical deputy, who has condemn- 
ed another man for a fault he himself is 
guilty of. I mention this scenario because it 
removes any need to assume that Middleton must 
have known Measure for Pleasure, and also to 
show how original a variation- his treatment of 
the theme is. 
54. Daniel B. Dodson, jn"King James and 'The Phoenix' 
-Again, " FM, CCIII (October, 1958), +3+-437, links the play to James' promises of clemency to the 
Catholics. The article accounts for perhaps 
four lines in the play. 
55. For the visit and setting, see J. i. A. Nicoll, 
The World of Harlequin (Cambridge, 1963), p. 169, 
and the . illustration. -on p. 
14. 
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Gerard Langbaine56 mystified succeeding 
scholars by offering as source for the play a 
Spanish novel called The Force of Love. R. U. 
Pane", / has nothing to offer In. the way of a 
translation with that title, and Baldwin Maxwell58 
found only a tale called La Fuerza del Amor, 
by Maria de Zayas y Sotomayor, - written twenty-five 
years after The Phoenix had been printed, and 
bearing no relation to it. Another misleading 
comparison, which Swinburne made, was of Phoenix 
to Haroun Alrasehid ; not until 1706-8 does this 
Eastern figure turn up in English. 
The complications of plot which illustrate 
the iniquities of Ferrarese society have more 
definite sources than the main framework story. 
II. ii. is one scene for which we can say no 
written source was needed since it seems to 
draw on biographical details. I came to the 
conclusion that the Thomas Harvey-Anne Middleton 
quarrels had a good deal to do with thi 
scene before I found " that John B. Brooks39 had come to the same conclusion. In II. ii., the 
vile Captain sells his wife Castiza for five 
hundred crowns. The Captain is Castiza's second 
husband, but Fidello, her son by her first 
marriage, disapproves : 
that marriage Knew nothing of my mind, it never flourish'd 
In any part of my affection. 
(I. t. 159-161) 
Wife-selling actually took place in Middleton's 
day. One wife was 68old for five guineas, evident- 
ly -near Stownarket. It seems as if Middleton 
56. The Live and Characters of the En i sh 
Dramatick Poets (1699), p"99. The entry runs : 
"See the Story writ by Mipnei (sic) de 
Cervantes. called the force of Love, being 
a Spanish Novel. 
" 
57. nglish Translations from the Sr)2ntsh (1481+- 
19+3), (New Brunswick, 1944). 
58. J. Q. Adams Memorial S-d es, p. 753. 
59. "Middleton's Stepfather and the Captain of 
'The Phoenix, ""' " Ii, CCVI (October, 1961), 382-38)+. 
60. From Beatrice Saunders, The Age of Candlelight 
(London, 1959), p. 76. She offers no date for 
this transaction. 
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transformed the incident : hereby Thomas Harvey, 
sea-captain, was accused of spending and selling 
"divjer) s Leases goodes and chattles wch he 
had in marryage ... And in thend feind Deter- 
myned to travayle beyond ye Seas1e1 into a 
dramatic scene in which the wife herself was 
actually sold. Brooks points out that the threat 
of poisoning is made by the Captain, as in 
real life : "if all means fail, I'll kill or 
poison her and purge my fault at sea" (I. ii. 
11+8-149). it follows, too, that Fidelio is 
partially a representation of I'iiddleton as the 
faithful son, who disliked the marriage at first 
later his mother, Castiza, apologizes for not 
heeding his sound opinion : 
14y -kind soil I Whose liking I neglected In this match. 
(II. ii. 302-303) 
S 
At the end of the scene, the Captain is packed 
off to sea without so much as a single crown. The mature woman or widow figure is not 
often patronised in Middleton in this way, nor is the young man usually allowed so much control 
of the situation. This is perhaps a reflection 
of the fact that Middleton was attempting to 
bring justice to events which were violent and 
sordid ; he harf to vent his sense of outrage 
against Harvey by' judging and condemning him at 
once, instead of waiting till the final court 
scene. The chaste and innocent portrait of the 
widow that The Phoenix gives as is an idealised 
version of Anne Middleton, a clear indication 
that she had convinced her son she was a victim 
of callous, predatory masculinity. Yet part of 
the fault lay in her desirability : 
Why didst thou marry ne? 
You think, as most of your insatiate widows, 
That captains can do wonders.... (1-11-91-93), 
demands the Captain. He is so afraid that she 
61. Christian, Sjdý, p"l+92" The result of 
this, according to the plaintiffs, was 
that 




will cuckold him that he decides to arrange it 
by selling out his rights in her to Proditor. 
IV. ii. i. , the episode in which 
the Knight 
escapes from the officers of the law, seems to 
have been borrowed from -lobort Greenes The th" r 
ands st pert of conny-catch3n (1592). 
6 It 
is possible that ureene end i'Uddleton were both 
familiar with the same low-life cheating, al- 
though some critics have argued that Middleton 
adopted the standpoint of the class a little 
lower than the aristocracy, and held the middle- 
class and labouring class in contempt. That is 
obviously an oversimplified view of his imagin- 
ative ability to get inside different people. 
However, Middleton did use Greene often, and so 
perhaps the Greene account ought to be regarded 
as a source. 
The passage°3 in question concerns a sol- 
icitor in Paul's churchyard, and a low woman 
who is pretending to seek informal advice, al- 
beit for a fee. She attracts his attention 
and steps up to him : 
gluing him his fee, which thee) her face 
he put vp into his purse, thrust it 
vnder his girdle e nine : she proceeded to 
a veri, e sound discourse, whereto he listened 
with no litle attention. The time seruing fit for the fellows purpose, he care behind 
the Gentleriian, and as many times one friend 
will familiarly with another, claps his 
hondes ouer his eyes to make him guesse who he is, so did this companion, holding his 
handes fast ouer the Gentlemans eyes, saide : 
who am I? twice or thrise, in which time 
the drab had gotten the purse axý d 
_put 
it 
vp. The Gentleman thinking it {h c] bcene 
some merrie friend of his, reckoned the 
names of three or foure, when letting him 
go, the craftic knaue dissembling a bashfull 
shame of what he had done, said : By my troth 
sir I crie ye mercy, as I came in at the 
62. Source first identified by T. C. Bald, "The 
Sources of IY: iddleton's City Conedtes, 'pp381-382. 
63. On pp. 158-159 (Vol. X) of The Life and 
Corrn1 to Works of Robert Greene, ed. Alex- 
ander B. Grosart (London and Aylesbury, 1881-86). 
Church doore I Cooke ye for such a one 
(naming a man) a verse friend of mine, 
whome you very much reseib1c. 
The Gentler. "ian In The Piioenix (IV. iii. 69-77) plays 
the 'same trick and apologises similarly, whilst 
the Knight escapes. 
V. i. 278-end, in which Tangle is cured of 
his poisonous humour of litigancy, is borrowed 
from Ben Jonson's The Poetpster, V. iii., in 
which Crispinus is mode to vomit up the hard 
words he has used. The Poetaster (1601) was 
produced by the Children of Queen Elizabeth's 
Chapel ; Paul's boys obviously required a repeat 
of the episode. Middleton converted it to a blood-letting episode : "Now burst out, / Thou 
filthy stream of trouble spite, and doubt! " (V, i. 307-308). D. B. Dodson°1 doubted whether 
Niddleton's scholarship would have 'extended to 
Jonaon's original, Lucian's Lexiehanes ; Lexiphanes is made to be sick as Crispinus is. Jonson 
was no doubt annoyed by this borrowing ; to- 
gether with a few others it may be the cause for his dislike of Kiddleton. 
There are two other possible influences I 
should mention. Obviously, The Malcontent has 
the disguised-ruler plot that The Phoenix has " 
and it has more. There is a traitor, Mendoza, 
who confides in the disguised true ruler, Zal- 
evole, in en effort to procure him as murderer 
of the usurping duke. Mendoza plans to marry I41alevole's supposed widow, a virtuous matron who has experienced no good fortune since her husband 
disappeared. Finally, at court, summary justice 
is executed upon the miscreants ; l: endoza is 
thrown out like Proditor, complete indifference 
being shown to his ability to harm anyone. All 
is well under control pending the revelation of 
the disguised duke-thus making possible the 
achievement of ironic effects whilst the final 
downfall of the traitor is awaited. Yet the 
date of IMarston's Malcontent makes it seem that 
T: iddleton wrote his play before ; %arston's was 
in print and possibly before it was produced. 
M. L. WineDS in his recent edition settles for 
6-. Thomas Middleton's City Comedies, p. 96. 
65. The i`2lcontent, ed. M. L. Wine (University of 




1603 as the date of composition, but admits 
that the controversy is still open. If a date 
preceding that of The Phoenix's court performance 
- 20 February 1604 (a date which Hillebrand and 
Dodson criticize)-could be definitely given, I 
would have more confidence in ascribing I4: iddleton's 
indebtedness for the disguised-prince motif to 
Marston. 
The second possible influence I bring up 
in order to show that Basilikon Doron was not 
the only quarry for political philosophy : William 
Jones' translation of Justus Lipsius' $ixe Bookes 
of Politickes or Civil Doctrine (1594)ee has 
many of the details about statecraft that James' 
book has. In Lipsius' book are chapters dealing 
with lawyers who dictate to the commonwealth, 
with expedient government and how to deal with 
civil conspiracies, and advice on the use of 
dissimulation by a prince. The passage on royal 
guile (p. 113, chap. 13, bk. IV) makes the inter- 
esting suggestion that "the Prince be of a 
notable and excellent wit, and yet that he be 
able to intermingle that which is profitable, 
with that which Is honest. " Phoenix is, there- 
fore, a Renaissance -prince using all the vir- tuous resourceful guile of a Christian iachiavelli, 
and he remains "hones. t" in the very jaws of temptation at the Jevweller's house. 
In the three plays dealt with in this 
chapter we find certain common features : an ideal- 
ized pair of young lovers, of which the young 
man has some intrigue on foot which will secure 
his happiness (this element is faint in The 
Phoenix, which has only a bare hint of romance 
between Fidelio and Falso's noice) ;a d6nouement 
scene which judges the crimes of the petty 
criminals from the sub-plot ; and the juxtaposition 
of a small, righteous group with a busy world 
of engaging sinners. Falso of The Phoenix is 
a triumph in this latter category. On the other 
hand, the continent reformer-prince, Phoenix, is 
sententious ; he sees the marriage of a virgin 
couple as the only real guarantee of the san- 
ctity of wedlock (II. ii. 16+-192). There is no 
apparent ambiguity in the endorsement of this 
66. Rowley refers to Lipsius in The Changeltng, 
III. 1ii. 187. 
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theme by Middleton ; the real ambiguity springs 
from his desire to pattern these early plays 
in a manner which does not reflect his inner 
convictions about human beings. He seems to find 
it hard to write convincingly about what he has 
been taught to approve of. 
SOURCES 
Main plot : One version of the "disguised-prince" 
play :? Il giusto principe (printed 
1622) ;? John Marston, The Malcontent 
(printed 1604). 
Subplot : The Harvey Middleton quarrels; 
Robert Greene, The third and las 
art of conny-catchin (1592) ; 
eenJonson, `lohe Poetaster (1601). 
CHAPTER THREE 
The Unprincipled Comedy of Economic Exigency 
By 1604 Middleton had settled in to the cond- 
itions which governed most of his working life. 
James, the new monarch, was installed on the 
throne, and he did not seem to be enthusiastic 
about the I4iddleton play he had seen. Marriage 
and a child had increased the need to sell plays 
regularly ; satirical work for the boys' companies 
had, of all the literary media Middleton had 
attempted, paid off best. The London scene was the 
one Middleton knew best and the one his audience 
knew best ; since It was sca cely romantic or exalt- 
ed enough to inspire tragedy' or romance, it was 
evidently best anatomised---Ben Jonson, for example, 
had made a great success with his comic portray- 
als of Londoners. 
The group of four comedies now to be con- 
sidered forms a more homogeneous unity than any 
other group in M, 11iddlet on' s whole work. All four 
were written and produced between 1604 and 1607, 
and printed in the release of plays which follow- 
ed the cessation of playing by the Paul's boys 
in 1606. Why they stopped acting is not clear ; 
at any rate, playscripts came on the market fist 
after and these four comedies are dated 1607 or 
1608. Middleton seems to have had nothing to do 
with their publication. 
Readers of The Phoenix cannot fail to notice 
the functional quality- of some of the figures ; 
characters like Proditor, ridelio, Falso and Cas- 
tiza dramatically personify motivating vices and 
virtues in the play. The play which I am treat- 
ing as Middleton's next, Your ý'ive Gallants, has 
an even more marked morality element ; the main 
character are "not so much human beings as illus- 
trations" --representatives of the various methods 
a parasite could employ to pursue a career in 
London. - The play has links with Jonson's comical 
satire when it depicts the humours of a gull like 
1. Although I%l. ddleton did write a tragedy in 1606, 
now lost. See H. T. Hillebrand, "Thomas Middleton's 
The V&T)er ts Brood, " 1 N, V. LII (1927) , 35-38. 
2. Barker, Thomas Middleton, p. +3. 
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Bungler, but it reaches further back into Tudor 
morality drgmc for its true antecedents. 
Barker3 thinks this was a Paul's boys' 
play, despite the title-page ascription to the 
company at Blackfriars, and that It was pritten 
no later than the Sumner of 1606. Dodson 
puts the date at c. 1607, on the ground that 
the plague referred to by Frippery in I. i. was 
that of 1607, when the Privy Council requested 
playing to be restrained. The play was entered 
on the Stationers' Registýr on 22 March 1607/8. 
Miss Clare Lee Colegrove, in her introduction 
to the best text of the play I know, adhered 
to the 1607 date and treated the play as belong- 
ing to the Children of the Chapel at Blackfriars. 
The evidence for a production earlier than 1607 
is not strong ; but the play has had material 
in it subtractgd and transposed, which leads 
Baldwin Maxwell to suspect revision after earlier 
performances. It would be uncritical to date this 
play after A Trick to Catch- the 01d One (1605- 
6), the best of the group. 
1603, we recall, was a serious plague year, 
in which Anne Harvey and lllen Waterer died, 
along with 38,242 other people " and then the 
next serious plague year was 1607. Even so, 
1606-7 was no repeat of the horrors of 1603 ; 
from March of that year uintil twelve months 
later the theatres were closed. The playwrights 
must have. had a very lean year. iiiddleton wrote 
his two pamphlets during the close season, and 
he would even then have had ample time o write 
the openin scenes of Your Five Ga] lent s, The 
reason I agree with Barker tha this was first 
a Paul's and then a Blackfriar/s, ( play is that 
A Trick to Catch the Old One (printed 1608) 
was first described as a Paul's play (Q1,1603) 
Barker, Thomas Middleton, p. 161+. 
Thomas I'jddleton's City Comed es, p. 133. 
5. A Critical 11dition of Thomas . icldleton's "Your 
Five Gallants, " unpublished -University of Mich- igan dissertation, (1961), PP-1-13- 6. "Thomas Mtddleton's Your Five Gallants, " PQ, 
(1951), 30-39- 
7- Details of the plagues are from F . P. - Wilson, The Pla, 3ue in Shakespeare's London (Oxford, 
1927)) Pp"109-119.. 
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and then afterwards as 'played both at Paul's 
and Blackfriars' (Q2,1608). It follows that if 
Paul's boys did play Your Five Gailents, it 
must have been ready by . 1606 ; in which case the 
plague referred to is that of 1603, in all 
probability. 
If Middleton did work for the Children of 
the Chapel at Blackfriars (the Stationers' Regis- 
ter entry tells us that this was the company 
Your Five Gallants was performed by), he probably there 
met Robert Keysar, goldsmith and dramatic sponsor, 
the man who brought suit against him in the 
Viper and her Brood case. Keysar 
°ight 
well have 
arranged that the Paul's repertoire was part- 
ially made over to his company of children at... 
the Blackfriars. This latter company ceased 
playing at Blackfriars when the Blackfriars lease 
was surrendered to Burbage and the King's men 
in the autumn of 1609. Not until this date can 
we be certain that Middleton produced anything 
for an adult company. 
A remarkable feature of Your Five Gallants 
is its wide range of settings--a pawnshop, a 
music-school, a gentleman's house, streets, the 
Mitre tavern, Combe,, Park (Kingston-on-Thames), 
St. Paul's middle aisle, and a bedchamber--a 
variety reminiscent of the public theatres which 
recalls a play like I Henry IV. It makes for 
a decidedly picaresque atmosphere, unlike The 
Phoenix's houses in a Ferrarese street or the 
various private chambers of that domestic im- 
morality play, The Family of Love. Successive 
rather than simultaneous staging must have been 
employed in producing the olay. 
9 
Henry IV, Parts I (1598) and II (1600) were 
apparently great sM cesses for the'-"C hamberiain's 
Men at the globe, and they contained highway- 
8. Marston's Parasita ster (1606) is another Paul's 
and Blackfriars' play. 
9. For definition of these terms, see William A. 
Armstrong, The Elizabethan Private Theatres : Facts and Problems The Society for Theatre 
llesearch Paninhlet Series : No. 61 (London, 1957-58). 
10. Or perhaps at the Theatre, Shoreditch. The 
Chamberlain's men moved in 1599 from Shore- 
ditch theatres to the Globe. 
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robbery and tavern scenes. i: iddleton's treatment 
of the Iritre tavern scene (II-iii. ) , where a 
disguised reformer Fitsgrcve, alias Mouser, watches 
the proceedings to ascertain the true natures of 
the gallants, and of his cowardly highway robber 
Pursenet, suggests an attempt to intro- 
duce some of the same visual comedy that Shakes- 
peare has and, in large measure, to do it w , 
ýh 
the same comic disapproval. But Alfred Harbage 
would deny even the intention on I"Iiddleton's part 
to share Shakespeare's values : "It is expecially 
instructive, " he writes, "in plays where similarity 
in theme would lead us to expect similarity in 
treatment. Attempts on the virtue of citizen wives 
provide a subject for comedy at both types of 
theatre [i. e. the open-air public and indoor pri- 
vate theatres), but the difference between Shakes- 
pecre's Merr_v _ 
Wives of t'! nd sor at the vlobe and 
Middleton's plays at -Paul's is spectacular , 
rr 
Middleton is not so easily classifiable as this. 
As we have seen, he set out with an earnest 
desire to edify his readers, and he even meted 
out harshly satirical punishment on the young lechers seduced by the thought of the mature Mrs. Purge in '., 'he Far, 1t1y off Love. In fact? Your Five 
Gallants Is Imitative enough of what laarbage in his book calls public or popular morality to 
furnish judgments and penalties on all the offend- 
ers, not to mention a certain amount of exposure to shame and ridicule. 'T'here is a kind of middle 
period in i"iiddleton's work, which comes later and is spent before the tragedies were written, in 
which I would agree that the moral and ethical 
values are definitely not those of Shakespeare 
or the "public theatre. " 
Your Five Gal ants has many tissues of plot 
running through it, some of them incomplete like 
the Pycmont episode in IV. vi. ; Baldwin Maxweill2 
thinks the episodic structure is "the natural re- 
sult of E thei division of interest among so many 
characters" and adds, "There is, however, a 
possibility that the structure was not always so 
11. Shsikennezre Pn(i the Rý vol Traditions (New York, 
1952), P"d7... 
12. "Middleton's Your ? Jve p'. l2nt s, " P-31. 
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robbery and tavern scenes. i: iddleton's treatment 
of the Mitre tavern scene (II. iý. i.. )2 where a 
disguised reformer Fitsgrcve, alias Mouser, watches 
the proceedings to ascertain the true natures of 
the gallants, and of his cowardly highway robber 
Pursenet, suggests an attempt to intro- 
duce some of the same visual comedy that Shakes- 
peare has and, in large measure, to do it wý h 
the same conic disapproval. But Alfred Harbage 
would deny even the intention on Middleton's part 
to share Shakespeare's values : "It is expecially 
instructive, " he writes, "in plays where similarity 
in theme would lead us to expect similarity in 
treatment. Attempts on the virtue of citizen wives 
provide a subject for comedy at both types of 
theatre [i. e. the open-air public and indoor pri- 
vate theatres), but the difference between Shakes- 
peare's l errv 1-lives of ndsor at the globe and 
Middleton' s plays at -Paul's is spectacular. " Middleton is not so easily classifiable as this. As we have seen, he set out with an earnest 
desire to edify his readers, and he even meted 
out harshly satirical punishment on the young lechers seduced by the thought of the mature Mrs. Purge in '2he i'ar11 
,ly of Love. In fact Your y ive Gallants is imitative enough of what aarbage in his book calls public or popular morality to furnish judgments and penalties on all the offend- ers, not to mention a certain amount of exposure to shame and ridicule. 't'here is a kind of middle 
period in I"iiddleton's work, which comes later and Is spent before the tragedies were written in 
which I would agree that the moral and ethical 
values are definitely not those of Shakespeare 
or the "public theatre. " 
Your Five Üal has many tissues of plot running throuE; h it, some of them incomplete like 
the Pycmont episode in IV. vi. ; Baldwin IM11axweill2 
thinks the e isodic structure is "the natural re- 
suit of E thei division of interest among so many 
characters, " and adds, "There is, however, a 
possibility that the structure was not always so 
11. Shsikesnenre Pnci the Ri v7l Traditions (New York) 
1952), P"67... 
12. "Middleton's Your 
__F 
the Gpfl nts, " p. 31. 
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episodic as appears in the printed texts, that 
the interrelation of some scenes may have been 
lost by the printer's working from a manuscript 
copy in which some of the sheets were out of 
their proper place. " Miss Colegrove, by boldly 
rearranging scenes, prints the most fluent text 
of the play to date. 
Those parts of the plot which resemble Henry 
IV' Parts I and II may as well be mentioned first. In 
"nenrv IV, 11. ii., Prince Hal and Poins, 
assisted by Falstaff, Gadshill, Bardolph and Peto, 
rob and bind a group of travellers, just as 
Pursenet and his Boy do with Tailby. Within the 
same scene (III. ii. ) Pursenet and his Boy lose 
all they have stolen when i'it sgrave, the hero of 
the play, proves too strong and beats Pursenet. 
By the end of the equivalent scene In Shakes- 
peare, Falstaff and his fellows have lost all 
they have gained. In III. v. of Your. Yive Gallants 
occurs the most striking parallel. of all ; Pursenet, 
who had received a three-inch wound, is in com- 
pany with all the gallants when Fit sgrave (in 
his disguise as Piaster Bouser as at the time 
of the attempted robbery), asks him how he got 
the wound : 
Pursenet. Faith, by a paltry fray, in Col'enan Street. 
IFitsgrave. Combe Park he would say. (Aside) 
Pursenet. No less than three at once sir, 
Made a triangle with their swords and 
daggers, 
And all opposing me. 
FitsRreme. And amongst these three only one hurt 
hurt you s. r ? 
Pursentt. 1,; x for ex. 3 
(III. v. 56-62) 
It is scarcely necessary to compare vith this 
Falstaff's famous defence of his flight at the 
Boar's Head Tavern : 
Falstaff. ... Here I lay, and thus I bore my 
point. Four rogues in buckram let 
drive at me. 
Pr nce. What, four ? Thou saidst but two even 
13. Pursenet's phrase may mean something like Fal- 
staff's "tap for tap" (II Henry IV, 11.1.187), 
or "exchange for exchange, " according to riss Colegrove. 
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now -... 
Falstaff. These four came all afront and mainly 
thrust at me. I made me no more ado 
but took all their seven points in 
my target, thus. 
(I Henry IV, Il. iv. 216-22+) 
And so on. (Harbage might have gained a valid 
point for his argument by reminding us that 
whereas Falstaffs lying exaggeration is cruelly 
exposed by the Prince, so that the old bluffer 
is made into an undignified butt of laughter, 
Pursenet, a meaner thief, is scarcely stigmatised 
at all for . his thieving, cowardice and 
'lying. ) 
The tavern scene in Your Five Gallants (II. 
III. ) was, no doubt, conceived with this same 
scene, II. iv. of I Henry IV, in mind, especially 
the business of baiting Francis the drawer. II 
Henry I, II. iv., also seems to have contributed to 
the 111idduleton scene, in which Fitsgrave, as 
Bouser, sits through a session of dicing and 
drinking whilst the gallants, complete with their 
courtesans, expose and disgrace themselves. In 
II. iv. of II Henry IV, Falstaff and Bardolph are 
in the midst- of a reprehensible evening at the 
Boar's Head whilst the Prince and Poins are, 
disguised as drawers, observing everything. How- 
ever, whereas Fitsgrave is rendered powerless to 
do more than make one or two scathing asides, 
Hal dr1ýes Falstaff to confess his "wilful abuse. " 
Harbage comments that "One could almost suppose 
[the scene] sat ill on his conscience, and that 
he was resolved to make all the participants 
pay for our ... amusement. " The effect of this 
comparison is to show Middleton to be far less 
concerned than Shakespeare with the moral tone ; 
the incidents are designed to allow Middleton to 
satirise the vice of London society as it ex- 
hibits itself. 
What prevents 111iddleton's play from being an 
irresponsible display of often-successful vice is 
the fact that the five vicious characters are 
really five ciphers, men who have particular 
abuses to illustrate and who cannot therefore dis- 
play much individuality. As in a Tudor moral 
14. Rival Traditions, p. 199. 
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interlude like i-iar, nificence (1516), by John Skelton, 
the gallants assume names for themselves which 
hide their trades, and pretend to be what they 
are not, with disastrous financial results on 
those they deceive. ilagnificence is a useful play 
to compare in method with Middleton's comedy. In 
Skelton'. s play there are five courtiers, Fancy, 
Counterfeit Countenance, Crafty Conveyance, Cloaked 
Collusion and Courtly Abusion, who each ingratiates 
himself with the prince and practises deceit on 
him. In actual fact we learn most by watching 
their stratagems and hearing their moral beliefs 
from their own lips, and we see little of 14ag- 
nificence's wealth crumbling away. The courtiers 
cheat each other (stage 2, scene 18)15 and quarrel 
amongst themselves, but finally, once they know 
each other's characters, they agree to unite : 
Counterfeit Countenance : Why, shall we dwell 
together all three ? Crafty Conveyance : Why man, it were too 
great a wonder 
That we three gallants 
should be long asunder. 
Counterfeit Countenance : For Cocks heart, give 
me thy hand I 
Fanc : By the mass, for ye are 
able to destroy an 
whole land. 
(Stage 2, scene 9,16-20) 
Each uses his particular talent to ruin society (if we think of Magnificence' as the state-he 
represents Henry VIII, who equals, in Tudor 
politics, the state), either as a counterfeiter 
of maidenheads and other things, like Counterfeit 
Countenance (compare Primero), or as a parasitic 
gallant living off his good looks, like Courtly 
Jbusion (compare Tailby). To form a composite vice 
ring, they unite, just as NNiiddleton's five do : 
Goldstone. 'Slife, why were we strangers all this 
While ? 'Sfoot, I perceive we are all 
15. Quotation from The Comolete Poems of John 
Skelton Laureate, ed. Philip Henderson (London, 
1946). 
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natural brothers IA pox on's all, 
are we found, i' faith ? ... All. Sweet i: aster Goldstone. 
Goldstone. You lacked spirit in your company 
till I came among you : here be five 
on's ; let's but glue together, why 
now the whole world shall not come 
between us. 
Pursenet. If we be true among ourselves. 
(IV-viii. 213-215-, 230-234) 
In both plays the vice characters are not destroy- 
ed, but merely find that they have overreached 
themselves. Placing Your Five Gallants in the 
moral interlude tradition helps to dispel any 
notions about a closely interlocked struggle be- 
tween the forces of vice and virtue. The vices 
of interludes are ciphers who do not have to 
pay in terms of personal retribution for abuses 
and me. lpractises. Miss J. H. Sargent looked for a 
conflict of personalities but found that "the 
struggle between Fitsgrave and th corrupt gallants 
is a singularly undramatic one. "1u It is what 
they arc struggling over, the virtue personified 
by Katherine, and London society's standards, that 
is the centre of the play. The parallel with Mag- 
nificence prompts such a reading, without of course 
proving that Middleton had read Skelton's interlude. 
The plots which occupy the five gallants 
naturally have a few analogues and parallels here 
and there in Zlizabethan rogue literature. the 
conny-catching pamphlets are most useful in this 
respect ; in the next few paragraphs, I shall set 
out what is in eýýenee the best 
pof 
R. Ci Bald' s, 17 
I". ildred Christian's and Margery Fisher's 9 wcrrk 
on MiddlEton's City comedy sources, adding a 'little 
incident or two from my own observation. It is 
an episodic riethod to suit an episodic play. 
16.1": ore1 end Social Bases, p. 77. 
17. "Sources of City Comedies, "pp. 373-387. 
18. ? 'ion-Drarnatic sources for the 1, o ues in iIid- 
dleton's P1ay, (Baltimore, 1936). 
19. "Notes on the Sources of some Incidents in Middleton's London Plays, " KESS XV (1939), 
283-293. 
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Goldstone, the "cheating-gallant" ("Cheting law, " 
according to Greene, 20 "is play at false dice"), 
carries out a number of successful ruses in the 
course of Your r the Uailr nt s: he steals, with ef- 
frontery, a ring from the Second Courtesan (II. i. ) 
he has two fake gold beakers made (II. i. ) and he 
exchanges them for the valuable ones at the M. 1tre 
tavern (Il. iii. ) : he plays with false dice in 
league with his man Fulke, whom he affects to 
despise, at the ilitre, and wins close on eighty 
angels (II-iii. ) : he steels a gilt goblet by 
concealing it, and when it is missed by the 
Vintner and his drawers, organises a collection 
to pay for it amongst his friends (contributing 
ten shillings himself) (II. iii. ) : he takes Fits- 
grave's new cloak from his lodging before his 
face on a jocular pretext (IV. iii. ), and pawns 
it to Frippery (IV. iv. ) : he has himself invited 
by Bungler to Mrs. Newcut's house for dinner 
(IV. v. ), turns up in disguise and claims to be 
a cousin (IV. vii. ), steals the silver bell-salt 
as a joke with Bungler privy to it, sneaks out 
pretending to hide and returns (minus the bell- 
salt) as himself (IV. vii. ) : he is made welcome, 
and enjoys both the lady and her hospitality in 
her chamber, accepting a ring from her (IV. viii. ). 
Finally, with nice irony, he is made to marry 
Mrs. Newcut (V. ii.. ). 
Here there are seven separate occasions of 
profit, and at least three of them have parallels 
in earlier literature. Goldstone's substitution of 
the two fake gold beakers and thievin& of the 
gilt goblet bear some 
Coce ejýbloance of 
to 
ý larthe ston'1sedThe of the "conicatching 
Dutch Courtesan (played 1603-04, printed 1605), 
when he steals a nest of goblets in I. i. from 
Nulligrub's tavern. His method of fleecing his 
companions in the great dicing scene 
especially Tailby, reminds Bald (p. 379) of a 
passage in A Notable D'scouery of Coosnage (1591)21 
in which a coney pawns -his personal belongings 
in hope for his luck to change and is still de- 
20. A Notable Discouery of Coosnage. (1591), in 
Urosart's Greene, X, 36. 
21. Grosartts Greene, X, 28. 
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ceived. Mildred Christian22draws a parallel between 
the concealed goblet trick and one which George 
Peele plays, in his case with a rapier. The 
parallel Is not very close, and the Merrie Con- 
ceited Jests were not published till 1607. 
. Bald- also cites (p. 378) what is the best 
parallel-one concerning the bell-salt, from Sam- 
uel ±lowlands' Greene's Ghost H2unting Conycatchers 
(1602)23, which even has a small verbal parallel 
There was not long since one of our former 
profession, hawing intelligence of a Citizen that 
inuited three or foure of his friends to dinner, 
care a little before dinner tirae, and marked when 
the guests were all come : when they were all 
come, as he thought, knowing the goodman of the 
house safe (for he was not yet come from the ex- 
change) steps vp the stayres boldly, and comes 
into the room where the guests were : when he 
comes in he salutes them, and askes if his tosen 
were not yet come from the xchange. They told 
him no. No (saith he) me thinks he is very long, 
it is past twelue of the clocke. Then after a 
turn or two, In faith Gentlemen (quoth my new 
come guest) it were ' good to doe sonet: _ing Whereat 
we may be mery against my tosen comes home, and 
to that intent I will take this Salt and hide it, 
that When he misseth it, we shall see what he will 
say to my tosen his wife : so hee tooke the Salt, 
and put it in his pocket, and walked a turne or 
two more about the roome : within a while when 
the other guests were busie in talk, he stepp 
downe the stayres faining to make water : but 
when he was downer he turned doww. ne Theeues allie 
and neuer returned a6aine. The Citizen when he 
came home bid his friends welcome, and anon he 
mist the Salt that should be set oh the table, 
called his wife to know if there were neuer a Salt 
in the house : His wife busie about dinner, tooke 
her husband vp, as women at such times will do, 
when they are a little troubled (for a little 
thing troubles them God wot) and asked him if he 
had no eyes in his head. No, nor you wife (quoth 
22. - ""Middleton'. s Acquaintance with the NIerrie Con- 
cetted Jests of George Peele, " PnMLA, L (1935), 
759" 
23. Ed, 4.. -3.0.. Halliwell (London, 1860), pp. 5I-55" 
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hee) if you say there be any now : So there past 
many shrewd c, d hot words betweene them. At 
length the guests vnwilling they should disagree 
on so small a trifle, they vp and told how one 
came in and asked for his cosen and tooke away 
the Salt, mea_ain6 to make a little mirth at 
dinner. but when they saw he returned no more, 
they contented themselves with patience, and 
went to dinner, as men at such times vse to do, 
with heauy hearts and cold stomaches. 
Here is certainly the source for IV. vii. of 
Your Five G llant s, with a few hints in Middle- 
ton's dramatisation to clinch the case. A man on 
the Exchange, according to : lowlands, must texpect 
to dine somewhat late-at least not before midday, 
Elizabethan dinner-time was usually around eleven, 2 
but Mrs. Newcut's household is also late : 
Mrs. I1eilcut. Why, how now, sirrah ? upon twelve 
of the clock, and not the cloth 
laid yet ? must we needs keep 
:.. ': change time still ? 
(IV. vii. 1-3) 
Middleton's habitual irony, manifested in the 
cheater's insolence, pervades the episode-whereas 
Roulend's knave merely disappears with the bell- 
salt, %Uoldstone hides It and returns for the, 
dinner. 
The most successful of the group of criminal 
gallants after üoldstone is Pursenet. He manages 
to steal Katherine's chain of pearl (I. 1i. ), 
Fit sgrave' s jewel (11. i. ), the gallants' money (II. 
Iii. )-all these through his Boy ; to rob Tailby 
in Combe Park (III. ii. ) and Pyamont of 940 in 
Paul's (IV. vi. ). Of these five exploits, I have 
already compared the robbing of Tailby in Combe 
Park with Falstaff's adventure on Gad's Hill. 
The last trick, that of robbing Pyamont by pre-- 
tendino to faint, finds its source in Cý3ene's 
The Second Part of Connv-Catching (1591), in 
21+. See R. Warwick Bond's note to IV. iii. 189-191 
in his edition of The Tarni nr of the Shrew. 
(London, 1929). 
25. Cited from 11. G. Christian, Sources for the 
Ro ues7 p. 6. 
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an anecdote called "A Kinde conceipt of a Foist 
performed in Paulos. " In both instances the scene 
is set in the middle walk of St. Paul's, and 
at their first attewpt both üreene's "foists" 
and Middleton's "boy" are thwarted because the 
"coney" keeps his hands in his pockets. Unfortun- 
ately IV. vi. of Middleton's play has a lacuna in 
the text, with the result that the swooning in- 
cident Is merely reported by the outraged Pyamont 
(IV. viii. ). Apparently Pursenet fainted, and when 
the countryman rushed to his assistance, his Boy 
cut the man's purse ; just so, in 'reene's anec- 
dote the decoy passed out in front of the - farmer 
whilst the foist drew his purse. 
Icone of the other gallants is sufficiently 
a rogue to be involved in much conny-catching 
business ; Tailby lives off women through his 
attractions, Primero promotes and runs a school 
of high-class courtesans, and Frippery, deals in 
exorbitant usury and pawnage. Middleton links all 
this society of cheating and vice together by 
showing the progress of a valuable item through 
it ; both R. C. Bald and Miss J. R. Sargent noticed 
this as a unifying symbol, and I believe it 
had some topical sibnilicance. A chain of pearl, 
originally belonging to j? itsgrave, slips from hand 
to hand, until it returns to its rightful owner, 
Katherine, at the end, and it may conceivably 
be intended as a symbol of her chastity. In 
I. 11. Fitsgrave gives a chain of pearl to 'ath- 
erine as a pledge : 
Uneuuall'd virgin, from your servant's arm 
Vouchsafe this worthless favour to accept, 
The hallow'd beads, .... (11.20-22) 
It is a token of his cosnisance of her good 
name and of his Intention to maintain it. In 
the same scene Pursenet's boy steals her chain, 
thus illustrating the way her good name would be 
treated in the gallants' hands. For instance, in 
IV. viii. Uoldstone suggests that whoever wins her 
can set up a superb facade, With a big mansion, 
for the rest of the ga lants. In II. i. the First 
Courtesan, Tailby's admirer, accepts the chain from Pursenet, but grants him no favours in return. 
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Tailby, on his way to an assignation with a 
married woman, is relieved of it by Pursenet (III. 
ii. ), and he confronts the First Courtesan with 
the truth of her dishonourable dealing. The First 
Courtesan has the matter out with Tailby, since 
Pursenct is crafty enough to have claimed he saw 
the chain of pearl on another woman's arm, and 
Tailby thus works out who robbed him. The -chain's 
quality of virtue is thus sufficient to expose 
robbery and lying. Pursenet pawns the chain of 
pearl to Frippery, and redeems it with the money 
stolen from Pyamont. Pyamont accosts Pursenet when 
he recognises him later, causing him to drop 
the chain of pearl ; uoldstone picks it up from 
the pavement and is arrested at Tailby's suit as 
a thief. Pursenet comes back to collect it, gets 
it easily from the willing Goldstone, and only 
by discrediting Tailby does he manage to stave 
off the constables (IV. viii. ). Pursenet pawns the 
chain to Frippery for a masquing suit (IV. viii. ), 
who decides to present it as a special token to 
Katherine at the masque. She recognises it and 
Pursenet's boy is caught as a result (V. ii. . Pursenet's original gift to the First Court- 
esan has a somewhat Interesting analogue in an. 
almost contemporary incident-that is, if we date 
Your Five Gallants 1603-4. In a poem called A 
Chaine of Pearle (1603), 26 by Lady Diana Primrose, 
celebrating Elizabeth's recent reign, a piece of 
Court gossip turns up : 
And here I may not silent overpasse 
That noble Lady of the Court, which was 
Sollicited by Taxis that great Don, 
lzbassador for Spaine (when shee was gone) 
Who to obtaine his will, gave her a Chaine 
Of most rare orient Pearle, hoping to gaine 
That worthy Lady to his lust ; but shee, 
That well perceiv'd his Spanish Policy, 
His faire Chaine kept, but his foule offer scorn' d, That sought (thereby) her husband to have horn'd ; Taxis repulst, sent to her for his Chaine, 
But (as a trophie) shee did it retaine ; Which noble president may all excite, To keepe this pearle which is so orient bright. 
(The Second Pearle. --Cha st lty_, 11-31-44), 
26.. Reprinted in John Nichols, The Progresses and 
Public Processions of Queen Elizabeth -(1823)i- III) 643-6q4. 
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This is more or less the unfortun. to Pursenet's 
experience, except that he is dealing with 'a court- 
esan, and Fri_)pery's too at the end of the play. 
Lady Diana explicitly calls her poem "Chastity" 
and the pearl in the chain "Virginall/ In Virgins. " 
It is possible that some of this significance 
is embodied in the power of the chain to elude 
the gallants. 
Middleton ended the play with a moralising 
masque, and a particularly witty adaptation of the 
emblem convention. As a dramatic exa. plc he had 
before him, in a play for the boys, Iviarston's 
semi-humorous masque, containing emblems, in Antonio 
and Mellida (1602), in which Ga . eatzo, 
ifiatzagente 
and Balurdo present their im rose In order to 
win their ladies (V. i. 173-233 Balurdo, for 
instance, has a "faire rul'd singing booke, " the 
word for which is "Perfect, if it were prickt. " 
But the convention of humorous inmorese was not 
original with Iviarston, for if Middleton had known 
Samuel Daniel's translation of The Worthy Tract 
of Paulus Iouius (1585), a little manual of era- 
blems and devices, he would have read that "A 
ridiculous mot or posie is not to be vsed but 
in some occasion of mashest or to quip an enemy 
... 'I" 
(''ý'o the Reader, " Avv3 . When Bouser, the scholar (Fitsgrave's alter 
e? o), is requested to supply the devices and words 
he gives two distinct translation-one for Pyamont 
and the other gentlemen, one for the five gallants. 
The devices---a purse upended for Pursenet, three 
silver dice for Goldstone, a pearl in a cave 
for Primero, a cuckoo in a tree for Frippery, 
a candle in a corner for Tailby-can be shown 
to have "corresponding, ideas and similar engravings, 
but nothing that may be termed an exact duplication. " 2$ 
Hoole has worked through a great deal of emblem 
literature, and points out various resemblances ; 
the greatest number are from Ieronimo Ruscelli's 
Le Imnrese Illustri. (Venice, 1584). Probably IMiid- 
dleton's use of them for the purpose ff ridicule 
has distorted their original appearance. The "words" 
or poesies themselves may well be distantly re- 
lated to Middleton's Latin days, as Hoole shows ; 
27. References are to the edition by H. Harve 
Wood, 3 vols., ( dinburgh and London, 1934-39)- 
28. William S. Hoole, "Thomas M. ddleton's Use of 
?I 
iiprese in Your Five Gallants, " SP, OI (193+), 
221. 
Baldwin Maxwell29 points to a quotation from Hor- 
ace's De Arte Poetic* which has been facetiously 
treated. 
The character of Lrs. Newcut deserves some 
attention ;I know of no source for her, and one 
may assume Middleton invented her röle. She is 
an early portrait of the mature married woman 
(her second husband dies at sea in the course 
of the play) with lecherous desires, a forerunner 
of the evil Livia in Women Beware Women. But 
she also looks back to the '! abused widow" type 
of which Castiza in The Phoenix; is the earliest 
example-for instance in the . -scenes with the 
predatory Goldstone. Katherine is the chaste op- 
posite of this lusty widow who visits Primero's 
establishment to select for herself the most 
agreeable young man, and we may plausibly identify 
in the scholarly young reformer, Fitsgrave who 
wins Katherine's hand, something of Middleýon him- 
self. Primero, like the gallants in The team- Ily 
of Love, is punished ' by a whipping for his lech- 
ery. Even so, it is hard to feel that any real 
ascendancy has been achieved by M ddleton's ?, ood 
characters, for as Miss Colegrove3O says, "his 
rogues trample down his moral maxims and, by 
sheer energy, dominate the last scene as much as they have the play as a whole. " 
SOURCES 
Overall structure : Moral Interlude Type ; cf. John Skelton's Magnificende (1516). 
Rogue Incidents : William Shakespeare, Henry IV, 
Part z (1598) ; -Rober t Ureene, A 
Notable Discouery of Coosnage 
and The Second Part . of Conny - Catch7nR (both '4591 .; Samuel Row- lands, "Greene'. s Ghos t Eauntin; Cony-Catchers (1602) ; Lady Diana 
Primrose, AChaine of Pearle 
(1603) ; hints from John Marston, 
Antonio and Hellida (1602). 





The second play in this group, I, iichaelmas Term, 
is a much better play than Your_ 2ý, ve gallants 
in all respects. Alicheelmas Terý, 
77s,, like the 
rest of this group of Paul's comedies, not easy 
to date. Hichaelmas terra ran from 29 September 
to the second week in 1ovenber, and it referred 
to one of the law sessions at Westminster ; it 
seems likely that the play was actually put on 
during one of the Micheelmas terms32 from 1603 
to 1607 (the comedy being entered on the Station- 
ers' Register In !, lay 1607). The guesses of 
scholars within these limits-set by James' acces- 
sion because of satire on his knightings, and by 
the qua 1o's licensing---show no accord. Professor 
W. Power usefully summarises a number of theories, 
and properly refuses to accept the evidence of 
the execution mentioned at II. iii. 226-229, since 
E. K. Chambers, R. C. Bald and Baldwin Maxwell have 
all interpreted it differently. He settles for 
"1605, before May, t' because from May to September 
of that year Jonson and Chapman were gaoled for 
their share In Eastward Ho !, a play which sat- 
irises James' knig tangs also. Iliddleton would 
scarcely have risked the same punishment after 
their disaster, he feels. Against this we must 
set Baldwin 1'Iazwell's3r' point that feeling was 
running highest against the Scots throughout 1605, 
for the play carries plenty of anti- Scots 
satire. The player who took the role of Andrew 
Gruel (alias Lethe) may well have perfeQ. ed a 
Scots accent for the performance. Maxwell plaus- 
ibly suggests that the Impudence of the Paul's 
boys in putting on this play may have contrib- 
uted to their mysterious suppression or winding- 
up in 1606. Middlet on' s name, it Is worth noting, 
31. There is an edition, written in 1941 as a 
University of Wisconsin dissertat ion, by George 
R. Price, who subsequently became a noted 
Middleton scholar. I have not b een able to 
see this diesertation. 
32. See Michaelmas Term's speech in the Induction, 
11.8-9. 
33. "Middleton vs. James, h'p. 53l+. 
3. "Middleton 's 14ichaelmas Terri, " Zq, III (1943), 31- 
35. "Middleton 's lAchaelmas Terri_" p. 35. 
/1 
did not. appear on the title page of the 1607 
edition of the play. The autumn of 1605, it seems 
to me, seems a reasonable date for its production. 
36 
Michaelmas Term appears as an introducer of 
the play in an Induction, which is not unlike 
the device used to present A Game at Chesse 
(1624) ; both introducers, 11ichaelmas Terra and. Ig- 
natius Loyola, go back to Marlowe's 1lachiavel 
prologue to The Jew of Malta (? 1590). The Induc-- 
tion to The Malcontent 10 which is in play- 
let form like i1iddleton's, must have influenced 
the opening of the present play. The play, says 
it. H. Barker, 37 has only one story to tell, "though 
there are several subsidiary episodes involving an 
upstart toothdrawer's son and a country wench who 
becomes a successful whore. " The central story of 
the gulling of : easy, the landed heir, by phes- 
tian Quomodo, the City woollen-draper, is adhered 
to so closely that the unity of effect thus gain- 
ed almost compensates for certain faults the com- 
edy has. This story is created out of a variety 
of plot materials, ranging from rogue pamphlet 
to contemporary incident. Three works of Greene 
seem to have been the main quarry, with possible 
verbatim help from Thom Dekker. Greene's Defence 
of Conny-Catching (1592)29 has a longish tale 
called pleasant tale of an Vsurer, " about an 
old man who contracts an heir into mortgaging 
land for a cash loan, and afterwards seizes it 
as forfeit. The young man has a wife who clever- 
ly extricates him from the situation and regains 
the land, resulting in the final and utter dis- 
credit of the usurer. The other tales concerning 
the entrapment of a young heir into a seemingly 
harmless agreement, advanced by various schors, 
do not overlap the Defence tp))e. R. C. Bald, -5) followed by II: Udred Christta. Z, finds Middleton 
36. D. E. Dodson in his dissertation sought to 
limit the play to 1603-0+, on the basis of 
a pun on Ralegh's name in IV. iv. This is 
somewhat too early for the play's style. 
37. Thomas M&ödleton, p. ß+7. 
38. Urosart's-"Greene, XI, 5i--62. 
39. "Sources of City Com uies, " P-381- 40-. Sources for the iozues, p. 7. 
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indebted to dreene's A Notable Disconerv of Coos- 
n2 e (1591) 
ý1 in regard to the method employed.. 
to engage Lasy's bona in the first instance. 
This is probably correct, and accounts for the 
vivid scene in II. i. where ;; asy is run into 
debt in an ordinary by Shortyard. i4argery Fisherl+2 
has an even closer parallel situation, but- I 
think she has misstated the matter. In Greene's 
Th:. rde and last Part of Connvý-catching (1592), 
the pickpockets obtain information. about a gentle- 
man from his servant, and then go to his master 
and feign familiarity. The gentleman cannot place 
them at all, but assumes their bonhomie is gen- 
uine, takes them into his confidence and is robbed. In I"iichaelrna s Term a character named Cockstone, 
who seems to have been intended as a conny- 
catcher, passes information about Easy on to Rear- 
age and Salevood, who seem to be "setters. " But 
Cockstone disappears from the play 'zithoat ever 
communicating with Quomodo, and Rearage is a 
bitter enemy of Quomodo. I suggest that the* 
passage at I, 1.50ff. Is purely expositional mat- 
erial, for Shortyard and Quoraodo run the whole 
conny-catching by themselves ; although it does 
look as if Middleton contemplated employing Cock- 
stone in a manner more integral to the plot. The conversation in I. I. about Salewood's cousin, 
who is unmarried and has lost her virginity, 
and the introduction of Cockstone, may well be loose ends which 21iddleton would have removed in 
a revision. If Cockstone were playing conny-catcher to Shortyard's setter and verser, Miss Fisher's 
quotation would be to the point. 
To -return, then, to A_ pleasant tale of an 
Vsz. A young gentleman of Cockerraouth is al- 
ready in debt when the tale begins, and so he 
determines to go to an old "pennyfather" to 
borrow money by laying his land in mortgage. The 
loan, two hundred marks, is to be made over a 
three-year period. From the outset, the Usurer 
lusts after the young man's land, which abuts 
onto his own, and so he suggests a more com- 
plicated arrangement of loan and security than a 
41. Grosart's Greene, X 17-18. 
42. "The Sources of iiiddleton's London Plays, " 
RES, XV (1939), 284. 
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simple bond. The young man, who like Lasy has 
a "liberall nature, " is persuaded to make a deed 
of gift of his lands without condition or promise 
to some faithful friend or other, in whoa, he 
can repose trust. The young man thanks the Usurer, 
grateful beyofd words, and decides on the Usurer 
himself as the man to tiwhom to make the deed of 
gift. This step immediately puts as in mind of 
I'11iddleton's characters' typically ironic mistakes, 
and it resembles what happens in I'lichaelm6 s Term. 
By II. iii. Easy and Blastfield (Shortyard in 
disguise) have plunged themselves deep into debt 
until they are In need of immediate cash. They 
visit Quomodo's woollen-drapery shop ; Quomodo 
claims he cannot help them at that moment, but 
he is able to suggest a more complex arrangement 
to borrow the necessary amount. Two hundred pounds- 
worth of cloth, he urges, could be taken up 
instead of cash. Greene in A Ouippe for an 
Vpstart Courtier (1592), ' 3 tells us this was a 
common ploy : 
ueluet breeches excepted against Lower of them 
and said they were none of his friondes, that 
was the marchant, goldsmith, mercer and draper : his allegations were these, that they were all fethered of one winge to fetch in young Gentlemen 
by commodities vnder the colour of lending of 
mony : for the Narchant deliuered ... Browne paper or whatsoeuer else ... which when the poore Gentleman came to sell againe, hee coulde not 
make threescor and ten in the hundred besides 
the vsvry ... the) Draper, he fetcheth them off for liuery cloth and cloth for six moneths c: 
six, C yet hath he more knacks in his budget, for 
hee bath so darke a shop that no man can wel 
choose a peece of cloth.... 
Indeed, the Idea for Qua 
have gerrainated in this 
noted that the practise 
shop is alluded to and, 
measure. " Blastfield and 
modo sell the material, 
for. A month's grace is 
)lnodo's dealings may well 
sketch, and it is to be 
of "false light" in his 
just after, "short 
Easy agree to let Quo- 
and a scrivener is sent 
agreed upon, and Easy 
+3. Grosart's Greene, XI, 276-277" 
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signs his name as surety to back Blastfield's. 
Middleton adds several diverting turns of 
intrigue to his narrative source ; the cloth cones 
back as unsaleable, and must go to a cheapjack 
dealer (Falselight, the second of Quomodo's swindl- 
ing "spirits"), who gives only sixty pounds for 
the two hundred pounds-worth of material. R. C. Bald 
mentions that this sort of ruse was being worked- 
In London at the time, and cites the case of 
Drew Woodleff of Aylesbury from Leslie Hotson's 
ý' 
book on the death of. Marlowe. Ingram Frizer 
offered to loan sixty pounds to Woodleff, and, 
after Woodleff had committed himself, said he 
would have to accept it---in, cannon-on Tower Hill. 
These Frazer sold (Frizer claimed) for thirty 
pounds, after Woodleff had contracted for a debt 
of sixty pounds ; and ultimately Z'Ioodleff's land 
in Buckinghamshire had to form part of the secur- 
ity on a debt of repayment which grew and grew. 
A second diversion from Greene's tale is introduced 
because at first Easy . signs away no land : he 
signs it away only when Blastffield's disappearance 
causes pressure to be brought to bear upon him. 
Middleton's interest In thus complicating the plot, 
apart from indulging his virtuosity in constructio, 
seems to be to illustrate how barren Quomodo is 
of natural scruple or emotion, and how full of 
sympathy is Thomasine,. _ 
Quomodo s wife as she 
watches the aggravation of asy's plight. This 
implicit method of commenting removes the need 
for a reformer like Fitsgrave or a repentance 
like Penitent Brothel's. 
In III. ii. the two grips of Quomodo's vice, 
Shortyard and Falselight, are screwed home to 
clamp Easy firmly in Quomodo's power and to com- 
pel him to sign away his land. This is achieved in a casual manner through two solid citizens (Shortyard and Falselight again), who offer to 
settle the debt for a bond of body, goods and land. Easy firmly believes he can meet this bond (III. iv. 185-187), and Creene's unnamed young man 
does meet his bond. The Usurer, however, says he 
would rather have the forfeiture ; Quonodo hesitates 
about having bond or cash, and settles for land (IV. i. ). After the land is lost, both swindlers 
++. J. L. Hotson, The Death of Christopher j°isrlove (London, 1925), pp. 6- 8. 
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become condescendingly generous : Greene's Usurer 
offers the young man priority of tenancy on his 
former land, and Quomodo, with the amusing effron- 
tery of Middleton's most monstrous villains, declares : 
If It please you sir, you know the house ; 
you may visit us often, and dine with us 
once a quarter. 
zv. i. 58- 59 ) 
The house, of course, is Easy's own country seat. 
Vreene finishes his story by telling how the 
Usurer finally fell. The second aspect of the 
Usurer's greed was his interest in sex, in par- 
ticular the young man's wife. He visits the 
young wife (when her husband is away) to indulge 
an amorous wehe or two. " She traps hire in a 
window-frame, and nails his ears to the wooden 
"stans4, ýl" (upright) outside with the help of her 
maids. A judgment-scene follows, the young wife 
declaring before an assembly of neighbours that 
"I my seife wil bee Justice, Judge, and Execution- 
er. " The Usurer confesses his deceit, and he is 
required to repay the two hundred marks and re- 
turn the land. Thus It "came to the Bares of 
the worshipful of the country, who sate in com- 
mission vppon its and found out the coossenage 
of the Vsurer. " 
It is Quomodo who has the young wife in 
Middleton's version of the story, because Mjddleton 
wishes to make his swindler lose more than he 
had gained. Quomodo's grasping after wealth ster- 
111ses his ability to care properly for his wife : 
to get riches and children too, 'tis more than 
one man can do : and I an of f those citizens' 
minds that say, let our wives make shift for 
children and t hey will 2 they get none of us ; and I cannot tbiri-,, but he that has both much 
wealth and many children has had more helps 
coming in than himself. 
(IV. i. 35-+0) 
So Easy vins Thomasihe as well as his land back again, because Quomodo is foolish enough to 
45. Easy, too, "thirsts the execution" of Short- 
yard ears (V. i. 23,1+7). 
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test his wife's affection by feigning death. In 
a courtroom scene in V. iii., Quomodo is compelled 
to confess his methods of deceit. He perhaps. 
regains his wife, but ends as a comic cuckold 
bereft of all his gains. We should note that 
Easy does not marry the young virginal daughter 
of Quomodo, Susan, but his wife ; of course this 
mature woman is, to Middleton, much more of a 
prize than any girl could be. Miss Joan Sargent 
6 
suggests that the turns of plot here hark back 
to the myth which tells "how the New Year slew 
the Old Year and took his mate, the Earth, for 
his own ... This myth also bears certain obvious likenesses to the story of Liedipus. " There can 
be no doubt that this piquant situation, wherein 
a younger man takes` the virtuous wife from her 
older, worthless husband, appealed very greatly to 
Middleton, for he employs it both early and later, 
for instance in Hen? ist King, of Kent. When he 
varies the outcome of such -a triangle, two men 
and one married woman, the issue may even be 
tragic. 
Perhaps l; iddleton used incidents from other 
sources in the construction of the compl'cated 
gulling of Easy. Miss Lucetta J. Teagarden 7 d:,, - 
cusses the possibility that Dekker's Lanthorne and 
Candlelight Is the source for the primary fleecing 
of Hasy, but has to admit that the pamphlet was 
published too late, being dated 1608. She is 
driven to alternative hypotheses ; either that 
Dekker had a hand in the play, or that Mjddle- 
ton saw Dekker's work in manuscript. In chapter 
three of his book, Dekker tells "Hojj Gentlemen 
are cheated at Ordinaries, " by being encouraged 
to dice wildly until the ready supply of cash 
on credit has trapped them into the power of 
an old usurer. The usurer then contrives to let 
the day of the bond go by. Particularly significant 
in this narrat4 e are the bird and net Imagery, 
which Middleton has too, and a certain pun on 
dice as bones, the bones of dead queans (compare 
II. i. 142-1 +1+). In chapter four, Dekker relates 
"the 1: anner of vndooing Gentlemen by taking vp 
46.. I4oral Gnd Social Bases, P-143- 47- Whe -Dekker-Aiddleton -problem in Aiichaelrnes Tern " Studies n Engl'sh Deg rtment of ý, n h, 
The University of Texas (19-1+6)9-58. 1+8. Miss. Joan. Sargent writes-. well about the imagery, 
which is ii ddleton's first sustained atteript at 
it. See pp. 125-126 of Moral and So 1 Bases. 
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of comrloditlest' ; four gallants strike up a friend- 
ship with a conny, persuade him to take up a 
loan in commodities 'instead of cash, swindle him 
oý thirty pounds in the hundred in the conversion, 
and disappear when repayment day comes. All put 
their names to the bond, but only the landoz-, ping 
conny has anything to lose by signing; it. Of 
course, he is ruined. 
As Ii&ss Teagarden says, it Is prima facie 
more likely that Middleton combined these two .. ways 
of making, a young landowner forfeit his estate 
than that Dekker divided a single episode in 
i"liddleton's play. Dekker possibly related the enec- 
dotes to I-. iddletor.. before he published them, 
having; gleaned them from current tavern gossip ; 
an actual occurrence perhaps underlies both versions. Quomodo is an overreacher very like Volpone. No doubt his feigned death and the doublecrossing by Shortyard are borrowed from Jonson's play (act- ed 1605). In V. ij. Volponc requires Mosca to give out that he is dead, because he wants to 
see how the legacy-hunters will then react, and to pique them he passes the title to iIosca. In 
each case the overrea-cher's body is disposed of 
without difficulty. Volpone ado'ts the disguise of 
a Commandadoro to observe the consternation of his 
gulls, and Quomodo takes on the role of beadle to spy on his family. Both tricksters are quick- ly double-crossed by their trusted spirits Nosca and Shortyard, and its each case this last trick turns out to be utterly disastrous, disas- 
trous to the point where the overreacher has to 
drop all pretence at disguise in the courtroom. I; osca is condemned to the galleys, and Shortyard 
is banished. 
The action of the subplot -is not really 
sepaz'ate from that of the main plot. Andrew 
Lethe is connected with the main plot by his 
courtship of Susan Quor. iodo, and rogues like Dick 
Hellgill and 1other Gruel by their connection 
with Lethe. The Country Wench's father is an 
example of Middleton's symmetrical designincontrast- 
ing characters with one another ; Lethe employs 
his mother to act as bawd for him, and the 
Country Wench her father as her servant. In 
each case the parent does not recognise the 
child, which I assume is meant to illustrate the 
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tendency of London values to invert the normal 
order of relationships. Lethe's sin, of adultery 
with the Country Wench, in which the pair are 
taken red-handed, may have been inspired by the 
Biblical account of the woman taken in adultery. 
Floral regeneration seems, however, not to be the 
solution for this scapegrace, who is forced to 
marry the 11ench and is condemned to a whipping 
for lechery in addition. 
The play is a little thin in respect of 
the dialogue, like the . other early plays, although the portrayal of Quomodo is a distinctive achieve- 
ment. Still, the scale of the gulling and of the 
prizes involved is rather small, smaller even than 
the cheating in IIassinger's A l: ew Way to Pay Old 
Debts (1621), which has a lesser -Volpone - named Sir 
uilcs Overreach. The courtroom ending, too, harks 
back to Middleton's earlier comedy, and he seems 
about this time to have realized its very artifi- 
cial character ; for after I' ichaelmas Term he is 
. more careful 
in his method of. condemning the evil, 
the ridiculous and the 
,' vain. 
SOURCES 
14ain plot : Robert Greene, A I'. otable Discouery of 
of Coosna3 e (1591) The . Defence of Conny Catching (15925 ;A Qultoe for an 
Vpstart . Courtier (1592) ;? Thomas Dekker, Lanthorne end Cnndlel ght (1608) ; Ben 
Jonson, . Volrone . (1606). 
Minor action : No source known. 
The kind of young hero who triumphs in the two 
foregoing comedies now begins to dominate Middle- 
ton's next comedies for the boys. A Mad World My 
iý: csters, although at least more entertaining than. 
Your Five Gallants,, is similarly episodic and some-- 
what- diffuse. -Perhaps the picaresque play went down 
well at Paul's, where drama with a diversity of 
incident rather than powerful characterisation was 
the staple of the repertoire. The date of the 
play is again a matter for conjecture, although 
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E. K. Chambers49 attempt: to establish a backward 
limit by referring to Nicholas Breton's pamphlet 
(1603), known 
based on an 





ve er and 1.5 staker 
also as " .i i'laa - world Ny - "1°{asters, 
error ; "the 1603 edition had not 
says Breton's edi. tor, 50 "which was 
edition of 1635.1' The title of Mid- 
was perhaps proverbial, and in any 
case Breton has no influence on the comedy. Of 
the many editions In dissertation fora, 51 only M. 
J. Taylor52 finds that. satire in the pamphlet on 
Jacobean knightings 
. 
(p. 1+1 11.57-58 and p. 56,11. 
1040-41) and on a Puritan sect (p. 15,1.255) 
night have been carried over into the play ; but he admits that the resemblances are of the most 
general kind. 
Since A Mad World. 
,w 
p-5 Paul's play, its forward lirýIt is ca.. 1606-5 One of its episodes 
seem's to be borrot,: ed from The Mere Conceited Jests of George Peele, Gezitleman (1607 ,- but from the case. oil Puritan alone it is clear that material in that. -collection was available before 1607. An earlier edition may have perished ; yet A Mad World need not be relying on the Jests 
at . -all, : -but o their sources. R. H. LaneS+ in his edition of the play settles for a date "very early 1606, " but his arguments 
49. El&zabethan Stage, III, t. týFO. 50. The Works-. -of holasnreton, ed. Ursula Kent is h-Wright (London, 1929), . 1,109. 51. Here are some of them : Willis W. Pratt (Cor- 
nell, 1931) ; U. J. : ýberle (Wisconsin, 194-) ; R. 3. Lane (George Washington, 191+6) ; I. I. J. Taylor, A Critical Old-Snelling : edition of Thomas 
!. ' piddle Gon's "A. i+ ad ? ^ýorld, 1'y -a-stets"+(1608}ý 
r4dcdle on, . . 1940-61 , unpublished . -University of Birmingham dissertation (1963). 
52. Edition, pp. xxxii-xl ; in Kentish-Wright's edition 
of Breton, see I, 117,120,125. 
53" See John Tucker I'iurray, English Dranetjc Con- 
panies 1558-16-i-7 (London, 1910), I, 3 3" 
5L-. A Critical Edition of "A i1ad World: 1'lly Plasters " 
unpublished - George - Washington - 
University . disser- 
tation (1946), p. 15. 
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are of a curiously obscure character, and rest 
partly on identifications made between Catholic 
nobility and fictional characters such as Lord 
Owemuch, an alias of Follywit. Standish Henning55 
reviews the meagre evidence briefly and, on the 
basis of the minting of spur-royals, opts for- 
"after July 1606" as the date of original com- 
position. 1606, then, is about the right date 
for this comedy. 
In all the editions In typesäript I have 
mentioned the survey of sources amounts to very 
little. Henning did not even include a survey of 
sources. The first thing to notice are the numer- 
ous echoes of Shakespeare throughout the play ; 
there is a particularisin6 detail of material ob- 
jects, detail which reflects bourgeois taste, an 
allusiveness frequent in Shakespeare : 
the curtains, indeed, were wrought in Venice, with the story of the Prodigal child in silk and gold ; only the swine are left out, my lord, for spoiling the curtains. 
(z1. ß. 5-8 ) 
The Host of the Garter Inn in The Merry Wives 
of Wth sor (1602) refers to Sir John's bed cur- tains as being "Painted about with the story of the Prodigal, fresh and new" (IV. v. 7-8). Middle- ton's version is more satirical at the expense of middle-class taste, yet It has something of that whimsical humour which is Shakespeare's method 
of depicting idiosyncratic people. Middleton also makes +4-'ollywit lament his worldly weakness after the manner of Falstaff ; in fact his speech at 1-1.13-24 is directly liftgd from Henry IV, Part 
I IIl. iii. 14-21. R. H. Lane lists a number-.. of. . o her smaller, parallels with Shakespeare's plays to 1 05, but later admits they are superficial. Comparison with The Merry Wives of Windtor 
Is helpful in det erraining hob, .. far Middleton ." had advanced over his narrow preoccupation with the 
guilt of sexual transgression. In both The ýerry 
Waves and A Mad World the London rogues leave.. 
town. to practise - -their tricks in the country by 
55. A Mad World 11-y' h asters, ed. Standish Henning 
(London, 19 pp. ix-x" . 56. Edition, pp. 15 32. 
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living off others ; jealousy and stupidity are ri- 
diculed in 1, iaster Ford and Doctor Caius, but only 
Falstaff amongst the morally defective is actually 
punished. Shakespeare lets 1 istress Quickly off, for 
example ; Middleton, for the first time, does not 
try so hard to impose a schere of justice on 
the wrongdoers. When, however, he has depicted 
successful adultery in the subplot concerning Pen- 
itent Brothel and Mrs. rlarebrain, wife of the 
'jealous 1iarebrain, he feels constrained to bring 
in infernal retribution in the shape of a fantas- 
tic, diabolical spirit. If Shakespeare had actually 
allowed adultery to take place between Falstaff 
and 'Irs. Ford, he certainly would not have count- 
ed this transgression as any worse than Falstaff's. 
thieving or lying. Middleton can treat the robber- ies of Follywit with a light-hearted touch, but the adultery of Penitent Brothel is handled with 
a seriousness which splits the middle. 
the comedy's unity down 
. The two plots run side by side until act four when the subplot ends with a compromise which is intended to restore propriet . In the main plot Fol. ywit plays three tricksý7 on his grandfather, Sir Bounteous progress, who is very 
wealthy but intends to keep his wealth to himself 
until he dies. During the second trick, In which Follywit dresses as his grandfather's courtesan- later Follywit's wife-to gain entry to a chamber 
containing valuables, he makes an assignation with Gumwater, the chie± servingman of the Bounteous 
household ; as a token he takes Gumwater's gold 
chain (ZV. iii. 21-28) ; N. J. Taylor58 compares this 
with the capture of the Country Gentleman's gold 
chain in ` ýe Thirde and '1 est Part of Conny-ý, atch- 
a (1592) but I cannot see the faintest sý. n- 
ilarity between the two cozenages. Follywit's third 
trick is to disguise himself and his men as a 
" band of players, Owemuch's men, and to offer, to 
put on a play at Sir bounteous' festive celebra- 
tion (V. i. -V. ii. ). The play is called, ominously, 
The Slap, and Owemuch's men are successful in 
57. rollytiit's first trick, that of tying up Sir 
Boufhteous, robbing hin and then tying up himself 
and his own men, find sa partial parallel in 
jest no. 7 of Db __yrý 
e Hobbes (1607) ; but 
this coll ection is too late. 
58. Edition, p. xxvii. 
' 175-182 59. Grosart s Greene, ;., . 
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selling the ides of e performance to Sir Boun- 
teous (V. j. 70-80). For various 
M 
es, Follywit 
borrows certain properties of his patron-a chain, 
a jewel and a watch (for Tine), and prepares 
horses for his men to escape. The men depart 
tiihile Follywit remains behind to speak the Pro- 
l'ogue : 
ti 
The play which we present no fault shall meet 
But one ; you'll say 'tis short, we'll say 'tis 
sweet. 
(IV. U. 23-20 
Middleton adds some hilarious complications to this 
trick, but thus far he is indebted to one of The Nierr e 
Conceited Jests of George Peele . C: entiempn 
(1607) : 
the sixth jest, "The . lest - -of . Ueor .e 
PceJ: e at 
Bristow. " This trick is also recounted- in, I-lery 
Tales,,. Wig tie Questions and Quicke Anstwreres (1567), 60 
no. -cyxxiii, - "How .a . raery man deuised to cal people to a playe. " The place is Aldersgate, and the 
trick depends on the use of a hall, but there 
is no borrowing of properties. On 6 ýove: zber 1602, Richard Vennar played the same trick on London 
playgp rs with his nonexistent En-, lnd's Joy at the Sven. Finally, Pasovils Iestes (160L1-) has a 
version entitled "Of mad conceited 3ulkin, " which 
revolves around a mountebank who was supposed to 
dispense remedies and to prophesy. This jest has 
removed to Sittingborne. The George Peele recounting 
is actually the closest, but the cited versions 
indicate that the joke was current during the 
early years of the seventeenth century. 
George's jest-biographer tells us how George 
pretended he was putting on a dramatic performance 
at Bristol, when in fact all he intended to do 
was deliver a prologue and depart with the admis- 
sion receipts. George "goes directly to the liaiorl 
tels him he was- b- Scholler and a Gentleman, and 
60.. I have used the version in S ahesoe re Jest- 
Bo oks, ed. W. Carew I-. azlitt (London, 1864), I, 1 5_ 77.7 
61.. Details in J. Q. Adams, Shakespearean Playhouses 
(Boston and Nem York, 1917))-PP-177-178. . 
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that he had a certaine Historie of the Knight of 
the y'odes ; ... The i": aior agreed to its gaue him 
leaue, and withall appointed him a place ... and 
very liberally gaue hire an Angell. " Thus George 
collected an angel, plus forty shillings admission 
fees, and borrowed some players' cloaks to lend 
colour to his scheme-having beforehand prepared a 
horse for swift departure. He comes on stage 
dressed as a player, bows to the spectators,. and 
delivers a Prologue : 
A trifling Toy, a Lest of no account, pardie. 
.. Sit still awhile, Ile send the Actors to ye. Which being said, ... dotrne stayres goes he gets to his Horse, and so with fortie shillings to 
London. 
George escapes, but r ollywit's men are caught by 
the Constable and brought back ; their captor, how- 
ever, is forced into the Impromptu action and tied 
up, and all re-escape ; :: xth typical i-iiddletonian 
effrontery, they return as themselves, but are dis- 
covered when the alarm-watch goes off in Time's 
pocket. The whole scene of the impromptu comedy 
is a delightful exax1nle of 1-iiddlcton's wit. and humour, for which he needed no source. The plot concerning the Harebrains and Peni- 
tent Brothel has not yet been traced to a definite 
source. The outline of the tale-the cuckolding of 
a jealous husband by a crafty wife under the 
guise of piety-seems a common enough theme, and 
may be traceable to an Italian novella. Apuleius' 
Golden Asse, which was trgnslated by William Ad- 
lin; ton . in - 1566 has a the giving the initial 
situation as Mtddlet on has it : the wife of Bar- 
barus has a lover called Philesiterus, but although 
she acts as chastely as she can, she cannot ward 
off her husband's suspicions (book IX, chapter 41). 
obert Greene has a similar threesome, together 
with adultery under the guise of virtue, in a 
tale called "A pleasant discourse, how a wise 
wanton by her husbands gentle wFrning, became to 
be a modest- llatron, " in l Dj-sovtation Betweene 62 a Hee Conny-catcher, s nc_ a Shee . "Conny-catcher . (1592). 
62. Grosart's r eene, X, . 256-266 
The husband and the seducer of" the lady are 
good friends, and it tales some time to persuade 
the husband that he is being cuckolded. Harebrain, 
on the other hand, is as jealous as Shakespeare's 
Ford, and is convinced from the outset that his 
wife is unfaithful. He never discovers any evi- 
dence, however, even though he eavesdrops at his 
wife's chamber door like the husband in Ureene's 
tale. The end of the irregular affair comes 
about when Penitent Brothel is assailed by a 
terrifying hallucination, just as he has come to 
think that "Adultery / Draws the divorce 'twixt 
heaven and the soul" (IV. i. 1-2). Although perhaps 
not strictly within the province of a source- 
study, ti origin of this succubus--which Regin- 
ald Scot defined as "the diuell, in likenes 
of a prettie wench' [a) prostitute"--is of some interest. I'iiddleton was familiar with i'iarlowe's 
Doctor Faustus, before it was printed in 1604 : 
[Prigbeard] had a head of hair like one of 
my devils in Doctor Faustus, when the old Theatre cracked and frighted the audience. (The Black Book) VIII, 13) 
In the play, Faustus requests hiephistophilus to 
fetch him a wife, as he feels wanton and las- 
civious (scene V, 1.588), and T. ephistophilus returns "with a diuell Brest like a woman with fier 
workes.. " No doubt the thrill of horror which tilts crackling, fiery figure aroused made a deep impression on the young Middleton, and 
later, when he considered King dames' interest 
in demonology, he must have decided to put his 
own concupiscent female spirit on the stage. The 
sin of con;; ress witgl+ the soulless is "demoniality, "' 
and Sir Walter Greg points out that "with 
Faustus' union with Helen the nice balance between 
possible salvation and imminent damnation is up- 
set. " Penitent Brothel's visiting succubus, which 
is the perfect image of 1 rs. Harebrain, is a 
63. The Discouerje of Witchcraft (158+)2 book IV, chapter III. 





reflection of the repentant sinner's hidden de- 
sires ; in the midst of renunciation, he has con- 
jured the very vision - he sought to lay-a fairly 
common experience in 'prayer and confession. IJow 
he is tested ; the nightmare vision tempts him 
and taunts him, and finally leaves him in a 
state of shock. Later, Penitent Brothel finds that 
his mistress, Iirs. Harebrain, was just at the 
same time imagining where she would. like to be 
"What shall become of me ? my oti h thoughts doom 
me" (IV. iv. 45). Her lover replies that, if she 
is honest, the devil will have no power to as- 
sume her shape. King James in his Daemonologi e 
(1603), book III, chapter III, goes so far. as to say 
that a body thus usurped must be a dead one : 
"The other meane is, when he ["the Devil] bb'xrow- 
es ä dead body and so visibly [appears], and 
as it seemes vnto them naturally as a man con- 
uerses with them" (p. 66). Of course he was will- s Ing to allow that "the imaginar[y] raujshing of 
the spirite foorth of the body" i. iay be an il- lusion practised by the Devil on the fantasy, 
the "senses being dulled, and as it were a 
sleepe" (p. 73)" King James' version of a succubus' 
origin does not seem to be followed here, though 
doubtless iºiddlcton was making a bow In the 
Icing's direction when he invented the episode. He may have been following an account in Reg- 
inald Scot's Discouerie of Witchcraft (158+), 
book 1. VI, chapter . 10, PP. 282-283--he certainly borrow- 
ed from Scot laterabout the effect of desire 
on the lmaginatioh. 'ol John harston devotes act IV of Sonhonisb& (1606). to representing Erichtho's 
assumption- of Sophoni. sba's form, and to Sypha: 's 
seduction by the incubus thus summoned. Still, 
Faustus' Helen is undoubtedly the dramatic pro- 
totype of iaddleton's Lirs. narebrain in the guise 
of a spirit. 
The moral of the sub-plot is rather hard: 
to find after the visitation of the succubus. 
Penitent Brothel concludes in favour of marital 
65. Compare also A. H. West, ýheInvi ssh1 e World (Athens, Georgia, 1939), p. 84-:. "the incubus, like 
the evil genius, ac: ted against those whose 
weakness and sinfulness invited it to confirm 
their downfall. " 
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fidelity, urging that a woman married and faith- 
ful to one man is "part a virgin" (IV. iv. 73) ; 
which somewhat unfortunately proves "rs. i-larebrain 
a whore. Still, since harebrain never learns the 
truth, he is encouraged to trust Penitent Brothel 
implicitly. The unifying link- between the two 
plots is provided by repentance ; in the main 
plot the courtesan Frank Uullman, after her mar- 
riage to Follywit, also resolves to leave off 
fornication and adultery. And in addition, both 
Harebrain, and Follywit, for all their guile, 
are taken in by mere facades of virtue, although 
Harebrain is too foolish to illustrate the irony 
of his deception very effectively. In the main 
plot, the irony of the tricker tricked is superb and 
no moral compromise is involved at the- end when 
we find that the intellectual it of ollywit 
does not extend to ethical discernment. Frank 
Gullman and Mrs. Harebrain are two more of 
Middleton's studies in the type of dominant, ex- 
perienced woman, who exercises a deft control 
over her young suitor : Follywit actually believed that his beloved was "as she was made at first ; simple of herself, without sophistication" (IV. iii. 114). Actually he had" ad already played. her 
role as coda. tesan, had he but known it. Stand- 
. 
Ish Henning contends that "artistic confusion 
results from moral Uncertainty" in the play ; I-Iiddleton is so fascinated with the humour of his hero's tricks and the astuteness of his 
worldly women that the only person who goes 
through a reforming experience is a sexual trans- 
gressor. For the rest, reform is much less pain- 
ful, and much less convincing. 
SOURCES 
Main plot : Episode from the jest tradition : 
? The i4e rr' e Conceited Jests of George 
Peele, Gentleman (1607). 
Subplot :? Hints from Robert Greene, A Dlsnvt- 
ation Betweene a Hee Conny-catcher,., 
and a Shee - . _Conny-cri: 
tcher, (1592) ; 
. ýeginald Scot 1- The " "Discoucrý e__ of Witch- 
craft ( 1,581+) ; Christopher . -l; arlowe, " -Doc- 
tor - -Faustus (1604). 
66. Edition, p. xii. 
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Probably the last play in this group of cors- 
edies for Paul's boys A Tricl: to Catch the 
Old One (Q1 dated 1608), s really an excellent 
play, " Gerard Langbaine6 early noted. Charles Gilden68 said that "in those Times" it was 
"accounted a good Play. " COMM, er ally at least 
it was a great success : it was issued twice 
in "1608/9 and played at Court before James on 
1 January 1609 by the children of Blackfriars. 
Robert Keysar was probably responsible for the 
fact that the play appeared both at Paul's and 
Blackfriars. In 1608-09 the 131ackfriars and White- 
friars companies associated in the raising of 
twenty pounds per annum to pay the Paul's boys 
to remain closed down, and Keysar, who was in 
control of the Blackfriars children, probably 
negotiated for the comedy's t65nsfer 'while he 
was about the other business. 
A Trick to Catch the Old One Is a para- doxical play, for despite its . early success and subsequent eclipse, it is much less of its 'time. 
than any comedy Middleton wrote for the boys. 
Indeed, Daniel Dodson found "not one reliable 
shred of intern e evidence to establish a date 
of composition" perhaps because jliddleton deli- 
berately eschewed topical reference. Acquisition 
of cash and property are balanced against the 
sexual drive, and most of the characters fail 
to achieve any equilibrium. The different methods 
which the various characters employ to have their 
own share and someone else's all cut across the 
sarge centre the main theme of the play-the 
nature of 
financial 
, sucdess. Middleton explores the effects of mone'Y's influence on friendship 
and love in some detail. 
I am inclined to relate this play to the 
Greek New Comedy tradition, and to attribute 
some of its singleness of effect to this model. 
67. P 
(1691), P"373. 68. The Lives and Characters of the n 1' sh llramatick, Poets (1699), p. 99. 
69. E. ýi. Chambers, . -ElizabethanStage, II, 22 and III, x-39" The Court - . perfori:: ance -on. 1 January ' re- ceives a different year in J. T. IlMurrayts 
, nSitstz Dramatic Lomnenies, I, 353" 70.1-13, ddleton's Citys d1, es) p. 10 . 
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The main plot - has something in common with a 
Plautine comedy, and several characters are very 
like those in the Latin manner. The witty plot- 
ter, the usurer and the courtesan are all ty- 
pical of Plautine comedy, and in 1951 Sign! 
Falk 1 indicated which of i-'lautus' comedies was 
most relevant to i., iddleton's play. F sbula nalli- 
ata, Latin comedy derived from Greek lieh Comedy, 
had in it "the senex, or aged lover ; the 
matrona, or housewife ; the scrvus, who ... assists 
his master in trickery ; the adolescens, or 
youthful lover ; and the virgo, or young girl ... 
The virgo never appears on the stage. " 
2 To 
parallel these, Middleton has Hoard, Mrs. Lucre, 
the Host, tilitgood and Joyce, a virgo who actual- 
ly makes a small appearance by virtue of seven- 
teen lines in three scenes. 
The nature of the plcy's indebtedness to 
Plautus' Perser does not make a convincing demon-, 
stration possible ; Miss Falit adrsits that really 
only three scenes are materially affected by 
the influence of Plautus' play. It was available 
in sixteenth-century Continental editions (there 
was one which contained twenty Plautine comedies 
published at Lyons in 1587), and Charles Hoole73 
mentions that Plautus was acted In schools to 
give boys experience i& the use of elegant Latin. 
An English translation7 perhaps appeared in 1631. 
Plautus' plot runs as follows : Toxilus, a witty 
slave, decides that he needs cash to buy Len- 
niselenis' freedom, a courtesan with whom he is 
in love. She works for the pimp Dordalus. From 
Sagaristio, a friend of his, he borrows. money 
and buys the girl ; then he h, -s his parasite 
Saturio's daughter dressed up to resemble a rich 
foreign girl who is to be sold into slavery. 
Dordalus buys her, a sale from which Toxilus 
71. "Plautus' Persa and iiddleton's A Trick to 
Catch the Old Gne, " '-IL v, LXVI (1951)1-19-2l. - 
72. Quoted from. -the. -introduction to "achlavelli's Cl' z' a, ed. Oliver Evans (Gr-eat Neck, New York, 
1962), p. 6. 
73" A New Discovery of the Old Art of Teec : ing 
Scllooll, ed. Thiselton -lark - (Syracuse, -New-York, 
74. See3)'Henrietta R. Palmer, List of : ýn. lish ed- 
itions and translations of- Greek. -and. Lstn-classics 
" rinted - -before - 1641 (London; "1911), p. 86. 
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and Saturio draw a handsome profit, and then 
Saturio demands her return since she is a free- 
born girl. At the end a feast takes place dur- 
ing which the unfortunate Dordalus is baited and 
maltreated. The most relevant episodes are those 
in which Sagaristio publicizes the foreign girl's 
financial potential as well as her personal 
qualities ; in which Dordalus take's the word of 
the girl's promoter without evidence ; and in 
which Saturio's daughter acts the part of a 
rich heiress and gives equivocal answers which 
are not quite lies. 
Plautus' Perna accounts, somewhat distantly, 
for the scheme in I. ii. of 1Hiddle t on' s play in 
which the Host is brought in, like Sagar istio, 
to act as agent, since t'Iitgood, like Toxjlus 
is too iuell-known to act for himself. the 
kost 
is under the financial necessity of cooperating 
because it is his best way of reclaiming credit 
Witgood has had at his tavern although he is 
never told that Widow 'edler 
(the Courtesan's 
assumed name and status) is a fraud. Sagaristio, 
on the other hand, cooperates because Toxilus is 
speculating with his cash ; not until later, how- 
ever, is he told about the scheme of introduc- 
ing Saturio's daughter as a Persian girl. III. i. 
is also attribt'table to the Latin play a scene 
In which the `ourtesan tells the truth about 
her true station in life as Saturio's daughter 
in Persa does (scene iv, 1.6+2). 75 An odd feature 
of Plautus' sense of propriety in this play is 
that the vro, Saturio's daughter, is required 
to act falsely (she has scruples about it, as 
Hiddleton's Courtesan has), whereas Lemniselenis, 
a courtesan, is the prize To: Lilus strives for 
and wins. Middleton madd his Courtesan the dis- 
sembler in accordance with her fallen nature, 
and Joyce, the vo,: the prize for Witgood. 
Hoard pays handsomely for his purchased bride, 
the Courtesan, because Witgood claims a pre- 
contract and has to be bought off. In each case, 
neither Lucre nor Dordalus investigates the "well- 
born" woman's credentials before paying for her, 
but accepts the facts on the evidence of a 
75. References to Persa are from Plautus, trans. 
Paul Dixon (London, 1916-32)1-1117-417-523- 
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flimsy attestation-a parchment with Staffordshire 
and names in it is enough for lucre (II. i. 35), 
a letter from Persia sufficient for Bordalus (sc. 
iii, 11.520-527). 
In altering Plautus' sense of propriety, 
IHiiddleton left himself with an insoluble problem. 
Toxilus, since he aspires only to a courtesan's 
love, need nbt undergo a change of character be- 
fore the final feast at which he celebrates 
his success. He has lied and cheated, but not 
whored his way through, and so. we leave him at 
the end. Witgood has lied, cheated and whored 
his way through the intrigue, yet he. -still wins the play's most socially and morally desirable re- 
ward, a handsome virgin with a thousand-pound 
portion. Surely, we say, "wit" (meaning "craft, " 
"ingenuity, " as in the names rollywit, Allw. t and 
Wit good), cannot alone carry off the spoils of 
victory, since Middleton seems always to use the term equivocally, as something not quite equal to 
a virtue. 
To finish his play, iiiddleton had to have 
a scene showing the repentances of Witgood (to bring him up to the standard of his innocent bride), and of the Courtesan, who has cheated 
and robbed her husband, to prepare her for love 
and obedience to the old man. The pair forswear their promiscuity on their knees after the manner 
of the final Palinode in Jonson's Cynthia's Revels (1600), in tetrametric verse : ... .... ..... 
Stabbing of arms for a common mistress ; °iband favours, ribald speeches ; 
Dear perfurald jackets, pennyless breeches ; Dutch flapdraons, healths in urine ; 
Drabs that keep a man too sure in : 
I do defy you all. 
(V. ii. 198-203) 
Middleton As openly copying from Amorphus' speech in Jonson's play, as Dyce noted : 
From stabbing of armes, flap-dragons, teealt hs, 
whiffes, and all such swaggering humours.... 
Good IRCVRYdefendvs. 
(Palinode, 11.7-9)76 
76. Quotation fron Ben Jonson, ed. Herford and 
Simpson (Oxford, 1932), -IV; 181. 
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The Courtesan forswears waving of fans, sinful 
glances and secret friends after the e:: amplc of 
Jonson's Phantaste, none of which things she has 
committed in the play. She also forswears' adultery 
which may result in a cizild being fathered by 
another man, about the one sin she and %4itgood 
have not committed. The vices, also, that Witgood 
forswears, he has not indulged in during the play. 
It seeds to me the borrowing is deliberately in-. 
tended asa patently facile device to obviate the. 
need for any real sense of retribution which over- 
takes the witty sinners. Witgood has, in fact, 
thrown off his immature foibles when we first 
meet him (I. ß. 30-35), and intends at the close 
to, hang on to the gains of his ingenious de- 
ceptions. The ending from Jensen is incorporated 
without proper dovetailing because iiiddleton wanted, 
it seems,. a deliberately perfunctory and irrelevant 
finale. It reminds one of the implausible devices 
which Marston uses to achieve certain effects. The ability of a widow, whether in fact 
rich or not, to attract greedy suitors, was 
typical jest-book material. The early confidence- 
trickster Widow i1dyth was such a character, who 
collected a number of jests around hei : `'welue 
merv Zesty- s- one called ý, dyth, the 1veýng ydot"I 
whyche still lVueth (1525, . 1573)7 . -apparently corm- piled by -a victim, Walter Suýith. 77 Sometimes dyth used her daughter as decoy to deceive a 
gentleman into thinking she was heiress to fair 
lands and great wealth (jests VII, VIII, XI and III). The Courtesan, however, is not really a widow at 
all, though there is a real widow in the play : 
this is firs. Lucre, wipe has actually just been 
remarried, to Lucre, but has a grown boy by 
her first husband, called Sam Freedom. At the 
end of 11.1., Mrs. Lucre has the task of escort- 
ing the Courtesan around the home of 167itgood's 
uncle, to impress her with 14itgood's solid finan- 
cial backing. It crosses her mind that Sam, her 
son,. is Wooing in the wrong direction in wooing 
Joyce, Hoard's niece, and ought to have this 
young widow himself. After all, he has two hun- 
dred pounds a year and is "a proper person and 
77. Reprinted in Shnkesneare Jest-Boaks, ed. Ilazlitt, 
III7 28-108. ... ......... 
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a lovely" ; in fact, she feflects, if she had 
not married old Lucre, she "dould find in my 
heart to have thee myself I son ; ay, from 'era 
all" (II. i. 393-394). Middleton's audience doubtless 
found this scandalous suggestion of incest funny, 
but there is no mistaking the relish with which 
he sketches the situation. lt is only a minor 
motif in this play, compared with the similar 
situation in Michaelmas Terra concerning Easy, 
Thoirasine and %uornodo, - yet - he cannot omit it. The comedy has a subplot concerning one 
Darlpit, an alcoholic usurer. 7° Ulis greed for 
money has actually become a disease which is 
killing him. ihonas Tymme in 1592 called covetous- 
ness "a leprous dropsie, the nature' of Nahich 
disease is such, that the more a man Is puft 
up with that corrupt hul[or, the more deadly thirst 
he hath: '79 Da; pit has contracted drops) and is 
consumed with a burning sensation, the curse of 
a covetous man Which Flaminius in ^1 iron of Athens 
wishes on Lucullus. The moralist Thomas Wilson in 
his Discovrse von vsurte (1584) uses the story 
of Croesus to illustrate the burning thirst the 
usurer suffers In 'hell (Fol. 66-66v). Dampit, in 
fact, as his name and the allusion to the dragon 
sealed in the abyss, from evelation, males clear (IV. v. 7-8), is in a hell of his own malting . 
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Witgood's "Trick, " then, Which does not affect 
Dampit, exercises a humanising influence on the 
usurers of the main plot. In reading the play 
jr. this way, we can to some extent justify 
78. Richard Levin has an article entitled "The 
Dampft Scenes in A Frio',: to Catch the Old 
One, IIL , XXV 
(1964), 
.1 E0-9 2, in -Which he ergue-s . that Darspit is an "emotional lightning 
rod" designed to draw away the audience's 
hatred of usury from Hoard and Lucre. Dampit, 
he holds illustrates a Hogarthian "Usurer's 
Progress. 
79. This quotation and the following ones are 
taken from Celeste T. Wright, "The Usurer in 
Elizabethan Literature, " S? ', .YI 
(1934)) 179-180. 
80. hiss J. R. Sargent has this interpretation too 
E oral ral and Soc ; al Bnses, PA. 161-165. 
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Middleton's allowing Witgood, after due penance, 
to carry off the best reward of its corrupt 
society. 
A Trick to Catch the Old One explores the 
kind of human relations . possible in a society 
bound together by money. Land and financial sec- 
urity assume the place of virtues, but they prove 
to be, more illusory than a courtesan's good 
faith or a creditor's illuill. The fact that a 
Witgood. is the most deserving character in this 
play's society makes absolute virtue quite foreign 
to it. There is no doubt that, despite the 
hilarity, i, Iiddleton's comic vision had darkened 
in the course of writing these four plays. In 
Your Five G llants, the young man who wins the 
chaste - bride .- is . himself chaste and reformist in 
outlook ; in I"iichae mas Tern, the simplicity and 
innocence of . the young man nre not quite suf- ficient to win financial success without the help 
of an older woman, who therefore merits him in 
marriage ; in A Lad World, the young man is not 
so innocent, and -although he redeems his estate 
and nets a handsome prof it , he wins only the hand of a courtesan ; in A Trick, the earlier 
ethical pattern is entirely . -reversed when a 
quite unscrupulous young man takes the desirable 
girl and the financial reward as well. The type 
of sources I4iddleton depended on clearly relate 
to the moral atmosphere of his comedies. Your Five Gallants has a number of avowedly moral 
writers. -amongst its quarries-Greene, for example, 
as A I-ad World-' do-e,. I'itchaelmas Term relies 
on Greene a. good deal too,. but. -J -Trick does 
not. The world of Plautine comedy is .. realistic, lively and amusing, but it iss not powerfully 
moralistic or Christian. After writing these 
comedies, INliddleton began to turn to different 
and frequently more remote sources, as we shall 
see. % 
SOURCES 
Main plot : Maccius Plautus, Persa (befo^e 184 B. C. )- 
Ben Jonson, Cynthia's levels (1600) ; 
jests concerning -a -cheating twidow, 
possibly in Walter Smith, '[Velue nerv 
gestys (1573)" 
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Minor action : Unknown ; ? portrait of an usurer 
based on traditional prejudice. 
C? IAPT1 dd FOUR 
High Comedy and Tragi-comedy 
About 1608,11iddleton's productive connection with 
the children's theatres ended. The closing of 
Paul's boys indicates the end of one of those 
vogues which, when they have died, seem incoripre- 
hensible to later tastes. MtGdleton was out on 
his own again. What more natural than to turn 
to his old friend, Thomas Dekker, and offer to 
collaborate on a play designed for the adult 
theatre ? 
The play they wrote together, The Roaring 
Girl, dramatises the career of the London virago, 
Moll Frith (born about 1584, died in Fleet 
Street, 1659). It was put on at the Fortune 
theatre by Prince Henry's men, the Henslowe com- 
pany, almost certainly through Del, ker's connection 
with Henslowe. Fredson Bowersl suggested that 
although three compositors set the 1611 quarto, the accidentals do not indicate distinctive char- 
acteristics : hence a uniform text probably underlay the setting. Tipis' manuscript text may have been 
a transcript or fair copy of the two authors' foul papers, written for the sale of the play to Henslotire. Bowers believes that Dekker made 
such a fair copy, and that "in transcribing 
I": iddletonls papers it would be quite possible for Dekker to have made minor alterations for dram- 
atic interest and to have tidied up any loose 
ends" (p. 8). The evidence for Dekker's copying is based on spellings which can be compared 
with his hand in the More fragment' and on the lack of Middleton spellings. Neither man was 
affluent 'enough, I should think, to have employed 
a scribe. 
Scholars have disagreed about Middleto 's 
share in The Roaring Girl. Miss 
,TM. 
L. Hunt, who 
Aales it plain " -that . she thinks MMliddleton was a baleful influence on Dekker, was inclined to give 
all the I"ioll Cutpurse scenes to Dekker. "It 
1. The Dramatic Works of 
1958), III, 3-9. 
2. Thomas Dekker :A Study 
Thomos Dekker (Cambridge, 
(New York, 1,911) 7 p. 110. 
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would seem, " she theorizes, 3 "that in 1610 i'liddle- 
ton and Dekker planned to collaborate on a play 
that should utilize the public interest in an 
unusual character, giving to the subject a kindly 
interpretation and incorporating in it a slight 
romantic comedy of Dekker's creation and an intrigue 
subplot of i: iddleton's. " She expanded this division 
to give the canting scenes as well as the roman- 
tic lovers to Dekker, and left 1iiddleton with the 
material concerning the worldly citizens. Even so, 
I. oll traffics with the citizen world in II. I. 
Most scholars, however, have ascribed more of the 
;. loll scenes to Middleton than this. T. S. Eliot, ' 
in 1927, made an impressionistic statement that 
subsequent scholarship has affirmed : "Dek. ker is 
all sentiment ... the feeling about Moll Cut-Purse 
of The Roaring Girl is Middleton's rather than 
anybody's. " His great admiration, qualified as it is, for the play's vigour, is at first sight 
something of a mystery ; but the conception of the figure herself and her ennoblement from the 
original Is indeed a triumph. George R. Prices 
concluded that "Except for the canting scene (a 
negligibic dramatic contribution) Dekker has al- most nothing to do with the depiction of 1-Toll" (p. 613) and that Middleton "should be credited 
with the most memorable character in this drama 
'loll Cutpurse" (p. 615). He gives to Middleton 
I. 11. (with touches of Dekker) ;, I. iiß,. (likewise) ; II. i., U. ;, III.;., U. ;. IV. 5,. ; V. U. Barker 
prefers to have Middleton share most of this 
with Dekker, giving Middleton only IV. i. and V. U. to himself. Barker may have known what direction Bowers' textual study was taking, since both 
scholars' books appeared in 1958. If Dekker copied 
--iddletdn's papers, it is extremely likely that he took the opportunity to touch up liiddleton's 
scenes. 
For the purposes of the present discussion 
I an conflating the views of 
of 
Price and Barker, to give a working division of the play as follows : with Barker, I give act I to Dekker 
3. Thomas Dekker, P-113- 
+ ý. Selected : essays 1917-1912 (New York, 1932) 7 p. 167. "The Shares of . Middleton and Dekker in a Collaborated Pl ay" Paters of the Michigan 
Acaderl of Sci ence, -Arts -and- Letters, )OG (19 o1- 1. .. 
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II. i. to Middleton, although after Moll's entrance 
there may well be some Dekker, as Barker says- 
if so, mere touches ; II. ii. to Middleton-indeed, 
a scene -which seems to me his nor excellence ; 
III. i. to Middleton, with Price. ; III. ii. Is 
shared, probably, a view Barker agrees with, and, 
pace Miss Hunt, this Is a citizen scene ; III. iii. 
to Dekker, with Barker ; IV. i. to Middleton, with 
Barker, Price and all critics ; IV. ii. and V. I. 
to Dekker, with Barker and Price ; and V. U. to 
Middleton, with Barker and Price. By accepting 
that Middleton's work is contained in 
III. i., ii.; IV. I. and V. U., about half the play, 
it becomes necessary to investigate the sources 
both for VLoll and the worldly citizens' Intrigues, 
but it leaves Sir Alexander Wengrave and his 
fellow peers largely with Dekker. 
Mary Markham alias Frith alias Thrift 
alias "1: alcutpurse6 was born about 1584 and died in 1659. Since the quarto of The soaring Grl 
was published in 1611, no more than about the first twenty-five years of her life are of any interest at present. R. C. Bald7 maintains that the 
play was written in 1607 or 1608, and in view of the close identity in phrase and tone between V. i. 
, 
of The Roaring Girl and The Belraan of London (1608 , it is preferable to put it in 
the latter year. Here, for example is a passage from V. i. of The Roaring Girl 
Trapdoor. My doxy ?I have, by the salomon, a doxy that carries a kinchin mort in her slate at her back, -besides my dell and my dainty wild deli, with 
all whom I'll tumble this next dark- 
mans in the strornmel, and drink ben 
house, and eat a fat gruntling cheat, 
a cackling cheat, and a quacking 
cheat. 
(V. i,. 165-170) 
6. For an interesting lawsuit concerning her, 
see M. Dowling, "A Note on iio11 Cutpurse- 
'The +ioaring Uirl', " RES, X (1934), 67-71. 
7. "The Chronology of Middlet on' s Plays, " 1y1R, M/III 
(1937), 37-38. 
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Compare The Belman8 : 
Of which the Yong-ones and the Least, are 
called Kinci_ing lIorts, and those are girles 
of a yeare or two old, which the i"iorts (their 
mothers) carry at their backes in their Slates 
(which in the Cpnting Tongue are Sheetes : 
... The second bird of -this -fether is a 
Dell, 
and that is a yong wench, ripe for the Let - 
of generation, but as yet not spoyled of her 
maidenhead ... Of these Dells, some are 
termed 
Wilde Dells.... wheresoeuer. an Voright-man 
is in presence, the Dox ye is onely at his 
command : These Doxyes will for good victuals 
or a small peice of money, prostitute there 
bodies to seruingmen ... & to ploughme 
in 
barnes, haylofts or stables. 
There is a tedious deal more of this material 
In the scene which can be paralleled in the 
pamphlet. The year 1608 is probably correct for 
a further reason : in the Epilogue to the play 
Dekker alludes to a book "foul as his brains 
they flow'd from ... full of lies. " D. B. Dodson9 believes this was a pamphlet by S. R. (Samuel 
Rid ?) which attacked The Belnlan for being in- 
competent end Ill-informed. Before Lanthorne and 
Cand elight could put 1°11artin lv: ark-all properly in 
his- place. as vainglorious, Dekker probably took 
the opportunity to slip in a quick punch in 
The Roaring Girl. 
Thus it-is clear we should think of a 
ti-lenty-three-year-old 1Ioll at the date of writing 
but even at that age, she was neither handsome 
nor honest, and the dramatists tell us explicit- 
8. quotation from The Lýon-Drarsetj, c Works of Thom- 
es DelLker, ed. A. B. Grosart . 
(London and 
Aylesbury, 1884-86), III, 106-107. 
9. LUddlcton s City ' omedies, pp. 118-120. The 
Dekker--S. 1i. " quarrel - "rcn . as follows : Belman (1608) ; "an usurper who will be taken for 
Beadle of Bridewell" ; Lanthorne end Can ieli_(1609) 
; i,! artin Mark-all ts Defence - and Answer .. 
to the Beaman- (1610). --- 
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ly that . they.. are idealizing 
her character. Middle- 
ton, in writing to the readers, speaks of leaving 
things better than he finds then, end in the 
Prologue discusses various kinds of depraved 2oar- 
ing Girls ; but he affirms that his and Dek, er's 
'loaring Uirl flies with more lofty wins. DeskkerI 
in the Epilogue, ddfcnds himself against disapproval 
for treating so light a creature. 
The play was put on at the = ortune by 
Prince henry's men, the Henslowe company. In the 
repertory of the Prince's men was a play called 
Lon ileg of Westri nster, an old play dating from 
1594 or 1595, which was still drawing enough 
people in 1611. to merit a mention from a rival 
company. The play has not survived, but its 
source, a short jest-biography of 1582, is extant 
in chap-book editions and a text published in 
1620. We have therefore a good idea of what the 
play contained, and it seems on the face of it 
likely that Middleton and Dekker went to this 
piece for Inspiration. Long Meg was an Interest- 
ing virago, not aui. tc so markedly hermaphrodite 
as 1,1011 Frith ; she flourished in the early part 
of the sixteenth century and may have lived 
till 1560. The indulgent treatment accorded to 
her in the jest-biography, which follows the Robin hood traditioh of robbing the rich to help the 
poor is precisely the tone of The li'Loarin, Girl. As 1 hope to show, there are , details in the play which correspond with points in the jest- 
biography, but not with the biography of 1iol1 
Frith. For instance, i'icg slightly preferred women's 
attire, but Moll never liked any but men's appar- 
el ; and in the play we see Moll appear several 
times as a girl. 
T: oll's career is traced in two documents, 
The Life and Death of i rs. Mary Frith (1662) 
(an anonymous book pur_-oortirg to be by. TMIoll, but 
passing from a third-person introduction to a 
first-person diary without change of style) ; and 
in an extract from The Oonsistory of London 
Correction Book (1605-1606). . -Controls fortunately 
exist against -which to check the flavour and 
accuracy of the 1662 L fe : namely a letter of 
John Chamberlain reporting- Moll's mock-penitence 
10. See L. K. - Chambers 2 
"Elizabethan Stage Gleanings, " 
RES, 1 (1925), 78. 
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in 1611, and the court-case of 1621 transcribed 
by i'iargaret Dowling. Both give reports of Roll 
which tally with th? 1562 Life, so that hereafter 
it will be treated : as factual enough compared 
with the stage : Ioll. The fact that John Chamber- 
lain describes an incident found in the Life also 
gives an approximate limit to the amount of the 
biography relevant to the play. she narrative 
contains about three dates in all and the birth 
date is known to be inaccurate. 6n p. 69 of the 
Life we read how Noll did "penance in a White 
Sheet at Paul's Cross during Sunday Morning Ser- 
mon", so that if all the material is in chrono- 
logical order, incidents up to within about six" 
pages of tLis point are relevant. After this 
point, indeed, a reader finds little to compare 
with the play ;a few details only, such as that 
2-: oll resented being called Mal Cutpurse (p. 84), 
as in the play (V. t. 365-370)2 that she was a 
successful backsword fighter (pp. 87-88), that she 
associated with prostitutes (denied in the play), 
and that she was well aware of married women's 
private desires' (p. 118). This last piece of 
information perhaps prompted the dramatists to 
associate doll with a citizen plot when! they 
wrote. 
With the narrative up to p. 45, there is 
plenty of contact between the two writings. On 
p. 19 the origin of her reputation with the dramatists is suggested : she was honest, we learn, because "She was not wooed nor sollicited by 
any man. " (Indeed, it seems possible that she did not undergo a normal period of puberty. ) 
This means that the dramatists were responsible 
for rendering her attractive to men like Laxton, 
for plot purposed ; for not only had Moll deter- 
mined to remain single (-p. 22)) but she also had 
a very masculine appearance : 
At this Age we spalte of before, she was not 
much taxed with any Looseness or Debauchery in 
that kind ; whether the virility and manliness 
of her face and aspect took of any mans desires 
that way (which may be very rational and pro- 
bable) or that besides her uncomplyable and 
rougher temper of body and mind also, which in 
the female Sex is usually persuasive and winning 
... she her self also from the core importunate 
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and prevailin sway of her inclinations, which 
were masculine and robust, could not intend 
those venereal impurities, and pleasures. 
(Life, p. 14) 
Iloll constantly wore reale dress ; the reason we 
are given is that, since she was not made for 
man's pleasure, she decided to get a measure of 
satisfaction by wearing men's hose and doublet 
(p. 13). In the play, she makes her first entrance 
in female dress, and a final one as a bride ; 
otherwise she always enters dressed as a man. 
1"11oll also enjoyed smoking, and she had an un- 
lucky experience in a grocer's shop where she 
sent for a pipe (p. 42). The * dramatists knew of 
this habit, for in II. i. Moll encounters the 
worldly citizens in an apothecary's shop where 
she takes a pipe of tobacco. Laxton thus sees her and determines to pursue her. Also, the origins of the world's judgment 
on Moll is given in these pages, in details 
certain of weich the drarra. tjsts transformed into 
foibles or acceptable parts of 1'1011's broadminded 
outlook. She enjoyed a bout at cudgels (p. 6), 
she could beat men into compliance (p. 21)ß . she had lived and worked amongst pickpockets and re- 
ceivers, whom she quitted when it became too dangerous (p. 21+). The objects' she particularly liked to handle were jewels) rings and watches (P-43), something Middleton perhaps had in mind when, in IV. i. , he had her tempted with a jewel- led ruff-band, a golden chain and a German 
watch. In the play, however, she merely admires them and leaves well alone. 
Some small details seem to have found their 
way into the play without allusion to moll : there is a reference to an attempt to make her into a colonist's wife in Virginia (p. 30), which 
appears as a quip at II. ii. 71-72 ; and the Life 
mentions that ! Toll's criminality was attested by the branding in the hand. 11011 was interviewed 
by a pickpocket organisation for the post of 
receiver (p. 35), and she wars accepted only after 
she held up her hands "to see whether I had 
not been manumitted at Sessions. " The text does 
not make clear whether evidence of genuine crim- 
inality or ability to escape conviction was 
being sought. Dekker transfers this mark of op- 
probrium to Trapdoor, who is likewise tested by 
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Sir Alexander Wengrave : 
Sir Alexander. ... hold tr.: this `: is't 
Trapdoor. Noy sir, no 
with making 
y hand up. What's 
burnt ? 
;a little singed 
fireworks. 
(I. i. 332-335) 
Trapdoor seems to be the invention of the dra- 
matists; he. is set to catch Moll and convict her 
of theft. 
. 
Doubtless he embodies. examples of the 
various devices used to incriminate or remove 
Moll from time to time. 
The Cons'storv of London Correction Book (1605- ). 
" supplies .- one important -detail the - . Life does not have : it tells of Moll's ability to. 
play the lute, which she did on the Fortune stage in 1605. Upon this musical ability depends 'a 
whole scene, IV. i., in which L. oll, pretending to be disguised as a music-master, plays her 
viol da gamba. On that same occasion at the For- tune she denied she had been "dishonest of her body or acted as a bawd. This may have been the reason why the dramatists decided to make her into a heroine. If so, they ignored a great deal of faults, for a special purpose now to be suggested. 
The explanation perhaps lies with the shadowy figure of Long ileg : of Westminster, a woman that 
some scholars deny ever to have existed. 11 Jack Dapper thus questions the source of Moll's al- truistic protection of him from the Counter Pri- 
son : "was it your Meg of Westminster's courage that rescued me from the Poultry puttocks indeed ?" (V. i. 2-i+) , suggesting that her action was charact- 
eristic of the earlier romantic girl. the 
eighteen chapters of the jest-biography we read 
only of noble exploits, good humour and widespread 
approval of the six-foot Lancashire serving-girl. 
11. See Charles Hindley, The 01 
Iii sce, _lony 
(London 1872 , II, to the 1635 text3. 
12. I have used the reprint of 
Westminster in Short Fiction 
Centizry, - selected . and -edited York, -1963). 
I Book Collector's 
xxvi (introduction 
Long Heg of 
of the " Seventeenth by C. C. I'; ish - (Pew. 
What the dramatists did not 11know about Moll Fr 
they supplied, I believe, either from the play 
or from the tales of Long 1`ýeg ; for a similar 
atmosphere pervades the play and the jest-biography. 
There are some similarities in the verbal jests, 
too : Will Summers, Henry VIII's jester, swears 
that King harry shall buy I-leg : 
''Why so'): Will ? '' quoth Doctor Skelton. 
"Because, " quoth Will Sui rners, "that she shall 
be kept for breed ; for if the Kinn would 
marry her to Long Sanders of the court they 
would bring forth none but soldiers. "1 
Compare Laxton's speech on Noll : 
NethInk' sa brave captain night get all. his 
soldiers on her, and ne'er be beholding to 
a company of ! vUle End milksops. 
(II. 1.194-195) 
In Loni, Meg of W finster occur the probable 
sources which suggested incidents for three 
episodes in the play : Moll's meeting with La. -, ýt- 
t on in Gray's Inn 2ields (which is used twice 7 
against Laxton and Trapdoor as well ); the 
imposture of Trapdoor as a veteran soldier ; and 
the attempted arrest of 'jack: Dapper. In chapter 
four there is a tale of Sir James of Castile's 
suit to lieg's mistress ; because of his bold 
oaths 1"leg is Commissioned by her mistress to 
meet him in St. George's Fields for a duel. Sir James is unaware of his opponent's identity, 
and when he arrives he fails to recognize 1-leg in man's attire. ! ": iddleton made Noll's opponent 
a suitor to the girl herself, since any service 
she was in (a feature of the Life and Tong I_eg) he has suppressed. Of course, this situation 
-a lover's defeat in a contest of arms with his admired mistress-no doubt appealed to Middle- 
ton's taste ; Moll is " his portrait of a dominant 
woman par excellence. " IN"Loll reveals her identity 
to Laxton before site beats him (III. i. 60) 
whereas leg beats and disarms her opponent, only 
later revealing herself. 




In chapter six there is a tale of how 
lieg used the Bailey of Westminster after he had 
tried to arrest a friend of hero. She assaulted 
the bailey, tied him up and dragged him through 
a pond five or six times, then battered him with 
a cudgel as he lay on the bank till he was 
almost unconscious. kind of tacit agteeuent to 
keep quiet on the part of her acquaintance pre- 
vented any repercussions. E oll is less violent 
and her frustration of the law is more credible: 
with Trapdoor, she holds back the sergeants sent 
to arrest Jack Dapper until he has made good 
his escape (III. iii. 210-240). No oaficial reper- 
cussion seems to ensue in this case either. 
Chapter five of Lon^ Meg describes the com- 
passion i. eg felt for poor veteran soldiers. row- 
ever, the soldier -eg encounters repuditbtes petty 
crime, but Dekker's Trapdoor is, as we know, a 
fraud. Deg ker makes this impostor an occasion for 
an irrelevant spate of canting terms thriftily 
made over from The Belman as he worked, no doubt, 
on the two pieces at the same time. This scene, 
with- its reminiscences about minor criminal es- 
capades and immoral pleasures, sacrifices the 
image carefully built by Middleton of Moll's free 
and generous spirit, a spirit essentially of 
chaste womanhood. To make amends, she Is given 
a long speech at the end of the canting scene 
which ends with the appeal "Must you have / 
A black ill name, ' because ill things you know ?" j. liddleton would not have needed to ask an idle 
cuestion like that at this stage of his career. 
doil's contribution to the romantic plot 
c_, ncerning Sebastian and 1"ary consists in falling 
with Seba st ian' s plan to make it appear she 
is willing to marry him. Dekker began the plot 
in act I and may have invented it himself. In 
this plot the implication is that Moll is repul- 
sive, which jars somewhat with Laxton's attentions 
to her and her final appearance in bridal dress. 
Typical of Dekker in the romantic plot is the 
young virgin distressed at the apparent death or 
disaffection of her lover. He uses a similar 
situation in I Honest Whore, in which Infelice 
is deeply troubled at the- seeming death of her 
lover . ti ppolito, 1-, whilst he has an innocent assoc- iation with Bellafront, a woman of good heart and 
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bad reputation. Likewise, her father is, because 
of a quarrel, opposed to a match between Infelice 
and i-ippolito. I"Iiddleton, it is interesting to 
note, makes the low character Laxton pursue !.: oll 
for lec:. erous motives ; Dekker makes the gentlemanly 
Sebastian pay mock courtship to her. 1ler victory 
over temptation and her helpfulness towards the 
lovers are episodes added by the drai: latists as 
different ways of ennobling the real-life virago : 
in actual fact no-one is reported to have wooed 
I, 1istress Frith at all. 
The citizen plot seems, from the division 
made above, to be Middletons work in the main, 
although its curious culmination is surely due to 
Dekker. Two episodes in the occasionally tedious 
intrigue of the tempting of the two City wives 
to adultery are worth brief attention : in III. 11. 1. -rs. Gallipbt walks out of a dinner in front of 
friends, and without actually lying, allows her husband to assume pregnancy pains are the cause. In the third chapter of i obert Tofte's The Batchelars Bannuet (1603), a quarry 1, iiddleton used 
in A Chaste 1: a, d in Cheanside, pregnancy and 
childbirth are utilised by a. wife to make the husband accept any of her moods or tempers ; and in chapter two, the end for which 1irs. Gallipot's 
pregnancy is feigned is mentioned : the entertain- 
ing of some lusty gallant. The wife in the sat- i rical pamphlet "hunts after feasts and. sollemne 
meetings ... takes with her ... some lusty gallant, 
of whom. she claims kinred, though in very deed 
there can be no such matter, bt only a smooth 
cullor to deceive her husband. Ill Just so j"Irs. 
Gallipot claims kinred with Laxton, indeed posing 
as a former betrothed of his (III-U-124). This 
device of a pre-contract to extract money was of 
course used by I1iddleton in A Trick. Ijrs. Gall- 
ipot is yet another example of-the. mature 'married 
woman who can manage. her foolish husband and a 
desirable young man as well, and who is willing 
to pay for her pleasures : "she cozens her husband 
to keep mej and I'll keep her honest as long 
as I can, " says Laxton (II. 1.144-145). The absurd 
1 +. The Batche1 rs Ban - 
ed. Iý'. P.. Wjlson (0;; - 






reason eventually given by Dekker in IV. ii. for 
the intrigue between the wife and the gallant is 
characteristic of the part-author of the two I_o 
plays. 
Gallipot, Tiltyard and Openwork are three 
hearty citizens who enjoy fowling with spaniels, 
and the manner in which the honest wives avoid 
the gallants!. importunities is slightly reminiscent 
of The 1"jerr' Wives of Windsor. 1Master Openwork's 
trust in his. wife'-s- ability to handle a lustful 
suitor, especially, is not unlike 1Master Page's, 
another sanguine gentleman who enjoyed a birding- 
expedition. 
The main plot is completed by 111iddleton, who 
sketches a motif he was to use not long after 
in A Chaste "', aid in ChePs7S3ce. Sebastian is re- 
ported . to have , made . . an -elopement by water to marry Moll Cutpurse (V. ij. ). Through this' his plot 
the heavy father, Sir Sebastian, is made to repent 
of the mistake he has made in not letting his 
son marry the wife of his own choice. Attacks 
on forc? d or unequal matches began to find an 
interested audience in this decade : Dekker himself 
has a passage "Against forced 1°Iariage " in The 
Sauen deadly Sinnes of London (1606). Indeed 
the. debate over women's. freedom, the suppression 
of which was central to the convention of the 
arranged marriage, grew into the "Hic 114ulicr-- Haec Vir" controversy of the century's second 
decade. As women became more and more emancipated 
through the spread of affluence, the reaction set 
in and the emboldened wives of London were satir- 
ically dubbed "He-women". 16 r"Ioll Is militant 
womanhood personified ; the dramatists, especially 
Dekker? may have changed the characer of the 
real-life virago in order to show how an eman- 
cipated, virtuous woman can prevail against the 
prejudice of her society. Middleton, I suspect, 
would have been fascinated by the idea of por- 
traying Noll as a dominant woman, superior to 
15. Grosart `s Dekker, II, 70-71. 
16. L. B. Wright .. has .a good summary of the con- troversy in Middle Class C lture in Eliz- 
abethan Eng lcnd .. 
(Chapel - -hill, 1935), pp. 6- 507. On- p. 493 he mentions a growing taste 
amongst women for masculine dress and a 
short hairstyle. 
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men in virtue and physical strength, for different 
reasons than Dekker. For in his next play he 
drew an even more fantastic transvestite-Mrs. Low- 
water of No Wit, No rieln Like a Women's. The 
Roaring Girl is not a good exariple of THIiddleton's 
characterisation, however, because Dckker's disregard 
for consistent psychology is evident at every point. 
SOURCES 
4 
Incidents concerning Idoll Cutpurse : Long i"leg of 
Westminster (1582. and later versions); 
facts taken from real life. 
Romantic plot : Thomas Dekker and Thomas IMIiddlcton, 
The Honest Whore, Part I (1601+). 
Citizen plot :: hints from Robert Toltc , The 
Batchelars Banquet (16035. 
Whilst Middleton was passing through this period 
of comparatively infrequent dramatic writing, two 
lively young men had been making a great success 
with tragedies and tragicomedies for the King's 
men. Beaumont and Fletcher had begun writing aft 
after I' iddleton, but by 1610 or 1611 they had 
a reputation which far outshone Iviiddleton's. * Clear- 
ly it was time to write something in their 
manner, something more exotic and sensational, in 
which there was no cheating of heirs by conny- 
catchers, and in which there was a strong roman- 
tic interest. Confusion about the real nature of 
relationships is also an essential element in 
the plays of Beaumont and Fletcher written before 
1611, sometimes arising because women dress 
as boys, sometimes because facts about a person's 
origin come to light only at the end of a play. 
Middleton had a bent for this sort of thing al- 
ready, for he has ýa scene (IV. i. ) in The -ioarjn 
Girl in which Mary Fitzallard, dressed as a man, 
is kissed by Sebastian, whilst Noll, also dress- 
ed as a man, comments on the unusual spectacle 
this episode presents. Shakespeare has girls 
dressed as men in scenes together with their 
lovers, but he never needs a cofmmcntstor to point 
out the dubious excitement inherent in- the trans- 
M) Vjit , No Help Like a 
''+omon' s is a fan- 
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to st is play-,. full of. incredible events and 
confusions of identity. hs a result, it is 
difficult to bring moral judgment to bear on 
the characters' actions, because so much is 
improbable. The whole action is designed to 
demonstrate the superiority of women's intellect 
and dynamism as a foundation for happy marriage 
and prosperity, the basic necessities for procre- 
ation and society's survival. ijjddleton subordinates 
the men to achieve this, In one case having a 
husband assume the nle of servant to his master- 
ful wife. 
Scholars have not previously assigned this 
comedy to a date immediately after The Roaring Girl (1608), but have preferred to place It 
after the finest of the City comedies, A Chaste Iýlaiü in Cheap-side (1613). Xo Wit does, however, 
have its scene -in London ;. and one of the sources which I shall show the play uses dates from 1611, and, belonging to the ephemeral class of literature, renders `composition ylikely in that 
year. :, '. E. Barkerl7 comments that "the play shows the influence of Beaumont and Fletcher, " but he does not specify Whicl-i of Beaumont and Fletcher's 
plays it snows the influence of nor 'hat ý. n tý, manner it shows it. The closest example of their drama in theme 
, 
and plot is the Scornful Lady, 
a play 1gublished in quarto in 1616. Baldwin . Ea%nlell, as against later dates given by Schoenbaum in his revision of Iarbage's Annals 
urges that "the composition of The Scornful.. Ladv 
be assigned to 1610. " His evidence is excellent for the most part, and it is not unreasonable to assume that ' Middleton mad; have seen the 
comedy. 
The action of The Scornful LTdy concerns the fortunes in courtship of three . -women' a rich widow and tw"o sisters, once of them called 
simply a "Lady" and the other Martha. The main 
action, concerning the Lady, I'iartha, l; ldeýý Loveless 
and ýýdelford, is of no concern to I'i ddleton's 
play, except that we may nett it has a marriage 
arranüed between two men, Elder Loveless and Wel- 
17. Thongs riddleton, p. 181. 
18. Studies in.. Beatumont Fletcher nd 
28. (Chapel . HIU11,1939), PP-17- 
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ford in disguise. This was no doubt in Middle- 
ton's mind when he inserted the mock-marriage 
episode between two women in his own -play. The 
subplot concerns Young Loveless, the Widow, and 
a rival suitor named I"Iorecraft. :: orecraft is 
older and wealthier than Young Loveless ; but it 
is not money the Widow wants, for her husband 
has left her plenty. She prefers to remarry for 
"honour"2 as ýjtddleton's wealthy Lady Goldenfleece 
prefers to contract a marriage of love, having 
means enough. Both Young Loveless and the disguised 
I°lrs. Low-water, the suitor to Lad: ' Goldenfleece, 
employ a similar ddvice to get rid of the rival 
suitor : each cites evidence of his competitor's 
former immorality. i'Iorecroft is accused of having 
"had a bastard, his own toward issue whipt"99 
and j-lrs. Low-water produces a love-leýter contain- 
ing an offer of adultery, which Sir Gilbert 
Larabstone had sent to her as an impoverished 
wife. It is true that No Wit has three extra 
suitors for the hand of Lady Goldenflecce, but 
they are very insignificant indeed. One of them, 
Weatherti ise, is rliddleton's addition, a character 
put in to quote humorously from the ephemeral 
almanacs which help to date the play. The other 
two, Pepperton and Overdone, are included chiefly 
so that they can participate in a masque not 
unlike the allegorical representations Hiddleton 
wrote for the City. 
The debt to The Scornful Lady is rather 
general, 2C although -the . -idea of. -having a wealthy 
widow sought after by two completely different 
types of men--a young blade and a crafty old 
man-is very ' like -Fletcher and not typical of 
Middleton, insofar as Fletcher is fond of violent 
clashes in the outlook of opposing characters. 
Lady doldenfleece differs, however, from Beaumont 
and ýi'letcher's Widow, in being more sensual. 
She is the mature and desirable woman with 
19. Quotation fron The Works of Beaumont and 
Pletcher, ed. Arnold glover, ' I -(Cambridge, 1905)5-209. 
20. There seems, however, to be one verbal re- 
miniscence : sons and heirs are compared to 
a "flash of lightning-" at p. 253 of reaurlont 
and Fletcher and II-iii-137 of 1,10 211 1. 
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money, able to choose at leisure amongst the 
various su. tors who present themselves to hcr. 
I--Irs. Low-water, on the other hand, is, in her 
role of gallant, the lineal descenCant of the 
witty, fortune-hunting young men: of A Mad 'World 
and A Trick. Her reason for wishing to practise 
her sensational deceotion on the widow must have 
been invented by N ddleton if he was imitating 
the situation in The Scornful Lady, for obviously 
Young Loveless's suit needed no reason. Lady 
Goldenfleece's husband ap-oarently extorted the Low- 
waters' land from them (I. i: "161-168), and sire 
is 
quite content to hold on to his gains. 
The plot concerning the `iwilights, Sandfield, 
Sunset acid iris daaghter has been convincingly 
demonstrated to be taken fron Giambattista della 
Porta's LG Sore17. _ (Naples, 160+) by D. Tý Gordon. 21 
The debt hod, - however, long; been known, and 
has bcn discussed by three other scholars besides 
Gordon. 3 Nevertheless, I shall go over the main 
points with a vieti! to adding a few remarks and 
pointing out what seems tie significant. about the borrwing. LG SorellaO has only one story to tell, a"'d : iiddleton . cuts it down so that it will go into one half of his play : rardo, father to Attilio, had once gone to Poland in the 
service of Queen Bona, and had sent for Costanza, 
his wife, and Cleric, his daughter, to join 
21. "Tiiddle t on' s I'Jo !., Tit 1,10 Iieýn Ltlke a rJomel' s 
and Della, Porta's L 5orei1a, " R S, ; VII (_1941) , 400-414. 22. i, arl Christ In his Quellenstud jen zu den Drarýlen Thomas i°13ddlet ons (Lores e3. pzio 1905), 
p. 109, remarks that A. L. Stiefel in 1391 
kncw of the relationship. 
23. Discussions found in : David Orr, The 
of i, earned Italian Drama 0L' the Sixteenth. - . ký'Uli__Irv 
_ 
on ný'.. L-. sci Lrt+u nezore. 1iß; un- 
published University- of North Carolina disser- 
tation (1960); Louise Ueorge Clubb, L} u- 
battista De11 Porta D amatist (Princeton, 
196,2 9-293. ; Lowell Edward Johnson, A Cr2, t- 
ical *Idit -on of Thomas IIiddl " 0_1 _11,41-t No He7. n Like a Woman's; unpublished Univer- 
sity. of - Wisconsin, dissertation (1964), pp. - . i-1: L. 24. The text used is. that found in Le Cor_ edle, 
ed. Vincenzo Spampanato (Bart, 1910), I. 
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Attilio and him from The ship aboard which 
Costanza and Cleria were voyaging disalppearcd, and 
no news of it was to be had. In actual fact 
Turkish galleys had seized the voyagers and carried 
them off to Constantinople to be sold as slaves. 
The two women were split up, but Costanza was 
for sale two years after. Pardo sent the now 
grown-up Attilto with `2rinca a servant, to 
ransom the pair for three hundred scud!, but at 
Venice Attilio fell in love with a beautiful 
young bondservant, Sofia? whom he ransomed for two 
hundred ducats and narr], ed. On irince's advice 
he wrote as if from Constantinople, advising his 
father that his mother was dead and that he 
had ransomed his sister, Cleric, for two hundred 
ducats. Before the action of La Soýel1g? begin,, 
Sofia has been taken home to Nola as . Cleric. Pardo, as the play opens, wishes to marry "Cleria" 
to Trasimaco, a braggart captain, who will take 
her without dowry ; and Attilio to Sulpizia, Orgio's 
niece. The following evening will witness the 
nuptials (I. i. ). 
Trinca arranges a plot to defeat the ob- 
jects of this match, for Sulpizia is really in 
love with Attilto's friend Erotico. Trinca suggests 
that Trasimaco must be eliminated as a suitor, 
-so that a mock-marriage can go forward between 
"Cleria" and Erotico. The two girls can join 
their true partners at night, and a real marriage 
can tare place after Pardo's death. Attjlio is 
instructed to prejudice Pardo against the Captain, 
and Brot ico to ask for "Cleric's" hand 
Thus far Middleton follows Della Porte, but 
omits a love scene between Cieria and Attilio 
(I. 1v. ). Sir Oliver Twilight is the English Pardo, 
Philip and Sandfield are Attilio and l; rotico, 
Grace and Jane are Cleria and Sulpizia. To sim- 
pýify matters, Middleton does not mention Grace's 
former name. Irmediately he plunges in with a 
threatened duel (I. i. 32) between Philip and Sand- 
field over Jane, thus saving a scene in which 
we witness 1rotico learning of Attilio's s: iit. 
Middleton also brings the events nearer home, but 
with a hazy sense of geography. Antwerp replaces 
Venice ; but Lady Twilight and her daughter were 
on their way to Guernsey when they were captured. 





we learn that Philip and Savourwit spent the 
ransom money, si: hundred crowns, on courtesans. 
Weatherwise, an old superstitious pedant, is 
T'rasimaco's equivalent, * but he is quickly removed 
from the Twilight plot as a suitor. Philip has 
reported his mother dead. 
The plan in La Sorella goes forward : yrotico, 
requiring no dowry, is favoured as the new suitor, 
and Trasimaco is to be dismissed. Weatherwise, as 
I noted, is dismissed at once, to free him for 
his role as suitor in the other plot. Sir Oliver 
is rather casual about the dismissal : "I have a 
little business now" he says (I. i. 280), which 
perhaps echoes Pardo's remark to Trasimaco : "iron 
ho tempo da spendere in chiacchiere" (III. vi. ). In 1o ', lit, just before this, we receive a hint 
of a secret concerning Grace and Jane which Lady Goldenfleece possesses. This is introduced to 
bind the two plots together, but It produces a loose end : in I. ii. Jane goes to see firs. Low- 
water, and asks about the secret ; Mrs. Low-Crater 
opines that it must be some lend or cash left to Jane, but now diverted to Grace by someone's bribing of Lady Cbldenfleece to remain silent. Gordon (p. +1+) Suggests this is an abortive attempt to introduce the motif of the dowries from V. i. - iv. of La Sore110, scenes which involve S l- 
pizia's i-urse and, a secret of Orgio's, Sunset's 
counterpart. Sulpizia's deceased father had left 
his goods to Orgio, with i, nstrucctions to give a dowry of two thousand ducats to Sulpizia (really 
Cleria, since the two had been exchanged as infants), if his own daughter, the "Cleria" of P crdo, was not found ; if she were, then she must 
Lý: tt eri thousand ducats. Ile hear no more about this in I: iddleton's play. 
Middleton contrives to add spicy details 
where he can : Savourwit dwells briefly on the 
possibility of the young men having to make love 
to each other's real wives for the old Man's benefit (I. i. 139-11; -0), and he mentions Grace's 
pregnancy (I. iii. 35). "Cleric", Attillo's wife, is 
not reduced to the distress of imagining she 
might have to marry another Man while secretly 
pregnant with a clandestine husband's child. 
Perhaps, however, the scenes which attracted Middleton to this tale of near-incest and lost 
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identities were the extremely funny central scenes 
in the third and ".. I: ourth acts of La Sorel. la. 
These concern Pedolitro, an old man, and his son, 
whom Pedolitro has just ransomed from the 2urks. 
He bears a letter from Costanza and a report 
that the real Cleria has disappeared. Pedolitro's 
news is two months old, but Attilio's information 
dated from four years earlier. The Dutch -Merchant 
in No Vf3, t brings a report that Lady Twilight 
was -alive a month ago, weich contradicts 
Philip's 
information about her death given ten weeks be- 
fore. Middleton thus reduces the enormity of the 
son's selfishness and prepares for a more credible 
forgiveness on Lady `Iwilight's part. 
There follows a scene, III. iii., in which 
Pedolitro examines the "Cleric" Attilio brought 
home and recognises her as Sofia from Venice. 
This is better than 1iddleton's version, since 
the Venetian hostelry i. s frequented by people 
from Nola ; the Dutch "erchant r1ecognises grace 
by a stroke of chance, for he happened to see 
her in an Antwerp public house. Both "Cleric" 
and urace deny the charge of impersonation ; the 
traveller in each case departs, and leaves his 
boy behind. Attilio and Trinca now enter, and 
they are taxed with Pedolitro's allegatios. Trinca 
says he will check Pedolitro's story Witi1 the boy, 
who speaks only Turkish : 
Cabrasciam ogniboraf, enbusaim Constantjnopla ? 
The boy answers in ;: Turkish which Trinca inter- 
prets as meaning "his father was never in eons- 
tantinople" (III. iv. ). Savourwit, who is questioned 
Without Philip, expands on týiis false 'translation 
to include suggestions of madness in the l: erchant. 
What motives could Pedolitro and the j"ierchant have 
had for telling lies ? In Della Porte (III. -iv. ), 
Trinca suggests it is for a jest, but Eliddleton 
is at once more realistic and more cynical. Sev- 
ourwit sees it as a polic to "work out a piece 
of :. coney on you" (I. iii. 1.7 ). 
In both plays the traveller returns immed- 
iately, after the witty servant has . tricked the 
perplexed master. Naturally the little boy is 
questioned by his father, and each says he was 
interrogated by a man whom he kept telling he 
1.14 
could not understand. Thus the spendthrift son 
is trapped and the substitute daughter is in 
deep trouble, but in neither play Is anything 
auch made of this pliý;, lit. Della ±orta resolves 
the difficulty by brinoinö in the lost Costanza, 
who by chance meets Attilio and _"rincc before 
anyone else in 1NTolaý. She had been set free from 
her master because she had grown older and 
feebler. When the recognitions have taken place 
she is persuaded by AAttilio to lorgive him and 
acknouledg. e Sofia as Cicria. In IV. iv. this ack- 
nowledgment takes place very convincingly, and we 
hear no More of Pedolitro's correct identification. 
When, however, Attiljo congratulates Costenza on 
her performance, he is horrorstruck to learn that 
the reunion was genuine ; his wife is his sister, 
the missing Cleria. Costanza, as Gordon says, takes a very matter-of-fact line towards the re- 
vealed incest : she merely says intimacy must stop. In 1o slit, upon the appearance of Lady Twilight 
accompanied by a friend Beveril (firs. Low-water's 
brother), who has ransomed her , Philip is ? roved by Savourwit to plead for help in the matter' of the false identification of Grace as her daughter (II. ii. )" This is like la Sorella but iiddleton 
has really reworked ti lit ; climax very considerably first, Philip does not acknowledge his marriage 
when he tells his mother how the girl was brought home (II. i . 
), ti'ihereas Attilio does ; second, he does not have Grace prepared for the interview (IV. i. ) with Lady Twilight in which all is to turn out well, and he adds the detail that Grace 
is with child, whereas `'rinca briefs "Cler&a" who is not pregnant 7 beforehand ; and third, ya dy Twilight is not aware that her recognition means incest-indeed, she prays that marriae has not taken place (IV. i. 2 ý) . Philip produces a ring to prove matrimony27 (strange, in view of the fact that fifteen lines before his :: other's prayer that he is not married, he had said he gras : 
a mistake, no doubt, whichl' lets some pressure out 
of the final explosion), and Grace recounts its 
origin a, a memento given to her when a child. "Cleric" is not- even present When mother and son 
25. A device, according to Johnson, Edition, p. 
liii, taken from r2erencc's fleauton iimorumenos. 
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discuss the revelation. Both Della Portals and 
I iddlcton's young men are now inclined to 
suicide. But notice the effect of . iddletonls 
reworking here : Philip is more calculating about 
his mother's affections, Lady Twilight must feign 
the recognition for her husband, and Grace is 
harrowed by distressing doubts: 
The Dutch i-Ierchant is retained till IV. i. 
to maintain his . version of 
the ransom story, 
whereas Della Porte dismisses Pedolitro when 
Costanze arrives ; this means that Lady Twilight 
has to cap all Philip's lies with plausible 
interpretations. Gordon sees this as part of 
Niddleton's thesis concerning the wit and resource 
of women, but it seems to ne the Dutch Merchant's 
honesty is put there to illustrate the dark maze 
sin runs into, the.. entangling shifts which have 
entrapped Philip. Providence clone frees him from' 
the nightmare, but not before the possibility of 
estran,; euent from his father and suicide have threatened him. 
For Della Porte, the d6nouement is easy, 
because the old Nurse who knows that the girls 
were exchanged in infancy has a credible desire 
for revenge against Orgio, who has beaten her. 
Orgio has kept the secret for fear of losing 
Sulpizia's inheritance, the difference being eight thousand ducats. But this Is the first we have. heard of a secret, whereas' Middleton put in two 
pieces of preparation, one in I. i., another in 
IV. i. , where we are informed that Sunset's dau- 
ghter is "much about the age of our girl" and "both were nurs'd together. " In V. iv. Orgio con- 
lirms the story as true which is borne out by 
a red mark on "Cleric's" left arm. Attilio and 
Erotico arrange matters to their satisfaction in 
the final scene. 
Middleton has once more taken liberties with 
his original. Obviously he i--wished to avoid Della 
Porte's anti-climax by leaving h: Ls revelation 
later, for Della Porte has four anticlimactic 
scenes. At Lady üoldenfleece's wedding-feast, where 
she engages herself to Beveril, Sir Oliver decides 
to despatch the marriages ; Lady Goldenfleece is 
shocked when she hears Jane is meant for Philip. 
She rearranges the couples and explains the du- 
plicity of Sunset's wife. Mrs. Sunset had kept 
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the fact from her husband because even when 
she died, he had not grown rich enough to 
give the girl all ` she thought she should have. 
iiiddleton is on the credit side here, for none 
but the dead is subject to castigation for double- 
dealing, whereas Orgio and the Nurse are both 
guilty of conniving at Cleric's inferior upbring- 
ing in La Sorells. Indeed, if Crgio had not 
beaten the Nurse, it seems he would have coun- 
tenanced incest between "Sulpizia" and Attilto. 
i-iiddleton has, in general, improved on Della 
Portal although his characters are not all so 
blameless as Della Porta's. Philip, _ 
in particular, 
is a weak-willed scapegrace, forerunner of a. 
new type of character which begins to appear in 
Niddleton's tragicomedies, the cowardly fop, the 
mother's spoiled darling. Abberzanes in The %itch 
is such a person ; like his peers in the tragi- 
comedies, he gets a girl with child and tries 
to mend matters by deceit. Sir Lliver,. too, 
gains by being more idiosyncratic than Pardo, with 
his favourite exclamation of annoyed surprise, 
"Hoyday", and his insistence on knowing whether 
Philip's or the Dutch Llerchant's version of the 
Antwerp incidents is true. As for Lady Twilight, 
her means do not justify the ends-to free Philip 
from implication in defrauding his father and to 
enable him to keep his beloved near him. Ac- 
cepting one daughter for another is, in any case, 
somewhat unrealisý1c. Savourwit is very much the 
Itallanate witty servant, and it is to be re- 
gretted that his comical cynicism and clear moral 
sight were not repeated by Middleton in another 
play. Savourwit recommended that Philip reveal all 
to his bother, including the pregnant wife, which 
might have helped matters. This. unfortunate wife, 
rather submissive, is one of the sentimental fe- 
males i, iiddlet on draws occasionally, pregnancy often 
being a sign of devoted femininity In his plays. 
In this first essay at keeping pace with 
Beaumont and ! Pletcher, iiddleton borrotled their 
ideas to produce peripeteias and shocks at . every turn. One of their favourite situations is the 
frustrated wedding night-in their plays wedding 
nights are more often an occasion of frustration 
than of consummation. Characteristically, he managed 
a wedding night both titillating and surprising 
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for the audience. 
R. C. Bald's26 piecemeal suggestions for a 
source in 1934 are difficult to understand ; one 
can only assume he ignored i, -arl Christ's r emark 
about Stiefel. His example offers a caution in 
pronouncing on the debts of parts of plots. 
Gordon, however, did not acknowledge Stiefel's 
work. This early German scholarship i; awesomely 
extensive, though also eccentric. Karl Christ 
cites Stiefel's theory which accompanies his iden- 
tification of the source. It is extraordinary. 
Stiefel thought it possible that Jean Rotrou's 
La Soeur (16+7), which employs La Sorella as a 
source, was the source of the subplot of io 
Wtt, bedause a later poet (James Shirley) inser- 
ted the subplot before the 1657 printing. In 
fact, Shirley tinkered with No Wit in 1638, and 
the text as we haýMe it represents a 1638 
revival in Dubljn. 
F. Holthausen28 claims that Trimalchio's ban- 
quet in Petronius' fragmentary Satyricon is the 
direct source of Weatherwise's novel feast. Here 
is the account : 
The course that follotijed our praise failed 
expectation of its greatness ; its novelty, however, drev the eyes of everyone. For a 
circular tray had tuelve signs arranged 
round it in a ring, upon each of which the 
designer of the structure had placed especially 
appropriate food : on Aries there were chick- 
peas similar to a rap's head, on Taurus a 
piece of beef, on Gemini testicles and kidneys, 
on Cancer a wreath of flowers, on Leo an Af- 
rican fig, on Virgo the womb of a sow that 
had never borne young, on Libra a balance in 
one side of which was a kind of pastry, in 
the other a ca : e, on Scorpio a crawfish, on 
Capricorn a lobster, on Aquarius a goose, on 
26. "Sources of City Comedies, " pp. 386-387- 
27. The new prologue he furnished is reprinted 
in The Dranatic Works and Poems o{' Janes 
Shirley, ed. William Uifford and lilexander 
Dyce (London, 1833) , VI, 
1+92-J+93. 
28. "Zu Middleton's No , loo Help Like a 
WOri, 
_,, _en's, 




Pisces two red mullets ... 
29* 
Christ says that Weatherwise's banquet is an 
echo of this, and the term Is just right ; in 
appendix B, in which I discuss the 1611 "Bretnor 
and Neve Almanacs, I shall show that the sig- 
nifications for each zodiacal sign come from 
nearer home, though the concept of the novelty 
feast may have" come from the Roman satirist. 
Samuel Brooke made an adaptation of La Sor- 
el a for his academic Latin play Adelphe (1611), 
performed in Cambridge 1611-12. The play was never 
printed, so that there is small possibility that 
Middleton knew it. Della Porta was, however, well- 
known enough to have been used by at least two 
English dramatists before Middleton wrote- No W Lt-. 
The play seems, from the Epilogue, to have 
been a ted originally in an open-air theatre: Johnson 0 surmises that it is a King's play, 
on the ground that the dramas Shirley doctored 
in 1638 were probably all King's men's. This 
would plausibly explain why Middleton strove so 
hard to pattern his play after the model of 
Beaumont and Fletcher. There are more oppor- 
tunities for actors who personated women in the 
play than ever before, and a number of new 
characters--Philip suicidal and romantic, Pickad- 
ille, the clown, 
i1 
and Weatherwise, the eccentric 
who affects the action only slightly. The play 
has the air of an experiment, and there Is a 
great deal that is new about it. The source 
material itself indicates a new departure, a 
rather significant one. 
SOURCES 
Main plot : Francis Beaumont and John Fletcher, 
The Scornful Lady (? 161.0). 
Subplot : Giambattista della Porta, La Sorella 
(160-). ' 
Suggestions from Petronius, Setyricon 
(? 60 A. D. ) ; from the 1611 Almanacs 
of Jeffery Neve and Thomas Bretnor. 
29. Translated from Holthausen ; chapter 35 of Satyricon. 
30. Edit on, p. lxxxvi. 
31. See Enid Welsford, The Fool (New York, 1961), chap- 
ter XI, for a discussion of this type of clown.., 
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Before Middleton finally turned away from his 
earlier mode of writing he produced one more City 
comedy ; but it is a City comedy with a differ- 
ence. A Chaste Maid in Cheaps&de is all in verse, 
and it is faultlessly -plotted.. . Middleton manages 
four plots with deceptive ease, two contrasting 
pairs, and at the centre he places the image of 
Cheapside Itself. The result iss by common consent, 
an hilarious play. 
The comedy may be dated about 1613 by an 
episode concerning the confiscation of meat in II. 
ii. During Elizabeth's reign and throughout James', 
there was a sequence of proclamations prohibiting 
the consumption of meat during Lent. 32 A very 
strict proclamation broke this sequence on 12 Nov- 
ember 1613, which is perhaps the first official 
result of a letter dated 9 February 1612/13 from 
the Privy Council to the Lord Mayor. Bald (p. 40) 
quotes this as proof that the Lent laws in 1613 
were more strictly enforced than any before. Two 
infamous "promoters" or meat Inspect Qrýs of 1613 
were Evan Birch and Nicholas Stott, who were 
issued with Privy Council warrants on 16 November 
1613. These two might possibly be the pair in 
the play who are so- amusingly made to confiscate 
the Country Wench's bastard, but if Bald is right 
in saying that the play was performed just after 
Lent, 1613, they are cearly too late. 
A Chaste Maid wasl performed at the Swan by 
the Lady, hlizabeth! s men, and it is the only play 
known certainly to have been put on there. Be- 
tween 1611 and 1613 this handsome theatre exper- 
ienced a br of revival of fortunes, but thereafter 
it declined. The Lady Llizabeth's men did not 
themselves come into existence till 1611. 
The play iss like the earlier City comedies, 
largely invented by Middleton, but he incorporates 
in it some borrowed materials. Miss E. L. Bucking- 
32. R. C. Bald, "Chronology of I'iiddleton's Plays, " 
PP- 39-1+0. 
33. Richard J. Wall, A Critical Edition of Thomas 
Niddlcton's "A Chast "Mayd " n.. Cheap--ik3de, tt -unpub- lished " "University "of "Michiggn. -dissertation (1958), 
P-7. 
31+. C. W.. Wallace "The Swan Theatre and the Earl of 
Pembroke's Servants, " Englische Studien, XLIII 
. 




ham35 traced the passage which perhaps inspired 
basic situation in one of the four plots, that 
concerning the Allwits and Sir Walter ,! horehound. 
She found it in Thomas Campion's Obsertzations in 
the Art of English Poesie (1602), . in. the . eighth 
epigram . in. -chapter six. 
it runs thus 
the 
Barnzy stiffly vows that hees no Cuckold, 
Yet the vulgar ev'rywhere salutes him, 
With strange signes of hornes, from ev'ry corner 
Whereso'er he commes, a sundry Cucco 
Still frequents his eares; yet hoes no Cuccold. 
But this Barnzy knowes, that his Matilda, 
Skorning him, with Haruy plays the wanton. 
Knowes it ? nay, desires it, and by prayers 
Dayly begs of Heav'n that it for ever 
May stand firm for him ; yet hoes no Cuccold. 
And 'tis true, for Haruy keeps INlatilda, 
Fosters Barnzy, and relieves his household, 
Buyes the cradle, and begets the Children, 
Pages the Nurses, ev'ry charge defraying, 
And thus truly playes 1V, atilda . 
husband. 
So that Barnzy. now becomes a cypher, And himself th' adultrer of Matilda. 
Flock him not with hornes, the case is altered; Haruy beares the wrong, he proves the Cuccold. 
This passage gives us the originals of Allwit, his 
wife, Sir Walter Whorehound, and the bastard chil- 
dren. The account is really a little vignette, for 
it is static, but it perhaps helped T'Iiddlcton to 
visualise the initial relationship of the characters. 
Or, it is possible, as Miss Buckingham suggests, 
that both accounts go back to a common original, 
some local scandal. Barnzy Is a most interesting 
character, very like Sophonirus in the anonymous 
Second Maiden's Tragedy (1611). Today we would re- 
gard--his . type. as -psychologically sick ; he and All- 
wit are utterly devoid. of love or possessiveness, 
and Allwit seems to derive a certain piquant satis- 
faction from watching Sir Walter Whorehound's jealousy 
of his mistress, Mrs. Allwit. Indeed, Sir Walter 
35" "Canpion's Art of English Poesie and I&Lddleton's 
Chaste Maicd. in. Chea s'deg"-. PIMILA3 XLIII (1928), 
. 784-792. - 
:ý 
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is truly her husband in everything except name ; 
he has had six bastard children by her and a 
seventh Is on the way. - Of course, the material 
profit to Allwit is considerable, and there are 
two slight hints that he is enjoying intimacy with 
his wife, an, intimacy which really amounts to adul- 
tery. Mrs. Allwit, like Matilda, is no martyr to 
her lot, as Miss Buckingham points out, but wel- 
comes her lover (I. 11.134). 
Middleton models part of a long speech by 
Allwit (I. ii. 11-56) on Campion'.. s epigram, even echo- 
ing the phrases of the epigram verbally : "He gets 
me all my children, and pays the nurse" rephrases 
Campion! s "and begets the Children, / Pa es the 
Nurses, ev'ry charge defraying" (11.13-1+). Campion 
also introduces a blasphemous note when he speaks 
of Bärnzy "by prayers / Dayly beg[ging] of Heav'n" 
that the status nuo may continue. This suggested, 
I think, Psalm XXIII to Middleton, for Allwit 
congratulates himself on "Finding a table furnish'd 
to my hand" (I. ii. 12), as the psalmist praises 
the Lord when he says : "Thou preparest a table 
before me. " Allwit also blesses "the founder", Sir 
Walter, as the psalmist affirms his reliance on 
his Lord. 
Allwit's fear of insecurity may be related 
to Middleton's own financial difficulties at this 
time, as Campion does not suggest in his sketch 
of Barnzy the degree of concern for Oaterial 
stability evidenced by Allwit. We may note in pass- 
ing that Mickýeton had been in court for debt in 
December 16083 and on 20 June 1612 "one Thomas 
Middleton a Poett" was amongst the defendants to 
an action brought by Christopher Bradley, an attor- 
ney of Lyons lnn. On this latter occasion Middle- 
ton was charged with owing ä7 on a bond of z26, 
his creditor regarding the debt as desperate. 37 
An alternative theory is available for the 
behavior of Allwitz the moýg striking character in 
the play. Allan H. Gilbert quotes a passage out 
36. S. Sc hoenbaum, "A New Middleton Record, " MLR, 
LV (1960), 82-84. 
37. Mark Eccles, "Middleton a Poett, " PP-534-535- 
38. "The Prosperous Wittol in Giovanni Battista 
Modio and Thomas Middleton, " SP, XLI (1944), 
235-237. 
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of Giovanni Battista Nodjo' s I1 Convito overo deb 
Peso delta Moglie, dove ragionendo. si -conchiude 
the non uo la Donna dishonesty far ver Dana 
1-1 Huomo -(1554), - which tells of that man who, -hav- 
ing a beautiful wife, can buy all the comforts 
and offices he wishes. The writer says that such 
a man must have "ii Cornucopia" in his house, that 
is, the horn of plenty ; the term "cornuto" is then 
a very honourable one. Jllwit may be a comic char- 
acter based on this learned Italian paradox, a 
character whose marriage is a monstrous perversion 
of the ideal which the chaste maid and her lover 
are seeking. 
Campion's epigram and, perhaps, Nodio's para- 
dox, provide only the initial situation in the All- 
wit-Whorehound plot. Sir Walter purposes to marry 
Moll Yellowhammer, the chaste maid, thus entering 
into the second plot) the romance of Moll and 
Touchwood Junior, who are constantly thwarted by 
Moll's vulgar and materialistic parents. Sir Walter 
and Touchwood Junior become enemies and finally 
fight a duel in which Touchwood iunior is wounded. 
He therefore shams death, and as a result Sir 
Walter is arrested for manslaughter. R. C. Bald39 
suggests that the enmity between Moll's two suitors 
is based on a situation found in Francis Beaumont's 
The Knight of the Burning Pestle, which failed when 
it . was acted 
in - -16u"f. -It was published in 1613. The merchant Venturewell, like Yellowhaucrner, tries 
to prevent his apprentice Jasper's suit to his 
daughter, Luce, for whom a wealthy old husband, 
Humphrey, has been secured. Luce and Jasper attempt 
to elope, but are caught by Venturewell and his 
men on horses Luce is haled away to close 
confinement, and Jasper left to seek a new way of 
winning his beloved. 
Moll and Touchwood Junior make two attempts to 
elope before they eventually succeed, but only the 
second one seems to have anything in common with 
the version in Beaur ont's play. Moll is caught by 
her mother in a boat on the Thames, and dragged 
home by the hair to be locked up in a little 
room (iV. iii. ). Both Jasper and Touchwood Junior 
employ a similar ddvice to successfully secure their 
39. "Sources of City Comedies, " p. 387. 
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brides. Jasper pretends to die of grief and has a 
funeral arranged, which involves having his coffin 
deposited in Luce's chamber. She is then removed 
from the chamber in his stead, and the pair re- 
surrect themselves only when, Venturewell repents of 
his treatment of the lovers (1V. i. ). Touchwood 
Junior, as noted, pretends to die as a result of 
the duel, and communicates with 1,1011 warning her 
to "die" of grief over him. Only when it Is cer- 
tain that the Yellowhammers feel ashamed of their 
attempt to impose their will on Moll do the lovers 
arise frorr their coffins (V. iv. ) . This ritual death 
scene, with all Cheapside present, illustrates the 
kind of divorce necessary from bourgeois Cheapside 
life before a chaste maid can marry the husband 
of her choice. 
The third plot concerns Touchwood Senior and 
the Kixes, all of whom have absurd marital prob- 
lems. Touchwood Senior has to separate. from his 
wife because they are begetting far too many chil- 
dren, and the Kixes are on the verge of divorce 
because they are childless. The trouble is that 
Touchwood Senior and his wife are poverty-stricken, 
whereas Sir Oliver Kix is wealthy and will be 
wealthier still if he begets an heir-in fact, Sir 
Walter will lose his income to any child born to 
the Kixes. Middleton seems to have borrowed some 
part of this plot from I'"riccolo 1lachiavelli's L, 2 
1, landragola (1524), or perhaps from the later dram- 
atic. version by Andrea Calmo, La Potione (Venice, 
1561). Their plots are so alike -that - I, shall 
summarise the relevant part of 1achiavelli's only. 
Callimcco is a young man in love with Madonna 
Lucrezia, wife to Ntcia Calfucci, a rich Florentine. 
His best chance of fulfilling his desires lies, 
he says, in Calfucci's desire, and Lucrezia's, to 
have children : "Having been married for six years 
without getting any,. and being very ich, they're 
dying of their desire for a family. "+C With the 
aid of Siro, a witty servant, Callimaco in disguise 
sells to Calfucci a concoction madd from the root' 
of the mandrake, at enormous expense, but claims 
there are such fatal side-effects that it is nec- 
Quotation from The Classic Theatre, ed. Eric 
Bentley (New York, 1958), I, -8- 
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essary for another man to lie with the lady after 
she has taken it ; spneone, preferably, whose life 
does not matter. Callimaco, in the guise of a poor 
street singer, is made to take the risk, whilst 
Calfucci rejoices at the fertility to follow. of 
course a child is born, and Lucrezia's scruples so 
far disappear that she agrees to continue the adul- 
tery indefinitely (V. iv. ). 
The nixes are exactly like the Calfuccis ; we 
meet them in II. i. quarr 11tng about the blame for 
the childlessness : 
Sir Oliver. Nay, pray thee cease, I'll be at 
more cost yet, 
Thou know'st we are rich enough. 
Lady Kix. All but in blessings, 
And there the beggar goes beyond 
us. U, o, o, 
To be seven years a wife, and not 
a child, 
0 not a child I 
. (II. i. 130-133) 
Middleton cuts down Machiavelli's plot to get it 
into much smaller compass. Lady Kix, for example, is quite compliant when Touchwood Senior reveals 
his schule to lie with her. It is Sir Oliver 
who takes the potion, a little vial of almond- 
milk, having agreed to pay £400 in all for it, 
and he rides off for a few hours so that it 
will have the maximum effect. In the interim 
Touchwood Senior impregnates the lady ; then in due 
course a child is born, and `louchwood and his 
wife are invited to free bed and board by Sir 
Oliver in his gratitude. 
Andrea Calmo's version is rather interesting. 
It is in ordinary Italian and three dialects, 
Venetian, Paduan and Bergamask. Middleton may have 
conceived the idea of using English, Welsh and 
Latin in his play from this comedy. further, the 
speech of Despontao (equivalent of Calfucci and 
Sir Oliver) about the trials of marriage to -a 
young wife is nearer Middleton than Naciliavellj's 
is. Machiavelli has this speech at the beginning 
of II. v., but Calfucci does not mention anything 
about having spent a great deal already on drugs 
to procure fertility. Despontao does however : he 
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says that "ni boni eibi, ni saluadisini (resche, 
ni onguenti, no inuodi, ni tegnir 'ben coltivao 
la possession" are of any use (Biv). All three 
husbands wrongly believe their wives are sterile, 
it is true, but i'iiddleton has references to 
"doctor's drugs" for Lady Kix UI. ii. 137-138, and 
169), wftic i Calfucci has not tried on Lucrezia. 
The fourth plot concerns Tim Yellowhammer from 
Cambridge. and his wooing of Sir Walter's Welsh 
mistress. I have already suggested that the Latin 
disputation between Tim and his Tutor is a comic 
reminiscence of "aster Crakanthorpe's teaahing at 
Oxford (p. 16). Certain other episodes imply further 
reading before the comedy was written. The Promoter 
episode in II. ii. , although relying for Its effect- iveness on the Lenten meat laws in operation in 
1613, may owe something to Xobert Greene and Thomas 
Lodge's A Looking Glasre for London a nn England 
(1594). Adaras. "a -clown, "is " -caught " -wdkth" "a- -piece of beef in his slops by two searchers whilst a per- 
iod of fasting is taking place ; like 1itddleton's 
anonymous Man (II. ii. 101-109)) he is searched and 
convicted w hiýst attempting to deny the presence 
of any meat-. 41 
Perhaps the most celebrated scene in the play 
is the christening- scene in III. iii. at which the 
seventh bastard of Sir Walter and Ars. Allwit 
is being christened. F. P. wilson42 first identified 
1'iiddleton's debt to Tofte in 1929 : "there is no 
sketch of Elizabethan bourgeois life so brilliant 
in the precision of its phrasing and In the cool 
detachment of its irony except perhaps a similar 
scene in Middleton's A Chest 'Mayd .... 'ýý he wrote. The B atcizelars Banquet is translE. ted from Les Quinze 
Joycs de l'1aria 
. e, 
but In reality it is a' free-and 
successful adaptation. Middleton used the long dial- 
ogue in chapter three entitled "The humor of a 
woman lying in child-bed. " The chapter opens with 
a description of a woman well-advanced in pregnancy, 
her husband distracted by a thousand and one cares 
and troubles. The child, Tofte hints, may not even 
41. A Look'ng Glasse for London and EnG and, ed. 
W. W. Greg. (Oxford 1932 , 1.2239. 42. The Batchelars Banquet, p. xxiU. 
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be her husband's (B++), but he has to make 
special journeys day and night "to get with 
great cost that his wife longs for, " which in 
Allwit's house Is, as we would expect, Sir Wal- 
ter's task (Il. ii. 50-53). In The Batchelars Ban- 
quet the wife becomes spoiled by this special 
treatment and "can brooke no common meates, but 
longs for strange and rare things" (B+)---for 
example, cherries, green peascods and green cod-- 
lings. T: r s. Allwit needs pickled cucumbers, sugars 
and wines. But the main expense is that of the 
Christening-feast itself. The husband in Tofte 
has to provide sugar, biscuits, comfits, ' caraways, 
marmalade and marzipan (B4-B4v) a list similar 
to the one that taxes Sir Waiter's pocket : 
sugar, wines, plums and comfits. During the feast 
excessive drinking takes place among the gossips ; 
here is Tofte's account 
[The husband must buy in] a hundred other 
odde and needlesse trifles, which at that time must fill the pockets of daintie dames : ... the nurse priuily pilfers 
away the suger, the nutmegs and ginger ... sundry dames visit her ..,. where they about some three or foure houres (or 
possible halfe a day) will sit chatting 
with the Child-wife, and by that time the 
cups of wine haue" merjly trolde about, and halfe a dosen times moystened their lips 
with the sweet ioyce of the purpled grape. 
(v) 
Allwit launches into a similar pungently sarcastic 
account which seems indebted to Tofte : 
Now we shall have such pocketing, 
See how they lurch at the lower end.. 
... Now the cups trole about to wet the 
gossips' whistles, 
It pours down i' faith, they never think 
of payment. 
(III. ii. 55- 56 and 78-79) 
In the end Allwit has to leave the room to avoid 
becoming violently nauseo at the sight of the ý atax 
gossips taking uninhibited advantage of the extra- 
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vagance, before their tongues, freed by liquor, 
fall to gossip-mongering. This latter touch is 
also in Tofte. 
From the foregoing analysis some idea will 
have been gained of the complexity of the play's 
organisation. There are four plots, three of which 
have sources in satirical drama or prose, and 
there is a good dead. of interaction between them. 
The meaning of this 'design has een the subject 
of two excellent recent articles. 3 Ruby Chatterji 
in particular stresses how the basic unit of the 
four plots is the family, and how frequently the 
word "house" is used in different ways. She urges 
that "an over-all poetic organization has been 
achieved by a significant pattern of images and 
key words related to the play's comic themes and 
attitudes" (p. 116). The images and key words in 
question are "house", "gold" and related images, 
and "flesh" and food imagery. Richard Levin finds 
the four actions carefully arranged In a descending 
order of significance. "It is evident, " he writes, 
"that these four plots were placed together with 
a view to exploiting certain symmetrical patterns 
of character and action" (p. 17). His demonstration 
of the play's patterns is his best performance 
on any Middleton play. Middleton's reading for 
this play must have been completely assimilated 
when he began to write. It is safe to say he had no book open at his elbow as he wrote ; al- though he had probably read The Batchelars Ban- 
auet rather recently. The result is a play which 
transcends in a- triumphant way all of Middleton's 
depictions of the society of his native city. 
The familiar themes and types are all recognizable, 
but so pervasive is the satire---a satire which 
works through the characters' self-revelation--that 
we sense all is under control in this play. 
This balance is not evident again for a number 
of years in Middleton's career. 
43. Richard Levin, "The Four Plots of A Chaste 
Maid in Cheapside, 11 RES, XVI' (1965), 14-24-;, 
Ruby Chatterji, "Theme, Imagery, and Unity in 
Aste Maid in CheaDside, " Renaissance 
Drama, VIII (1965), 105-126. 
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SOURCES 
Moll - Touchwood Jr. Plot 
A11tait - Whorehound Plot 
Kix - Touchwood Sr. - Plot 
Other scenes 
Francis Beaumont The 
Knight of the 
Lrning 
Pestle (1607). " 
Thomas Campion, Obser- 
uations in the Art of 
English Poesie (1602). 
Niccolo Machiavelli, La 
Mandragola (. 1524) . ? Robert Toft e, The 
Batchelars Banquet (1603). 
After his final excursion into satiric social 
comedy, Middleton was tempted away for good into 
the realms of 
, 
tragicomedy and, ultimately, tragedy. 
Beaumont and kletcher had, by the date at which Middleton wrote The Witch, turned to plays which had a pseudo-historical background and dramätised 
conflicts of absolute convictions. Such plays are A King; and No King (1611) and Bones (ca. 1613), 
which Eugene X. Waithl++ characterises as a "blend 
of remoteness and immediacy" and which rely for their effects on emotional crises. He lists (pp. 
36-38) the chief features of the tragicomic for- 
mula of Beaumont and Fletcher as found in A 
King and No King, and The Witch displays nearly 
all of them. The Witch, whose date (ca. 1614) 
I discuss in appendix C, is the first play of Middleton to number a history book amongst its, 
sources. 
Middleton proved unable to write tragicomedy 
exactly like Fletcher, for The Witch failed at its first performance on the Blackfriars stage by 
the King's men. The play was not even printed 
until 1778 when Isaac Reed obtained the manuscript 
and had it printed privately. 
The main plot concerning the Duke, Duchess, 
Lord Governor and Almachildes is a part of early Italian history from the reign of the Lombard 
kin, Alboin, who died in 573 A. D. He slew Cunimund, King of the Gepidae, in battle and mar- 
44. The Pattern of Tragtco 
Fletcher (New Haven, 1952), p. 29. 
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tied his daughter, Rosamund. After leading his 
people into northern Italy, occupying Milan and 
taking up residence at Pavia, he was not long 
after murdered through his wife's schemes. For 
Rosamund had fostered a determination to avenge 
the occasion when Albgin had enforced her to 
drink from her father's skull at Verona during 
the celebration of a victory. ' Procopius, Paulus 
Diaconus and Agnellus of Ravenna early recount 
the history, and thereafter a host of tragic 
storytellers. Karl Christ45 gives a full list of 
recounters and redactors -of the story through the thousand years separating it from Middleton, a 
list which includes Boccaccio's De Cssibus Viro- 
rum Illustrium, Machiavelli's Florentine History, 
Bandello (and a French translation in Francois de 
Belleforest's Histoires Traglaues), Lydgate, Gower, 
Caxton, Pedro Nexia (whose version was translated 
by Thomas Fortescue In 1571), George Turberville's 
Tragical Tales (1587) and Thomas Beard's The 
Theatre of God's Judgments (1612). Middleton pro- 
bably used one of the more recent versions, and 
Karl Christ, who reviewed them all, came down in 
favour of Machiavelli's version translated by 
Thomas Bedingf ield in 1595. Dr. Frank Sullivan46 
reached the same conclusion in 1940. Of course, 
Middleton might have read Machiavelli in the 
original ; or he might have used a recent English 
version ; or even perhaps Belleforest's Histoires 
Trag cues (1571)2 a regular quarry for Jacobean 
dramatic plots. That Middleton could read French 
we know from The TriumDhs of Honor and Indust (1617) and Anything for a quiet Life (ca. 1621r, 
but it may have been an ability acquired later. 
It is through the name of Almachildes, "a 
fantasticall Gentleman, " as the manuscript calls 
him, that we can be reasonably certain as to 
which version the dramatist, used. Two traditions 
are to be considered in the differing spellings 
of this name : Bandello explains that he knew two 
45. Quellenstudien, pp. 26-32. ý+6. G. h;. Bentley, Jacobean and Carolyne S , age, lIr, 905. 
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versions, "Elmige" and "Alma childe". 47 Hence Belle- 
forest has "Helrnige" and Turberville "Ermigio". 
Thomas Beard, however, has "Hemichild", and Beding- 
field's Florentine History has "Almachilde", as 
Machiavelli does. If this were not proof enough, 
the Florentine History lacks a character named 
"Peredeo", who in the earliest accounts was the 
deviser of the plan whereby "Hilmichio" carried 
out the actual murder. This character appears 
in Belleforest and Turberville, for example, named 
variously Peredeo and Parradio, and plays inter- 
estingly varied roles. He is missing from The 
Witch, in which the Duchess, the Rosamund of 
history, does the plotting single-handed. 
Machiavelli's account, which was published in 
Historie Di Nicolo Macchiavelli, by John Wolfe in 
London (1587), pp. 0.5-17? was faithfully rendered 
by Thomas Bedingfield in 1595. It is a bare 
narrative containing details of Alboino's conquests 
and his marriage to Rosmunda, dwelling moment" 
on the feast at Verona during which the Queen 
was made to drink from "a cup C made 7 of her 
fathers hed. " In order to revenge this, Rosmunda 
tricked Almachilde into lying with her instead of 
his maid, whom he loved, and then blackmailed 
him with killing the King under the threat of 
exposure for rape. He therefore murdered Alboino, 
but finding no favour with the Lombard people 
in regard to the vacant throne (the murder not 
being attributed to anyone yet), he and Rosmunda 
fled to Longino, lieutenant of the Holy Roman 
Emperor, at Ravenna. There the ruthless Rosmunda 
poisoned Almachilde, only to perish immediately 
afterwards by poison poured down her throat from 
the same cup. 
Middleton follows Machiavelli in having no 
"Peredeo", and no marriage between Almachildes and 
the Duchess ; since it is not clear from Machia- 
velli where the royal group is living, Middleton 
chooses. Ravenna. Peredeo, who in most versions 
is the man trapped through the bed-trick into' 
1+7. Cited from Karl Christ, Quellenstudien, p. 29. 1+8. Names from an early account (ca. 670) : details in Christ, Quellenstudj_en, p. 30. 
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the scheme of murder, after being reluctant to 
accept any part in it, seem's to have been assim- 
ilated by Machiavelli into Almachilde. As far as 
I have been able to discover, IvMiddleton's depart- 
ures from his source are his own invention. The 
gradual debasement of Almachilde, from noble young 
gentleman to a tool of Rosmunda in Machiavelli, 
and to a coward in Middleton, is truly without 
parallel in all the other retellings of the 
history. Middleton exercises a somewhat puritanic 
control over the relationships found in Machiavelli 
: the Queen's adultery with Almachilde, hinted at 
in the Florentine History and elsewhere explicit, 
is cut, together with any Intimacy between the 
unnamed lady-in-waiting and Almachilde. Middleton 
inay"dust possibly have known Turbervile's poetical 
account, in which Rosmund says to Parradio in 
the bedroom "framing" scene : "Parradio doest thou 
knowe / With whome thou standest here? " "Standest" 
implies that no imtimacy had taken place, whereas 
Belleforest's Peredee was in the habit of familiar- 
ly enjoying a maid of the Queen's chamber--indeed, 
she is called a "courtisane"--which naturally made 
it easier for the young profligate to be trapped. 
The Parradjo of Turbervile and the Almachildes 
of Middleton are innocent young men, we feel. Of 
course, this increases. Rosmunda's virtue a little ; in Be4leforest, Helmige is as familiar with the 
Queen's bedchamber as the King is. 
The alterations to the historical characters 
of Almachilde and Rosmunda destroy the psycholog- 
ical verisimilitude of the play. Almachilde's 
usual röle of cupbearer to Alboin not being men- 
tioned in Machiavelli, Middleton did not envision 
the true picture and made him, into an absurd 
coward who has to appear dangerous at the end because of the secret he bears. The Duchess' 
trick carries little conviction after we have 
witnessed Almachildes' utter lack of success with Amoretta (the name of the Duchess' woman in 
The . Witch). Rosmunda is merely a Duchess in the play, degraded in rank doubtless to get rid of 
offensive associations with the English monarchy. Her cunning is that of Mrs. Low-water ; but she shares a readiness to do evil with her historical 
predecessor. She is the figure amongst Middleton's 
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women who bridges the gap between the scheming, 
sensual City wives and the women of the tragi- 
comedies who, in addition to pandering to their 
sexual desires, seek power as well. 
The scenes dealing with Italian history are 
short and peripheral, a fate which does tend 
to befall history and politics in Middleton's 
plays. Middleton sets the whole play in Ravenna, 
since a flight to the Lord Governor at the end 
is clearly impossible ; the Lord Governor has been. 
living amongst the rest throughout the play, and 
in any case the Duke and the Duchess have to 
be in the same place for the reconciliation the 
tragicomic spirit demands. In I. i. we witness the 
fateful banquet, at which the Duke -causes the 
Duchess to drink from the skull-cup, but it is 
not a celebration of victory ; instead it is the 
wedding-feast of Isabella, the Lord Governor's 
niece, because in this way Middleton can intro- 
duce characters from his subplot. By 1.1.96 the 
Duchess has drunk from her father's skull, and 
thereafier is fully provided with a revenge motive. 
The next step is to compel Almachildes to slay 
the Duke ; the preliminary arrangements are made 
in II. i. by persuading Amoretta to arrange a 
meeting between herself and her admirer. But then 
Middleton felt the motive for revenge was distinct- 
ly flimsy, so he added another passage on the 
Duke's brutal treatment of his wife and mention 
of a second enforcement to drink from the skull- 
cup (I1. ii. 55-63). The relationship between Alma- 
childes and Amoretta, who has a delightful touch 
of the coquette about her, is treated comically. 
The charmed love-knot incident is borrowed from 
Vergil ;I discuss the debt in appendix C because 
all the material pertaining to the witches is 
shadowed by the uncertain interrelationship of 
The Witch and Macbeth. 
The confrontation of Almachildes by -the 
Duchess at the appointed- rendezvous is dramatised 
in III. i. ; Almachildes is led in blindfold, and 
then the Duchess reveals herself with dramatic 
suddenness. The scene has some excellent touches : 
Almachildes, blindfold, prattles on to "Amoretta"- 
about the subtleties of reputedly chaste and in- 
experienced women ; also, Ironically, Almachildes' 
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prepossession with sex is used as the reason why 
evidence against his having behaved honourably will 
be credited : 
Is at this hour in 





(III . ii. 32-3+) 
At the end Almachildes is promised the love of 
the Duchess, which Middleton must have added from 
the information given by Machiavelli about the two 
fleeing together after the murder had been performed. 
Almachildes, however, does not murder the Duke, but 
only maintains that he has.. The result is that 
the nation is up in arms about the coup whereby 
they are being ruled by a foreigner and a woman. 
Flight becomes necessary. But where to ? Without the 
historical Ravenna to flee to, Middleton has . to make his Duchess cheat Almachildes and try for safety 
in the Lord Governor's love. Middleton understood 
that Longino must have been ruling a different 
people, for he brings them on to quell the Lombard 
rioters CIV"i"55-87). The Lord Governor, however, 
is not infatuated by the Duchess as Longino was 
by Rosmunda, for although he kisses her in this 
scene he Is deeply suspicious of her grief for 
the Duke. This is a change. Middleton had to make 
if he was to effect a happy ending ; Almachildes 
had to be wary of the good fortune he had encoun, 
tered, and the Lord Governor suspicious of the 
Duchess' honesty. 
Finally, in V. iii., the source had to be 
left far behind to achieve the comic resolution. 
The Duchess firmly believes she has poisoned Alma- 
chtldes, not, though, as according to Machiavelli's 
account, In which Rosmunda prepares "a cup: of 
wine poisoned, and with her owne hand shee offered 
the same to Almachilde, coming from a bath hote 
and thristie", but through the witches' agency, 
who inexplicably fall her after promising their 
"power's so firm".. The Duke is discovered dead on 
a couch behind a drawn curtain, whereupon the 
Duchess pleads to be killed. She is denied, how- 
everg because she hass yet to answer for adultery. 
Almachildes. enters, with the claim that he has in- 
deed enjoyed the Duchess, but Amoretta repudiates 
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this wishful thinking by pointing out that it 
was in reality a hired prostitute he enjoyed 
for his reward. Then the Duke arises to receive 
his wife whom he genuinely believes regrets 
having killed him, and promises to bury her 
father's skull. 
The ending is too preposterous for words : 
the resurrected Duke thanks his would-be murderer 
and his would-be adulterous wife for their better 
qualities ; whilst immediately prior to this the 
former believes he has committed fornication with 
the Duke's widow and the latter complacently 
thinks she has murdered her husband. The Duke 
is thus made foolishly devoid of perception, Al- 
machildes a whorema'ster and the Duchess a pro- 
curess and a strumpet by intention. In this one 
scene Middleton rejects the source and the climax 
goes to pieces. Sad to relate, it is a difficulty 
he never really overcame, although this is- the 
most flagrant example of a contrived ending. The 
Duke and Almachildes should definitely have ex- 
pired ;, and the Lord Governor ought to have re- 
jected the Duchess, so that she might have died, 
the victim of her own schemes, cursing fickle 
fortune. Then The Witch might have been a pass- 
able tragedy of blood. 
Interwoven with this historical matter is 
another story of a woman who waits in a dark 
bedchamber for her lover to come-in this case 
her husband. By way of symmetrical counterpoint, 
she Is the deceived one here, for her husband 
is replaced by another man. The story, 
49 found 
on pp. 18-i--187 of G. B. Giraldi Cinthio's Hecatommitht, 
ouero Cento Novelle (157+), is entitled "Vn 
servo s'innamora della moglie del svo Signore : 
6c, per venire a fine del suo amore, essendo 
ella del Marito gelosa, le da ad intendere, ch'egli 6 per giacersi con vn' altra Giouane : &, con tal 
froda, di lei si gode ; la Donna auedutasi dello 
inganno, si vendica dell' oltraggio, &, ella laua 
la ingiuria riceuuta, col suo sangue, dandosi 
morte. " This is the' fourth novel, fourth day. 
Like the story of Rosmunda, this tale issues in 
blood and death. 
+9. First Identified by Karl Christ. 
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Iforomena, not long married, and jealous of her 
husband Publio, is beloved secretly by Publio's 
servant. This fellow concocts a story about Pub- 
lio meeting another women for their mutual plea- 
sure, and when he learns Publio Is to go out 
of town one day, he tells Iforomena to be pre- 
pared to come to a certain house and lie with 
her husband as the mistress's substitute. He 
experiences a good deal of trouble in preventing 
her from intending to say something either before 
or after to her husband, but -he silences her 
by warning of the duel which would break out 
between Publio and the other woman's husband if 
word leaked out, and by promising to substitute 
Iforomena on every occasion Publio has made an 
assignation. Cinthio's tale has one ironic feature : 
the mistress in this case, according to the 
servant, is the female "Comare", sponsor, or rather 
protector and guide of the ne 
. 
ly wedded couple. The servant arranges with his female cousin to let in the husband of the woman already in her house on the appointed day, on the pretext 
that Iforomena wishes to prevent her husband from 
committing. adultery. Since the servant is of a 
build and appearance with Publio once he has 
installed Iforomena in the cousin's house, he 
slips out and returns muffled as Publio. His 
pleasure is fulfilled ; all goes well until Ifor- 
omena, ready to leave, sees her husband ride by 
the door on horseback. Feigning an embrace, she 
closes with the impostor and stabs him, then 
stabs herself. As the pair die, the neighbours, 
the mayor and Publio gather to learn the details. 
Middleton has got rid of the deaths' in the 
source material and added one himself, the hus- 
band's, but to achieve this, he has had to get 
rid of the fact of adultery. The adultery is 
avoided, like the Duchess's, by the merest margin : 
Isabella, Middleton's If oromena, is bedded in a 
darkened room in a strange house when the ser- 
vant, known to his mistress as Celio (but in 
reality Sebastian, her former fiance), decides it 
is a base trick and better left alone. He has 
other motives for this abstention, however, in- 
cluding a chance of marriage to Isabella. and 
even though she is already married, she is still 
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a virgin. In the end he does marry the virgin 
widow. 
This subplot occupies part of I. J. (before 
the episode of the skull-cup), in which we meet 
an added character, Florida. She is the courtesan 
kept by Antonio, Isabella's husband, no doubt 
put in to give Isabella just cause for jealousy, 
whereas Iforomena is unconvincingly blind in her 
suspicions. Florida's original appears in neither 
of the two sources of the subplot, Giraldi 
Cinthio or Cyril Tourneur's The Atheist's Tragedy 
(1611). She is one of Middleton's bold sinners, 
immoral but sharp-witted ; in the intended adultery 
scene she does duty as the moral female cousin 
in Cinthio's tale. The wedding of the story of 
the adulterous servant from Cinthio to the story 
of the virgin widow from Tourneur makes for very im- 
plausible effects. This subplot continues in 
II. i., mostly following Tourneur, except that 
Middleton introduces another pair of characters 
of his own creation, Francisca and Abberzanes. 
The Italian tale does not really take over until 
111.11.180, where Sebastian, disguised as Cello, 
introduces the Idea of Antonio's adultery to 
Isabella. Sebastian's name, I should add, is taken 
from. Tourneur's dramatis personae, though Cello 
does not appear in Cinthio's tale. Isabella at 
first repudiates Cello's tale as a lie ; Middleton has ennobled Isabella because of the ending to 
come, in which she justly relinquishes any re- 
grets over the worthless Antonio. But then she 
agrees to allow Celiö to arrange things so that her husband will lie with her Instead ; in IV. ii. , Fernando, Sebastian's friend, permits the use of his house, having accepted the argument that in 
spirit Isabella belongs to Sebastian. This is an idea from Tourneur, who depicts two lovers plighted but separated by a false report of the young 
man's death. The result is that his Castabella 
marries a man whom she loves rather reservedly. The plan for the adultery in The Witch Is 
as follows : Fernando is to act as guide to the beguiled Isabella, and Florida is to pretend to be ready to welcome a man, naming Antonio ; Isabella is to get a brief glimpse, and a word from Florida, and thus* believe she is about to 
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be intimate with her husband. Florida is drawn 
into the scheme on the promise that her reward 
will be a night with Antonio, a night of 
which she is-, deceived. This is certainly a 
clumsy piece of machinery to surmount the unaccep- 
table credulity of If oromena, and to avoid an 
adulterous offstage episode. 
Isabella arrives (IV. ii. 67), and is told 
that her husband is asleep in a dark chamber. 
This Is the last point at which Middleton follows 
Cinthio ; for Sebastian feels pangs of regret, 
and invokes his religious beliefs as a veto 
against such treachery : 
There's more religion in my love than so. It is not treacherous lust that gives-content 
Van honest mind ; and this could prove no better. 
Were it in me a part of manly justice ... ? (IV. ii. 96-99) 
To do Middleton credit, Sebastian has used 
religious Imagery fairly consistently, especially 
when trying to justify his decision to consummate 
his "marriage in heaven" with Isabella (IV. ii. 6- 
20). So Isabella sleeps chaste after all. 
But the end of the debt to C int hio is 
not the end of the subplot. It is hopelessly 
complicated by the Tourneur borrowing and by the 
added characters Francisca and Abberzanes, and it 
surely proved impossible to follow on stage. 
The Atheist's Tragedy, printed 1611, was "com- 
pleted very soon before Its entry in the 
' ýýSQ 
Stationers' Register on 1V+ September of that year 
and it supplied Middleton with the part of the 
subplot concerning the unconsummated marriage of Isabella and Antonio. The originals of this 
couple are Charlemont and Castabella, an affianced 
and chaste pair of lovers at the beginning of Tourneur's play. Charlemont, however, is early 
persuaded by his uncle, D'Araville, to go away to the war to win honour (I. i. ). Not long 
after he has gone, D'Amville forces a match be- tween Rcusard, his son, who is sick and in 
50. The Atheist's `P a ed 2 ed. Irving Ribner (London, 196 ), p. xxv. 
frail health, and Castabella. Borachio, D'Amville's 
henchman, brings false tidings of Charlemont's 
death on the field of battle, in a very famous 
passage (II. 1.40-94). When Charlemont does return 
(III. i. ), he can do nothing save exclaim against 
incontinent womankind, until he learns Ronsard is 
too sick to have consummated the marriage. When 
occasion later arises for embraces to be exchanged 
between Charlemont and Castabella (in the grave- 
yard scene in IV. iii:. ), Castabella remains as 
"clear as chastity". -Rou, sard's sickness proves 
mortal In V. I., and after Charlemont has been 
acquitted of Borachio's murder, he is free to 
marry Castabella. 
The Cjnthio tale, it will be seen, has been 
inset into Tourneur's plot. Middleton perhaps 
Intended to develop the Lord Governor of Ravenna 
along the lines of D'Amville, for in I. I. Sebas- 
tian complains that by following the war for three years, he has lost his bride-to-be, Isab- 
ella. In this scene -Isabella calls her unscrupul- 
ous uncle, the Lord. Governor, "the devil in a 
sheepskin"', for having arranged a swift marriage between herself and Antonio even though she does 
not "over-love" him But we hear no 
more about her uncle's wickedness.; indeed, he is 
virtuous enough to resist the lecherous Duchess 
later. Castabella's unwillingness to marry is transferred to Isabella, who forgets about it 
until Sebastian re-appears in his own guise. At II. i. the Cjnthio tale takes over when Sebastian is employed as the servant Celio. 
Where, then, do the witches come into all this ? Isabella is still a virgin because Sebas- 
tian has persuaded the wttbhes in I. ii. to 
"strike barrenness in man", and a comic scene 
ensues in which Antonio, the morning after his 
nuptials, enters, frustrated, to try various rest- 
oratives- (II. i. ). As a servant, of course Sebas- 
tian is in a position to discover that Antonio 
has a whore. Florida is necessary to render 
Antonio's death acceptable, although why he should 
want a whore when he is so desperately jealous 
about Isabella is a subtlety of characterisation 
nowhere brought out in any speech. As if this 
were not enough, Francisca, a vicious juvenile 
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delinquent, hates Isabella because Isabella knows 
she has had a bastard by Abberzanes ; thus she 
has a motive for betraying her sister-in-law to 
Antonio. Francisca conceives a scheme to defame 
Isabella by making it appear that adultery has 
just taken place between Isabella and ('}asparo, a 
servant. To this end she has alerted Antonio to 
make a surprise return home in the night. He 
enters wildly, runs upon Isabella's chamber and 
meets the half-dressed Gasparo whom Francisca 
has just roused. Antonio stabs him in fury, 
pursues the retreating man, and stabs his bed- 
fellow (IV. iii. 40). We recall that Isabella had 
gone to Fernando'-s house, but we are treated 
to part of a scene wherein we are to imagine that Antonio has killed his wife. Francisca be- 
comes alarmed and confesses her sins, whereupon Antonio forces the depraved pair, Francisca and Abberzanes, to marry at swordpoint. Gasparo's bedfellow, who is not dead, turns out to be Florida. She, of course, knows Isabella's where- abouts, and Antonio goes rushing off again in the hope that he may still entrap his wife in adultery. Two scenes later MUM-rand I rank this as the feeblest device in any play by Middleton-we learn that Antonio has fallen sixty fathoms to his death through a trapdoor at Fer- nando's house. Middleton was forced to kill a husband modelled on Rousard, as he could have foreseen, to set the wife free to marry. Any device--a violent quarrelsomeness, perhaps-would have occurred to Middleton had he not written 
with such haste as he evidently did. A further 
untidy. end occurs when Sebastian, explaining his behaviour, refers to the locus of the action as "Urbino" (V. iii.. 5i+) . The witches feature in three scenes, but 
only the first one (I. ii. ) is strictly elevant. This one accounts for Antonio''s. impotence1; it 
opens with a Hecate who quotes from Reginald 
51. The charm takes the form of 
to be hidden in the married 
Scot mentions that such skins 
procure barrenness (Bk. XII cha 





are said to 





Scot's Discouerýe of Witchcraft (1584) : 
Titty and Tiffin, Suckin and Pidgen, 
Liard and Robin I White spirits, black 
spirits, grey spirits, red spirits I 
Devil toad, devil-ram, devil-cat, and 
devil-dam I why, Hoppe and Stadlin, 
Hellwain and Puckle I. 
Middleton -had open before him the thirty-third 
chapter of the seventeenth book of the Discouerie, 
which begins : 
Now, how Brian Darcies he spirits and shee 
spirits, Tittie and Tiffin, Suckin and Pidgin, 
Liard and Robin, &c : his white spirits and 
b. lacke spirits, graie spirits and red spirits, 
diuell tode and diuell lambe, diuels cat and 
diuels dam, agree herewithall, or can stand 
consonant with the word of GOD,, or true phil- 
osophie, let heauen and earth fudge. 
(p. 5+2) 
The ultimate source of the familiars' names is 
W. W. 's A true and lust Rncorde, of the Infnr- 
mai on . xama. na i i. on ana vonression of all the 
Witches, taken at S. Oses (1582)2 but, since the 
names of Middleton's witches are Scotts (Bk. XII, 
chap. V)' there is no need ' to go behind his 
book ; 
? iellwain and Puckle are not really witches, 
but are personified from a truly impressive list 
of spirits, apparitions, nymphs, fairies and fly- 
Ing objects . (Bk. VII, chap. XV). The Christian scepti- 
cism in Scot leaves its mark on Sebastian's use 
of the witches' power : 
Heaven knows with what unwillingness and hate 
I enter this dann'd place. 
(I. ii. 107) 
Just before Sebastian arrives, we witness a typical 
spell-brewing episode in which a preparation is being made which will enable the witches to fly through the air. This comes from book ten, chap- ter eight of the Discouerie, originally two . Giambattista della Porta recipes from book two of his 1 agiae Naturalls (1558), found in the section 
headed "Lamiarum vnguenta". Middleton, however, 
used only Scot, although he may have known the 
kind of thing Della Porta's book contained-- 
such medicines "Nulier an casta sit experiri. " 
Ben Jonson's Masque of Queens (1609), which has 
been mistakenly assumed to be Middleton's source 
for the witches, has a reference to anointing 
for flight, with a note crediting Della Porta. 
Hecate passes the dead body of a child to 
Stadlin to add to the other Ingredients : 
There, take this unbaptized brat ; 
Boil it well, preserve the fat : 
You know 'tis precious to transfer 
Our 'nointed flesh into the air, 
In moonlight nights, over steeple-tops 
I, iountains, and pine-trees.... 
(I. i. 1ý-19) 
It is worth saying here that this scene somewhat 
damages J. M. Noswor'thy's52 point that Middleton's 
Hecate never speaks octosyllabic couplets as the 
Hecate of Macbeth does ; it seems very possible 
that the author of the above lines wrote : 
Upon the corner of the noon 
There hangs a vap'rous drop profound ; 
I'll catch it ere it come to ground.... 
(Macbeth, III. v. 23-25) 
But If Middleton did interpolate his own songs 
into Macbeth, the level of the play's artistry 
elevated his touch. Much of the witch business 
in his own play is offensive in the extreme. 
Firestone, Hecate's son, wishes to cohabit with 
a parson's daughter whilst in the form of an 
incubus, but his mother objects that there will 
be no-one to lie with her. This kind of sexual 
fantasy does nothing to clear modern doubts 
about Middleton's psychological balance. 
In I. U. the witches help Almachildes with 
a charmed ribbon, which causes the recipient to 
feel instantaneous affection for the giver. In 
this scene and in III. iii. the witches' spells 




are effective, - but the final witch scene (V. ii. ) 
shares the signs of haste wh-ch the whole denoue- 
ment bears. Hecate satisfies the Duchess of her 
powers by quoting Ovid, Metariorohoses VII, 11.199ff. 
Alexander Dyce therefore believed that, since a 
line is lacking just as in Bodinus' De Magorum 
Doenionomania, bk. II, chap. II, p. 230, Middleton had 
looked beyond Scot, But there is no need to 
assume this ; another line is misquoted, following 
Scot's "Toque luna traho" (Bk. XII, Chap. VII) and 
not Bodinus' correct version "To quoque luna traho". 
The charm to kill Almachildes is finally pre- 
pared, but it does not seem to have any effect. 
It is made in a caldron and brewed with vermin, 
reptiles and human appendages. The scene53 is 
certainly like the one in Macbeth (IV. i. 39-ß-3) ; 
Middleton's imagination may have been assisted 
here by Jaspar Isac's engraving (ca. 1613) of 
The Abomination of the Sorcerers, showing a caul- 
dron witýi horrid malformed creatures in it 
boiling over af ire. 
It strikes one, no doubt, as very strange 
that a man should interweave four such disparate 
strands of material together with no small skill 
and yet botch his plotting with frequent care- 
lessness. Haste and uncertainty must extenuate 
Middleton's faults on this occasion, for it is 
possible to discern an intention to juxtapose two 
parallel and contrasting stories. Further, the 
introduction of poison, drugs and charms cannot 
be said to contribute to the illusion of rational 
motivation. Yet the play has a darker atmosphere 
about it than any earlier one ; and it contains Middleton's first death of an evil char, cter to 
secure a happy ending. Samuel Schoenbaum points 
53. I have assumed, perhaps unwarrantably, that 
Middleton's play is really behind the Hecate 
scenes of Macbeth. Scholars are not agreed. J. P. Cutts in 99, VII_(1956), 203-209, proves 
that the two songs "Come away Hecate" and "Black spirits and white" 'were certainly in The Witch first. He believes Middleton worked them into Macbeth. J. M Nosworthy, whose article I have mentioned, and Richard Flatter, in Shakespeare 
Jahrbuch, XCIII (1957), 196-210, oppose the view that Middleton touched up Macbeth. Their cases are weak. One must, I submit, avoid thinking of Mac's 
witches as a source for Middleton's witches. This rather invites one to see the matter the other way around. 54. "Middleton's Tragicomedies" 1jjP, LIV (1956), 10. 
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to the cowardly fop Abberzanes and the vicious 
Francisca, apparent. y Middleton's creations, as 
evidence of his darkening mood : 
Middleton's treatment of them is too mirthless 
and unsocial for comedy. He feels impelled 
to convey what is permanently despicable about 
the human animal, and neither comedy nor 
tragedy would quite suit his purpose-hence 
the middle mood of this play, in which one 
senses ... the gathering darkness of Middleton's later drama. 
The play is a failure, clearly ; yet it achieves 
a characterisation, especially of women like the 
Duchess and Francisca, altogether new. Perhaps 
it also proved to Middleton that he had no 
real feeling for the -weird, the supernatural and the frightening world of insubstantial things. 
SOURCES 
Main Plot : Piccolo Machiavelli, ThFlorentine 
History, trans. Thomas Bedingfield 
(1595). 
Subplot :: G. B. Giraldi Cinthio, Hecatomrnithi 
(1574), IV. 1+55 ;° Cyril Tourneur, The 
Atheist's Tragedy (1611). 
Witches56 Reginald Scot, The DiscouerLe of Witchcraft (1581+) ; Virgil, Eclogues 
VIII. 
55. I should add that Gabriel Chappuys translated 
this tale into French in 1583. 
56. The full debt to Scot is traced in Karl 
Christ, Quellenstudien, PP. 32-34 ; Scot's Discouerie, ed. Brinsley Nicholson (London) 
1886), pp"543-552 ; in vol. V of Bullen's 
edition footnotes to 1.1i., III. iii. and V. ii. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
Italianate Tragicomedies of Deceit 
After The Roaring Girl, as we have seen, 
Middleton began to rely more and more upon 
Italian plays and tales for incidents and plots. 
Yet these affected his characterisation in gradual 
shifts of emphasis only, since we have to take 
into account the far greater influence of the 
adult actors on I4iddleton's plays after 1608. 
This influence especially affects female roles. 
Nevertheless, one can trace an almost unbroken 
line of development of certain character-types 
until one reaches a play ih, which a major study 
of that type is achieved. This line of develop- 
ment continues even through the three distinctive 
phases of Middleton's literary interest--English 
(to 1608), Italian (to 1621), and Spanish, the 
last phase, during which Middleton stopped 
writing altogether. 
A figure like the domineering female, who 
first appears as Wisdom in The Wisdom of Solomon 
Paraphrased, reachcs a culminating portrait in 
Moll Cutpurse, the virtuous virago of The Roaring 
Girl. I have hinted that Middleton was also 
preoccupied with two other kinds of female 
figure , related to the line which is represented 
most fully by Moll. The first is the assertive 
woman who uses deceit and sexual attraction to 
bring men under her control, exemplified. by Mrs. 
Harebrain in A Mad World ; but in this line 
the later studies of Eugenia and Beatrice-Joanna 
are obviously more representative. The second is 
the widow, often young, rich and sexually attrac- 
tive. In an age in which marrying the widow of 
one's master was a well-known way to success, 
but in which men praised a wife for fidelity 
to a dead husband, there was obviously a good 
deal of rather ambivalent interest attaching to 
these women. In his next plays Middleton pAr- 
trays three widows : Valeria, Lady Ager and the 
Duchess of Milan. All of them show the weakness 
so vigorously castigated by F&delio in The 
Phoenix, and the latter two learn, like Castiza, 
serious moral lessons. Lady Ager too easily 
casts away her dead' husband's honour for her 
son, and the Duchess her vow to her deceased 
hpouse. 
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The Widow is not as serious as these two 
plays, for the young widow falls prey, contentedly 
enough, to a fortune-hunter. The play is, indeed, 
a comedy, in contrast with the other three- I 
am treating in this group ; and it is not- all 
Middleton's, apparently, for Jonson's and Fletcher's 
names also appear on the title-page of the 1652 
(first) quarto. However, scholars so far have been 
unable to decide what can be given to Fletcher 
or Jonson, and at the most have allowed some 
revision to Fletcher and the plotting to- Jonson. 
1 
One cannot easily quarrel with this view, since 
the dialogue reads throughout like Middleton ; 
the plotting shows Niddleton's interests now and 
again, but would not be untypical of Fletcher. 
One might point to the scene in -which 
Francisco and Ricardo conduct a mock wooing-scene 
after the manner of Orlando and Rosalind, as 
Fletcherian in its unwholesome savour. On the 
whole, though, there are remarkably few signs of 
a division of labour or interests. 
The date of the play is: probably 1616, as 
an allusion to Mrs. Turner, one of the accused 
in the Overbury murder case of 1615, is to be 
found in V. i. 2 She was hanged in November 1615, 
and the allusion would perhaps be valid for 
about a year. The Prologue makes reference to 
a Christmas production, and so points to Christ- 
mas 1615 or 1616. But The Widow seems to de- 
pend for one of its jests on The Honest Lawyer 
(printed 1616) ;I shall mention this jest later. 
In the meantime it is not unreasonable to sup- 
pose the play was first acted in 1616. 
The play', s action is woven around three 
women, a virgin, a wife and a widow, called 
Martia, Philippa and Valeria. The plots involving 
the widow and the wife are taken from Boccaccio's 
Decsmeron, but the virgin's adventures are only 
partly reconstructible from a number of sources. 
To the use of Boccaccio we may attribute some 
of the play's rather moderate success : "Of e: - planation of motives, of development of character, 
1. See. R. H. Barker, Tomas Middleton, pp. 81-82, 
for a review of different opinions. 2. See G. E. Bentley, The Jacobean and Ciro Une. 
S___age, IV2 902.. 
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of ethical intention, as in the drama- and the 
novel, the novelle, has none. "3 2fiddjetpn, of 
course, adapted other novel 2, e with more success 
later, but not Boccaccio's. 
The wanton wife's adventures begin first 
in I. i. , where we learn 
that she is part of 
a household comprising Brandino, a justice and 
husband to Philippa, Martino, Brandino's clerk, 
and Violetta, maid and confidante to Violetta. 
Martino possesses a litigious humour rather like 
that of Tangle in The Phoenix, Philippa is being 
courted by Francisco, a young gallant who invents 
various legal causes to obtain access to the 
Brandino household. However, he is content merely- 
to look upon Philippa without pursuing his desires, 
whereas she actively wishes to arrange an assig- 
nation. At this point Middleton begins to draw 
on his source, the third novel of the third 
day of the Decameron, a tale of a married lady 
who is in love with a young man and who, 
under pretence of confession and purity of con- 
science, deceives a good but naive friar into 
arranging the complete satisfaction of her pleas- 
ure. This story existed in at least four English 
adaptations by the time of Middleton's play, and 
perhaps the only safe policy is to assume that 
Middleton was thoroughly acquainted with it either 
in Italian or through one or more of the 
English versions. It is found in R. C. 's A 
World of Wonders (1607), itself a translation of 
Henri Lstiene's L'Introduction au traits de la 
modernes. Ou tra tb re aratif ä 1'A olo ie our 
Herodote (1566). This version is very, close to 
Boccaccio : the . Dnly changed In detail are that the woman's ho;: ie is transferred from Florence to 
Orleans and that the number of occasions on 
which he wife reports the misdemeanor s of the 
young man to the priest is cut from three to 
one. In Boccaccio's tale, an unnamed lady falls 
for a young man without finding any way to tell 
him of her love. She is married to a wool- 
merchant, whom she despises. She goes to her con- 
3. Mary 'Augusta Scott, *The It8 ian Novella (South 
Sewanee) Tennessee, 1911 7 p. 7. 
fessor and tells him she is being besieged by 
a handsome young man. The confessor promises to 
take the matter up with the young man, a friend 
of his. The young man is surprised at first, 
but quickly guesses the meaning of the accusation ; 
so the wife goes agin to the confessor, claiming 
that a purse and girdle have been sent to the 
house by him. These are handed to the young man- 
later by way of returning an affront, but are 
actually an encouraging gift. Finally the wife 
goes to the confessor a third time, at a time 
when her husband must go to Genoa on business, 
to tell him that the young man climbed a tree 
in her garden and nearly got Into the bedroom. 
After he is upbraided with it, the young man 
follows this plan and enjoys the wife without 
further resort to the confessor. 
R. C.., following Estiene, has the , lady report 
the tree-climbing incident only (p. 110), and barely 
mentions the husband ; he adds the detail of 




M A.. Scott' finds 
has 
three a go-between. 
Jacobean plays use the Boccaccio tale in some 
way :- Marston's The Fawn (1606), Sharpham's The 
Flc're (1607), and Jonson's The Devil is an Ass 
(1616); but she does not mention The widow. 
However, the connection between the third tale 
of the third day of Boccaccio and The Widow was 
known to Koeppel and Ba mann. 7 Sharp ham' s The 
F ere is very closely modelled on The Fawn, 
but it does not utilise the story from Boccaccio, 
as Miss Scott asserts. 
Marston's use of the story is closest to 
Boccacci6, and is not so curtailed as Estiene's. 
Dulcimell, an unmarried girl, falls In love with 
Tiberio when he comes to plead his father's suit 
to her. The man she has thus to deceive is her 
4. M. A. Scott, E1 zabethan Translat'ons from the 
Italign, 94 0 5. E1 1 Koeppel, Quellen-Studien zu den Dramen 
Jonson's, John iiarston! s und Beaumont und 
etch' s, in Münchener .. bevtrage zur twomannscn 
d Englischen Philology, XI Heft, (Erlangen a 
eipzig, 1895)-, --64-; B. Ba nanny Mýddleton's 
st so, e "The W dow" und Boccaccio' s "Ii 
c2merone" 111,3 und 11,2 (Halle) 19097). 
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own father, Gonzago, "A weake Lord of a seife 
admiring wisedome. " Dulcimell has a maid to 
assist her plans, Philocalia. In II. i. Dulcimell 
relates how the prince Tiberio is suing to her 
on his own behalf, and Gonzago taxes Tiberio 
with this behaviour at once. Tiberio is puzzled 
by the charge. In III. i. Dulcimell then claims 
that Tiberio has left a scarf as a present, 
and written lines to- her ; Tiberio is again warned, 
and accepts the scarf as if it were being re- 
turned to him. This time, by interpreting the 
lines written, he grasps the girl's purpose. In 
IV. i., Dulcimell comes in haste to her father, 
and tells him that Tiberio has proposed climbing 
into her chamber by a plane-tree and meeting her 
with a priest who will marry them. He intends 
to do the deed that night, she adds. Gonzago 
advises Tiberio to forget the whole thing, as he 
knows the plans down to the minutest details, 
which he divulges to prove his daughter's forth- 
rightness. In the act-time between acts four 
and five, Tiberio follows out the plan and we 
meet the couple, married, at the end of act five. 
Marston then, has kept, to the three episodes 
in the courtship of the young man by -the lady ; 
he has introduced a letter ; and he has given 
the whole deception a comic tone and an honour- 
able ending. In R. C., the episode was part of 
a section inveighing against women's incontinence 
and unscrupulousness. 
Jonson merely flirts with the motif in The 
Devil is an Ass, yet it must be remembered he 
wrote his play in 1616 too. He uses the tale 
in II. ii. of his play, where Pug, the puny devil, 
is n-ade- unwitting go-between for Mrs. Fitzdottrel 
and Wittipol. She tells Pug exactly how she must 
not be courted, from window to window across 
Lincoln's Inn, and bids him report as much to 
Wittipol. Here, we are back to the husband and 
wife situation again, but otherwise little is 
added or changed. Middleton's use of the story 
implies 'a knowledge of Marston and some version 
of Boccaccio, whereas Marston almost certainly 
went direct to Boccaccio in the Italian. 6 
6. See A. Caputi, John Marston, Satirist, p. 204. 
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Violetta and Philippa are the pair of hum- 
orous women who parallel Marston's pair. All the 
other versions have only one woman active on 
her own behalf.. These two, in I. i. , let fall a 
letter just after Francisco has been in the 
house, and Martino picks it up. Francisco's 
interest in the wife prior to encouragement is 
novel in Middleton. The letter is in praise of 
Philippa, and she feigns anger at receiving such 
an impudent affront and aspersion on her honour. 
Martino refers the matter to Brandino, Philippa's 
foolish old husband ; thus, as with Boccaccio and 
Jonson, adultery is at stake for success. However, 
the idea of using a letter to be flung accusing- 
ly at the suitor is Marston's. 
Typical twists of plot which amount to a 
complete reworking of Boccaccio's version are now 
introduced. Middleton makes Philippa boldly accuse 
1'iartino as a consenting go-between, to illustrate 
the Impudence of this type of frustrated woman 
and her complete ability to manipulate the men 
around her. She has a distinctive kind of desire 
which needs a man who is witty as well as a 
handsome lover to satisfy it, and the letter is 
actually a kind of ingenuity test. Middleton's 
Philippa is not in love With the handsome young 
man, but in sexual and psychological need of 
his attributes (I. i. 88-9'+). 
Like R. C., Middleton has only one message 
by the wife to the favoured young man, containing 
a definite assignation : "at the back gate, be- 
tween nine and ten this night'll (I. i. 214-215). 
Brandino will be away at this time. Unlike R. C., 
however, Middleton makes the husband the actual 
go-between, presumably to add to his foolishness 
and lessen the effect, of adultery in a comedy. 
In I. ii. the charge of attempted cuckolding is 
brought by Brandino and Martino against Francisco, 
who we learn is the son of ' Brandino ts now-dead 
best friend. Francisco swiftly apprehends the sit- 
uation and untruthfully admits that he did send 
the letter, but that he only did it to test the 
wife's constancy, as a good turn to his father's 
best friend. This lie is really a critical mis- 
judgment on Middleton's part, because it instantly 
causes us to react unfavourably to the hero. gull- 
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ing we accept ; lying openly, we do not. As a 
result of this claim, Francisco is welcomed to 
Brandino's house, to visit it as freely as he 
wishes ; this occurs at the end of act one, and 
we hear no more of this plot until II. ii. 
In II. ti., we meet Francisco on his way to 
Philippa's house, but before he can get very far, 
he is arrested. The action involving the widow 
Valeria, and Ricardo, her suitor, at this point 
crosses the Francisco-Philippa action ;- in the for- 
mer, Ricardo has attempted to entrap Valeria in- 
to a premature decision to marry him by conceal- 
ing witnesses, Francisco and Attilio, 7 to overhear 
an -informal conversation. Valeria has responded 
to this trap by alleging unlawful entrance on 
to her premises. Much of this legal business 
concerning the widow seems to be i«Iiddleton's 
invention, as far as present knowledge of his 
sources goes, although it seems just the sort 
of case IMiddleton's mother might have got involved 
in. When Francisco finally does reach Philippa's 
house, in III. ii., after encountering thieves and 
overcoming them, he is very late indeed, bleeding, 
and beginning to feel a kind of remorseful 
apprehension at the significance of the crosses he has experienced. In the end, frightened by 
a girl in a white shirt whom he assumes to be. 
a ghost, he leaves without even informing Phil- iPpa of his arrival. 
The unsuccessful conclusion of the affair does not 'reflect any source, since Francisco is 
not a Wittipol ; his moral sensibility about sex and illicit relationships prevents him from main- taining a consistent attitude towards his desires. 
In the course of two long speeches (III. ii. 60-81 
and 85-118), the change of conscience is wrought, 
perhaps representing a better reworking of the Penitent Brothel repentance in A Mad World My 
Masters, In that subplot, Penitent Brothel regretted his adultery with Mistress Harebrain after wit- 
nessing a succubus manifestation of the lady. Here 
Francisco sees a figure he takes to be a projec- 
7. Attilio is the name of a principal character 
in Della Porta's La Sorella, source of No 
Hit. 
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tion of his own sin : 
... it is made strong against me By my ill purpose ; for 'tis man's own sin 
That puts on armour upon all his evils.... 
(III. ii. 88-90) 
marked advance in tone is discernible, however : 
Francisco Is far more realistic about his position 
and his infatuation than Penitent Brothel. He is 
nobler in his. refutation of lechery, somewhat 
like Fiorentino's Galgano, who refused Minoccia's 
embraces when he had successfully courted her, 
out of respect to her husband (Painter, Pallace 
of Pleasure [15663, I. xlvij). " It is at this very point that ° Middleton begins to follow the other 
source from Boccaccio, the second tale of the 
second day. William Painter in his Pall-ace of Pleasure translates this story with some Modifica- tions ; it is the "xxxiij Nouell" of the first 
volume, entitled "Rinaldo of Esti beinge robbed, 
arriued at Castell Guglielmo and was succoured 
of a widowe : and restored of his losses, retorn- inge saufe and sounde home to his owne house. " The idea of the widow Valeria presumably came to Middleton from this tale, although the: 
' he widow in the story of Rinaldo is equivalent to the Phil- 'PPG of the play.. It is a fanciful story in- volving a fantasy projection of Boccaccio's imag- ination : an attractive widow entertains in style a man beset by ill fortune, and her hospitality includes a night spent with her in bed. In the morning, the man, Rinaldo, is given money and goes away without any involvement or obligation on his hands. The reason for the widow's behav- iour is that she has been expecting her lover, the Marchese Azzo da Ferrara, to join her gor the night, but has been disappointed of his 
coming. When Rinaldo, who has been stripped in 
a robbery which deprived him of money, servant 
and horse, puts on the deceased husband's clothes, her feelings grow too strong to be contained. 
Boccaccio tells the story of the robbery, the 
lucky admittance into the widow's house, the 
delights and luxuries of the evening, the pleasures 
in bed, and the restoration to fortune in the 
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morning with an indulgent humour, knowing the 
whole episode to 1e so pleasant a daydream that 
he need not dwell' on the sensual satisfaction 
present. William Painter, the English moralist, 
can only follow his original so far before 
becoming thoroughly indignant at the pair's lech- 
ery. As he reaches the climax (fol. 67b), when 
the two have aroused each other's desires, he 
cuts short his narrative as abruptly as a modern 
film censor : 
He was a goodlie personage, faler and pleasaunte 
to beholde, yonge and of good behauiour, vpon 
whom the woman many tymes did caste her eyes, 
and liked him well. To be skorte, this lech- 
erous ladie, burnyng inwardlie with amIrous 
desire, abused her self with hym, in steede of 
the Marques. 
The cut represents about twenty-seven lines of 
Boccaccio's text, and also an alteration of the 
whole tone of the story. Middleton also cuts 
out any lechery in his adaptation in a different 
way and for a different reason. His Rinaldo is) 
in fact, a woman, hartia. She has run away 
from home because her f, -ther (the first suitor to Valeria) wished to marry her to a wealthy but 
ageing gentleman (II. i. 161-1.63). ' In III. i. she 
appears, disguised as a man, journeying through 
the countryside in the company of a friendly ballad-singer, actually an Autolycus-like rogue 
and thief. Latrocinio has a whole repertoire of bawdy ballads, but his payment is demanded more 
crudely than Autolycus'--by direct force. As The 
Widow was origigally played at the Blackfriars 
private theatre, by the King's men, the demand 
for musical opportunities would be impressed on Middleton. In the space of the first eighty lines 
of III. i. there are no less than four songs 
called for.. Hence the parallel with the singing 
Autolycus is perhaps accidental, as Latrocinio and 
his follow thieves and confidence tricksters owe 
much more to Boccaccio, and to the group of 
thieves in The Honest Lawyer (1616). Hartaa is 
robbed of horse, money and clothes (except a 
$. But see also E. H. C. Oliphant, The Pl ys of 
Beaumont and Fletcher, p. 
497, for a different, 
though 'unconvincing, theory. 
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shirt), just as Rinaldo is. The confidence trick 
in each case is different, but it involves 
accompanying the dupe until a safe point to rob 
him has been reached. Rinaldo walks a long way 
to Castel Guglielmo, and shelters outside the 
widow's house, whereas Martia is represented as' 
being robbed fairly near Philippa's house. This 
is to make it probable that Francisco will have 
encountered the same thieves, and been further 
delayed. Martia, in her shirt, scares away Fran- 
cisco, as noted, and knocks for succour ; Violetta 
pulls her in without any misgiving that it may 
not be Francisco. It is quickly discovered that 
the gentleman is not the expected one, but hand- 
somer and hence more welcome. The business of the 
husband's clothes now follows, but it is consider- 
ably modified from Boccaccio's treatment ; there it 
was used merely to justify the arousal of the 
widow's marital desires, in seeing a reincarnation 
of her dead husband. Violetta first takes blartia to put on a suit of Brandino's, and the first Philippa sees of her (she is, of course, still believed to be a man) named Ansaldo), she appears 
as a rejuvenated husband : 
Why, trust me, here's my husband young again 1 It is no sin to welcome you, sweet gentleman. 
(III. 111.168-169) 
The suit is an old and particularly ill-made 
one, so that through it a certain sympathy is 
created for the young wife who would commit 
adultery ; this person in the husband's apparel is only her fair due. However, the adultery which Painter had condemned is avoided, as dawn has 
now arrived ; Marita accepts a loan as Rinaldo did to help with expenses, gives a promise to 
return soon, and departs. But the clothes she is 
wearing are the means which cause her arrest and 
guarantee she is brought back to Philippa's house. 
The transvestite theme here is witty and partly designed to forward the plot, but it is not un- 
til the play has completely departed from the 
source that the more recherch6 aspects of Hartia's. 
situation can be explored. Martia returns to 
Philippa's house as a result of a device to free 
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her, probably borrowed from Ben Jonson's Barthol- 
omew Fair (161+), IV. i. C.. R. Baskervi119 notes 
that Justice Overdo "in one of his foolish im- 
pulses, gives Quarlous his hand and seal to an 
unfilled warrant (V. ii. ), which Quarlous uses to 
release Mistress Grace from the power of her 
guardian, Overdo himself, at the same time forc- 
ing her to pay him for this good deed. So 
Justice Brandino, when he cannot pay the quack, 
gives him his hand and seal, which are used to 
release from prison a fellow rogue and Martia, 
who has been committed by the justice ; while the 
quack gets in recompense for his charity all 
the money that i'lartia has" (p. 19). 
Of Latrocinio's role as a quack more re- 
mains to be said. Martia, still as nnsaldo, 
comes back in Brandino's clothes, and Philippa 
suggests that Violetta dress Ansaldo up in her (Philippa's) clothes. Philippa rather enjoys the 
idea of having her lover dressed in her own 
clothes living unsuspected in her household, and 
comments "I've heard o' the like" (V. ß. 87) : 
the situation she had heard of involved a gen- 
tleman who dressed as the waiting-woman to a widow, 
and under this guise carried on a satisfactory, 
if piquant, affair. In Nathan Field's Amends For 
Ladies (ca. 1610-11), a character named Bold does 
this very thing (111-iii. and IV. I. ), and marries 
the widow in the end, as ýýilippa mentions in 
her account. W. Carew Hazlitt says the Incident 
of Bold and the widow "was taken from an inci=. 
dent well known about the date when the play 
was written, and referred to in it. " This 
particular part of the plot, if Hazlitt can be 
relied upon, gives further instance of Middleton's 
readiness to use topical material as in his City 
comedies. However, we, the audience, know that 
Philippa is not really harbouring a lover dressed 
as a woman, but at the sate time the inverted 
relationship implied occurs only to us. This spu- 
rious kind of titillation is exactly that quality 
critics have labelled Fletcherian. More of the 
9. Some Parallels to Bartholomew Fair, " IMP, VI 
(1908-09), 118-119. 
lish Plays, or 10. A Select Collection Of-Old. Eng - 
finally published by ... Dodslev new notes 
by W.. Carew Hazlitt (London, 18753, XI, 20. 
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same kind of rather overblown excitation follows : 
at V. i. 1+1 Hartia enters as a woman, and Phil- 
ippa, who believes her to be a man in disguise, 
incites the men to admire her phy; »ical charms.. 
She and Violetta are quite delighted to watch 
Francisco falling in love with the girl-man. It 
all sounds rather like the "ingling Pycnder" 
satire of Micro-cvnicon over again, as if Middle- 
ton himself remained fascinated by the presumed 
spectacle of changeable sexual identity. The two 
women determine to allow Ansaldo and Francisco 
to be married for revenge on. Francisco. The pair 
marry, and, to the chagrin of Philippa and Viol- 
etta,. Ansaldo is recognised by the First Suitor 
as Martia, and thereupon she receives the blessing 
ana i'orzune of her rather. 
learn that the thieves hav( 
is following the conclusion 
of Rinaldo, and as in that 
is made to those character; 
The group of robbers 
Latrocinio, Occulto, Silvio, 
others-may be derived from 
Honest Lawyer (1616), by S 
This play is assigned a d; 
Schoenbaum's Annals, and if 
Widow It is certainly a s, 
it uses The Widow. One pi 
formerly noticed is that g 
acter who is very supersti 
almanac before committing h 
At ti-as point we 
been taken ; Middleton 
to Boccaccio's: tale 
tale, full restoration 
who have been robbed. 
who appear in III. i- 
Strato, Fiducjo and 
a play called The 
S., perhaps S. Si'nson. 11 
ate of ca. 1614-15 by 
it does precede The 
)urce. If not, then 
>ce of evidence not 
. ven 
by Nice, a char- 
ious and consults his 
. ms elf to anything : 
Iune, Iu , August, September--the first day- ... Let's see ... The fourteenth day- bad. I must do no deed of charitie today ; 
I haue president for it. It i lost. 
(E2v)12 
The fourteenth of September was "evil"' in 1615 
11. See W. Carew HazlItt, 
lector and Amateur of h 
he Col- 
(London, 1892), p. 10ä. 
12. Nice alludes to this day again on E2v and 
gives the invented tag, Bretnor-style, 
? 'A good 
turne forgotten", and on E3 calls the four- 
teenth an "evil day indeed. " The motto appears 
in The Widow at V. 1.213. 
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("More then desperat, " said Bretnor), but not in 
161.6, which points to a date of composition in 
that year, whereas The Widow has an allusion, as 
we have seen, which iriiplies that it could scarce- 
ly have been finished before the New Year. It 
may well be that the copy of 1616 was before 
Middleton as he read the following joke of Valen- 
tine's : 
lie thinks---a little Gun-powder 
Should haue some strange relation to this fit. 
i. e. the stone, which Gripe has so severely 
that he cannot pass water at all. ] 
I haue seene Gun-powder oft driue out stones 
From Forts and Castle-walls, huger then he 
Has any in his reynes or bladder, sure. 
... Ile giue him charge enough : some Aquavitae First brewd together would allay it well. 
(F2) 
which he transcribed for his own quacksalving doctor : 
Le' me see, 
I'll send him a whole musket-charge of gunpowder. 
... It is the likeliest thing I know to dolt ; I'm sure it breaks stone-walls and castles down ; I see no reason butt should break the stone. 
(IV. ii. 10-16) 
Middleton's is the simplified form of the jest, 
and as The Honest Lawyer was entered on the Stationers' Register by 1 August 1615, it is a fair assumption that Middleton was the debtor. 
As I have noted, the robbers are probably de- 
rived from Simson's play. Curfew, Valentine and Vaster all join together to hold up people on the highway, and Valentine's side activity is 
quack physician, in which he proposes monstrous 
cures. In addition there is Vaster's wife, be- 
lieved by herself to be a widow, who is beset 
by various suitors as Valeria Is. It is, however, 
reasonable to assume that only the gulling of 
the ridiculous old man, Gripe, by a robber 
turned physician, furnished material to IYiiddleton. 
Valentine drives a pail through Gripe's gouty 
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toe (this is a comedy) and as the old usurer 
sits. racked with pain, "he takes away his purse 
with his keis" and "exit" (B3v). Likewise Bran- 
dino, portrayed throughout as a stupid and inept 
old man, endures a worthless eye-lotion, compounded 
of conduit-water and mother's milk, whilst his 
pocket is picked, (IV. U. ) . The quacksaiving and gulling in act IV of 
The Widow has naturally given rise to the spec- 
ulation that Jonson had a hand here if anywhere, 
especially as C. R. Baskervill13 found a parallel 
between the end of IV. ii. and Cokes and Waspe 
of Bartholomew Fair (V. iii. ). In that scene Waspe 
finds, after much censure of Cokes for losing his 
purse twice, that he too has been robbed. Yet 
the very fact of imitation would seem to argue 
against the same author's writing* both pieces. 
Baskervill went further, and traced the purse- 
stealing scene In Latrocinio's mock surgery back to George Whetstone's Promos and Cassandra (1578). 
. 
In I. V. 5, Rosko washes Urimbal's eyes and scales his teeth, just as Latrocinjo applies the eye- 
cup to Brandino and Occulto draws Martino's tooth. 
It goes without saying that his purse is picked, 
and when Grimbal realises it, : losko places the 
blame on Rowke, an accomplice who has departed. 
Grimbal is too sick after the treatment he has 
had to follow up the thief just as Brandino 
and Martino appear to be. Latrocinjo blames An-, 
saldo, who was present before the treatment began, 
for the theft of Brandino's purse. However, Rowke 
and Rosko are in league, whereas Latrocinio and Ansaldo are not ; the resemblance is perhaps more 
coincidental than the result of reldtionship.. 
The result of a source-study of this play is disappointing in its half-expla story conclu- 
sions. For it is, as R. H. Barkerl says, almost 
"a really distinguished comedy C made] out of 
conventional romantic material. " One feels that, 
as in the case of No Wit Like a Woman',, 
there -was a careful selection of Italianate 
13. Some Parallels to Bartholomew Fair, " p. 127. 
11+. Thomas Middleton, p. 88. 
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material for most of this intricately plotted 
comedy before it was begun. The incident in which 
two witnesses are concealed behind a curtain, to 
secure evidence of a promise, must doubtless have 
a number of analogies in tales and dramas of 
the Italian Renaissance. 
Valeria, Ricardo and the two suitors belong 
to -a part of the action not organic to the rest ; 
Valeria is therefore made a relative of Philippa, 
Ricardo a friend of Francisco, and the First 
Suitor father to I1Iartia, to give some semblance 
of oneness with the main action. In fact this 
part of the play might well have been plotted 
by Pletcher. The characterisation of the Second 
Suitor is so arbitrary most of the time that 
one can scarcely imagine Middleton giving assent 
to it. This suitor keeps repeating the catch- 
phrase -'II have enough and I will have my humour" (fifteen times] to justify loyalty to 
the widow, then support of Ricardo, and finally 
sheer sowing of discord. Perhaps he is a late 
version of Tangle the law-wrangler, who was 
. partly mad, 
in T? e Phoenix. The widow herself 
is a source of ruin and frustration to three 
men, and Ricardo's pure sensuality when he wins 
her is undoubtedly a reflection of the way in 
which she has been treated as a sexually-satisfy- 
ing property in the game of cash-and-property 
chequers. A sacrifice early in the game, such as 
Ricardo's estate, to fit him out as a gallant, 
can bring a valuable piece later. But this is 
hardly material for romantic comedy, and because 
of* the indulgent treatment of unfaithful wives, 
unchaste girls, thieves, libertines and fools, 
the force of its presentation is lost. In fact 
the source material is nearly all satiric in 
origin : Boccaccio is satirising the stupidity of 
the men who run the Church, Marston sententious 
parents) Simson usurers, and if this satiric el- 
efaent is left out the result is witty intrigue 
without a deeper stratum. In the end the play 
is found not to have progressed very far 
with its investigation of women's status in re- 
lation to marriage and sex, except perhaps in 
the action concerning Francisco. It is undoubted- 




Main plot : Giovanni Boccaccio, Decanerone, 11.2 
. and 111.3, 
in William Painter, The 
Pallace of Ple2sure (1566), or John 
Marston, The Faun (1606), or R. C., 
A World of Wonders (1607) ;? details 
from Ben Jonson, Bartholomew Fair 
(161+) and S. SCimsonl , The 
Honest 
Law er, (1616). 
Subplot : Unknown. 
Middletonts next play, A Fair Quarrel, is once 
again a collaboration.. The collaborator was, in 
this case, most important for Middleton's later 
development, for the man who wrote part of 
A Fair Quarrel, WilliGm Rowley, was not pri- 
marily a dramatist, but an actor. Whatever his 
defects he and Middleton never turned but a 
play which failed. The World Tost at Tennis 
(1620) encountered some criticism, as we shall 
see in chapter eight. On the whole, however, the 
partnership between the ironic dramatist and the 
humorous fat. actor on A Fair Quarrel (published 
In quarto, twice, In 1617) marked the beginning 
of a collaboration second only in distinction to 
that of Beaumont and Fletcher. 
There are other surprising things about A 
Fair Quarrel. A more marked Christian element 
appears in the play, at least in I4iiddlet on' s 
part, with the effect of adding depth to the 
characters of the main plot, Lady Ager and her 
son. Charles Lamb and T. S. Eliot bestowed high 
praise on the -play, because of the convincing 
portrayal of Lady Ager's dilemma. Another critic13- 
has gone so far as to suggest that Rowley's 
collaboration must be taken seriously : 
in collaborated playsCi. e. in which Rowley 
13. Dewar M. Robb, The Canon of William Rowley's 
Plays" NLRB XLV (1950), 130--131. 
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was involved] there is usually a good deal 
of composite work, scenes by one author 
showing also traces of another author's 
hand. Often, for Instance, Rowley' s writing 
appears to have been revised by the more 
fastidious Middleton.... In the case of L 
Fair Quarrel I fancy the process was some- 
thing like this : the theme (it is quite 
unlike Middleton's plots to date, and just 
such a story as a disciple of Heywood would, 
devise) was Rowley's, as was also most of 
the original writing. But Middleton came 
in on it from the start, assisted in the 
planning, talked it over till it captured 
his imagination, wrote the chief scenes (in 
the process revealing potentialities of his 
own genius which had had no scope in the 
satirical comedies which had been his line 
so far), and finally ... revised, sometimes 
superficially, sometimes In detail, many of 
Rowley's scenes, yet not so thoroughly but 
that Rowley's hand is still clearly distin- 
guishable in two-thirds of the play reckoned 
in pages ; and it was Rowley who wrote and 
signed the dedicatory epistle as to a work 
of his own. 
Obviously, this confident analysis of the collab- 
oration is deeply tinged with impressionism ; and 
Robb is in error when he says that the theme 
seems to be Rowley's. Karl Christi reminds us 
that Middleton knew Heywood's A Woman Killed 
with Kindness (1607) before it was printed, for 
he mentions it in The Black Book (1601+) ; we 
shall see that Heywood's play is probably the 
source for the main plot of A Fair Quarrel. 
There will be further occasion to modify Robb's 
statement as we proceed. 
Other critics ". are convinced that the play 
can be divided up scene by scene, and on the 
whole there is no great variance. An early but 
perceptive contributi? ý to the subject was made 
by Pauline G. Wigging whose critical remarks on 
11+. Quellenstudien, p. +1. 
15. An Inquiry 'nto the Authorship of the Mid- 
dleton-Howley Pley_s (Boston, 1697). 
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Rowley are still very valuable : "Rowley makes no 
attempt to analyze conflicting emotions, or to 
exhibit both the strength and the weakness of 
his characters- ; .... life is more complicated than 
Rowley shows- it to be"' (p. 16).. She characterises. 
Rowley as an exaggerator, a touchstone phrase 
which is always useful in approaching the Middle- 
ton-Rowley collaborations. Using the critical tests 
of tone and dramatic intention, and linking them 
with mechanical verse-tests, Miss Wiggin gave to 
Middleton the main plot concerning Lady Ager and 
her son (II. i., III. i., III. iii., IV. iii. and V. [last 
part] ). Act I is problematic, for it launches 
both plots, and up to line 13 there are signs 
of Middleton's style. R. E. Barkerl6 would cut 
this stretch of Middleton down to the first 
thirty lines. Middleton, it seems from all the 
evidence, asked Rowley to create the quarrel 
between the Captain and the Colonel, but did not 
pass over the source tale to Rowley. In fact 
Middleton himself did not follow it very closely ; 
in centralizing the duel, he reduced his source, 
"Salimbene and Angelica" the XXX. novel of The 
second Tome of the Palace of Pleasure (1567) 
by William Painter, to occupying only the main 
plot scenes after IV. ii., and suggesting the 
broad outlines of the quarrel between two close friends. The tale cxipts in many versions, and 
came to Painter from zllicini by way of Ban- 
dello and Belleforest. 1 / Heywood seems to have 
used Painter as the source for the subplot of his A Woman Killed with Kindness (1607), thus 
producing a second English version. A third is 
that of Geffraie Fenton, who translated the story 
for his Certaine Tragicall Discourses_ (1567) 
, Discourse I, "A wounderful vertue In a gentleman 
of Sienna on the behalfe of his enenie, whome he delivered from death : and the other, to re- 
torne his courtesye with equall frendshipp, pre- 
sented hym wyth his syster, whom he knewe he 
loved entierelie. " This version likewise derives 
from Belleforest, but is even more prolix than 
16. Thomas Middi. eton, p. 18ý+. 
17. A Woman Killed with Yindness, ed. R. W. Van 
Fossen (London, 1-961)2 pp. xvii-xviii. 
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Painter's long-winded narrative. 
Painter tells the story of two Sienese 
houses, Salimbene and Montanine, which were on 
very friendly terms. After a boar-hunting exped- 
ition, a quarrel arose over the question of 
which party had acquitted itself best, and blows 
followed. The Sali jenes had the worst of this 
brawl ; however, they revenged themselves quickly, 
almost wiping out the "Montanines, except for 
Charles i'iontanine and -his sister Angelica. Quiet- 
ness and peace followed this outbreak, and Anselmo 
Salimbene now first began to notice and then 
fall in love with Angelica. Ivleantuhile a covetous 
citizen sought to buy up, Charles' one remaining 
farm, and when Charles refused to sell, a lying 
accusation was framed against him so that his 
property became forfeit and himself thrown into 
prison. Angelica was deeply distressed both for 
her brother and their fortunes. Charles =j 
sought the citizen so that he could pay off 
the forfeiture and free himself, but the citizen's 
aims had now changed to the total ruin of the 
Montanine family. Charles determined to dispose 
himself to repentance and the salvation of his 
soul, and leave his sister provided for. But 
Anselmo Salimbene heard of the impending execution, 
and for love of Angelica decided to help Montan- 
ine and form a lasting friendship with him. 
Charles, released from prison, felt that the offer 
of his sister was' the only way to recompense 
Salimbene, whom he judged to be in love with 
her. Angelica objected strongly to this plan ; 
but Montanine insisted it was- his duty and that 
Salimbene, knowing his, would not abuse the maiden. 
When Angelica was offered to him, at his. house, 
Salimbene called his relatives to witness that 
he would take Angelica in marriage, who, although 
she had only a small dowry, more than made up 
for it in "modestie and integritie. " Montanine 
was made heir of all his goods if he died child- 
less. 
Painter makes it clear that he regarded 
this as a tale demonstrating gratitude, full of 
tragicomical matter. Fenton adds 3aore material, 
by way of amplification, but nothing which affects 
Middleton. It is thus an open question as to 
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which English version he used, Painter, Fenton 
or Heywood. One slight clue might perhaps just 
favour Heywwood : after Scene iii of A Woman Killed 
with Kindness,, in which the quarrel takes place 
over the relative merits of the hawks of Sir 
Charles Mountf ord and Sir Francis Acton, and in 
which Sir Charles kills two of Acton's men, 
Susan, Charles' sister, meets her victorious 
brother coming from the fight and assumes that 
he is in need of a surgeon. She begins calling. 
for one, until her brother points out he is not 
really wounded. Just so Lady Ager calls for a 
surgeon when her son returns victorious from the 
field (IV. iU. 17), and with equal pointlessness. 
Heywood has cut the Montanine-Salimbene encounters 
down to one, as Sir Charles (Mountford derived 
from IIontanine) is then arrested. Sir 
Lharles, 
the victor on the field, has the rightful cause 
on his side, and we naturally sympathise with 
him. His victory on the field is turned into 
a defeat by the resulting effect of the law 
against. murder, and so, like the Colonel in A 
Fair Quarrel, he is the one likely to die as 
a result of the original quarrel. The whole idea 
of the gradual revenge by the defeated side 
found in the Italian is, for reasons of economy, 
cut by Heywood, and Mountford finds himself in 
gaol, and the loser, by a single stroke.. The 
covetous citizen Shafton is introduced to ruin 
the impoverished Sir Charles after his first 
acquittal from murder, in accord with the source- tale hr and Sir Francis finds the means at hand for Charles' final destruction because 
The appeal is su'd still for my huntsmen's death, 
Which only I have poser to reverse. 
(sc. VIII, 70-71) 
But it is Sir Francis' generosity when Mountford 
is ruined and close to death that causes Mount- 
ford to be indebted to him, and to realize that 
his sister. is the one thing he can offer the 
man he deems noble. In scene XIV he springs, 
upon her what he has in mind, and she, - very 
reluctantly, after threatening suicide, agrees to 
marry Sir Francis. 
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The Colonel's defeated position and proximity 
to' death is a direct result of the duel in A 
Fair Quarrel. In III. i. he finds himself, after 
taunting Captain Agar, seriously wounded and close 
to death ; and in IV. ii. he informs his sister, 
by means of having his will read, that she has 
inherited his total worldly wealth, provided that 
she offer herself to Agar. She is very reluctant, 
and believes it must mean misery, but she agrees 
because" her brother feels a great sense of obli- 
gation. As in Heywood's play, the transformation 
of the girl's feeling of revulsion to relative 
enthusiasm is remarkably swift. Both Sir Francis 
and Captain Agar feel overcome at the gift of 
the enemy's sister for wife ; in A Fair Quarrel 
this is very strange, since Captain Agar had 
never at any time, expressed any interest in 
the Lolonel's sister-in fact the 'first we hear 
of her is after the duel. ? Jndoubtedly this inci- 
dent is an afterthought, and may represent a 
decision to use more of the tale of Angelo and 
Salimbene than was first intended. A Fair Quarrel presents us with a story of a quarrel between 
close friends which, after bringing one of them 
near to death-the loser of the duel-ends by 
restoring them to friendship through the gift of 
the loser's sister to his enemy after the enemy has first demonstrated his generosity by charitable- 
ness. 
The outline of indebtedness to some form 
of the Italian. tale is fairly clear, although 
there is little justification for thinking in 
terms of anything other than a general inspiration. 
The quarrel over the relative merits of the 
hunting parties is easily transformed into a 
quarrel over the valour of the two soldiers, but 
the great change comes when -the duel takes place. 
The hero wins in both plays, yet Middleton had 
no use for the turn of events whereby the winner 
becomes indebted to the opponent. Much better to 
leave out such a twist, give the reconciling 
sister to the defeated man, and make room for 
something more important-the anxiety of the Cap- 
ca in' s mother over the whole, quarrel and duel. 
ugo Jungl 8 thought that Hamlet's relation with 
18. Das Verhältnis T omas T'Liddleton's zu Shakesn- 
. ereg p. 60. 
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his mother was somewhere involved in Middleton's 
conception, and indeed Captain Ager's sexual 
curioasity is very strange and not entirely to 
be accounted for by the fact that he wishes 
to be completely certain of. the ground of his 
quarrel. Anyway, since that is not very firm 
ground, Middleton must take the credit for -what 
is, in truth, the finest part of the play, as 
R. H. Barker19 indicates. Lady Ager is the worthy 
object of her son's love and admiration : 
this seven year hast thou known me 
A widow, only married to my vow ; 
That's no small witness of my faith and love 
To him that in life was thy honour'd father. 
(II. 1.110-113) 
It is as if at last Middleton had idealised 
the situation of his early years as he wanted 
it to be. Lady Ager is noble, and something 
more : devoted passionately to her son,. for 
whom she will even tell a lie. Other critics have different interpretations 
of this central portion devoted to the concept 
of honour in the quarrel, and have not stressed 
the mother at all-chiefly Fredson Bowers in 
two places, a full-length article on A Fair (1 rre and part of 28 book tracing the history of the revenge code. Doubtless James I him- 
self was interested in this examination of the 
grounds for duelling, as he was trying to dis- 
courage the whole idea of private revenge. Bow- 
ers' article shows that there is a definite 
decorum observed in the insult, the giving of 
the lie, the challenge and the final ground of 
combat, and it also proves that 1iiddleton expan- 
ded this part of the play in the light of 
up-tp-date thinking. Middleton had also another 
point to make In examining Captain- Ager's re- 
fusal to fight in an unjust cause, and so he 
19. Thomas lýitddleton, pp. 105-108. 
20. F. T. Bowers, "Middleton' s Fir Quarrel- and 
the Duelling Code ," JEGP, QVI. (1937 
40- 
65 ; Elizabethan Revenge Tra edy 1587-1b+2 
(Princeton, 1940), pp. 187-188. 
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arranged the victory of Ager as if it were in- 
evitable. For Ager is committed to more than 
honour ; he is committed to truth, and the spirit 
of truth, with a religious passion : "Truth never 
fails her servant, sir" (III. i. 167), he says 
after his victory. The duel represents a conflict 
between pride and honour, between self-glorification 
and glorification of an ideal. Clearly enough, 
the Colonel undergoes a religious conversion dur- 
ing his illness from the wound (cf. IV-U-43-56), 
where he speaks of "invisible enemies", "repen- 
tance", and significantly, the "power of ghostly 
valour '. Captain Ager is the Christian protagonist 
who fights with truth on his side ; his mother 
is a weak creature who attempts to remove the 
truths on his side because she fears the out- 
come. And truth in the end overcomes the Colon- 
el, who is thus forced to acknowledge its supe-- 
rior power In his hour of defeat. In a speech 
just before the duel, Ager appeals to the Colo- 
nel to repent, after preaching a kind of sermon 
(III. 1.75-90). The absence of references to God 
or Christ is admittedly odd if this is a Christ- 
ian appeal, but I think this objection can be 
met by saying that Middleton probably felt his 
message could not be made too obtrusive. 
Before coming to consider the subplot and 
its excrescence, the Roaring School, mention must 
be made of the source of the medical satire 
in the main plot. There is a surgeon who at- tends to the wounded Colonel, and he is allotted the role of a humorous chaacter who repeats 
strings of pretentious but irrelevant technical 
terms. In reading the play, this man seems 
particularly incongruous at the time when the Colonel is, undergoing his change of heart, but 
perhaps on the stage he is effective. He is 
restricted to the opening part of IV. ji. and three speeches in V. I., but manages in that 
space to mention such terms as chilis, cava 
vena, oesophag, ýdiaphragma, spinal medul, emun- 
ctories, syncope, turaefaction, and. a host of, 
other preposterous scraps of learning. A good 
number of these-especially the various prepar- 
ations and remedies mentioned-can be found in 
Bartholomew Traheron's The most excellent workes 
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of chirurgerye of Vigon (1586) in two volumes, 
with part of volume two devoted to wounds and 
their cure. Out of thirty-three of the-so grandi- 
loquent words and phrases, about twenty can be 
traced to Traheron. However, the outstanding ones, 
plus a few terms found in The Widow, spouted 
by the medical quacks of that play, suggest 
another medical treatise not yet tracked down. 
George R. Price21 agrees that no one source can 
be singled out, and quotes from Thomas Vicary, 
W. Clowes and J. Woodall. Where he seems to me 
to go wrong is in imagining that the corruption 
of the terms Is due to Middleton, for the terms 
are sadly mangled. "The errors are so numerous 
and glaring, " says Price, "that the dramatist's 
intention is clear--to show a vain man, ignorant 
of Latin and Greek, mispronouncing the poly- 
syllables he has heard at Surgeons' Hall or 
wrestled with in a surgical manual. " My exper- 
ience of compositors and their ways together 
with the worthlessness of such subtlety on the 
stage, induces me to claim that Middleton copied 
his surgeon's terms accurately enough from what- 
ever manual or manuals he used. Dover Wilson 
had a similar experience in connection with 
Love's Labours Lost which strengthens my view of 
the matter : "I have now reached the conclusion 
that the quarto's distortion of familiar tags 
from Lyly, ' s grammar, the colloquies of Erasmus, 
etc. with which Shakespeare interlards their talk 
is far more likely to have originated in the 
printing office than to have been deliberately 
intended by the dramatist as a rather clumsy 
and often obscure device of heaping additional 
ridicule upon2 pedants already exceedingly funny 
without it. 
The subplot forms the second line of action 
and can be seen as organically linked to the 
quarrel and duelling story. Jane, its heroine, 
is a spirited young woman who forms a contrast 
to Lady' Ager, and in the face of temptation 
to commit adultery maintains a sturdy independence. 
21. "Medical 14en In A Fire u arrell, " u11etln 
Of the History of lied cine, Ö iV (Jan. -Feb. 
1950), 38-42. 22. I'lev, Cambridge Edition '(1962), p. viii. 
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She has truth on her side-she is secretly 
married to the man by whom she Is with child- 
and Is not afraid of the consequences if the 
birth of her child must be revealed. Lady Ager 
actually seeks to save her son by pretending 
she has been an adulteress, and is greatly 
afraid of the truth coming out. 
From the time of Pauline Wiggin's monograph 
onwards, it has been assumed that Rowley wrote 
this part of the play together with the irri- 
tating and tedious comedy of the roaring School. 
D. H. Robb, in 1950, made a very large claim 
indeed for Rowley in A Fair__ Q arrei, but there 
is some evidence that nothing beyond the rough 
slapstick was Roaley's. The reaction set in 
with W. D. Dunke12 in 1933, and this lead was. 
followed by E. Engelberg in 1953, who attacked 
the logic of Miss Wiggin's arguments. Dunkel 
claimed, by comparing the subplot of A Fair 
Quarrel to The Family of Love., it was apparent 
that the subplot of the later play 'was Middle- 
tonlan 
. 
in subject-matter and treatment. He sought 
to reconcile his own findings with those of 
Miss Wiggin by suggesting that Rowley revised 
the scenes In question. His argument about . 
the 
idea. of introducing a. foolish suitor for an 
intelligent girl being typical of Niddleton is 
especially convincing, I think--. witness Women 
Beware Women) and also 11o Wit No Help Like a 
Woman's for the incident of having a secretly- 
married girl, pregnant already, put forward by 
her unwitting father as a bride for another 
man. Engelberg thought the Jane-Physician scene 
in A Fair Quarrel (III. ii. ), where Jane is 
tempted to fornication, quite obviously a kind 
of early draft for the greater one in The 
Changeling (III. iv. ), and he cited good parallels. 
"Middleton, " he concludes, "wrote both scenes " 
and he does not bring in the need for Rowley's 
revision. On different grounds from Engelberg, 
I join the dissenters against those who claim 
23. "Did Not Rowley Merely Revise Middleton ? 11 
PIS, XLVIII (1933), 799-805- 
24. "A Middleton-Rowley Dispute, " NQ, CXCVIII 
(August, 1953), 330-332. 
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that the Jane-Fit zallen-Rus sell plot was all 
Rowley's work. Gerard Langbaine observed in An 
Account of the English Dramatick Poets (169137 
that the plot of Fit7ý-allen, Russel and Jane, 
is founded, as I suppose, on some Italian 
Novel and may be read in English in the Com- 
plaisant Comnanton, octavo p. 280. That part of 
the Physician tempting Jane, clad then accusing 
her, is founded on a Novel of Cynthio Giraldi : 
see Dec. 4. Nov. 51' (P-372). If for the moment 
the question of The Complaisant Companion is 
set aside, because of some difficulty in Lang- 
ba ine' s reference, an examination of the other 
source mentioned quickly brings one to the 
point of considering the subplot Middleton's as 
a serious possibility-. Middleton had used the 
immediately preceding story, Dec. IV, Nov. IV, in 
The_ Witch, ; he had taken an Italian story, La 
Sorel C, of a girl pregnant secretly by a young 
man no-one knew' she had married, for the sub- 
plot of No Wit, which has the incident of the 
father mistakenly attempting to marry his already 
spoken-for daughter ; and in cutting -down La Sor- 
ell to fit the subplot of' o Wit, he worked 
in exactly the same way in whiff h he now cut 
down G. B. Giraldi Cjnt hio' s fifth novel of the fourth day to fit A Fair quarrel's subplot. The fifth novel of the fourth day of Cinthjo's Hecatommithi (1571+) is headed "Nepa, 
made pregnant by a lover of hers, secretly gives birth to her child with the help of a Doctor ; the Doctor becomes enamoured of her, but she does not consent to his lustful desires ; the Doctor reveals the hidden deed, she defends her- 
self, and is believed a chaste girl, and the Doctor suffers the penalty of his folly". (f. 187). 
The story which follows is very long, and the 
redactor, whom I assume is Middleton from now 
one read a page or two before starting to use the story. Nepa the heroine, lived in the" 
Danish court ; s? ie was of high birth, besides 
being very beautiful. A handsome knight at court 
called Liscone fell in love with her, and she 
returned the love. However, marriage was out of 
the question on account of the attitude of Nepa's father and brothers to the disparity In rank 
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and wealth between Liscono and Nepa. If the 
couple were to disobey the commands of the King 
and Queen regarding chastity, death would undoubt- 
edly follow for them ; secret marriage, once dis- 
would bring death at the hands of Nepa's 
father and brothers. Liscone suggested that in- 
timacy could take place between them if a safe- 
guard was first adopted. Nepa was quite willing, 
but for the fear of pregnancy, to consent ; and 
Liscone overcame her reluctance by pointing out 
that he knew of a safe means of contraception 
which he had proved a thousand times over. In- 
timacy proceeded for a while between the two, 
until Nepa one day found her breasts full of 
milk, whereupon Lisoono was, like countless other 
young men throughout the ages, thunderstruck. Nepa suggested that Liscone flee, and let her bear the punishment, for her rank might help her to escape death ; Liscone, however, at once 
rejected the idea. Nepa next suögested it would be better for Liscone if she committed suicide, but Liscone insisted that in such a case he 
would have to die too. He himself preferred 
some resourceful escape-not abortion, since Nepa might die in the process, but concealment 
of the pregnancy followed by a secret delivery 
of the child. 
It is at this point that Middleton began 
to use the story, and in I. J. we find Russell, Jane's father, planning to marry his daughter 
off to a rich suitor instead of the needy 
young man at present paying court to her. Since 
no brothers appear, Russell obviously stands for Nepa's father and brothers, and in Jacobean 
society the only grudge he can have against a 
suitor is lack of riches. Fitzallen, the equi- 
valent of Liscone, is made the cousin of the Colonel, and thus the treatment Russell metes 
out to Fitzallen over the marriage becomes a further ground for friction, between the Colonel 
and Captain leger, who is Russell's nephew. Fitz- 
allen and Jane appear together in I. i., whereupon 
Russell springs a trap to arrest Fitzallen. 
Russell arranges for two men who are really 
sergeants to enter the house on the preie. -It of 
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being "salt-petrel' men-that is, government in- 
spectors empowered to search for "earth impreg- 
nated with animal natter. "25 The swords of Ager 
and the Colonel have been removed, ostensibly 
to prevent a duel breaking out., and thus Fitz- 
allen Is hauled off without redress, charged 
fictiously with being £1000 in debt. Before he 
goes he has a conversation with Jane rather like 
the one the cDuple in Cinthio have when they 
know Nepa is pregnant ; Fitzallen swears f idel: L; y 
to Jane 
, 
(1.1.379-380). Jane, like Nepa, is 
pregnant and not far off her time. As mentioned, 
this couple are secretly married (II. ii. 86)2 ; 
Middleton, as usual in dealing with Italian 
material, feels he must render details like this 
more palatable If he is to win sympathy for 
his heroine from an English audience. Nor is there any mention of Fitzallen having had exper- ience with other women '; the long Italian tale is cut down so thoroughly to get it into the 
compass of a subplot that such detail would be 
mere luxury. Jane is thrown back on her own 
resources. 
Nepa was about to be helped out of her 
dilemma by Liscone when Middleton took up the 
story. Liscone, having gone out of the city in 
attendance on the King, suddenly finds himself 
nominated by the King to go on an embassage 
to Poland. This, it is implied, would be a 
lengthy affair, and thus Liscone remains effect- 
ively out of the story and unable to help Nepa 
until alIL the trouble is over. Now chance 
takes a hand. The Queen's doctor has been attend- 
ing Nepa for a headache, and when he asks her 
about her trouble-she has been in deep distress 
since Liscone went away-the story of the preg- 
nancy comes out. Nepa falls to her knees in 
asking for understanding and help, with typical 
Italian emotionalism, and the Doctor raises her 
25. Note in Bullen's edition, IV7 173. 
26. Richard Levan, in "The Three Quarrels of 
A Fair Quarrel, " SP, I I. (1961+), 219-231, 
claims that. Jane is not married. I shall 
have occasion to return to this article. 
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up, and promises his discreet co-operation. When 
the ninth month arrives, ilepa is put to bed 
with the story that she is ill with a serious 
pain in her sides The Doctor puts his sister 
Simmacha, "very shrewd and of a sympathetic 
spirit", in charge of Nepa, and her first 
promise is to keep everything perfectly quiet and 
a secret to herself. 
All this part of the story Middleton 
crowds into II. ii., with a few changes, because 
he wants to hurry on to the business of letting 
Rowley Introduce Chough, the clownish Cornishman, 
as the foolish but wealthy suitor in Fitzallen's 
place. Jane meets the Physician at the beginning 
of the scene, having previously said that she 
did not feel well at the end of I. i. -perhaps 
because of the baby, perhaps because Russell had 
been expounding cynically to the nauseation of 
his daughter on the theme of marrying a fool 
if he had wealth. Jane' is much more spirited 
than Nepal and twits the Physician for not 
recognising what is wrong with her. She suggests 
that a feminine confidante is really better for 
what she has to tell than the Physician, and 
so he fetches his sister Anne. Anne promises 
to say nothing at all about the pregnancy when 
she learns of it) except to her brother. Then, 
after a more hundred lines of the scene, Russell 
brings in Chough with Trimtrarm, his man. Rowley 
introduces some harrowing horseplay which involves 
an attempt by Chough to wrestle with Jane. 
Chough is just the sort of fool, living in a 
world of his own, which we encounter in the 
subplot of The Changeling. 
The next event in Cinthio's tale is of 
course the delivery of the baby ; it is a boy, 
and Sirnmacha takes it and presents it to the 
Doctor ; he gives it to a woman living out in 
the country, claiming that it is the child of. 
himself and a German mistress. Nepa is extremely 
grateful both to the Doctor and Simrsacha for 
all the help she has had. The Doctor says that 
his reward must be to enjoy her, so enamoured 
of her has he become. He would be most careful 
not to make Nepa pregnant if she were to con- 
sent. Nepa replies in the angriest terms ; the 
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Doctor then thinks of sending Simmacha to Nepa, 
in the hope of bending her to his will in 
that way, but Sirnmacha replies she is not only 
unwilling to be an instrument in such an affair, 
but will encourage Nepa to preserve her honour 
if Nepa mentions the offer. The Doctor resolves 
on other means to satisfy his desires. 
Middleton packs this part of the story into 
III. ii. ; immediately at the beginning of this 
scene we meet the Physician passing over the 
baby to a Dutch nurse to care for it. He 
speaks of it as his "heart's joy". As Price 
notes in his article, "Even the 'Dutch nurse' 
of A Faire Quarrell 
_ 
may have been suggested 
to the playwrights by the 'German paramour' 
whom the Italian Physician gives out to be the 
mother of the baby" (p. 41). Jane thanks the 
Physician profusely for his service, and offers to pay him. From this point on, the scene 
reads like a first draft of the scene in which Beatrice-Zoanna atte#apts to pay off De Flores for his services in ridding her of the imped- iment to her happiness. The Doctor will not 
accept money ; Jane fails to understand the sig- nificance of this refusal. Then the Physician, 
after", ', zoffer of recompense has been pressed, reveals his real desire, and coyly suggests that "our 
meanings are better understood / Than shifted to the tongue" (III. ii. 81-82). Like Nepa, Jane cannot 
grasp his drift immediately ; when she does, she repudiates him with such vehemence that she spits- 
at him. Instead of showing us the interview 
between the Doctor and Anne, Middleton sends her directly onstage to try to persuade Jane. Like Simmacha, Anne warns Jane not to yield to her brother. This device is perhaps used for brevity, but probably because we see Jane con- firmed by Anne in her course of risking every- thing. Jane is not friendless ; thus the dramatic hint has been given of the way out of the labyrinth. 
After a second unsuccessful attempt by the 
Doctor to persuade Nepa to commit fornication 
with him, he was obliged to -wait on circum- 
stances. The King's widowed sister, called Cat- 
igora, had a quarrel of some duration with the 
Queen. Both ladies had a surrounding court of 
ladies-in-waiting who were unmarried virgins. The 
Queen's son had fallen in love with one of 
Catigora's young women, and the fear that he 
might want to marry her had sharpened the 
Queen's dislike of Catigora and the license of 
her young ladies. Catigora one day had given 
the first offence, in an allusion to the Queen's 
young ladies, and the Queen, stung, accused 
Catigora of having harlots amongst her girls. 
Now Nepa was of the Queen's entourage, and the 
Doctor, overhearing the exchange of insults, de- 
cided to avenge himself by putting a weapon of 
retaliation into Catigora's hands. Accordingly he 
related Nepa's misadventure to Catigora, promising 
to back up, as a witness, his accusation. Cat- 
igora lost no time in uttering the charge, but 
the Queen scorned it as malicious ; however, she 
requested Nepa to clear herself. Nepa was forced 
to lie to repudiate the charge ; the Doctor was 
called, and he revealed details of the pregnancy, 
the child's provenance, and Its present guardian. 
Nepa replied by claiming that the Doctor tried 
to seduce her, but after she had refused he 
was moved to deprive her of her honour through 
malice. The Doctor counteracted by claiming that 
his sister would clear the whole business up 
as a second witness, if called ; but the Queen 
stipulated that the Doctor must depart so that 
his presence would not give any' indication to 
Simmacha as to what to say. Simmacha, as we 
know, was a woman of integrity and truthfulness, 
but she had also promised to protect Nepa. Since 
she did not know her brother's reputation was 
at stake, she was prepared this once to lie.. 
Cinthio has here prepared a great dramatic moment, 
akin to the moment in The Crucible when John 
Proctor is depending on his wife to discredit 
the witch-hunting girl Abigail as a lecheress 
before the informal hearing ; but since he Is 
forced to turn away from his wife Elizabeth she 
believes she is doing right in telling a lie 
for the first time in her life. Thus she ruins 
her husband and brings him to his death ; so 
Sjmmacha brings her brother to his. Simmacha lies, 
and says Nepa is honest, sexually innocent ; Cat- 
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igora repeats the charge that Simmacha actually 
helped at the delivery, and Simmache is forced 
to vindicate the truthfulness of her brother. She 
chooses an unfortunate way ; she claims that her 
brother has recently been attacked and beaten 
over the head, with the result that he is 
given to wandering in his mind. This lie quite 
invalidates anything the Doctor can say later. 
Nepa, somewhat disconcertingly, is made to attri- 
bute this quick-witted lie as an example of 
special grace from God. Catigora plays her last 
card : she calls for someone to bring the inde- 
pendent testimony of the woman taking care of 
the child. Of course, the woman repeats the 
story she was told, that the child is the fruit 
of a union between the Doctor and a German 
mistress. The Doctor is discredited as mad, and 
Catigora shamed ; Nepa is prepared to deny her 
child for the sake of her pretence of innocence. It is with an effort that we remember that Nepa's life is at stake, but the whole framing 
of the Doctor becomes totally repellent when Napa lets him take the full punishment of death 
for her immorality. 
For Napa's father and brothers do not 
believe the Doctor is m6d at all but simply' 
malicious, and they believe that he scandalous 
charge is bound to leave a stain on Napa's re- 
putation. Accordingly the Doctor is punished by them, and we gather that it was brutal enough 
to cause his death. Liscone returns, and he may 
marry the girl because the father and brothers 
believe she is marked for life by the accusa- 
tion made by Catigora. Liscone Is upgraded by 
the grateful King to be a count, and given a 
castle in fief ; he has the baby brought up 
in' the Doctor's name, and at fifteen the boy 
id married in an advantageous match. He even- 
tually becomes a marshal of the King's, although 
his parents never dare to declare his real 
parenthood. So the somewhat equivocal tale- of 
illegitimacy and connivance at lying comes to 
an end, Cinthio seemingly in entire approval 
of Napa's escape and course of action. 
Middleton winds up the story of Jane and 
the Physician in V. I., which constitutes the whole 
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of act five. Jane is dressed as Chough's bride, 
so far have the marriage negotiations progressed, 
though we may guess that this is merely a device 
to have Jane ready to be married to the right 
man the moment he appears. Yet- the Physician is 
still trying to persuade Jane to submit to him, 
especially now that she can do It under cover 
of this marriage to a fool. Upon her refusal, 
he begins to threaten her with exposure. Since 
Middleton cannot afford space to introduce the 
business of a quarrel such as that between. Cat- 
igora and the Queen, he has to find someone 
among his characters with an interest in Jane's 
sexual innocence. Chough is, like the Queen, 
anxious to know whether Janers virginity is lost 
or not when the Physician claims her honour is 
"naught" (1.9+). The Physician says he will 
prove she has borne a bastard. Chough therefore brings the' charge before Russell, Jane's father, 
who repudiates it. It is Russell, however, 
rather than Chough, who conducts the enquiry. 
Jane denies that the charge of whorcdomý,. is 
true, and attributes the malice of disappointed 
lust to the Physician for motive, and Anne, who 
is present, says that her brother speaks "wild 
words ; he's oftentimes mad, sir", (l. 231). The 
Physician, driven to irritated retaliation by 
this fabrication, goes without prompting to fetch 
both nurse and child. Thus a great deal of 
Cinthio's narrative dealing with the trial of 
Nepa Is rapidly covered ; though only now the 
real changes come. Middleton's English morality 
asserts itself, and he is not content to let 
Jane be the lying pretender that the Italian girl 
is. Before the Physician gets back with the baby, 
Jane admits she has a. child (it is worth 
remembering, however, that the penalty for such 
an admission is not death). Russell accepts the 
inevitable and has Fitza_llen sent for to the 
wedding, and the tragic ending whereby the child 
remains illegitimate and the Doctor is murdered 
is rejected in favour of comedy. Yet Middleton 
is not quite done with the source ; the Dutch 
nurse appears and points to the Physician as 
the father of the child. Russell threatens the 
Physician with punishment for defamation, and thus 
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both Jane and he are chastened for their faults. 
He also seeks to entrap Fitzallen into a marriage 
of convenience, because he believes that Jane 
will be difficult to marry off now she has 
borne a child. Liscone, was, we remember treated 
likewise as a useful cover for defame, 
honour 
in Cinthio's tale, but as W. D. Dunkelt suggests, 
The Family of Love is the real source for. this ° 
device : 
In both plays the lover stipulates the addit- 
ion of "one thousand pounds" to the dowry, if 
he marries the girl.... In both plays the father, 
or the guardian, upon payment of "one thousand 
pounds" dis overs that the lover is father of 
the ehild. 2ö 
Chough and Trimtram sing a song revealing Jane's 
motherhood--they are under the impression the Physician is the father-and Russell increases 
his inducement to Fitzallen by a thousand 
pieces. Only then does Fitzallen reveal It Is 
his own child and that he married Jane first. 
The Physician ends his part in the play with 
the simple words "I am asham, '-d" (1.3b)). No-one 
is to suffer, no-one has told any lies ; Russell 
is cured of his status-seeking, Jane has suffered 
for deceiving the world, Fitzallen has likewise 
been imprisoned, and the Physician is ashamed of 
27. "Did Not Rowley Merely Revise Middleton ?" 
:, _p . 
799. 
28. Cf. A. T. Brissenden, Sexual Themes in Jacobean 
Drama With Special Reference to Tourneur, 
Webster, Middleton and Ford, unpublished 
University of London dissertation (1962) : 
"Middleton's characters are not corrupted when 
sexual relationship is initially an expression 
of love, but when it is misused and takes 
the form of adultery, fornication or incest. 
Gerardine and Maria in The Fattly of Love 
and Fitzallen and Jane in A Fair Quarrel 
consummate their love before marriage and in 
each case the girl becomes pregnant ... These 
couples are not corrupted by sexual exper- 
ience nor are they punished for their indul- 
gencei' (p. 146). 
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his lust. At V. i. 395 the stage is given over to 
the reconciliation of Captain Ager and the Colon- 
el, and we can be quite certain that Middleton's 
hand finishes off the happy ending. 
Rowley, I believe, was responsible for the 
parts of the scenes in the subplot involving 
Chough and Trimtram, although Middleton wrote the 
temptation-scene and adapted the source-story for 
the subplot. A Fair Quarrel is essentially 
Middleton's creation ; 11. J. 104-end is Rowley's 
work ; IV. i., a noaring School scene, his ; the 
absurd, pointless addition of IV. iv. Rowley's (the 
scene was not even In the first impression of 
the play) ; and V. i. 36-395 largely Rowley working 
over Middleton's outline of the plot. Trimtram, 
Chough and the Roarers are so out of key with 
the serious treatment of Jane and the Physician 
that I believe Dunkel's explanation is right : 
"Rowley's verse style in these comic scenes 
indicates merely the work of a reviser. " Yet 
Rowley's work was obviously the more popular, 
for the second impression adds to the roaring 
material rather than to the duelling theme. Three 
new characters appear just for this scene, - Cap- tain Albo, a braggart pimp, Meg and Pr. iss, 
bawd and harlot, on whom Chough and Trimtram 
exercise their expensively-acquired "roaring" 
techniques. "Roaring" is an eccentric way of insulting people, fill of preposterous terms. 
Miss Margery Fisher 9 analyses one such term, 
and finds that there is a kind of mad rhyme 
and reason in Rowley's mental associations. 
Something which Gerard Langbaine said0 has 
puzzled scholars ever since ; Karl Christ, for 
instance, speaks thus of Langbaine's remark : 
Langbaine believed part of the subplot to be 
reacknowledged in a short story in The Com- 
T)l. aisant Cornnanibn which first appeared in 
1674, and which, as he conjectured, again 
goes back to an Italian source. I have come 
across further references to this English 
29. "'Bron"strops'. A Note on 'A Faire Quarrell', " 
ML1, v (19+0), 59-62. 
30. Quellenstudien, pp. )+3-1+l-. 
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collection ..,. in Arbor, Hazlitt, a copy of 
which I found in the Huth Library (London), 
and in the Catalogue of the last mentioned. 
It was unfortunately impossible for me 
to look at this copy, as during my stay in 
London the Huth Library was packed ready for 
shipping to a location of the present owner. 
Nevertheless, the tale mentioned by Lang- 
baine hardly need be of greater importance 
in the question of the play's sources, when 
the chief feature of the subplot is already 
given in Giraldi Cinthio's short story, and 
the trimmings and garnishing referring to 
English affairs are so obviously the work 
of a London playwright that they are hardly 
conceivable in an Italian Novella. Possibly 
the much later story of the Comolaisant 
Companion is also only a working-up of the 
drama. 
Langbaine in 1691 had casually made the remark 
quoted before the discussion of Cinthio's influence 
on- Middleton, but Karl Christ never saw the work ; 
in fact 'Langbaine's reference is entirely wrong. 
Pages 1-96 of the Complaisant Companion contain 
a section called "Domestick Jests", and pages 1- 
136 a section called "Forreign Jests". On p. 117 
of this latter section begins the third of a 
series of "Choice Novels", which run from p. 115-to p. 
123, simply titled "Another". It may well derive 
from Middleton's play (although thb compiler thought 
it was foreign), for it has the motif of the 
secret marriage in it which Cinthio's tale does 
not. Yet the father, Russell's equivalent, has a 
wife, and he does not practise any trick on 
the young man as Russell does. Moreover, the 
pregnancy in this tale is a deliberate strategem, 
to force the father's hand, and hence there is 
no mention of a physician assisting the girl. 
The father pays two thousand pounds for the 
marriage, and agrees to a further five hundred 
upon the birth of a child. On learning from 
the parson that his daughter is no whore, the 
old man is pleased enough to make the five 
hundred into a thousand. Two thousand is the 
price Russell pays in the end to Fitzallen, so 
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that kinship between A Fair Quarrel and the 
Comola&sant Companion tale cannot be ruled out. 
It is just conceivable that the business of 
Russell "tricking" Fitzallen into marriage by 
bribing him to father his own child, since it 
is not " found in Cinthio, may be from a jest 
tradition going back before Middleton's play. 
Although R. H. Barker was enthisiastic about 
the main action, Samuel Schoenbaum. 1 found "little 
originality in Middleton's main design, which 
illustrates the trite sentiment implied by the 
title ... $" but he did find the study of the 
relation between Lady Ager and her son excellent, 
inspired, writing. "It is in keeping with the 
. underlying morality of Middleton's universe that the irony wich defeats Lady Ager preserves the 
integrity of her song (p. 16).. I would go on 
to say that the irony which bemuses Lady Ager, 
of being forced into a position in which action in either direction, -truth or untruth, results in loss of happiness, dictated the choice of 
subplot, for Jane must choose between the re- lative amount of joy to be had out of conceal- ing her' pregnancy or revealing it. But Jane's 
concealment of truth is effective because people 
are ready to believe her fiction, whereas Cap- tain Ager wishes only to follow the highest 
dictates of his conscience ; his mother's version 
of the facts is a mere hindrance to him. 
Middleton, then, almost certainly chose and trans- lated Cinthio's tale, and left the rest of the comedy to Rowley. Rowley may have known 
what he was doing, for we who have never seen the play on the stage cannot know why the Jacobean audience wanted more of "MM. r. Chaughs 
and Trimtrarns Roaring, and the Bauds Song. " 
Richard Levin32 in a recent article claimed 
a total unity for the play, down to the -added 
scene at the end of act four, which is patently 
an absurd idea. He is in error in my opinion 
when he claims Rowley wrote the subplot (p. 219), 
that Jane is not married prior to the fifth 
act (p. 220), and that Heywood and Middleton 
31. "Middleton's Tragicomedies, " p. 1'6. 
32. "The Three Quarrels of A Fair Quarrel, " pp. 
219-231. 
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were not using the some source (p. 230). But 
the chief defect of this kind of approach is 
that it fails constantly to see that the qual- 
ity of the writing gives no warrant for minute 
verbal analyses, since the general workmanship is 
unconcentrated into line and phrase. I do not 
think Mr. Levin has superimposed a pattern on 
the play which remotely fits it, ingenious as 
hid article is. 
William Rowley was a Duke of York's-Prince 
Charles'. actor, and he no doubt had the play 
put on, probably sometime in 1617. L. W. Hanson33 
says that "eight papers of payments made by 
Sir Robert Cary as Chamberlain to Prince Charles 
throw some light on the obscure history of 
the Princes' company. They would seem to suggest 
'that Middleton and Rowley's A Fair Quarrel was 
acted in November 1617 and that the company 
was occupying the Curtain in 1620. " Since the 
first quarto was published in 1617, the assum- 
ption follows that the play was an immediate 
success and the second 1617 quarto's additional 
scene the result of popular demand. In that* 
case the most like y place for the performance 
was the Red Bull. 34 The association and friend- 
ship with William Rowley may have given Middle- 
ton a second string to his bow besides the 
King's men, and indeed by this date he was pro- 
bably becoming a recognised and even prosperous 
dramatist. Some critics, like Martin Sampson 
have put A Fair Quarrel beside,, The Changeilng, 
ahead of all the rest of Midd. Leton1 s work. 
With this play Middleton moves into the period 
of writing drama which would last w1all beyond 
its own day. 
Sources 
Main Plot : William Painter, The YýXX. novel 
of The second Tome of the Palace 
of Pleasure (1567) ; also possibly, 
Bartholomew Tra heron, The most 
33. "The Shakespeare Collection in the Bodleian 
Library" Shakespeare Survey, 4+ (1951), 91. 
34. G. E. Bentley The Jacobean and Caroline 
Stage) I, 262. 
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excellent tiaorkes of chirurgerye 
Vi. gon (1586). 
Subplot : G. B. Giraldi Cinthio, Hecatormnithi 
(157k) 1 IV)+. 
William Rowley's presence has not been suspected 
in- More Dissemblers Besides Women (printed 1657), 
although the play contains a good deal of 
perfunctory clownin;; in contrast with mature 
verse and tragic overtones. Though the title- 
page of the early edition considers it a 
comedy, imprisonment, suffering, infidelity and a 
religious interest bring the play within the 
scope of tragicomedy. It is extremely difficult 
to affix even an approximate date to the play, 
but I regard it as certainly following The 
Duchess of I-Ialft (1614) and New and Chow' se 
Characters of sever 7_ Authors ... Written by Svr Thomas Ouerburte (1615), both of which I think Middleton had re ý prior to writing 
this play. G. L. Bentley, 5 acknowledging the 
slenderness of the evidence, assigned the play 
to ca. 1615 on thb basis of the entry in Sir 
Henry Herbert's office-book. It is a matter for 
speculation at which theatre the play was per- 
formed, but Bentley feels that a private theatre 
was most likely in view of the amount of sing- 
ing and dancing. The King's men acted the play 
at Whitehall in 1624 (n. s. ) on Twelfth Night, 
and there is something particularly fitting in 
this which will be noticed when hakespeare's 
play of th&t name , is considered In its relation to fore Dissemblers'. However, I have treated the 
play after A Fair Quarrel because it is not 
impossible that it was written after 1617 and, 
In style, in characterisation, it seems closer 
to the tragedies than does A Fair quarrel. 
No-one has yet succeeded in finding a 
source for any of the incidents in the play, 
although prototypes for some of the characters 
have been pointed out. Karl Christ36 was for 
once at a loss to account for this play's 
35" Jacobean and Caroline Stage, IV, 888-889. 
36.. Quellenstudien, p. 100. 
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A, 
genesis, and referred only to Sir A. W. Ward. 37 
Ward thought that S. Carlo Borromeo a Milanese 
cardinal who lived from 1538 to 15ý4, was in 
Middleton's mind when he drew the pict re of 
the Lord Cardinal of Milan. Hugo jung brought 
forward Launcelot Gobbo as the original inspir- 
ation or Dondolo, Middleton's clown ; and R. H. 
Barker3'' proposed the Duchess of 111alfi as "re- 
markably similar" to the Duchess of More Dissem- 
blers in one scene at least. 
One source, however, for some of the 
incidents in this play is Bandello's "Novella 
OXVI" of La Seconds Parte De Le Novelle, 
Lucca. M. D. LIII, a story of how "Nicuola, being 
enamoured of Lattantio, goeth to serve him, 
clad as a page, and after many adventures, 
marrieth him ; with that which befell a brother 
of hers. " This story accounts for a good deal 
of the incidents concerning Lactantio, the Gov- 
ernor of the Fort, and the Page who is Lac- 
tantio's mistress in disguise. Aurelia and her 
father have perhaps slight hints for their 
development contained in the Bandello story. 
There were other versions of this story, which 
itself was derived from Gl' Ingannat3, (1ý. 37) of 
the Academy of the Intronati at Siena. 
Gl'Ingsnnati wasp followed closely by Bandello, 
but he was resp, ýnsible for renaming Flamninio "Lattantio". Versions deriving from Bandello 
are Belleforest's Histoires T'ragigues (1580) iv, 
"Istoire LXI, a French translation- ranslation of Bandelio, 
and. Barnaby Rich's story "Of Apollonius and 
Silla" in Rich his farevvell to Mi itar'e 
profession (1594). This latter story is drawn 
upon by Shakespeare for his Twelfth Night (1601) ý but itself is not used by Middleton ; and the 
Belleforest version adds nothing fresh except the 
usual tedious embellishments-exempla from myth 
and history, letters in full, and so on. 
37. A history of the English Dramats, c Literature 
(London, 1899), II, 507. 
38. Das Verhältnis Iiddletons zu Shakesnere, p. 81. 
39. Thomas Middleton, p. 98. 
40.. See G. Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic 
Sources of Shakespeare, II, 270. 
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Bandello's story concerns Nicuola, daughter 
of Ambrogio Nanni ; Ambrogio is a merchant of 
some substance, fattier of two children, Nicuola 
and Paolo, who resemble each other a great 
deal. During the sack of Rome by the Germans 
and Seaniards in 1527, the three are separated, 
and when Ambrogio begins to make up his for- 
tunes again after the war only Nicuola can 
be found and ransomed, with whom he goes to 
live in Iesi. In Iesi there lives a great 
friend of his, a widower named Gerardo Lanzetti, 
who falls deeply in love with Nicuola and asks 
Ambrogio for her hand in marriage, being willing 
to take her without dowry. Ambro io, discouraged 
by the fact that Gerardo is "pi vicino assai 
a1 60 anni the 'i. 50, " temporizes. Meanwhile 
Nicuola sees and exchanges letters with Lattan- 
tio Puccini, a handsome young man of twenty, 
but before the friendship can blossom Ambrogio 
must depart for Rome, whereupon he determines 
to send Nicuola to a relatjvcs house in Fab- 
riano. Nicuola is unable to communicate any of 
this to Lattantio, and he is unable to glean 
any information as to her whereabouts. Con- 
sequently, he directs his attentions elsewhere, 
to Gerardo Lanzetti's daughter Catella, of whom 
he soon becomes passionately enamoured. At this 
point Bandello adds a warning to young girls 
about young men who are fickle and changeable, 
and from this hint Middleton probably developed 
his cruel, egoistic sexual opportunist. 
Nicuola returns home with her father, 
still as desirous as ever to continue her love 
affair with Lattantio, only to find that she has been forgotten. Later, when she is dwelling 
in a nunnery, Nicuola learns that Lattantio is 
in need of a page, and having procured a boy's 
dress from Pippa, her foster-mother, she applies for the job under the name of Romulo. Lattantio 
is delighted with his new page, and shortly 
entrusts Romulo to the business of carrying fav- 
ours and persuasive speeches to" Catella. Romulo (Nicuola), not knowing what to do in this dil- 
erma, returns to Pippa for advice. Pippa 
tells Nicuola to go back to the nunnery, and 
cannot bolieve that Lattantio has not recognized 
.f 
her for a woman and used her accordingly. 
Nicuola decides to continue in Lattantio's ser- 
vice, and so applies herself to the task of 
wooing Catella by proxy. Gerardo Lanzette,, 
Catella's father, is a very rich man indeed, an 
added attraction for Lattantio ; but Catella is 
not much disposed to accept Lattantio's over- 
tures. 
Middleton begins his play at this point, 
making a number of changes to Lattantio and 
Catella, whom he introduces first. Lattantio is 
given the anglicized name Lactantio, and Catella 
rechristened Aurelia, a name Middleton possibly 
took from the S. Carlo Borromeo family history. 
The pair are engaged, but since Lactantio stands 
to gain a great deal from his uncle, the Car- 
dinal of Milan, in whose palace he is living, 
by posing as a chaste young ascetic, he suggests 
to Aurelia that she disguise as a servant to the Lord Vincentio and thus make access to the cardinalic palace easy. Clearly Bandello's 
story has been departed from quite radically, but the later development of Catella makes an 
early change such as this imperative. Bandello's 
Catella falls in love with the go-between, Romulo, and of course when Paolo turns uni- he is the mistaken recipient of Catella', love, a 
recipient who can return it. Bait Middleton has 
suppressed the brother of his girl-page, with the result that Aurelia is permitted to respond to Lactantio's advances. If he had followed 
Bandello at all closely, his play would have been a remaking of Twelfth Tjiht. Of Aurelia 
and Lactantio together, however, we see remarkably little ; the plan to introduce Aurelia disguised 
as a man into the palace is enacted in I. ii., 
the page-girl having the task of introducing 
Aurelia in disguise. At once we realise that 
Lactantio is a complete hypocrite and dissembler, 
for the page informs him that she is pregnant. Middleton has taken the hint supplied by Pippa 
to begin the task of. creating a thoroughly dis- 
agreeable wretch. Aurelia and Lactantio have one 
more scene together, Aurelia of course being 
disguised as a man ; she hints that she has for- 
saken "the general's love" and refused an old 
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man, "the governor of the fort", in preferring 
Lactantio, thus demonstrating her on unfaithful 
and fickle character. Although spirited, she is- 
every whit as cunning and spoiled as Catella 
is. The love scene involving lovers both dressed 
in the garb of the same sex Is of course 
thoroughly I'liddletonian, and may be compared to 
the scene in The Roaring Girl Involving Mary 
disguised as a man. 
Aurelia's father and the Governor of the 
Fort, who has requested Aurelia for wife, seem 
to be modelled on Ambrogio and Gerardo, especial- 
ly as in the end the Governor of the Fort 
gets no wife-he is too old, an "old dried 
neat's tongue" (I. i, i. 190), as Lactantio calls him. 
These two penetrate Aurelia's disguise and haul 
her away, so that in fact Middleton does not 
have to develop the relationship much at all 
beyond Bandello's situation. Aurelia is imprisoned 
in the governor's fort and unable to communicate 
with Lactantio. 
In III. i. we learn the truth as to how 
the girl-page came to follow Lactantio to the 
Cardinal's palace : 
When I left all my friends in Mantua, 
For your love's sake alone, then, with strange oaths You promised present marriage. 
(III. i. 13-15) 
Ivliddlet on has darkened the events in Bandello' s 
narrative. Unlike Romulo, the page-girl has 
changed into a page's garb under false promises 
and has to the full advantage been exploited 
by Lactantio. The resourceful and love-stricken 
young girl of the Italian novel has been trans- 
formed into a slighted and abused little figure, 
who yet raises no complaint or protest against 
Lactantio's behaviour.. Indeed, Lactantio quite 
brutally tells the page-girl that he has sworn 
forty such oaths of 'marriage to women ; he 
determines to place the girl in the care of 
his nurse who brought him up, presumably an echo 
of the part Pippa, Nicuola's nurse, plays in 
the Bandello story. However, this plan cannot 
be brought to fruition, as the wretched page- 
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girl is transferred through the Cardinal's medi- 
ation to the Duchess of Milan's service (IV. i. ), 
and there she remains until her child is born. 
There is an utterly distasteful. scene (V. i. ), 
in which the girl's advanced pregnancy is used 
for a attempt at high comedy, and it is, as 
Bullen 1 remarks, "a pity that Middleton adopted 
so intolerably gross a device for discovering 
her condition to the Duchess. " She is made to 
sing and dance during lessons from two humourous 
characters, instructors of these two arts, and 
during the dancing the labour pains are brought 
on. * 
Lattantio's fickleness in forgetting Nicuola 
and transferring his affections to Catella is 
increased by Middleton to make his Lactantio more 
ambitious : he not only shifts from the page- 
girl to Aurelia, but again from Aurelia to the 
Duchess of Milan ; in this latter move he over- 
reaches himself in his enormous vanity and finds 
the Duchess has been. dissembling herself in en- 
couraging him, but only after he has lost 
Aurelia to Andrugio ("the general") ; thus, like 
Lattantio, he comes to marry the girl he had 
forgotten. 
Catella, in Bandello marries Paolo, Nicuola's 
physically similar brother, who has emerged from obscurity after disappearance in the sack 
of Rome ; Aurelia In Middleton marries Andrugio, 
a general home from the war with great success to his namie, but only at the last minute, 
after Lactant&o has rejected her. Andrugio accepts her promise of fidelity very drily indeed, with 
an amusing scepticism. The frailty of women and the hypocrisy and self-seeking of men make the 
atmosphere of this play very cynical indeed, in 
total contrast to the romantic and passion-filled 
narrative of the Italian. To have destroyed Lac- 
tantio for his overweening-perhaps at the hand 
of Andrugio-would have surely wrought a tragic 
+1. Ilxxvii. 
This device may be a repetition of a simil- 
ar one in The Nice Valour (1616) ; see 
Appendix A. 
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ending for the girl-page, for Aurelian and' hence 
for Andrugio himself, although I doubt if we 
could grieve much over the death of any of the 
main characters. 
The Duchess herself might well have begun as 
a study very similar to that of Webster' ;s Duchess of 1'lalfi, a comparison first made by 
Barker in discussing IV. ii. of More Dissemblers. 
Webster's Duchess is widowed, and promises staun- 
chly (I. i. 363) never to marry again.; however, 
she has made her gentlewoman, Cariola, privy to 
her love for Antonio, her steward. In I. i. she 
gives him audience, and gradually reveals her 
affection for him : 
Are forced to exp. 
In riddles and in 
Of simple virtue, 
To seem the thing 
so we 
cess our violent passions 
dreams, and leave the path 
which was never made 
it is not. 
(I-i"551-555) 
Middleton's Duchess, having engineered a device 
whereby she has drawn Andrugto into her chamber, 
also reveals her love : 
Sir, in as plain truth As the old time walk'd in, when love was simple And knew no art nor guile, I affect you. (IV-U-186-188) 
Both widows are young and have close to them 
a Cardinal who is interested. in the upright 
reputation for chastity and continence a lady 
widow 'should have : 
She is like the purest gold, only iraploid for 
Princes meddals, she neuer receiues but one 
mans Impression ; the large iointure moues her not) titles of honor cannot stray her.... 
the rest of her time therefore shee directs 
to heauen.... Shee ought to bee a mirrour 
for our yongest Dames, to dresse themselues 
by--j 
A vertuous Widdow, in Overbury's New 
And Choise Characters C16153ß L8-8V) 
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and both widows have a shrewd waiting-woman in 
their confidence, Cariola and Celia. But, as 
we know, Andrugio's desires are set on the 
worthless Aurelia. 
From this same work, towards which some 
scholars believe Webster contributed some char- 
acters, `+3 Middleton may well have gleaned sug- 
gestions for developing the Lattantio and Catella 
he found in Bandello :, here is the character 
of A Dissembler : 
Vnto the eye he is pleasing ... hee bastes 
craft with humility, and his countenance is 
the picture of the present disposition..... 
Hee allures, is not allur'd by his affections, 
for they are the brokers of his obseruation ... to the eye onely he is not visible. 
(C2v) 
He allures : Lactantio is a charmer indeed, and 
neither Aurelia nor'' the page-girl ever loses 
her desire for him. Lactantio's personal tragedy 
is that he is too vain and conceited ever to 
be allured, and his final match is heavily 
underscored by irony. There is only a very 
crude justice in marrying him to his little 
mistress. The character of An Hypocrzte (Il-Ilv) 
suggests that Seeming nuritie is the main 
deceit of the dissembling character, although 
given the extreme spiritual zeal of the Car- 
dinal of Milan, Middleton was obliged to make 
his dissembler a religious hypocrite. 
Sir A. W. Ward simply remarked "Was St. Carlo 
Borromeo in the writer's mind ? ", and no-one 
has ever followed this suggestion up. Carlo 
Borromeo was an Italian Cardinal who lived 
1538-84, becoming Cardinal of Milan in 1560. 
He was extremely devout and completely without 
guile or hypocrisy, and in 1610 he was can- 
onized. There is no evidence as to whether 
Middleton had heard of him, and as to what he 
had heard of him, but the canonization of 1610 
would certainly have brought the man into re- 
43. See F. L. Lucas The Complete Works of John 
Webster (New ±ork, 1,927), IV, 6-10. 
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cent news. An account of S. Carlo was available, 
in Italian, in 1610, entitled Vita Di S. Carlo 
Borromeo ... dal Dottore Gio. Pietro Giussano (Rome, 161p), and Middleton may have dipped into 
this work.. ` S.. Carlo erected, in 1562, a 
Borromean College in Pavia dedicated to Justina, 
virgin and martyr, indicative of his whole out- 
look on sexual matters (B3v). He had, in 1560, 
founded an academy of leading men, ecclesiastics, 
and secular men, which studied the reform of 
manners and the virtuous life, and published its., 
exercices as the Notts. Vaticane (A8). Giussano 
comments : 
Those exercises were not only of great use to 
S. Carlo, but also besides of no little orna- 
ment ; as they brought to him dignity, and 
strong authority in everyone's regard, in 
showing himself so much inclined, and alive to virtue, and towards exemplary persons:.. 
(A8) 
This publishing of works on pious persons may 
account for the activities of Middleton's Car- 
dinal : 
and 
Have I approv'd Your constancy for this, call'd your faith noble, Writ volumes of your victories and 'virtues ? 
(II. i. 110) 
The books that I have publish'd in her praise Co mend her constancy. 
III . i. 26-: ) 
Moreover, S. Carlo had a sister, Camilla, who 
was wife and duchess of Principe Don Cesare 
Gonzaga, and who was widowed in 1575 ; she re- 
mained a widow until her death on 1 September 
1582 (01). This period of seven years is 
exactly the length of time the Duchess of' Milan 
4. I have taken details also from Cesare Orse- 
nigo, Life of St. Carlo Borromeo, trans. 
Rudolph Kraus (St. Louis and London, 191+3). 
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has been a widow : 
And she has kept the fort most valiantly, 
To th'wonder of her sex, this seven year's day, 
And that's no sorry trial. 
(I. i. 11-13) 
(Seven, however, seems to be a magical number 
in this connection ; Olivia in Twelfth Night has 
vowed to mourn seven years for the death of 
her brother, and Lady Ager has been a widow 
seven years, and is "married to her vow", in 
A Fair Quarrel, II. i. 110-113. -) S. Carlo was also very anxious to promote advantageous matches for 
his family-indeed all his brothers and sisters 
made outstanding unions with the foremost Italian 
families-until the death of the promising Count 
Federigo in 1562 brought him to a realisation 
of "the instability and inconstancy of the empty 
shadows of the deceiving affairs of humanity" (B2v). Certainly Middleton's Cardinal will put 
aside any scruples to make such a splendid match 
as that between the Duchess and his nephew. 
S. Carlo lived and - died in the strictest 
self-restraint, never going through any period 
of worldliness or taking any unchaste pleasure (0o7). Just so the Cardinal of Milan has es- 
chewed any sowing of wild oats :. 
I that have ever been in youth an old man To pleasures and to women, and could never Love, but pity 'em, 
And all their momentary frantic follies. 
(I. iß,. 9-12) 
But the case is 
parallels, and if 
tale, in which a 
than the one she 
to her, confessor, 
real beloved, it 
by no means proven 
someone were to di 
noble lady named a 
had fallen for as 
and then proceeded 
would probably make 
parallel untenable. 
Launcelot Gobbo 
runs away from his 
in Middleton' s play. 
similarity at all, 







of The Merchant of Venice 
master, and so does Dondolo 
Beyond that I can see no 
except that Dondolo is clearly 
the light and amusing relief 
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Launcelot does. Actually Dondolo is Lactantio's 
go-between to his mistress, - Aurelia, since Middle- 
ton has no interest in using the girl-in-disguise 
as suitor for her master. Dondolo, however, po- 
sesses a most superficial humour, and grows 
tedious enough before he has appeared in two 
scenes. 
Samuel Schoenbaum found more ylssemble s_ the 
best-ordered play in the tragi-comic group. '* 
He overlooks therefore the weaknesses of plot 
which prevent the Cardinal from learning of Lac- 
tantio's sexual predatoriness. Aurelia's father 
and the governor, and later the Duchess, know 
him for a dissembler, but no word of this 
reaches the Cardinal. Schoenbaum justly terms 
Lactantio a "most contemptible hypocrite" and a 
"brutal sexual opportunist", and in remarking 
the irony whereby the dissemblers find them- 
selves where they were at the outset, he puts 
his finger on Middleton's purpose in transform- 
ing originally good characters into liars and 
self-deceivers. Catella and Lattentio do not 
deliberately hurt those they know to love them, 
as Aurelia does to Andrugio, and Lactantio 
to the page-girl ; the Duchess in Webster's 
play does not cover her desires by naming 
another man, and S. Carlo Borromeo did not bestow confidence on ,*a worthless nephew. (The nephew he did initiate into pious ways and an ecclesiastic career turned out very well indeed. ) Middleton wished to demonstrate how very little in fact the unrighteous gain from their deceitful 
practises in a deceitful world. Everyone, in fact, loses something he or she night have gained by being perfectly honest and altruistic. Sir Henry Herbert saw Middleton's play on Twelfth Night in 1623/1+, and noted that it was "the worst play that ere I saw" ; it was doubt- less put on because of Its themes of disguise 
and its amusing punishment of vanity. If Middle- 
ton had made the page-girl into a witty schemer 
who in fact controlled Lactantio without his being 
aware of it-a girl nearer to Nicuola in the 
source-the play might have been delightfully 
45. "Middleton's TragicomedLes, " p. 13. 
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Launcelot-, does. Actually Dondolo is Lactantio's 
go-between to his mistress, - Aurelia, since Middle- 
ton has no interest in using the girl-in-disguise 
as suitor for her master. Dondolo, however, po- 
sesses a most superficial humour, and grows 
tedious enough before he has appeared in two 
scenes. 
Samuel Schoenbaum found r"Iore Dissemble s. the 
best-ordered play in the trag, -comic group. He overlooks therefore the weaknesses of plot 
which prevent the Cardinal from learning of Lac- 
tantio's sexual predatoriness. Aurelia's father 
and the governor, and later the Duchess, know 
him for a dissembler, but no word of this 
reaches the Cardinal. Schoenbaum justly terms 
Lactantio a "most contemptible hypocrite" and a 
"brutal sexual opportunist", and in remarking 
the irony whereby the dissemblers find them- 
selves where they were at the outset, he puts 
his finger on Hiddleton's purpose in transform- 
ing originally good characters into liars and 
self-deceivers. Catella and Lattantio do not 
deliberately hurt those they know to love them, 
as Aurelia does to Andrugio, and Lactantio 
to the page-girl ; the Duchess in Webster's 
play does not cover her desires by naming 
another man, and S. , 
Carlo Borromeo did not 
bestow confidence on, a worthless nephew. (The 
nephew he did initiate into pious ways and an 
ecclesiastic career turned out very well indeed. ) Middleton wished to demonstrate how very little 
In fact the unrighteous gain from their deceitful 
practises in a deceitful world. Everyone, in 
fact, loses something he or she might have gained 
by being perfectly honest and altruistic. 
Sir Henry Herbert saw Tiddleton's play on 
Twelfth Night in 1623/1+, and noted that it was 
"the worst play that ere I saw" ; it was doubt- 
less put on because of its themes of disguise 
and its amusing punishment of vanity. If Middle- 
ton, had made the page-girl into a witty schemer 
who in fact controlled Lactantio without his being 
aware of it--a girl nearer to Nicuola in the 
source-the play might have been delightfully 
45. "Middleton's Tragicomedies, " p. 13. 
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conic. Yet Shakespeare's comedy based on a 
similar tradition of material suffered a similar 
verdict : "One of the- weakest plays that ever I 
saw on the stage" said Pepys sourly in 1661. 
Herbert and Pepys were both indisputably wrong 
according to modern critical views.. 
SOURCES 
Main Plot : Matteo Bandello, Story 36 of La 
Seconda Parte De Le Novelle (1551+). 
Other Plots : John Webster, The Duchess of Maift 
(1611+) ;? hints from G.. P. Giussano, 
Vita Di S. Carlo Borrorneo (1610). 
Contemplation of spectacular ruins Is a thought- 
provoking occupation, releasing both idle specul-- 
ation and worthwhile conjecture as to the 
splendour and purpose of the original. It can be a great waster of time and ingenuity, unless 
restoration is proposed ;, and if at a later 
period Inept reconstructers have inflicted further 
damage on the design, the ruin is best fenced 
off and left until some hint at the original 
plan comes to light. The Old Law is just such 
a literary "ancient monument", remaining only 
in a late quarto derived from a chaotic manu- 
script, the title-page of which hints at revi- 
sion in its ascription to three men, and the 
stage-history of which is an, obscure and vexing 
question. Not that restorers of original order 
have been lacking ; yet their efforts constitute 
a warning about the kind of time-wafting 
referred' to above, to both writer and reader. 
The bad quarto, the only early edition, 
appeared in 1656, ascribing the authorship to 
1iassinger, Iiiddleton and Rowley ; Baldwin Maxwell 6 
proposed 1618 as the date of composition. G. E. - BentleyF+7 added fresh corroboration for this 
date, and no-one so far seems inclined to 
doubt that such a date is correct, for a good 
46. Stud nF- e 
p. I4y. 
47. The Jacobean and Caroline Stage, IVY 890. - 
I, -1. 
I- 
many reasons, such as style, probability of the 
collaboration of M ddleton and Rowley at this 
date, and so on. '+ The company who performed the 
play at first may well have been the Duke of 
York's-Prince Charles's (I) company, of which. 
Rowley was a leading member, as with A Fn-Jr 
Quarrel ; and if with R. H. Barker one is inclined 
to accept the impression that Massinger was. not 
involved with the play,. the problem of how It 
got into his hands for purposes of revision 
disappears. rlassinger was with the King's men 
and contributed to the Lady 'Elizabeth's men's 
repertorK at the time he possibly revised The 
Old Law 9; however, 'there was a good deal of 
connect&oh between Prince Charles's company and 
the Lady Elizabeth's men, as the history of 
the two companies in Bentley's Jacobean and 
Caroline Stage indicat s-for Instance, an actor 
like William Barksted, 0 who probably had a 
part in The Old Law, was a Prince Charles's 
man who had come from the Lady Elizabeth's 
company. Of course, it is possible that Middle- 
ton is the connecting link, since he, like Massinger, wrote for the K; ng's men, but prima 
facie it seems more likely that Rowley's colla- 
boration indicates special dressing of the comic 
parts of Old Law for his own company. In the 
end, of course, Rowley became a King's actor, but it is unlikely that Massinger's putative 
revision of the play came about in that way. 
G. R. Price discusses the problem thoroughly in 
his article, although any such attempt to lay 
down too much as probable becomes in the end 
an ingenious balance of conjectures. If the 
Prince's men put on the play in ca. 1618, then 
it would have been performed at the Red Bull, 
an open-air theatre. This is quite concordant 
with the nature of the play, which in the 
fifth act -requires plenty of room for a law 
48. Except G. R. Price, The Authorship and the 
I anuscript of The Old Law, " HLQ (1953), 
XVI, no. 2, 137, who admits that 1618 is, 
however, not "an impossible date. " 
49. G. R. Price, "Authorship and Manuscript, " p. 138. 
50. G. R. Price, "Authorship and Manuscript, " p. 136. 
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court and a wedding procession. 
It seems to be generally agreed that Mas- 
singer was not present when the play was first 
planned and written, but, without the particular 
sanction of Middleton or Rowley, came in later 
only as a reviser. In determining who planned 
what part of the action, it certainly makes 
for simplicity if only two men need to be 
taken into account. As before, Middleton seems 
to have planned the serious plot, involving 
Cleanthes Hippolita, Leonides and Simonides, and 
Rowley t? e. humorous action concerning Gnothos, 
Agatha and the Courtesan. The relative remoteness 
of the various sources strongly suggests that 
Middleton was the deviser of the central sit- 
uation whereby men of eighty and women of sixty 
must die at those years. 
fl. H. Barker5l wrote the best study of the 
allocation of scenes to the two collaborators, in that he offered ie most evidence. By com- parison, E. C. Morris's older article is full of 
circular argument and unsupported conclusion. Al- though Morris begins by laying but a table of 
metrical idiosyncrasies for each of the collab- 
orators, he soon reveals a partiality for Mid- dleton's work and begins to rely on a species 
of impressionism. Between Barker and Price there is fundamental agr ement on the division of the 
plot ; Dewar M. Pobb73 records his impression that 
Middleton planned the whole play. The scenes on 
which the scholars agree are as follows 
Middleton : II. ii.; III ii.; IV. ii. 
Rowley : II. i.; III. i. (Price thinks this 
is TMIiddleton) ; Mi.; V. 
By giving, with Barker, III. i. to Rowley, It 
makes the Gnothos plot all his ; the crude jest 
on Pollux/Bollux is exactly the type of joke or 
51. Thomas Middleton, ' pp. 184-189. 
52. B. C. Morris, "On the Date and Composition 
of The Old Law, " PMLAý XVII (1902) ) 1-70. 53. "The Canon of William Rowley's Plays)" pp. 136- 
137" 
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word-play we meet in IV. i., when Gnothos plays 
on Hiren/Siren. Act I seems to be a joint ef- 
fort of the two, although a look at the work 
done on source material indicates that Mkiddleton 
was largely responsible for the opening, at 
least up to line 70. Price is in agreement with 
this verdict. Massinger may have added to any 
or all scenes, but it is never clear that he 
wrote any speech which directs the action forward. 
The crop of Greek terms and proper names which 
occur in the speeches of the First and Second 
Lawyers (I. i. ß-6-49) come mainly from North's 
Plutarch, Life of Solon and Life of Lycurgus 
(1612 ed., on siggs. E, F, and I), a type of 
allusive borrowing noticeable in 'Middleton's later 
work. Thus the play was, when originally performed, 
about half Rowley's work and half Middleton's. 
The question of what sources Middleton knew 
for the well-known motif of a law condemning 
aged people to death is indeed vexing ; the comic 
subplot of unothos d Agatha presents no dif- 
ficulty. Karl Christ did the main work here, 
but since he felt The Old Law was early work 
(1599)-it is curious how the conviction that 
this and Hence were early and immature has 
conditioned critical response-and therefore not 
worth an over-detailed survey, following the 
tracks of his research Is rewarding and illur- 
inating. Unless stated otherwise, Christ is the 
first discoverer of any tale or account mention- 
ed in the following analysis. 
In the Geogranhv of Strabo (45 B. C. -A. D. 
. 25), the early 
Greek writer, there is mention 
of a certain Greek leader named Evander, the 
name which Middleton gave to his Duke of Epire 
(or Epirus). Talking about the founding of Rome, 
Strabo says that Evander brought a colony from 
Arcadia, with whom Hercules stayed after the 
episode of the Cattle of Geryon. Evander's 
mother, Nicostrata, had prophesied the deification 
of Hercules ; and so it came about that an 
altar was at that time erected to him and 
sacrifice made. This material could be read in 
Greek and Latin in Isaac Casaubon's edition of 
54. Quellenstudien, pp. 100-104. 
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the Geography (1587), Book V, p. 159, or in Al- 
fonso Buonacciubyi's Italian translation of 1562, 
p. 95. It has not a great deal to do with The 
Old Law, but it is the link which connects 
Evander with the destruction of aged people, as 
the next piece of evidence reveals. (Of course, 
it is quite possible Lvander simply means "good 
man", Zu-andros, as he turns out to be ; and 
Microcvni, con shows that Middleton knew enough 
Greek to put names together from it. ) A work 
by Marcus Verrius Flaccus, which survives in an 
abridgment by Sextus Pompeius Festus55 (time of 
Augustus), called Dr Verborum Significetione, has 
a section headed "Sexagenarios. " Middleton could 
have seen this in the edition of Joseph Scaliger, 
in Latin, of 1576. The section mentioned dis- 
cusses the practice of hurling a sixty-year-old 
into the Tiber as a sacrifice to Ditus Pater. This sacrifice took place yearly among the early 
colonists of 'tome, and persisted until the coming 
of Hercules, when it was discontinued. Instead, in satisfaction of the old rite, basket-work 
figures of men were thrown down, to make their 
way back to Greece by river and sea. (Scaliger 
thought the priests who launched the basket-work 
effigies recited this origin for form's sake. ) Now comes the interesting part : 'another tradition 
recounts that after the city was freed from 
the Gauls, men of sixty began to be thrown 
into the river to conser-ke food supplies. One 
of these men, concealed by a filial and -pious son, was often useful in counsel to the country 
through the person of the son. The best trad- 
ition, says Festus, was that which suggested : 
in the time they first began to bear across 
the bridge a voting tablet to the Assembly, the 
younger men demanded that the sixty-year-olds 
be thrown down from the bridge, as they could 
now perform no public function, so that they, 
55. The original text, the Festus Fragment of 
the Codex Farnesianus L. XIX, Qu. XV, 8 (1l+1. ), 
can be read on p. 33)+ of K. O. Mueller's 
edition (Leipzig, 1839) " 
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rather than these, might by themselves choose 
the rnperor. 
(Scaliger, p. 251+) 
Here we have the motive for throwing old men 
into the river-uselessness and consumption of 
younger people's food-and the envious, over- 
weening arrogance of the young senators. Also, 
the incident of the dutiful son concealing his 
father is touched upon, and the original prac- 
tice associated with Hercules and, as we know 
from Strabo, Evander. Cratilus, executioner for 
Evander in The Old Law, is instructed to, lead 
each victim and "from the high promontory, / 
Cast him into the sea" (II. i. 135-136). The reas- 
on is, - as the statute puts it, thqt such old 
folk are "past their councils (which overgrown 
gravity Is now run into dotage) to assist their country ; to whom, in common reason, nothing 
should be so wearisome as their own lives, -as it may be supposed, is tedious to their success- ive heirs, whose times are spent in the good 
of their country" (I. i. 11+1-1)+5). Here, then, are 
suggestions for Evander, the three courtiers, Cleanthes, the wise old men Creon, Lysander 
and Leonides, and the concealment of Leonides. It seems to me fairly certain that Middleton 
knew something of these stories of Roman history, 
perhaps from his schooldays, perhaps from Joseph Scaliger. Sixty, incidentally, remains the age 
of death in all the sources considered, so that 
eighty for the men and sixty for the women is Middleton's addition to the original material. Much closer to The Old Law, however, is 
a Latin cycle of stories concerning Dolopathos, 
also known as the Historia sentem saoientum (ca. 1200), written down by Dom J6hans (Joan), 
a monk of the Abbaye d'Hauteselve or Hauteseille. 
He is generally catalogued as "Jean do Hautes- 
eille". The Century Cvclonedia says that "the 
subject and style bot rn show Oriental influence. 
It is a form of the old Eastern romance The 
Seven W' se Men (known also as the Book of Sin- 
dibad). "7 What version of this liiiddleton might 
56. The New Century C clonedia of Names, ed. 
Clarence L. Barnhart (New York, 195 2 I. This 
entry is in reference to the metrical version 
of nerbers, a 13th century trouvere, who used 
Jean de Hauteseille's history. 
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have seen is difficult to say ; the modern ed- 
ition is that of Alfons Hilka (Heidelberg, 1913), 
where the relevant story is printed on pp. 57-61. 
It is necessary to consider with this history 
the Italian novella based on it, the hundredth 
tale of the Libro DI Novelle, Et Di Del Parlar 
Gentile, a collection of a hundred tales edited 
by Carlo Gualteruzzi (1572). At first sight any- 
one would say that the Italian tale, No. 100, 
entitled "How a King through the ill counsel 
of his wife killed the old men of the realm" 
was undoubtedly the immediate source ; yet it 
lacks details common to Jean de Hauteseille and 
The Old Law. Here is an outline of the r1rench- 
man's narrative : 
1 young -king, left his kingdom by his. 
father's death, was still an adolescent. As a 
result of a long siege and consequent famine, he passed a measure advocated by his youthful 
counsellors that all the aged, men and women, 
should be executed. (The siege takes us back to Festus, and I have no doubt this Roman 
story lies somewhere not far behind Jean de 
Hauteseille's account. ) The old men and women 
could not defend the city and were consuming 
valuable food. In the slaughter, fathers dis- 
covered that their severest enemies were their 
own sons. Unly one old man escaped, because he 
was hidden in a cave by his duteous son, whose 
wife, who had to be told, swore with an oath 
she would keep the secret. After the siege, the youthful king and counsellors let public 
morals go and corruption spread everywhere, together with injustice and tyranny on the part of the government. 13ut the young man who had 
concealed his father began to offer the good 
counsel, in his own person, of his father. (Again, an indication that Jean knew Festus' 
account. ) As morals were reformed, the young man 
grew to favour, and he was promoted to be a judge ; now, plotting agginst him by the unreformed 
young counsellors began. Their eventual plan was 
to petition for a public occasion on which 
subjects were to bring to court their best friend, 
worst enemy, best ý ester and most faithful ser- 
vant. The young man knew he would have to par- 
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ticipate, and went to his father for advice ; 
the trick was clearly designed to compel the 
young man to bring his father out as his best 
friend, and then he could be accused of not 
having conformed to the law. The father told 
the son to take his dog, his wife, his baby 
son and his ass to the palace, which he did, 
and after praising the dog as constant in friend- 
ship, the ass as uncomplaining at work, the 
child as unaffectedly delightful in responses, 
the young man merely began to say his wife was 
his worst enemy when she immediately burst out, 
accusing her husband of ingratitude, especially 
in the matter of the trouble she had taken 
with her concealed father-in-law. The young man 
could only point to this betrayal as the kind 
of insidious enemy a wife is, who with the 
provocation of a single phrase had given away 
her husband's life. The King admitted to himself 
the subtle planning behind this revelation par- 
doned the young man and honoured the father. 
Before his death, the old man was able to 
bring back good customs, peace and a moral re- 
armament movement. 
The Old Law has a great deal In common 
witI1' this history. It Is true that there is 
no immediate cause ` of the statute such as a 
war, but thereafter the pattern is the same. 
The sons are guilty of parricide, save Cleanthes, 
who hides his father Leonides and entrusts the 
secret to his good and faithful wife Hippolita. 
The realm grows steadily more and more corrupt 
we witness a parish clerk accept money to fal- 
sify the birth register ; we see corruption in 
the three foppish, cowardly young courtiers, 
until Cleanthes is moved to administer stern 
lectures to Lysander, Simonides and Eugenia. In 
revenge, Simonides and Eugenia hatch a plot. where- 
by they reveal the hiding place of Leonides 
to the Duke ; Hippolita has, in a moment of 
compassion, revealed the secret to Eugenia be- 
cause she was tricked into believing the young wife had a wish to preserve her old husband's life 
in a similar manner. So Leonides, is led off to 
execution and Cleanthes brought to court to be judged by the young and malicious dourtiersa, 
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who arrive in court prepared to condemn him. 
Suddenly vander halts the proceedings and brings 
in the old men, still alive ; Cleanthes is made 
judge over his erstwhile condemners, and reads 
out Lvander's reformed decree in which maturity 
and virtue are the tests for the inheritance 
of paternal wealth and office. 
It is evident that (economic causes could 
not have been responsible for the original 
statute if it was to turn out to be the whim 
of one of the Jacobean drama's "politic" dukes, 
who test the realm's morals by a subterfuge of 
some kind. So Middleton cut the motif of a war 
or siege, and made the statute arbitrary. Like- 
wise, he cut the scene in which the wife 
blurts out the secret in anger, so that he 
could build up suspense by putting the revela- 
tion of the secret in much earlier (Il. ii. ). 
As a result, Hippolita becomes a study in well- 
meaning weakness-forsworn in order to help 
someone in distress-and Eugenia a study in hard, 
selfish vanity who enjoys the manipulation of 
power through sex. Her method is to win friends 
in high places by her use of the promised 
sexual favour. It appears she is entirely Middle- 
ton's addition to the tradition and a brilliant 
sketch indeed for later vicious and promiscuous, 
though attractive) young women. In III. ii. there 
is a masterly exchange between Eugenia and 
Cleanthes, in which justified righteousness and insolent corruption clash (11.258-271), a first 
draft for the brilliant scene in which Leantio 
and Bianca confront each other, after they have 
each taken new partners, in Women Beware Women. 
The pathetic Hippolita is almost a totally new 
creation out of the sharp-tongued wife of Jean de Hautesejile. The undramatic business of the 
dog, ass, child and wife is understandably cut. The hundredth novel of* Lualteruzzi's collect- ion tells of a young king who killed all his old men of sixty and above at his wife's de- 
sire. Her motive was the wish to remove, in the general slaughter, a wise old counsellor of the king who was preventing her from dominating her husband completely. But the young king had 
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a nightmare in which he was buried alive ;_ so 
that, his own young counsellors being totally 
unable to help, he was constrained to send into 
the next kingdom for experienced counsel to in- 
terpret it. The advice sent back was that the 
young king should cell on his subjects to bring 
their friend, enemy and jester to court, and 
as a result the truth contained in:: the dream 
would be revealed. One young man had preserved 
his father by concealment in a secret room, and 
had later let his wife into the secret when 
she grew suspicious. This old man bade his son 
take wife, child and dog to court ; the son there 
presented the dog as consistently faithful, the 
child as pleasing and without vices, and his 
wife as perverse and shrewish. As in the source+ 
tale, the wife burst out angrily that, among 
other things, she had looked after the illegally 
preserved old man. The king at once sent for 
the old man, and asked him the meaning of the 
nightmare.. pn explanation indeed follows, though 
to the modern reader it is curiously unexplanat- 
ory ; the upshot, however, was that any old men 
still alive in the realm were pardoned and set 
in a place of honour. 
To my mind this Italian tale has a good 
deal less to do with The Old Law than Jean de 
Hauteseille's story told by the third wise man. The introduction of a wife for the king is ir- 
relevant to Middleton's version ; the cause of the 
slaughter is less plausible. The crafty, immoral 
young courtiers have disappeared to make room for the wicked wife, and so the ultimate re- form of the realm is never much in question. Indeed, the young wife disappears from the narr-- 
ative after killing the aged men of the realm. Finally, in considering the origins of the 
main plot, mention must be made of Herbers' 
metrical version (1210) in middle French57 of the Dolopathos story. Herbers makes the young 
man who conceals his father into a little- 
regarded member of the court nobility (p. 229), 
57. L Romans De Dolopathos, ed. Charles Brunet 
and Anatole De Montaiglon (Paris, 1856), pp. 225- 2409 
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but he never strays far from his Latin source. 
Certainly this is not an intermediate version 
between Jean de Haateseille and the Italian novel- 
la, but rather a branch-line. Middleton surely 
did not know this redaction. 
Jgan de Hauteseille was, according to G. L. 
Uonmetranslating from Hebrew, and his work 
was apparently first printed in 11+90, at Col- 
ogne. Comme goes on to say that it was through 
this version that in 1520 a translation came 
into English, printed by Wynkyn do Worde. Yet 
the story of the king and the slaying of the 
old men is not in It, nor in any later Eng- 
lish version such as W. Copland's The seuen wyse 
Zia yst er s of Rome (1555). Yet it is difficult 
to escape the impression that an English trans- 
lati. on, now lost, was published before The 0ld 
Law. 
Karl Christ's diligence in seeking out the 
source for the main plot, it goes without 
saying, is first-rate, pioneer work. Yet he 
missed the source for the subplot, by Rowley, 
which concerns Gnothos and Agatha. This is 
13arnaby Rich's tale "Of Consales and his 'ver- 
tuous wife Agatha"' in his collection Rich's 
P e]o liilitsry Profession (1581), based 
on Cinthio's hecatommithi 111.5. I had just 
decided that nowley must have known Rich's 
(or Cin hio's) tale when I discovered T. M.. 
Cranfill 0 had reached the sane conclusion. He 
was unable to determine whether the Italian 
or English was the immediate source. Two 
reasons for answering that the English was are 
worth considering : first, the name Uonsales is 
nearer to Gnothos than Cinthio's form of it, 
Consalvo ; second, no-one has ever shown that 
Rowley could read Italian, or over employs tales 
58. The History Of The Seven Wise Masters Of 
Rome, ed. G. L. Gomme (London, 1885), pp. ii-iii. 
59" I say "apparently" because the only edition 
I have seen is one printed at Antwerp, 1+90. 
This does not have the tale as found in 
Alfons Hilka's edition. 
60. - _In his edition of Rich's Farewell (Austin, Texas, 1959), p. xl. 
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from the Italian. 
Rich's story tells of a young man with a 
good and loving wife, Agatha, who is almost 
killed by her husband in order that he may 
marry a courtesan named Aselgia. Almost : for 
Gonsales believes he has killed his wife with 
poison, but his physician-friend has in fact 
given him a heavy sedative Instead. Likewise, 
Gnothos believes he has killed off Agatha by 
altering the date of her birth (III. 1.1-112), 
but even though Agatha comically wanders about 
within a month of her death, Unothos persists 
in regarding her as a virtual ghost and carries 
on an affair with a courtesan. Gonsales does 
remarry in fact, and is saved from execution 
on an indictment of uxoricide only by the 
intervention and supplication of the revived wife. Gnothos is a delightful comic success, and 
may well have been played by Rowley himself. He 
appears in III. i., IV. i., and at V. I. +32-627, 
the latter an hilarious occasion. Gnothos is on 
his way to his wedding, and poor Agatha is 
following the procession sorrowfully. The Duke, 
Evander, stops it, and asks a few questions. 
Gnothos, at first impatient, suddenly realises 
he is dealing with high authority. As E. C. 
Morris61 puts it, "Falstaff himself has hardly 
bowed to authority and slapped it on the 
shoulder at the same time with better wit. " 
Gnothos has it timed so that just as he is 
making his vows to Beatrice, Agatha will be 
dying and so bigamy will be just avoided. The ('ourt decides to punish Unothos for "offering 
up a lusty able woman, / Which may do service to the commonwealth" (V. 1.532-533) ; but Agatha 
pleads for him successfully. Gnothos, sorrowfully, blames the laws for his disappointment and with 
reluctance takes Agatha off home. 
Clearly Agatha had to be advanced to fifty-° 
nine for the purposes of the plot, and ünothos 
made ridiculous. His attempt to murder his wife has therefore no serious element as in Rich. The Courtesan is not delineated at all, as Rich's 
61.. "On the Date and Composition of The 0ld La, U)" p. 61. 
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Aselgia is, since there is not much room left 
in the farcical plot as a result of putting 
in the cast-off servants of Simonides' household. 
Yet there is much good humour in these charac- 
ters, and no doubt they made the play a- pop- 
ular success. Revived today with some judicious 
cuts, the play would certainly evoke amusement 
and appreciation. 
For the critics, r'liddleton's characters have 
constituted the high points of the play. Indeed, 
Eugenia is a very subtle example of Middleton's 
dominating female, although she is younger than 
such characters usually are. Yet she is a 
married woman, and one who . therefore feels quite 
able to manipulate the men who are in need of 
what she has to offer : 
'Tis dainty, next to procreation fitting ; 
I'd either be destroying men or getting. 
(IV. ii. 265-266) 
"The implications, " comments Samuel Schoenbaum, 62 
"lie in the workings of an inexorable universe 
in which frailty and evil-an Hippolita and a 
Eugenia-bring equal ruin upon themselves. " 
In these tragicomedies, all of them very 
imperfect works, we find Middleton moving towards 
an absolute which constitutes an "inexorable 
universe". In his comedies after 160L1 we found 
a gradual decay of the stern morality of a 
play like The Phoenix ; the group of plays from 
1610 to 1611+ lacked a moral centre, although the 
mood of the dramatist was. becoming darker ; and 
then, through the experience of exploring situ- 
ations in which the individual. is torn between 
an Ideal and a human weakness, Middleton grew 
in understanding and power of expression. The 
Old Law is a striking example of the use of 
an old motif in a new way. The dramatist now 
continues to wander further and further afield 
in search of old tales which will yield moral 
dilemmas, the wrong solution to which may 
mean death in the next plays. As he began 
to use whole tales for plot materials, Middleton's 
62. "Middleton's Tragicomedies, " p. 11. 
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art improved The tragicomedies we have just look- 
ed at rarely stay close to a source for long, 
and the result is all too frequently improbability 
and diffuseness. 
SOURCES 
Main Plot : Jean de Hauteseille,. Dolopathos sive 
Do rege et septem saoientibus (ca. - 
1200) probably in a later printed 
text. 63 The tale is that of the 
third wise man ; Sir Thomas North, 
Plutarch (1612), Lives of Lycurgus 
and Solon. 
Subplot Barnaby Rich, Rich's Farewell to 
Military Profession (1581), Sixth 
Tale. 
63. More information about the text Middleton 
may have had access to is to be found in 
George Ellis, Specimens of Early English 
Metrical Romances (London, 1805), III7 11-17. 
"Soon after the invention of printing, " 
writes Ellis, "the Latin tHistoria Septem 
Sapientum' appeared in Germany, and there 
were many editions of it without date, 
place, or printer's name. The eatliest, 
perhaps, which occurs with a date, was 
printed at Cologne by John Hoelhoff, in 
1490, quarto, with cuts.... The last Eur- 
opean imitation ... belongs to the Italians, 
and was first printed at Mantua, 1546, 
duodecimo under the title of 'Erasto ... ' (pp. 15-163. This book has a tale, chapter XII, about an old man wedded to a 
young wife who could not control her 
desires, which bears some relation to the 
plot concerning Lysander and Eugenia in 
The Old Law. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
Terror without Pity : New Tragedy out of 
Old Tales 
When IV11iddleton began to write tragedy, he was 
undoubtedly aware of the magnitude of Shakespeare's 
achievement in the genre. 1'jiddleton did not try 
to imitate Shakespeare or Webster in their own 
day, but he waited until he was himself ready 
to attempt tragedy and actually punish the 
sinners in his plays with death. Characters in 
A Fair Quarrel and The Old Law had certainly 
come close to death, but only Antonio of The 
Witch had actually come to a violent end. 
In treating Middleton's three tragedies, 
one enters upon familiar, well-trodden ground, 
much better documented and commented upon than 
any other phase of his writing. hen<fist. King 
of Kent and The Changeling have been edited 
in single editions with critical apparatus, and 
an edition of Women Beware Women is even now 
under way. These three plays are major achieve- 
ments, two of which are still frequently per- 
formed. As a result, my task is much simpler 
than hitherto ; it lies merely in working over 
the scholarship to date, adding a small amount 
of my own research, and fitting these mature 
plays into the pattern of characterisation which 
Middleton had cultivated. 
Hengist, King of Kent is Middleton' s sole history play, and it was written about 1619 ; 
R. C. Bald' in his edition gives limits of 1616- 
20. The Interregnum descriptions of the play 
as a "comedy" and a "tragedy". are as correct 
as the classification "history" ; only the in- 
fluence of Macbeth justifies our thinking of 
Hengist as a historical tragedy, or rather his- 
tory manipulated to shape tragedy. One of the 
faults of Bald's excellent edition is that he 
faiIt3 to show how Macbeth conditioned the mater- 
ial Middleton chose for treatment. Both plays 
1. Hengist, King of Kent, ed. R. C. Bald (New 
York and London, 1938), p. xiii. 
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are tragedies of ambition which involve the mur- 
der of a good and innocent king (Duncan, Constan- 
tius), the murder of " lesser men to clear the 
real murderer, the flight of two brothers In 
line for the throne so that they may avoid a 
similar fate (Malcolm and Donalbain) Aurelius and 
Uther), the return of the brothers with an army, 
and the destruction of the tyrant in a fortress 
where he believes himself safe. Both plays are 
heavily indebted to The Chronicles of England, 
Scotland, and Ireland (1577) by Raphael Holinshed, 
and both were performed by the King's men. It 
is no coincidence that Middleton and Shakespeare 
both used Holinshed ; it seems clear that t'iiddle- 
ton modelled this one play as closely as he 
could on Shakespeare's poetic study of the theme 
of the evil of vaulting ambition. The critical 
neglect of Hengist is a little hard to under- 
stand, especially as Middleton is the only writer 
of tragedy to approach Shakespeare closely in 
technique. The lack of appreciation of the sub- 
plot of Hengist as a structure parallel to the 
main plot, and of the success with which it is 
used to bring out the difference in Vortiger's 
and Hengist', s attitude to the populace, is also 
hard to understand. A close examination of the 
sources of Hengist reveals that Middleton worked 
carefully and expertly with his material, arrang- 
ing a final symbolic holocaust to consume the 
villains with the least violence to the histor- 
ical record. 
In this case, the work on the sources 
has really been done for any later investigator 
by Karl Christ and H. C. Bald. 3 Karl Christ 
cleared up misconceptions created by Gerard Lang 
baine, who in MomUs Triumnhans (1688) said that 
Hengist's source was "Ranulph. Cestrensis Polychro- 
nicon" and in The Lives , and Characters of the 
English Dram txek Poets (1699) named "Du Chesne, 
Stow, Speed" as the sources. The mistake Langbaine 
made in homus Triumphans was due to a remark 
uttered by Raynulph, monk of Chester, at the 
very beginning of the play : 
2. Quellenstudien, pp. 4-20. 
3. Ed tion, pp. xiii-xxiii and 127-136. 
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What Raynulph Munck of Chester 




Raynuiph Higden's Polvchronicon (translation by 
John Trevisa printed 1480 and 11+82, Latin text 
printed in 1527) was certainly not the source 
for the bulk of Niddleton'; s; historical material. 
In any event, The Chronicle of Robert Fabyan 
(1516) is based so closely on Higden in the 
Vortiger narrative that it would be hard to 
separate the two. Richard Grafton's A Chronicle 
st large ... of Englande (1562) again can be 
shown to be verbally indebted to Fabyan, whom 
Grafton lists as an authority he has used along 
with "Polichronicon".. H. C. Bald (edition, p. xxxviii), 
citing Karl Christ, says that the 1516 edition 
of Fabyan has a sidenote stating that Thong 
Castle is not far from Queenborough, a remark 
which caused Middleton to allow Hengist, builder 
of Thong Castle, to be able to visit Simon, 
Mayor of Queenborough, so easily. Thus, because 
in fact Middleton knew Fabyan's chronicle, it 
is easy to assume that he knew the substance 
of Higden's. Obviously this need- not be true. 
Langbaine's guesses at Du Chesne, Stow and Speed 
are. not very:. helpful either. Neither Stow nor Speed contains sufficient information about Vor- tiger to account for facts in the play, though 
the first edition of Andre Du-Chesne's His toire 
d' An leterre d' Ecosse et d' Irlande (Paris, 
161q) may have had sufficient ; the only text 
available in England is the second edition of the Histoire (1634), which lacks a number of incidents found in Middleton's play. Whatever 
Du Chesne had in the 1614 version, Raphael Hol- 
inshed's Chronicles of En land Scot ende and Ire- lande (1.577 are definitely the likeliest texts 
to have come into Hiddleton's hands. The forms 
of the names in Hengist bespeak borrowing from 
Holinshed, especially the form "Roxena" for the 
daughter of Hengist which appears in the HLsto- 
rie of Scotlande. Hengist and Horsus are usually found as brothers : for example in Polydore' Ver- 
gil's Anglica Historie (1556) and in Holinshed, 
who calls them "two brethren' (p. 111). Fabyan 
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and Grafton with some vagueness call them "brother 
or cosin" to each other. Hol&nshed, then, is 
not the only source, althoubh the story of Vor- 
tiger, Hengist, Horsus and Roxena comes substan- 
tially from him. , 
The other source seems to have 
been Fabyan. Of course, enough Elizabethans iiad 
treated the story to make the name Vortiger, in 
that form, familiar ; but even The Mirror for 
Magistrates which has a fairly full account 
states that Vortiger sent for the Saxons, whereas 
in the play they simply arrive.. Holinshed,, being 
the excellent comparative historian he iss relates 
both accounts of their arrival. 
Middleton followed Holinshed from p. 109 of 
the Chronicles onwards, from the point where 
Constantine the father of Constantius is murdered 
by a Pict. Middleton's Vortiger has Constantius 
fetched from the Abbey of Winchester and crowned 
against his protests (I. i. ). Constantius is dev- 
eloped far beyond anything in the records ; he 
is a cross between a weakling and an unworldly 
saint of great spiritual integrity. "The vexations 
contrived by Vortiger to bedevil the King are 
barely suggested by Holinshed, " writes Samuel 
Schoenbaum, 4 and he enumerates the clamorous 
petitioning of Constantius, the pressure put upon 
him to marry, and the compulsory feasting on a 
fast-day (I. ii. ). The verse Middleton gives to 
Constantius Is consistently grave and gentle :' 
Heeres a wish' d howre for Contemplation now ; 
All still and silnnt, this is a true Kingdome. 
(I. U. 124-125) 
In this first act Middleton adds a character 
foreign to all the Chronicles : Castiza, fiancee 
of Vortiger, named after the girl in The 
Phoenix and, perhaps, The Revenger' Tr edy. She 
is chaste and loyal, but Vortiger, in a manner 
wholly typical of Middleton, attempts to persuade her to use her charm on the King, mainly to 
try his -spirit. When the King, in parting from her, finally kisses her, having talked her into 
4. Middleton's Trcgedies (New York, 1955), P-77" 
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going into a nunnery, Vortiger finds himself con- 
sumed with jealousy. Thus early are we shown that, 
despite his lack of scruples in his political 
climb, Vortiger is no judge of his own emotions, 
and behaves cruelly or carelessly towards those 
to whom, he should return affection. Vortiger's 
tragedy, like 14acbeth's, is that he ends by 
losing all the love and honour-of the Lords, 
Castiza, even Simon---willingly given to him. 
It is not long before Vortiger has Constan- 
tius murdered, having failed to unhinge his mind 
with vexations. In Holinshed, sot}e Scots and Picts 
are suborned to murder Constantius ; Middleton 
employs a dumbshow at the end of II. i. with "2 
Villaines" for the some purpose. In the dumbshow 
Castiza Is' haled from the nunnery and married 
to Vortiger, and Aurelius and Uther flee for 
their safety. The killers are violently despatched 
as unquestionably guilty before they can protest, 
in the manner of the 
Iwo 
guards of Duncan's 
chamber, and Vortiger is on the throne with the 
same insecure right as Macbeth. The Scottish- 
Pictish quarrel with the British is kept , ut of 
Middleton's version for economy's sake, since 
the discontented British populace alone is enough 
to shake Vortiger's throne. In the very next 
scene he hears of the arrival of the Saxon 
fleet ; Immediately Hengist and norsus address them- 
selves to him. Middleton followed holinshed's 
second account of the chance arrival of the 
Saxons (p. 112), or perhaps Fabyan's, as Bald 
indicates. (In Higden, the Saxons are invited--- 
more proof that the Polyehrontcon is not the 
source for Hengist. ) Hengist, "a man of great 
wit, rare politic, and high wisdoms", asks for 
a little territopy "soe little / As yond poore 
hide will Compasset' (II. jji. 39-40), pointing to 
a hide Simon the tanner is carrying. Eolinshed 
in the Histor 
.e of 
England has no mention of 
this hide, and the business of the derivation 
of Thong Castle stems ultimately from Geoffrey 
of i. onrsoutlz, goes on through Higdon, and was 
probably taken by Middleton from Fabyan, or less 
probably, from Holinshed's historie of Scotland. 
It is, I think, an; excellent dramatic stroke 
to introduce Simon in this manner, who in his 
comic unlettered way is as ambitious and power- 
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seeking as Hengist. Hengist thereafter is always 
glad to hear of Simon's success, and Middleton 
is enabled to co: rent on the cor: umon people's 
reaction to politics : Hengist, be he Saxon or 
British, is welcome to Simon so long as he has 
the interests of the Queenborough townsfolk at 
heart. Hengist's ambitions carry him to the high 
point of winning three provinces ofLnoland, but 
in the end, his emotions, his concern for Hoxena, 
cause him to manoeuvre himself into a lost 
position. And Simon, with Oliver the Puritan in 
his power, too rashly hazards his dignity with 
the cheating players. 
After hiengist has won a plot of ground in 
Kent, he deter reines to send over for more Saxons, 
including koxena, his daughter. In Middleton no 
space is wasted on a scene where -dengist first 
persuades the King to agree, as in riolinshed. 
Horsus tells us, in an aside, that he has been 
intimate with Hoxona, though she still passes 
for a pure virgin. All this part of the action 
is unhistorical-i. e. non-Chronical history-and 
is either taken from a romance I shall presently 
mention, or perhaps from the lost Valteger 
(Bald, p. xviii) of -Henslowe. Critics have held 
that the sexual intrigue-the triangle of Vortiger, 
Horsus and Roxena--gets out of hand and distorts 
the play ; it is certainly sensational material. 
iioxena and the Saxons arrive at once 
and Holinshed indicates that Hengist had in mind from the first that Roxena might make a conquest 
of the "concupiscent" Vortiger (p. 112). A Saxon 
gentleman reports that Roxena drank a health to Vortiger from a golden cup on her arrival 
and that he is greatly affected with a desire for the girl. This incident is based on the 
tradition of the first wassail in; ngland, but 
Middleton has relegated it to a report because 
he wants to leave space In the third act for the removal of Vortiger's first wife. In Holin- 
shed the emphasis is on Hengist's craftiness in 
arranging the banquet at which the wassail was 
given, on Vortiger's blindness when faced with "sensuall lust", and on r. owen's innocence. Vor- 
tiger Is made less a dupe than a wilful self- 




tiger's infatuation with Roxena. "Shortly after, " 
adds Hol ins hed , "he f or so oke his owne wife, by 
the which he had three sonnes, named Vortimerus, 
Catagrinus, and Pascentius, and requyred of Hen- 
gist to haue his daughter the sayde Rowen or 
Ronowen in mariage" (p. 113). The price is 
Kent 
for Hengist, but Horsus collapses with emotion 
and jealousy when hengist accepts the earldom. 
Such a conflict of I emotions likewise overcomes 
Leander in Walter Hawkesworth's Leander (acted 
1598), IV. iii. , and he too swoons. : Ioxena puts it down to epilepsy, and assures the court that 
a virgin's hand stroked over the heart will cure 
the fit. IMliddleton's Roxena, a barbarian portrait 
of the sexually-initiated young beauty, is nothing 
if not quick in intelligence, end such women, as Holinshed notes, "oftentimes bringeth wise men 
to destruction. " In III. i. Hoxena makes it clear 
to Horsus that she intends merely to use Vortiger 
as a "shelter to keepe shame vnknownen" (1.29). 
This scene seems to be entirely 7NIiddleton's add- 
ition as far as present knowledge goes, and cer- 
tainly it seems to be stamped all over with his 
preoccupations--cuckoldry and cunning lust. 11orsus 
agrees to remove Castiza so that Roxena may step 
into her place (and her bed).. 
British reaction to Vortiger's increasing 
involvement with the Saxons is hostile and it is 
not long before they crown Vortimer in his place. Vortiger had reigned sixteen years according to Holinshed, but as with Macbeth the whole time- 
scheme has been foreshortened. In a dumbshow at the beginning of IV. iii., Vortimer Is first crowned 
and then murdered by two Saxons suborned for the purpose by oxena. Vortiger is restored on 
condition he will drive out the Saxons, but 
Hengist drranges a parley before a drive for 
summar expulsion can prevail. From the beginning 
of act tri ee to this point all the 
play 
has 
been devoted to the false rape and removal of Castiza, and to Simon's doings ; it almost stops- being a history play at all during this period, 
and becomes a ; sexual intrigue instead. Horsus, 
whom Holinshed reports was slain as he slew Catagrinus at the battle of Epiford, lives on in Middleton's play, to die in Breigh Castle with 
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Roxena and Vortiger. Horsus is held over to torment 
Vortiger and point up the blindness which permits 
Vortiger to divorce himself from his virtuous queen 
and espouse the one woman he should have avoided 
for his peace of mind and. place in the realm. 
Vortimer, in point of fact, reigned "sixe or 
seuen yeares and odde 1.1onethes" (p. 116), so that 
it is his reign which is most severely truncated. 
In IV. iU. the parley takes place on Salis- 
bury plain described by Holinshed on pp. 117-118, 
in which 
Hengist 
cor. its his treacherous stratagem : 
each side is to meet without weapons to discuss 
a truce, but the Saxons carry long knives and, 
at a signal, kill a Briton each, excepting the 
King who is to be ransomed. Vorta, ger, shocked, 
asks Hengist whether he did not have reason to 
be grateful to him ; Hengist's answer is that he 
worked for and earned his own advancement and 
that his daughter is queen only for the satisfac- 
tion of Vortjger's desires. The King has to 
surrender Norfolk and Suffolk in addition to his 
sovereignty over Kent before he is freed. He 
decides to flee into Wales with his queen, and 
Horsus loyally Insists on following. 
The tragic ending is set by this decision, 
as it gives the exiled Aurelius and Uther their 
opportunity to return with forces to destroy the 
usurping Vortiger. In the various Chronicles Vor- 
timer's reign interrupts Vortiger's, and hence 
Vortiger's restoration by the populace would seem 
to weaken any analogy with a Macbeth-figure who 
becomes steadily more and more detested. So Iiiddle- 
ton reduces Vortimer's reign to a brief dumbshow-- 
in effect disposes Of it-although there is reason 
to believe that in Henslowe's ValteRer Vortimer 
played a for more significant part (Bald, p. xviii). 
In V. U. Vortiger is besieged in Breigh Castle, 
and In his distress falls to accusing Horsus of 
ill counsel ; Horsus replies by telling him the 
truth about : Eoxena and himself. In the doomed 
castle scene, Middleton had a free hand to allow 
Vortiger and Horsus to stab each other, since 
they were going to die in the historical fire 
anyway. None of the Chronicles makes it clear 
whether Vortiger's queen was with him, so again Middleton felt free to include her tragedy of 
K 
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ambition in the holocaust. Indeed, she contributes 
to the significance of the Doomsday fire, a fire 
which is the 
greate Nirpeece of Consunation, 
The end of time, wch must donsume even ruin 
And Bate that into Cinders 
(IV. u. 8-10) 
and seems like a physical extension of the burn- 
ing passion which Ro ; ena has inflamed first in 
Horsus and then in Vortiger. Middleton naturally 
does not wish to leave Hengist at large, or to 
keep the wronged Castiza permanently cast out from 
all happiness ; thus he is constrained to adjust 
history again, and fetch the fearful Hengist in 
search of his daughter to -Breigh Castle. There 
Aurelius and Uther capture him and sentence him 
to death. Holinshed writes that just after the 
burning of Vortiger Hengist was taken at the 
battle of Maesbell (p. 122) and beheaded ; and adds 
that there is another tradition to the effect 
that Hengist lived on for two more years ying 
at the battle of the River Dun. John Speed 
mentions that Gildas, Bede and Ethelward have no 
record at all of Hengist dying on the field. 
Holinshed's dates indicate that Vortiger died In 
1+81, and the earliest attribution of Hengist's 
death is 487, so that Middleton undoubtedly tele- 
scoped events. As for any Chronicler mentioning 
that Vortiger's first wife (called by Middleton 
Castiza) married Aurelius, if it is a fact it 
has escaped men and R. C. Bald before Lie. In the 
quarto version (1661) the play ends with Hengist's 
capture, and Bald believes this is a cut' text 
which is represented in full by the two extant 
manuscripts. The reason he gives has to do with 
the fact that Rowley' s Birth of Merlin starts 
with the marriage of Aurelius to the Saxon maid 
Artesia (p. xxxv) ; probably the two plays were put 
on in close conjunýtion at some time. 1M1y own view 
is that the manuscript ending, which establishes 
the restoration -of "Truths plantation in this Land 
for ever" (V. ii. 281+) , is taken from the Elizabethan 
5. The History of Grev. te vine (1611), p. 291. 
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romance The Aduentures of Lach e Egeria. (ca. 1585), 
at the very end of which the virtuous Egeria 
marries Travenna, the wronged lord who has return- 
ed to thrust out the corrupt Lampanus, once King 
and husband to Egeria. 
Roxena sees a frightful vision of the pois- 
oned Vortimer in the flames as she dies (V. U. 
146-149), a detail not in Holinshed or any 
Chronicle. Now the prophetic dream or vision is 
nearly always a Drelude to bloodshed, especially 
in the Italianate tradition, but not in Macbeth. 
Although R. C. Bald (p. xxii) calls attention to the 
manuscript play Fatum Vortigerni which has an 
appearance of Vortimer's ghost to Roxena, I much 
prefer to explain its presence as a faint echo 
of Lady Macbeth's terror-stricken remorse. That 
Middleton knew Macbeth seers without question when 
a parallel like the following can be adduced : 
Look like th' innocent flower, 
But be the serpent under't. 
(I. v. 64-65) 
says Lady Macbeth to her husband In regard to' 
the treacherous stabbing of Duncan which is to 
follow. Just so Hengist when dealing out knives 
for the treacherous slaughter of the British lords, 
says 
Lurke like ye snake vnder ye innocent shade Of a spread sommers leafe. 
(IV. iU. 2--25) 
Now Macbeth appears first in the Folio of 1623, 
so some explanation hüst be found of N: iddleton's 
having had an opportunity to read the play. 6 It 
seems quite probable he read it in order to introduce more witch material into it for the 
King's men, some time between writing The Witch (1614) and the appearance of Macbeth in 1623. 
Since in the opinion of others besides myself, 
6. See A G, -. me at Chesee, ed. R. C. Bald (Cambridge) 
1929), pp. 15-16, where he claims Middleton was "thoroughly familiar" with IýZacbeth. 
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Irving Ribner7 for example, Hengist is Middle- 
tQn's tragedy of ambition after Macbeth, we can 
suppose a deliberate attempt on Middleton's part 
to cultivate a type 'of drama close to Shakespeare's, 
albeit a new kind of tragedy which is not at all 
a pastiche of the master's work. 
The Aduentures of Ladle 'Egertn, by W. C. 
"Maister of Art", tells the story of a foolish 
but tyrannical monarch, Duke Lampanus. He has a 
beautiful and chaste wife, Egeria, whom he thrusts 
from him on a suspicion (implanted by the lying 
flatterer, Andromus) of adultery with Lord Travenna. 
Andromus contrives to introduce Eldorna, his sitter, 
to Lai-apanus, whom Lampanus marries, although his 
discredited wife bears him twin children whilst in 
prison. Eldol"na was a harlot even before her 
marriage to the Du;; e, and when Pasifer, another 
false counsellor of the Duke, comes to power, he 
and Eldorna cuckold Lampanus. On 14 there is an 
interesting contrast : the Duke, who has been jeal- 
ous with his virtuous wife, is ironically free 
from jealousy in the case of the licentious El- 
dorna. Likewise Vortiger is impassioned when he 
sees Castiza kiss' Constantius, but suspects nothing 
of the affair between -'ioxena and Horsus. Pasjfer 
and Eldorna eventually contrive to get Lampanus 
removed from his throne and exiled, and Rastophel, 
a son of Laripanus by Eldorna, takes over the rule. 
After multitudinous complications Lampanus does come 
to rule- again in Hetruria, only to die without 
lineage after suffering a terrible metamorphosis. 
The wronged wife, Egeria, is at the end wedded 
to Travenna, and peace and a legitimate royal 
line are restored to the dukedom. 
This fantastic Elizabethan romance contains a 
great deal more by way of digression and horror 
than I have outlined above, including the rape of 
Egeria by her son while walking alone in the 
palace grounds. It seems possible-not perhaps 
more than a possibility-that the longsuffering 
Castiza, who is not even a name in the Chron- 
icles, has a literary forebear in Egeria, whose 





7. The English History Play in the Age of Shakes- 
care (Princeton, 1957), p-259. 
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The subplot, with Simon the tanner and Oliver 
the fustian weaver, strikes the reader as on the 
whole topical and based on ordinary English mayoral- 
election procedures. R. C. Bald (p. xli) even has 
something to say about that in his excellent ed- 
ition : he believes the episode of The Cheater 
and the Clown, put on, by the group of visiting 
players in Queenborough, is remade from an "old 
rogue play". His evidence, however, is not strong 
and is also susceptible of other inter 9retations 
than the one he gives. C. R. Baskervillß iss on 
the whole, more- convincing when he draws a par- 
allel between Hengist and Bartholomew Fair (1614)2 
claiming that the Cheater and the Clown episode 
owes a good deal to the cutpurse scenes of 
Bartholomew Fair. In the scene of Simon's discom- 
fiture, says Baskervill, we have "the same general 
conception as in Bartholomew Fpir, one stupid 
clown's seeking to pit himself against cheaters, 
only to lose, and a shrewder clown's censuring 
the first and, with still greater self-confidence 
and boasting, essaying to guard against the same 
fate, only to fall a more notable victim. " For 
the incident of the meal-throwing Baskervill re- 
fers to Greene's The Second Part of Cnnny- 
catching. The rich irony of Oliver's genuine and 
helpless laughter whilst at the play is Indeed 
genial, worthy of Jonson in its humorous justice. 
But, as critics have complained, It does perhaps 
create an excess of comic relief. 
R. C. Bald (p. xviU) calls attention to the 
fact that Alleyn owned a play called Va lte¢. er 
which was performed as new on + December 1596, 
and he goes on to add that "one can, in fact, find certain passgges in Middleton's text that 
can reasonably be held to support the view that 
he [based his work on an old play]. " In add- 
ition to this evidence from within the text, 
there is some external evidence which hints that 
Bald's contention is right. In Edward Pudsey's 
manuscript commonplace book9 (completed by 1612) 
there are, sandwiched between quotations from two 
plays10 of 1601 or 1602 (fol. 86), some uniden-tified 
8. "Some Parallels to Bartholomew Fair " MP, VI 
(1903), 124-125. 
9. Bodleian ms. Eng. Poet. d-3- 10. Heywood's How a man may choose a good rife 
from a bad (1602) and Blurt blaster Constable (1602). 
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playscraps. Two at least loot; as if they might 
have been part of an earlier version of the 
c: Cant Hengist : 
Strip my purpose stark naked : ... Though wee 
misse yow wee shall not. misse excuses. 
Compare Hengist III. ii. 6+ and IV. ii. 115-117 : 
To strip my wordes as naked as my purpose ... 1 Lady : Yor grace, 
Hearing our lust excuses will not say soe 
Vort : Well whats yor lust excuse, y'are nere 
without som.... 
Pudsey seems to -have been copying scraps f±om 
a play now lost, in vogue about 1601 or 1602. 
Henslowe bought a play on the Vortiger theme 
from Alleyn for two pounds at the end of 1601, 
and that is the last mention of it in the 
D' a. r . Hence it is at least probable that Middle- ton used a further, dramatic, source, which . we 
no longer have access to. Yet Hengist., Kin-, of Kent is 'a great deal 
more than the sum totcl of its Chronicle. sources 
and its comic scenes. It is a drama of two am- 
bitious men and their failure to hold out against 
emotional forces. Hengist, the heathen, is perhaps 
not such a pathetic figure as Vortiger, for Hen- 
gist's treachery does bid' fair to bring him a 
more or less permanent reward, whereas Vortiger's 
to his wife is an impulse to submit to decadent 
desires controlled by others who can gain from 
it. The women that these men love and die for 
are quite starkly contrasted, a more direct con- 
trast than Middleton was to make in the other 
tragedies. Ho: ena is the destructive minx, so fair 
that Vortiger is smitten with desire for her on 
her first appearance in England ; and as a -result 
of being able to dissemble, more dangerous to 
Vortiger's state and well-being than Hengist or 
Horsus. In the end, she Is more impiously wicked 
than Lady' Macbeth, becoming afraid only in the 
face of death 'itself for her murderous activities. 
So much is added to the historical material, 
including all the blank verse (none of which re- 
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duces Holinshed's prose to pentameters in the 
manner Shakespeare occasionally does), that one 
could pursue the development from a few hints of 
no less than half-a-dozen characters. To do this, 
however, would be to miss the point of what has 
happened in this play. The growth of the main 
charycters into various types of human beings, 
seeking, getting, desiring and failing, far ex- 
ceeds the extent to which any earlier characters 
of Middleton had assumed existence separable from 
a dramatic action. done of the main protagonists 
exists for plot convenience, and Constantius and 
Horsus have command of an extraordinary poetry ; 
these two men are the least concerned with place 
and power, though in very different ways, and 
repeatedly counterpoint, with their evocations of 
eternity or futility, the ambitions of Vortiger, 
Hengist and Hoxena. Constantius reminds Vortiger 
of the necessary illusion on which mankind rests: 
his felicity : 
Theirs nothing makes man ffeele his miseries, 
But knowledge only [ ;3 reason that is placd 
For mans director, is his chiefe aflicter.... 
(I. 1.157-159) 
In the terrible last scene of retribution, Vortiger 
will learn the horror of "knowledge", and discover 
"strange new found ruin" in his reason (V. jj. 1-9). 
Constantius had also prophetically said, of divine 
light, that it "May be the fire to borne you" 
(I. i. 72), and had he been a little more crusading 
as a preacher, he might have attained the status 
of a John the Baptist, this monk who compares 
his early manhood to that of a man who has "his 
years Come to him / In a rough desert" (I. i. 133- 
134) , and whose head , 
is presented to Vortiger 
when every other way of breaking his spirit has 
failed. 
Horsus' sense of man's futile striving Is 
considerably more wry and even mildly cynical, 
as when he reflects on Vortiger's ambition to 
enjoy Roxena : 
e 
euery one has his toye 
While he hues here : sorge men delight in Building, 
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A tricke of Babell & will nere be left.... 
(IV. iii. 160-162) 
Babel, anarchy, destruction ; Horsus is an anar- 
chist in the final analysis. who destroys Roxena's 
chastity, Castiza's honour, Vortiger's rationality, 
and lastly himself. He is perhaps like Allwie, 
save that he has political power and that the 
thought of Roxena's relationship with Vortiger 
shakes him emotionally with more violence than 
Sir Walter's with Mistress Allwit shakes Allwit. 
In view of the likeness of Hengist to Mac- 
both it would be pleasant to believe that the 
play was prepared for the King's men ; yet R. C. 
Bald (pp. xx-xxi and xhviii), because of the appear- 
ance of the names of three actors in the manu- 
scripts not known to have been King's men, puts 
forward the view that the play only later came 
to belong; to them. The company that first acted 
the play may well have been the Lady Elizabeth's 
men, and if Middleton did use the old play of 
Va . tege 
it suggests that either he had a hand 
in the original Admiral's play, or that relations 
with the organization were still amicable enough 
for him to make use of a play no longer on 
the boards. If the old play did remain with 
the original troupe; now the Palsgrave's or 
King of Bohemia's company, it must have been 
burnt in 1621 when the Fortune, with apparel 
and playbooks, went up in flames. On 20 March 
1617/18 a new licence was granted to the Lady 
Elizabeth's company, but, says Bentley, 1 "in 
spite of the statement of the licence that the 
company might perform in London, they can be 
traced only in the provinces for the next four 
years. ' Some company, perhaps the King's men, 
possibly put Heng* st on before the Court, if 
the Revels Office scrap means that the plays 
mentioned were under consideration for such an 
honour. In the end Shakespeare's old company 
did acquire and perform this play, which a mo- 
dern critic can see as peculiarly fitted for 
the kind of acting the company must have learnt 
from interpreting Shakespeare's great tragedies. 
Not only that, but it became a popular play 
and Simon a figure of a celebrity sufficient 
11. The Jacobean and Caroline Stage, I, 181. 
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to collect sayings around hin which he never 





l, nnd, Scotlande , and Irele nd (1577) 
Robert Fabyan ' The Chronicle of Fab an ; (1516) ? Valteger, a lost 
play ; ? hints from W. C. The Aduen- t tures of Ladie Egeria, ca. 1 585). 
Ben Jonson, Bartholomew Fair (1614)o 
As Hengist is essentially a tragedy of ambition, 
so Women Beware Women, after a shift of locale 
to the civilised era of Renaissance princes, is 
an examination of the use of power and wealth. 
Ambition still figures a good deal in Women Be- 
wareWomen) but the society in which it operates 
is so much more stable than the early British 
one that it works itself out through corruption. 
Indeed, the Florentine society is stagnant ; we 
find no artisans or aspirants for civic power 
as in Hens st, and we hear only contemptuous al- 
lusions to trade and noticing of conquest. Women 
Beware Woraen is only, by special license a tragedy, 
since its mode is consistently comic and didactic. 
So many critics have called 1-Iiddleton to book for 
having mismanaged the ending-"a careful and ser- 
ious play which fools five actors to the top of 
the bent and then dashes them by reverting to 
the ancient Tragedy of Blood, " says W. Bridges- 
Adams1 e-that an investigation of the sources is 
of crucial importance in helping to decide whether 
the tragic masque-finale is comic as I believe 
it is, or whether it is just botched Srpanis- 
TrsA edy-cum-Hamlet. For the rest of the play, 
although there is some dissent, there is more or 
less general agreement that it represents a totally 
new direction in English drama, a lead so bril- 
liant that only the slightest comprehension was 
made of it for two centuries to come. 
p 
12. The Irresistjble Theatre, (London) 1957), I1 269. 
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For Middleton is beginning to garner " in 
the- harvest of his extensive abilities as a 
playwright, and to apply with skill the techni- 
ques learned over twenty years. The blending of 
the plot materials alone is the result of great 
care and ingenuity, and in general the stagecraft 
is imaginative and effective ; having - been involved 
in "a production of the play, 
I feel safe in 
making these judgments. Perhaps, however, the 
most surprising feature of the play is its 
naturalness and conversational speech, a speech 
which totally disguises the considerable reading 
that has gone into the play. Italian history, 
a French novella, some knowledge of the tradi- 
tion of the "allegorical use of chess (which 
Fletcher drew on about the same time, 1622, 
for III. iv. of The Spanish Curate13), some know- 
ledge of the pastoral and of mythology (neither 
of which Middleton uses much in his writing, 
though here they are employed with great soph- 
istication), and Biblical allusion : all go to 
create the texture of this exceptional play. 
In addition, there is the use of Shakespearean- 
style imagery, which seems organic to the dram- 
. atic situations, 
in the constant talk of storms, 
foul weather, calm and shelter. 
The date, which bears a good deal on the 
sources, is extremely problematic, the limits 
being 1613-1627, acco riding to the sýaims of the 
most recent scholars. i G. E. Bentley, at the end 
of his discussion, remarks that no-one (in 
print) has looked into the question of the 
sources available for the story of Hippölito and 
13. See Margery Fisher's edition of Women Beware 
Women, unpublished University of Oxford dis- 
sertation (1937), pp. 102-105 of the "Intro- 
duction and Notes. " 
14. Jackson I. Cope, "The Date of Middleton's Women 
Beware Women, " MLN, L0XVI (1961), 295-300, 
has produced evidence to push back the date 
to 1613, and G. E. Bentley, in The Jacobean 
and Caroline Stage, IV, 905-907, shows that 
a date very close to the end of Middleton's life is tenable. 
15. The Jacobean and Caroline Stage, IVY 907. 
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Isabella, which seem to be three in number until 
it is realised that one of these is a ghost. l6 
The two definite dates for the sourcebook and 
its English translation are 1610 and 1628. Until 
this investigation is rä: Qde, "? 1621" must remain 
on several grounds the best working date. 17 
Baldwin Maxwell 18 without knowing that Mal- 
espini was Middletoni s chief source of knowledge 
for Bianca Capello (1548-1587) and her career, 
said that "the fullness of Middleton's acquain- 
tance with the story and the minuteness of some 
of his details suggest ... that when he departed 
from the known facts, he did so with deliber- 
ate intent. " This is a revealing comment, and 
helpful in appreciating the art of this play. 
Maxwell gives the real age of Francesco, Duke 
of Florence, (151+1-1587) at his meeting with 
Bianca as twenty-two, whereas Middleton makes 
him fifty-five. Any romance, then, which there 
was in the original events, any generosity, 
vanishes under the analysis of lust and ambition 
Middleton wants to make. There can be no com- 
promise with and no blurring of the evil of 
the adultery. 
The account of Bianca Capello and Francesco 
de' Medici, who become Grand Duke of Florence 
In 1571+ (although he had been at the head of 
his father's government for some years before 
his father, Cosimo, died), which we can piece 
together from Malespini and Fynes Morison is 
not necessarily Middleton's source of information ; Middleton was City Chronologer from 6 September 
1620 onwards, and might well have taken an 
interest in foreign accounts supplied by those 
in touch with Italian affairs. Yet these are 
the materials scholars have worked with, and for 
a reader of novelle like Middleton, the use of 
16. Samuel Schoenbaum perpetrated the error of 
a 1620 version of Meslier on p.. 112 of his 
Middleton's Tragedies ; but see p. 257 of the 
same -Du. 
17. See also my note to The Triumohs of Truth 
in Chapter Eight, which bears on the date. 
18. "The Date of Middleton's Women Beware Women, " 
M' zz (19)-3) , 339. 
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Malespini seems especially probable. Karl Christ, 
in his Quellenstudien, was the first to trace 
the use of the Bianca story, and in many ways 
his is the best account. Nevertheless, I shall 
also draw on Samuel Schoenbaum's chapter in 
his Middleton's Tragedies, and on Margery Fish- 
er's section in her edition of Women Betaare 
Women. Cello Malespini has two consecutive nov- 
elle, 84 and 85, of Part II of his Dvcento 
Novelle Del Signor Celio Nialesnini (Venice, 1609) 
devoted to Bianca, Pietro Buonaventura and Fran- 
cesco de' Medici. He also has another, novella 
24 of Part II, devoted to "an elaborate scien- 
tific joke played on Francesco and his court by 
Bianca at Poggio a Cajano, " wUch deceived ilar- 
gory Fisher into thinking this was all there 
was in the volume concerning Hiddleton's heroine. 
For her thesis, this is nothing short of cala- 
mitous, but from the point of view of scholar- 
ship's gains, she was therefore encouraged to 
look further afield. 
Middleton's play begins when Bianca and 
her husband, Leantio, have just arrived in Flor- 
ence : 
0 fair-ey' d Florence, 
Didst thou but know what a most matchless jewel 
Thou now art mistress of ... I (I. 1.161-163) 
says Leantio. Before this event much has happen- 
ed, the account of which occupied the first 
pa ff e-and-a-half of Malespini' s 8ý+t h novella. Pietro 
Buonaventura, a Florentine, was working in Venice 
for the Bank of the Salviati as a cashier. Op- 
posite lived Bianca Capello, in the wealthy 
Capello household, and in time Pietro fell in 
love with her. She believed he was someone im- 
portant in the Bank's management, and so began 
to reciprocate his affection. With a marriage 
offer from Pietro, Bianca, who had looked on 
him from the first "with a sympathetic and 
lascivious eye", soon became his mistress. Only 
a trustworthy matron, a servant of the Capello 
household, was let into the secret. The means 
of the illicit lovemaking consisted in Bianca's 
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visiting Pietro in his rooms, having left open 
a door of the Capello mansion whereby she could 
slip back in at first light. One morning she 
was unable to re-enter ; the baker, meaning well, 
had closed the door, and the matron could not 
be roused. Pietro decided on flight to Florence, 
and with Bianca dressed in serge, they took a 
boat out of Venice. 
Now although we hear nothing of these events 
in Women Bet, rn re Women, merely of the "theft" (I. 
1.37) of Bianca and of Leantio's marriage to 
the girl before any intimacy took place, two 
points are worth noticing as they probably impress- 
ed Middleton : firstly Bianca's sensuality, even 
as a virgin, and the desire she has for cash 
and status, a desire which governs her sensuality ; 
and secondly Pietro's weakness, for if the. baker 
had not closed the door, he would have gone 
on as before enjoying Bianca, letting; her think 
he was a man of some consequence, but content 
to do without children for convenience's sake. 
Pietro, in any case, had simply not looked ahead. 
These two facets of character govern the conduct 
of Leantio and Bianca in Middleton's play. 
At the Buonaventura house everything was 
starkly changed, for . Pietro'. 5 father was going 
through a financially low period. The maidservant 
had to be dismissed on the arrival of the two 
extra mouths to feed, and Bianca had to step 
in and help because the mother was old and 
feeble. Moreover, Bianca was constrained to keep 
inddors on account of the threat of what would 
happen if the two fugitives were caught. Karl 
Christ19 points out that the wretched life of 
Bianca in the Buonaventura household is unhistor- 
icall so that Malespini either invented it or 
was misinformed. Middleton further changes history 
by suppressing the elder Buonaventura, no doubt 
because he would be a hindrance to the gulling 
of Leant io' s mother. 
Middleton starts out with the unusual plan 
of beginning a play with a marriage rather than 
ending with one. I. i. is largely devoted to 
dialogue since Middleton does not take us beyond 
19. ßuellenstudien, p. 522 n. 3. 
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visiting Pietro in his rooms, having left open 
a door of the Capello mansion whereby she could 
slip back in at first light. One morning she 
was unable to re-enter ; the baker, meaning well, 
had closed the door, and the matron could not 
be roused. Pietro decided on flight to Florence, 
and with Bianca dressed in serge, they took a 
boat out of Venice. 
Now although we hear nothing of these events 
in Women Bei%mre Women, merely of the "theft" (I. 
i. 37) of Bianca and of Leantio! s marriage to 
the girl before any intimacy took place, two 
points are worth noticing as they probably impress- 
ed Middleton : firstly Bianca's sensuality, even 
as a virgin, and the desire she has for cash 
and status, a desire which governs her sensuality ; 
and secondly Pietro's weakness, for if the. baker 
had not closed the door, he would have gone 
on as before enjoying Bianca, letting her think 
he was a man of some consequence, but content 
to do without children for convenience's sake. 
Pietro, in any case, had simply not looked ahead. 
These two facets of character govern the conduct 
of Leantio and Bianca in Middleton's play. 
At the Buonaventura house everything was 
starkly changed, for Pietro'. $ father was going 
through a financially low period. The maidservant 
had to be dismissed on the arrival of the two 
extra mouths tb feed, and Bianca had to step 
in and help because the mother was old and 
feeble. Moreover, Bianca was constrained to keep 
inddors on account of the threat of what would 
happen if the two fugitives were caught. Karl 
Christ19 points out that the wretched life of 
Bianca in the Buonaventura household is unhistor- 
ical, so that Nalespini either invented it or 
was misinformed. I°1iddleton further changes history 
by suppressing the elder Buonaventura, no doubt 
because he would be a hindrance to the gulling 
of Leantio's mother. 
Middleton starts out with the unusual plan 
of beginning a play with a marriage rather than 
ending with one. I. i. is largely devoted to 
dialogue since Middlöton does not take us beyond 
19. Quellenstudien, p. 52, n. 3. 
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the arrival of the couple and the establishment 
of the poverty Bianca must accustom herself to. 
But she is not discouraged, either in Malespini 
or in Women Beware Women : 
Kind mother, there is nothing can be wanting 
To her that does enjoy all her desires 
(I. i. 126-127) 
she assures Leantio's mother. But much of the 
dialogue belongs to Leantio, dialogue which re- 
veals a -querulous and self-absorbed way of almost talking to himself. 20 Middleton roots the weakness 
of Pietro in IMialespini very firmly in the utter- 
ance he gives Leantio. II. ii. is given over to 
setting in motion the subplot, and we return to 
the Malespini narrative again In I-111. Leantio 
is about to leave on business :a notable develop- 
ment of the source material, since in fleeing 
from Venice Pietro had of course lost his employ- 
ment. I1alespini merely moves straight on to the 
business of the Grand Duke's first glimpse of 
Bianca without r-ference to Pietro's whereabouts, 
but Xiddleton has to remove Leantio because, in 
keeping with his characterisation of Leantio's 
commercial outlook, it would have been impossible, 
for him to be at home and permit Bianca to 
be seen by the Duke. In Nalespini, "the eyes 
of the one and the other meet", and Bianca 
immediately pulls down the shade in alarm. The 
harm done is a matter of much more uncertainty 
in Women Beware Women, and in fact the Mother 
dismisses the sinister possibility of the Duke's 
having seen Bianca most complacently (I. iii. 109- 
114). Again Middleton is working back- from in- 
dications later supplied by Malespini, since 
signora Buonaventura is not present, let alone 
delineated yet. 
In II. ii. Middleton gives us the other 
side of the picture -resulting from the glance 
20. Or, as T. B. Tomlinson puts it "He is one 
of the people in Middleton who, for all 
their careful 'factorship' , simply cannot stop talking" (A Stud of Elizabethan and 
Jacobean Tragedy [Cambridge, 196419 p-167). 
() 
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the Duke directed towards the poor house near 
St. Nark's Temple. Livia and Guardiano are talk- 
ing over the Duke's desire to see the girl again, 
and their motive for helping the Duke is profit. : 
'Twould prove but too much worth in wealth and 
favour 
To those should work his peace. 
(II. U. 24-25) 
Now Francesco had a tutor, a Spaniard named 11Kon- 
dragone, who had belonged first in the service 
of Cosimo, Francesco's father, and it is to this 
man that he goes for help. Mondragone in turn 
applies to his wife, because she is friendly 
with Pietro's mother, who unsuspectingly retails 
the whole story (f. 276v). Gradually various ob- 
jections are overcome : Bianca, it seems, lacks 
clothes good enough to venture out in, but 
I: ondragone's wife can supply these ; Pietro would 
not allow its and in any case Bianca is happy 
with her lot ; but Nondragone' s wife insists she 
can send her coach and safely entertain the two 
Signore Buonaventura. The old women having pro- 
mised to do the best she can, men-ions to Bian- 
ca Mondragone's status as Francesco's favourite 
and the fact that there might well be a safe- 
conduct to be gained out of t heii' visit. 
Signore Buonaventura is clearly the good-hearted 
soul who In her desire to get on well with 
people loses sight of her dignity, and who is 
impressed by wealthier people to such an extent 
that she will recommend their cause as if -it 
were her own. She does not see that the rich 
seldom hobnob with the poor without some inter- 
ested motive. Bianca beautifully anatomises this 
excessive readiness to comply in a later speech : 
Why, here's an old wench would trot into a bawd 
now 
For so'e dry socket, or a colt in march-pane. 
(III. 1.269-270) 
Middleton has other means at his disposal for 
demonstrating the cynicism and deviousness of 
Livia and Uuardiano, for In the middle of II. ii. he brings in. the foolish old man Fabricio, at 
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whom the pair covertly mock and jeer. These 
two are not ho:: cvpr married (both having lost 
their spouses), though they work excellently. as 
a team. Livia has several other functions in 
the drama, and so she is freed from any matri- 
monial bond. She subtly gets the information 
she wants out of the Mother, by setting a chess- 
board up and delaying her from getting home to 
Bianca. The old woman is then forced to admit 
that she has something on her mind. This chess 
game has considerable significance, It hink : "In 
many romances, " says H. J. R. Týurray, 21 "... the 
predilection for chess is represented as one of 
the things wx!. ich distinguished the noble from the 
merchant, and one which the merchant could 
neither understand nor appreciate-in short, a sign 
of blue blood. "22 Not that Middleton is over- 
stepping the bounds of probability in making the 
old woman able to play chess, for Murray says 
in the some place that a general knowledge of 
chess can be assumed for England, Spain and 
Italy in the Middle Ages, although George Owen? 3 
in 1603 spoke of tkiis accomplishment as usual 
only "in ancient times" among the plain plough- 
men. The old Mother is no match for Livia, 
and makes many mistakes, even handling the wrong 
pieces UI- U-304) in this noblewoman's game. 
Bianca is sent for to attend on Livia, 
but the safe-conduct incentive is not used. 
Middleton now begins to follow IvIalespini more 
closely than. at any time, although shifting 
the whole key of the events towards greater 
tension and treachery. To begin with, Malespini's 
Bianca is much less willing to come than MMIid- 
dleton's. Mondragone himself is an experienced 
dissembler, and promises Bianca' politely that the 
Duke will almost certainly help her. Then his 
wife takes her by the hand and leads her off 
to see tue palace ; she reckons Pietro's mother 
is too infirm on her feet to make the tour. 
21. A Htstý of Chess. (Oxford, 1962), pp. 1+39- " 22. Murray also. " states " that the game was cor- dially disliked by the Puritans. 
23. Cited fron Murray, p. 4LF1'. 
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Finally Bianca is let into a most beautiful 
little room, in which there is the finest of 
beds, and whose windows look out onto a. delight- 
ful garden. La I1ondragona then makes an excuse 
about finding; keys to show Bianca some clothes, 
and leaves the stage clear for the Duke. The 
apprehensive girl can only fall on her knees 
before him and plead she has lost everything 
save her honour. The Duke raises her, and tells 
her that far from having encountered one who 
will stain her honour, she has found a protector. 
Without harming her, the Duke leaves behind a 
shaken and ashen Bianca ; much to the amusement 
of La Mandragona, who presently comes beck and 
explains that making people jump, notably girls, 
is the Duke's favourite joke. Nalespini writes 
at this point as if he intended to wind up 
the whole tale of Bidnca in Novella 81+, for in 
the space of a few lines he relates how the 
Duke and Bianca became lovers, and in the end 
husband and wife. All this jumps several moves 
ahead of events in Novollo 85, and rt her suM'. 
rnarily leaves Pietro's reactions, Pietro's mother 
and IMýondragone in the air. 
In II. ii. 2++7ff. , I'1iddleton utilises this 
material with the utmost brilliance. via keeps 
the old woman occupied. at the chess2 and sends 
Guardiano on the tour. with Bianca. This handing 
of the young wife from stranger to stranger is 
decidedly more sinister, and in any case Middle- 
ton's Livia has in this way sold her soul suf- 
ficiently when the final retribution comes. Guar- 
diano's damnable craft extends to shoving Bianca 
"naked pictures by the way" (II- U-1+08). The 
climax of the visit to the palace's rooms is 
to be the monument, a phallic joke typical of 
Middleton at his sharpest. When Bianca emerges 
from her seduction, she affirms that she has 
certainly seen the "monument and all" (II. ii. 456). 
Leantio unwittingly uses the image again in his 
last- speech to Bianca, when he says it is as 
21+. A chess game which is perfectly playable " I know at least one reconstructed game which 
will fit the data Middleton gives. 
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stupid to try to enlighten her as to lead 
blind folks to see the Monuments, for not the 
slightest good can come of such folly (IV. 1.97- 
98). The chess game, as is frequently noted, corn- 
mcnts on the action going on upstairs ; Livia is 
symbolically playing with the black pieces. The 
black duke (or rook) must be Francesco, the white 
pawn Leantio ; the black king may stand for some- 
thing more abstract, Satan or Evil perhaps, and 
the white king Simplicity or Innocence. Guardiano 
"discovers" the Duke, and vanishes. Francesco is 
a much more sophisticated and single-minded char- 
acter In Middleton's hands, but then his goal 
is immediate seduction and he cannot promise that 
Bianca will leave with honour unstained. Wealth 
and honour are what the Duke is offering, ex- 
cept that it is a species of "honour"' newly- 
defined in the corrupt terms of-the court. 
Middleton gives us both the events and 
the effects, unlike Malespini. Leantio's mother 
will remain in the action for a little while 
yet, to drop out when she has proved to be 
morally compromised by the Court banquet ; Guar- 
diano's interests will be ironically betrayed by 
the some woman whom he assisted in the betrayal 
of Bianca, and Leantio's bitter resentment will 
be the seed of the destruction which spreads to 
choke them all. Middleton even gives us Bianca 
coming downstairs after her forced submission, 
including a reaction which is very complex in- 
deed. Shock, rationalisation, bitterness, and fear 
are all mingled together in her long speech (II. 
ii. 425-449). Bianca, in her confusion, is close 
to inner moral inversion, twisting the Christian 
sentence : "to love the sinner and hate the sin"25 
into "lik[ing] the treason well, but hat[ing\ 
the traitor. " Middleton can have none of the 
polite agreement, the laissez-faire, which Males- 
pini's couple come to, but accepts a more Cal- 
vinistic view in his passionate conviction that 
adultery and infidelity bring about moral dis- 
order and destroy society. 
25. I. e. a Christian proverb : see The Oxford 
Dictionary of English Proverbs. (Oxford,. 9 ) 
p. 282.... 
After the brilliance of II. ii., Middleton 
begins to show this disorder at work in his very 
next scene. The focus is on Leantio this time, 
who is due home from - his out-of-town business. 
When we begin to follow Novella 85 of Malespini, 
we find Leantio's counterpart, Pietro, has indeed 
moved into the spotlight. The Duke has made him 
Keeper of the Wardrobe, and given to him *a 
fine palace in the Via Naggior for himself and 
Bianca. At night the Duke is accustomed to sleep 
with Bianca in Pietro's house, and like Pietro 
in earlier days, go home before first light. 
But Bianca had by no means lost her love for 
Pietro, especially since he was 'a young and 
handsome fellow. 
This arrangement suggests to the modern mind 
that Pietro was a base, unprincipled character, 
who in some way lacked a normal sense of pos- 
sessiveness. It soon appeared to all Florence 
that he was a selfish and self-esteeming liber- 
tine, which the small authority he had been given 
swelled beyond bounds. Among his many mistresses, 
he became especially infatuated with the beautiful 
widow Cassandra Buongiani, of the di Ricci family. 
When his suit to her was successful, he simply 
ignored the urgent need for discretion, a need 
rendered all the more urgent because of the touchy 
concept of family honour ; for Cassandra's family 
was a noble one, and her brochcrs were prepared 
to kill to preserve thst nobility's honour. Schoen- 
baum nowhere makes the point that If anyone in 
Malespini's two novelu. can be looked upon with 
some sympathy, it Is Pietro cocking a snook at 
the pompous di Ricci family's enormous pride in 
their honour. He does it to their faces, with 
temerity, recklessly, and makes no secret of the 
fact that he is lying regularly with Cassandra. 
Schoenbeum makes Malespini's Pietro sound like an 
ungrateful boor, but really he is the most or- 
iginal of the lot. The Duke may be discreet, 
but that certainly does not make up for the 
fact that his liaison with Bianca is adultery 
(doubly so, since. he wqs married to Johanna of 
Austria until 1578). 
232- 
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Alexander - Dyce26 made the comment that "the 
earlier events in [Biancas] history, and in that 
of Bianca of the tragedy, have a sort of resem- 
blance, " and when we compare i-Iiddleton's management 
of Leantio and Bianca, and the widow Livia, in 
the central scenes III. i. and III. ii., "a sort 
of resemblance" is the correct expression of 
their relation to IIalespini. Since La Mondragona 
in Malespini has been discarded, Middleton must 
find a new röle for Livia ; he solves it bril- 
liantly by giving her the part Cassandra Buon- 
giani has in Novella 85. Leantio comes home to 
find his wife disaffectionate, critical, and jeer- 
ing towards his old Mot her : 
Troth, you speak wondrous well for y 
here ; 
'Twill shortly fall down at your fee 
Or stoop, when you go to bed, like a 
To ask you blessing. 
(III. i. ß+2-i+5) 
She will not even kiss her husband, and she says 
she cannot understand Leantio's wish to remain 
with one woman. The practise of kissing she calls 
sentimental ;a fortnight's dalliance is sufficient 
for anyone. Middleton cannot separate the change 
in Bianca's experience from its effect upon Lean. - tio and her marriage. Contrary to the changes 
hinted at in Malespini, it is Bianca who becomes 
arrogant and Leantio who suffers. 
Middleton's method of sealing the intimacy 
between Bianca and the Duke into habituation is 
to have her invited to a banquet at Livia's. 
house. ' Leantto tries to prevent his wife from 
attending, but contemptuously she pushes him 
aside. The Duke, however, wants. Leantio also 
present, in order to reward him and settle his 
objections, if any exist. The reward is the 
captainship of Rovans citadel, 
a place of credit, 
I must confess, but poor ; my factorship 
Shall not exchange means with't : 'he that died 
26. Quoted from Bullen, VI, 236. 
well for your old house 
at your feet to thanks you, 
bed, like a good child, 
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last in't, 
He was no drunkard, yet he died a beggar. (III. i&. 3+3-346) 
Pietro was given the Keeper of the Wardrobe's 
place, a worthy "bit to stay the stomach" but 
Middleton's Duke has merely given Leantio this 
unknown fortress (it might be Rovezzano, three 
miles east of Florence). 26 Leantio has no cwse 
for satisfaction-yet ; for he has to endure the 
spectacle of his wife being kissed by the Duke 
and finally whisked away at the end of the ban- 
quet o the ducal palace. Then Livia, in. her 
new role as I'Ialespini's Cassandra, ironically real- 
izes who he is and seduces him with the promise 
of "worldly treasure". It is this compromise, 
more than any other, which prevents Leantjo from 
being the moral hero of Women Beware Women. The 
darkness of the play is complete at this point, 
and the relationships almost static. Middleton 
obviously needed to look for a fresh character 
to force the tragic perip teia, and in the fig- 
of Ferdinand, the Car i, nal who condemns he ure 
status quo. insofar as it concerns Bianca and" 
Francesco, he finds him. 
I'Iiddleton doubles the need for the removal 
of Leantio by both following ivialespini and " intro- 
ducing the Lord Ferdinand from contemporary accounts. 
Pietro earns his demise in Malespini by baiting 
the di Riccis once too often. The man who most 
objects: is the young Roberto di Ricci who tries 
to get Cassandra to control Pietro's impudent 
outbursts. The Duke's protection of Bianca is, 
however, the main obstacle to repressing Pietro 
by force. Nalespini has much space to devote to 
this problem of discretion, but as it mainly 
consists of admonitions and replies of one sort 
or another, it is rather undramatic. There follow 
two final dramatic % scenes : one in which Pietro 
so upsets Bianca that she becomes overwrought, 
and another in which Roberto di Ricci and his 
27. So Margery Fisher, p. 81. It would be inter- 
esting to find the account, or map even, 
that gave this detail to Middleton. 
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young gentleman thugs ambush and murder Pietrol 
Middleton adapts both of these. Pietro is in his 
most malicious modd when he insults Bianca, call- 
ing her "an old cow of a whore.. " After, in 
addition, making mock of di Ricci outside Holy 
Trinity church it pistol-point, the end is near 
for Pietro. 
Pietro had spent the night with the lovely 
widow, and was going home at first light through 
the empty streets. In an alley which was a mere 
stone's throw from the door of his apartment, di 
. aicci and 
his friends, twelve in all, attacked 
hira. He defended himself with sword and pistol, 
but apart from wounding di aicci in the head with 
his sword, could not reply to the violence which 
"splattered his brains on the wall. " Bianca was 
reduced to a state of hysterical distraction by 
the news, and felt suicidal. She was quieted by 
the Duke, and in 1578, six years after this in- 
cident, he married her. But the delay was occas- 
ioned only by the presence of Johanna, Francesco's 
wife, until her death in 1578. Cassandra died 
the night after Pietro, murdered by two men. 
With this last piece of information drily rendered, 
Halespini closes his second novella. He has no- 
thing to say at all about Ferdinand de' Medici 
(151+9-1609), who became Duke in 1587. 
In IV. i. Bianca comes onstoce fully estab- 
lished in her court quarters, with an entourage 
of ladies. When she is alone, Leantio enters to 
her, not from home, but from his mistress widow, 
Livia. He has come to show off to her, and to 
insult her. Pietro, however, would have been 
ashamed of Leantio's adolescent need to prove his 
intimacy with Livia before the much more self- 
restrained Bianco. Not that Niddlcton's Bianca 
cares very much whet happens to her former part- 
ner ; but when he threatens her, as Pietro threa- 
tens his wife with cutting her throat at one 
point, she is just a little out of her depth. 
As soon as the Duke hears of Lesntio's visit, 
he is ready to set on one of Livia's kinsmen 
to murder him. Middleton's Bianca knows about this, unlike Nalespini's Bianca, and is prepared for it to take place. She is the most studied, 
most credible example of the portraits of sex- 
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ually experienced women who control their men, 
and she sees her husband put away with no more 
qualms than are aroused by her female nature. 
Livia is one of Middleton's older women, a widow, 
who, like Mistress Newcut of Your Five Gallants, 
is willing to pay for her pleasure. Hippolito, 
Livia's brother, Is sent for and when he leaves 
after hearing of his sister's affair, the Italian 
concept of honour has persuaded him of the nec- 
essity of removing Leantio. For Leantio is too 
base for the court ; there is an element of blind 
snobbery about Hippolito which is not present 
in Roberto di Ricci, who killed for a better rea- 
son. 
In the same scene Ferdinand enters with 
lights, with "serious business / Fix'd ih his 
look" (IV. i. 182--1.83). To my mind this interview 
between the brothers should take place before 
Francesco comes in to discover that Leantio has 
been braving Bianca. This Cardinal is very much 
Middleton's own creation, owing nothing to the 
Ferdinand of history, who was "sayde to be of 
good and sounde Judgment, affable, and mercifully 
disposed, and in matters of loue to desyre the 
first gathering of the nose, but neuer after 
to care for the tree. "2 The whole scene, 11. 
186-267, is built around two Biblical scriptures, 
namely 
at the rebuke of flue, shall ye flee, till ye 
be left as a beacon vpon the top of a mountaine, 
and as an ensigne on a hill. 
(Isaiah XXX, 17) 
(The context of this scripture is most interes- 
ting, since it deals with putting trust in 
false ideals and in being exposed in an eminent, 
not to say lonely, position. ) The second scrip- 
tore is : 
Yee are the light of the world. A citie that 
is set on an hill, cannot be hid. 
(S. Matthew V, 14-16) 
The lights are set down low, and the Cardinal 
28.. Shakespeare's Europe[, I Unnurbl tshed Chapters of 
Fynes Moryson's Itinerary, ed. Charles Hughes (London, 1903), p. 96. 
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goes on to speak about Francesco's -moral respon- 
sibility 
Every sin thou coriraitt'st shows like a flame 
Upon a mountain, 'tis seen far about. 
(IV. x.. 209- 210) 
Without going into detail-there are five more 
lines of this particular simile--it is enough to 
say that after the Cardinal's symbolic light-bear-' 
ing, all the lives of the characters are brought 
out into the light. For in IV. ii. the sun is 
up and Hippolito waiting for his victim. Without 
much ado he challenges Leantio and slays him. 
From this point on the credit for the working- 
out of the deaths and their causes is Middleton's. 
He stays reasonably close to history in the 
destruction of Francesco and Bianca, but Livia 
dies in a manner very unlike that of Cassandra. 
She is poisoned by Isabella, a woman she has 
deceived. 
What Middleton's authorities were for the 
entertainment on the wedding-night and for the 
rumour of the mistaken poisoning at Poggio 6 Cajano 
no-one can be sure. In 1578 Francesco and Bianca 
were married, and in 1587 they died on the 19th 
and 20th October respectively. Karl Christ reports 
that on 12 October 1579 Ferdinand spoke strongly 
against his brother ; and these three events are 
re-arranged so that the Cardinal's attack comes 
first, then the marriage celebration (a pastoral 
"device"), and finally the poisonings.. In IV. iii. 
the Cardinal stops the wedding procession to de- 
nounce the form Francesco's repentance has taken ; 
the historical Cardinal Ferdinand was much more 
concerned to see to it that Bianca did not try 
to pass off Antonio, an illegitimate son by Fran- 
cesco, as successor to the throne, of Florence. 
Middleton's Cardinal is a disinterested Christian V 
preacher, a man of great gravity and insight, 
who does not believe that marrying one's whore 
is necessarily an improvement. In V. i. Guardiano 
is seen preparing for the marriage entertainments 
at 1.90 this pastoral, complete with dilemma after 
the manner of Sidney and Fletcher, begins. Bianca 
and Francesco had been entertained on their wedding 
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night in 1579 by a symbolical tournament Involv- 
ing Persian knights, which was lavishly produced ; 
later Cosimo Gaci published an account under the 
title Poetics 
- 
Dýscri t Lone d' intorno all' invention-i 
aella e 
del Palagio de' Pstti in honore del1a Sereniss. 
Signora BIANCA CAPELLO Gran Dvchessa di Toscana 
(Florence, 1 ?9. Middleton's pastoral masque is 
gloriously comic ; even the verse is rhymed 
to secure ridiculous effects : 
Take heed of stumbling more, look to your way ; 
Remember still the Via Lact ea , (V. i. 99-100) 
says Ganymede to Hebe. Probably coincidentally, 
there is a passage in Gaci about the knights 
being fine enough to go via "la via lattea" to 
the celestial gods (A4). The signal for the 
farcical, anti-heroic endings of all but the two 
principals cones when Guardiano stamps on a 
trapdoor and disappears, with a shocked exclam- 
ation, from view. Middleton turns to history once 
again for the attempted poisoning of the Cardinal, 
to whom Bianca was said to have offered a 
poisoned tort which her husband ate in mistake, 
whereupon she ate of the tart herself. Schoen- 
baum29 cites the relevant rumour, and so does 
Margery Fisher. 30 
Welded very firmly to this action is* the 
story of Isabella and Hippolito, 31 a simple sub- 
plot telling of the betrayal of a virgin about 
to- be married, by a woman who was excited by the idcc of illicit sex. The man to whom she is betrayed is her uncle, which made the sin 
29. Middleton's Traged1, es, p. 112 (from Fynes 
Moryson .. 30. "Introduction and Notes"* to Women Be-rare 
Women, p. 15. 
31. First recognised by Gerard Langbaine, An 
Account of the English Dramatick Poets 
(1691), p. 37 . 
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in Renaissance church law 
took the story from some 
ive which. -I have read, T 
Tricke loves of Hinolit 
incest. 32 Middleton 
version of the narrat- 
e True History of the 
and Isabella Aeapol- 
itans (1633), the second edition of a translation 
which first appeared in 1628. Difficulties in 
obtaining the editions of 1610 in trench and 
of 1628, and even in knowing whether they are 
the same substantially, have obliged me to use 
this late text. The 1628 translation was entered 
on the Stationers' Register four months too late 
for Middleton to have known anything about it. Franklin P. Rolf C, 33 reviewing Ralph C. Williams' 
Bibliography of the Seventeenth-Century Nove in 
France (New York, 1931), corrected Williams thus : 
Hart, Alexander : 
0 s 
Neanol&tans. Engl1shed. London, 1628. 
Translation of : Los-amours tragiaues d' 
H ool: ite et 'Isabel e, Paris, 1610. Ars 
BL 21157) By X'ieslier, says Willian. s, 
but preface signed S. D. (Esdaile) p. 75). 
"Ars" stands for the Biblioth6que de l'Ars6nal in 
Paris. On recourse to Williams, the picture is 
somewhat different : 
IMSLIER 
Les Amours tragiques d'Hypolite et Isa. belle, 
. 
'. , 120. A BL 1362+ 
This book is listed under 1610. Williams and 
32. Though marriage between second cousins even 
today is considered undesirable, and between 
first cousins unthinkable, the prejudice is 
breaking down. But see C. L. Powell, En-l' sh 
Domestic Relatý ons 11+8''-16 (New York) 1,. 
P"73, Item II. . a. 33. "On the Bibliography of Seventeenth-Century 
Prose Fiction, " P11LA, XLIX (1934), 1079" 
0 
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Rolfe had obviously seen different books, or one 
of them made a mistake. If this whole business 
could be investigated it might well yield the 
answer as to which version Middleton saw. And 
to cap the mystery, Alexander Hart was perhaps 
not the translator of the French tale. 31+ 
Middleton made short work of this long-winded 
tale, and he also made some very interesting 
changes. Fabritio, a gentleman of Nraples, married 
a second wife, a well-born gentlewoman named 
Livia. Both had children already, and Livia's 
eldest, Pompeio, seemed a wealthy and fitting 
young ' husband for Isabella, Fabritio's girl. 
Livia, however, kept Pompeio away, as he had 
many imperfections and many ill habits of mind 
and body ; whereas Isabella was a sweet girl of 
seventeen, with an excellent voice and many tal- 
ents. Still, even after Isabella had got to know 
Pompeio, and taken a dislike to him, the marriage 
was to go through. For Isabella the real trouble 
arose after she met her uncle Hipolito, an accom- 
plished young man of twenty-one or twenty-two 
home from Bologna ; he was a complete contrast 
to Pompeio, and gradually took more and more of 
her time. When it became clear to Hipolito that 
it was more than a case of affection growing 
out of close sympathy, he declared his love for 
Isabella. Like the proper, and somewhat mealy- 
mouthed, young girl she was, Isabella rebutted 
his " advances. But Hipolit-o had a sister, a nun, 
to whom he confided all of this one day, and 
she at once encouraged him to renew the pursuit. 
This interfering nun, aged about thirty-five, is 
almost lago-like in her interest in persuading 
the couple to accept what will harm them-=- 
almost but not quite, since she tells Hipoljto 
she is one "who you know have not onely loved 
you above my other Brothers, but even before my 
seife" (p. 28). She points out that marriage is 
not the only way for love to thrive ; often a 
good discreet affair is as satisfactory as any- 
thing. When Isabella and Hipolito are out at the 
34. STC 13516,13517 regard the translation as 
anonymous, as--: does Miss Fisher (p. 18). 
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convent one day, the nun narrates how discreet 
Isabella's mother was when s1e had an affair 
with the Marquess of Cone during Isabella's 
father's absence. No-one found out, and no-one 
even then knows that Isabella is the --Marquess's 
child by Isabella's mother. In this fabricated 
story of reckless adultery, and in the naive 
sufferance of the adultery by the father, we 
have perhaps the clue to Middleton's interest 
in the story. Although Isabella affects to think 
the story a cunning imposture to work her to 
her uncle's desires, it is sufficient to start 
an affair which makes mock of the marriage to 
Pompeio. For discretion's sake, Hipolito leaves 
to further his education in Padua. 
This narrative, occupying PP. 1-73 of the 
1633 edition, Is cut down to 1.11., II. i. and 
11.1-138 of II. ii. In I. U. Guardiano, who is 
the Ward's guardian, is talking marriage terms 
with Fabricio, Isabella's father. He is a widow- 
er, and the name of his wife in the source, 
Livia, has been given to the bawd of the main 
action. Fabricio is characterised as a bluff, 
dogmatic father, the "heavy father" type who is 
blind to his own absurdity. Hippolito and Isabella 
have already met before Isabella is introduced 
to the Ward. The -: Ward is normally controlled 
by a servant called Sordido, one of 11iddleton's 
comic fools who try to ape their betters, a 
cruder Simon. Isabella Is understandably shocked 
by the fate which marriage to the Ward means, 
but even so she is not ready to hear Hippolito's 
protestations of love. In II. i. Livia employs 
her powers for her brother : 
you've few sisters 
That love their brothers' ease 'bove their own 
honesties 
(II. 1.70-71) 
and having dismissed Hippolito tel: 
of Coria story to Isabella. 
Livia, 
far craftier than the nun, because 
trates on the dreadful marriage to 
and suggests that she can give a Isabella need not obey her father. 
Ls the Marquess 
however, is 
she concen- 




first bound by oath not to -tell anyone the 
story of her mother's affair, and when she 
parts, believes she is applying the knowledge to 
her situation with Hippölito for the first time. 
Middleton's handling here of course removes a 
large burden from hippolito, who cannot Imagine 
why Isabella is willing on a sudden to make 
love to him (II. i. 228-231). Yet he undoubtedly 
knows that it, is incest from his point of view 
and Isabella's, although he is not a party to 
the lie which causes Isabella to commit what she 
knows to be adultery, but not incest. The mar- 
riage to the Ward must now follow to keep their 
"acts hid from sin-piercing eyes. " Fabricio ' can 
only marvel at his daughter's sudden willingness 
to obey him in the matter of marriage. 
Middleton took the odd metaphor from the 
source-tale ; here is Isabella after she and 
Hippolito resume and intensify their friendship : 
so, methinks, 
After a friendly, sharp, and savoury chiding, 
A kiss tastes wondrous well, and full o' the 
grape. 
(II. i. 201-203*) 
Isabella in the source-tale writes thus to 
Hipolito in Padua : 
Thi, nke then that the sharpnesse of this ab- 
sence, which our disaster makes us now feele, 
is but to relish to vs the better the sweet- 
nesse of each others presence. 
(P"78) 
But as the gloomy tale unwound, Middleton 
used less and less of it, Perhaps originally 
he intended to use more, - 
for Isabella is 
really a bold and courageous strumpet not unlike 
: Jebster's Vittoria Corambona ; her tale could have 
paralleled Bianca's much more than it does. As 
it is, "She can only discover her sin is' in- 
cest after all, can only vow revenge against Livia, and to accomplish it take part in the 
patterned intrigue of the final act. "35 For the 
35. R. H. Barker, Thomas Middleton, p. 138" 
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writer of the source-tale divests his two pro- 
tagonists of any dignity at all ; they continue 
their affair in a hole-in-the-corner fashion for 
another seventy pages of the narrative. Hipolito 
returns from Padua to consummate the affair, 
which Isabella later comes to think of as her 
true marriage, in the nun's cabinet. iIot long 
after, Pompoio and Isabella are married ; Isabella 
hates every minute of it' and calls it a "sac- 
rifice". Hipolito, however, is vacillating and 
takes too long to engineer the flight with Isa- 
bella which it is clear he should have arranged 
in the first nlace. The enemy of the couple's 
clandestine nights together Is not Pompeio, who 
is a pathetically trusting soul, but an uncle 
who is guardian to Pompeio during his minority. 
This fox even plants a man in Pompeio's household 
to watch all the comings and goings. In the' 
end, his vigil is repaid for Isabella's affair 
is discovered and she is obliged to take some 
mercury sublimate pills she had put aside as 
a last extremity. The irony is that she is 
caught on the point of departure, and poisoned 
as Hipolito flees to seve himself. He later 
takes revenge on the guardian and Pompeio by 
slaying them, and he himsclf dies poisoned by 
the older woman he later married, who is jea- 
lous of his abstract devotion to Isabella. The 
killing of Pompeio is clearly uncalled-for, and Middleton in fairness lets the idiotic cuckold 
remain alive at the end ; but the killing of the guardian is just, especially as he had 
earlier threatened Hipolito with death (p. 119). 
As I mentioned, Middleton does not devote 
much more space to the story of the guilty 
pair once the seduction of Isabella is complete. Part of III. ii. and III. iii. carry the subplot 
story on independently, and then Hippolito moves into the main story in his capacity of Roberto di Ricci. For truly Middleton's 
capacity 
are Protean in their roles ; Karl Christa gives a 
useful chart to show that three of the ten 
major characters of Women Beware Women are com- 
posites from Malespini and '1le Trag' cke loves- 
36. Quellenstu ten, p. 66. 
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Hippolito, duardiano, and Livia. Livia is the 
most complex fusion, for she assimilates the roles 
of Nondragone' s wife, Cassandra Buongiani, and 
the worldly nun. Yet she is something more than 
all these too, and when she finds Leantio dead 
in IV-1i., she breaks down with genuine grief 
and in anger reveals the incest between Hippolito 
and Isabella. i1iddlet on allows her to add the 
detail of Isabella's pregnancy to clinch the 
fact of earlier intimacy (IV.. ii. 70). Guardiano 
vows revenge against Hippolito and Isabella 
against Livia ; these four plot and counterplot 
and finally destroy each other, 37 leaving the 
disastrous mixing of the cups as a separate 
tragedy for the royal couple. III. ii., the 
scene. of the banquet at Livia's house, is 
perhaps the most original departure of all in 
the adaptatibn of the novella. Isabella is being 
shown off to her husband-to-be, before the best 
company of Florence, and she must dance with 
her fianc&. But Hippolito is asked by the Ward 
to lead the way first with Isabella ; this 
seems a very graphic way of indicating that 
the decorum of a relationsip between Hippolito 
and Isabella is almost a matter of public 
recognition. But Middleton almost breaks his 
own wicket here, in. making the Ward so extreme- 
ly pathetic, and has to write in III. jii, a 
short scene which is offensively bad bawdry. In 
it Sordido and the Ward examine Isabella as if 
she were an animal at a cattle market. 
37. How does Livia destroy Isabella ? "take 't hat, " 
says Livia (V. x.. 157) , in Dyce's text. A 
poisoned ring is perhaps the solution, touch- 
ed on Isabella's face. But the "burning 
treasure" reference would make a shower of 
gold seem more in place. "Iuno, "" says Abra- 
ham Fraunce in The Third part of the Count- 
esse of Perlbrokes Yuyehurch (1592), "is the 
goddesse of riches and honour, wii ch are as 
glhrious in shew, and are as transitorie in 
truth, as the Peacoks spotted trayne ... " (EIv). In any case the effect would be hil- 
arious, as intended. 
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Sordido and the ý-Uard are at the bottom of 
a privileged society insulated by money from bus- 
iness2 ethics and economic affairs. Leantio and 
his mother are out of it. At the top is the 
Duke, who has more pressure on him than any 
to be discreet and more than discreet, moral 
even. Francesco 
;s failure is largely -responsible for the breeding of such parasite intermediaries 
as Livia and Guardiano. Many critics have seen 
a very deliberate structure in the layers of 
sensibility with which the sinners of Women Be- 
ware Women are endowed, but few have expressed 
it weil. 35 Robert Ornstein39 gets onto the right 
track when he speaks of a "conflict between. 
reckless romantic ardor and the sensible compro- 
mises with passion advocated by a society which 
envies the luxuries and imitates the sophisticated 
codes of the court. " But the "two-pla " critics (Women Beware Women and The Changeling) inevitably distort Middleton as the critics who have surveyed the whole field do not. Barker's is a good es- 
say, and T. B. Tomlinson's is also fresh and con- troversial. In their search for the positive 
values deducible from 1%1iddleton's world, they are 
. much subtler and see that Middleton too was 
subtler than to obtrude speeches which carry a 
morally positive tidket. Leantio is especially 
often misjudged, although a study of the sources 
reveals how carefully Middleton made him into a "melancholy fellow" (Karl Christ' phrase) who is 
not without a fumbling heroism. 1+O His physical 
desire for his bride has been made rather too 
much of, with sad results for the critic's final 
38. Irving Ribner, Jacobean Tragedy (London, 1962), 
pp. 137-152, labours the obvious and reads tension into an action which his account 
suggests is all going the same way. He. is 
Much too sympathetic with I'liddleton, and tries to justify everything as equally sig- 
nificant in Women Beware Women. 
39. The Moral Vision of Jacobean Tragedy (Mad- 
ison, 19 0, p. 192. 
+0. See Muriel Bradbrook, Elizabethan Tragedy 
(Cambridge, 1935), p. 231" 
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survey of the characters. If more attention had 
been paid to the s"store- shelter" imagery, Lean- tio's real insecurity would have been seen in 
its proper light : 
But let storms spend their furies ; now we've got 
A shelter o'er our quiet innocent loves, 
We are contented. 
(I. i. 51-53) 
This is surely a very modern theme ; as Tomlin- 
son41says, "as an investigation and evaluation 
of attitudes that were increasingly to dominate 
modern living, the tautly controlled excitement 
of Middleton's dialogue, playing on these issues, 
is an unrivalled achievement. " Exciting, too, 
are the portraits of women such as Livia and Bianca ; both are d-eveloped out of a long line of 
studies in Middleton. Eugenia of The Old Law 
seems nearest to Bianca, in her, capacity of 
experienced manipulator of men, but we see be- 
sides, for the first time, the psychology of the kind, of girl who may become like this. 
And the change is convincingly related to mate- 
rial causes. Livia is the widow, the mother- 
figure, who provides. She is like Thoma sine of Michaelmas Term, in that the . young victim arouses desires in her to shelter him. Yet these two 
women are modified into more naturalistic terms 
than ever before, and the sexual excitement 
inherent in the three seductions Is played down. The world of the play as a result seems 
much more normal than that of, say, No Wit No Heln Like A Woman's. The transvestites, the 
wittols and the dominated men seem to have found 
no place in this latest phase' of Middleton! s 
writing, perhaps because the male characters seem to have grown up into their own self-assertive- 
ness at last. They are no longer the victims 
of a contest between aggressive or seductive 
women and their own desire to preserve their honour ; and even an older, mature woman can make a truly tragic mistake. The introduction 
of the Christian moralist, who of course is ex- 
41'. A Study of Elizabethan and Jacobean Tragedy, 
p. 171. 
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empt from destruction by virtue of his stand 
for truth, makes all the difference to the 
power of the women. There seems to be less 
distortion of ordinary life to secure theatrical 
effects, and the motives of almost every char- 
acter, are at once clear and credible. 
SOURCES 
Alain plot : Cello Halespini, Dvicento Novelle 
(1609), Pt. II, nov eile and 65 
Report of Florentine affairs cover- 
ing Fernarr7: o I's succession to the 
dukedom ;? Chess-game from John 
Fletcher, The Spanish Curate (1622).. 
Subplot : One version of The True history 
of the Tra icke loves of Hi olito 
and Isabella Nea olitans (1610 
1 Frenc ; 1628 hnglish ). 
The Changeling, forms a brilliant companion-piece 
for Women Beware Women, and although it has de- 
fects of its own, they are not those of the 
tragedy Middleton wrote single-handed. It is a 
play simple in technique, concentrating on fewer 
characters, and is clear to understand both in 
the reading and the watching. This is partly 
the result of concentration on one main source 
tale, so that the blending of personages from 
different narratives as in Women Beware Women 
is a less used device. One thing we can say : 
if Middlet on' s age had reached the stage of 
psychological verisimilitude in its novel and story 
that ours has, this man would have been in con- 
siant demand as a notable dramatic adapter for 
film and television. The points at which the 
plot jolts in The Changeling. are often reflections 
of serious flaws in the source-tale, The Trivrrnhs 
of Gods Revenege against the, crying, and exec- 
rable Sinne of Further (1621 g by John Reynolds Book I) history IV, entitled "Alsenero and Bea- 
trice - Ioana. "`+2 In all fairness to Reynolds, 
42. The source was first Identified by Gerard Langbajne in An Account of the English Dram- 
atick Poets ('1691), p. 371.. 
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let it be said at once that he never intended 
to have his tale adapted for the stage : 
The World, that it may bewitch vs to its, wall, 
assayles vs with Wealth, Riches, Dignities ... Dancing, 1411askes and Stage-playes, ... with a thousand other inticements and allurements. 
(. ''The Preface, " A2v) 
Reynolds' story is set in Alicant, Spain, ' and 
may well be a factual history written up. If 
so, the vagaries of improbable humankind can 
not be held to Reynolds' account when the act- 
ion seems implausible. Yet I myself have doubts 
that the merchant of Exeter was merely reporting. 
11 However, Reynolds speaks of "collect Cing] the 
histories "from forraine parts" (B2v), and DIM 
asserts that they are translations from the 
French. This statement appears to have long 
been made and it irritated Reynolds, for "later 
editions contain a 'Readveriisement to the Ivdi- 
ciovs Christian Reader', strenuously denying the 
charge of plagiarism and claiming that all the 
narratives were discovered and collected by the 
author during his travels. "L+3 Yet on p. 131 of the Alsemero and Beatrice story we find the 
word "Parents" used twice in the Latinate sense for "rulatives", which seems like a hasty trans- 
-lotion of French "parents"* or Spanish "parientes. "1' 
If there was a French or Spanish original for 
the tale, it is possible Middleton saw it. 
The changes made to the source are of the 
most striking kind, bold and effective. Do Flores, 
for instance, who is a gallant young man in the 
service of Don Diego de Vermandero in Reynolds, 
becomes a hard-willed, ugly fellow who has a 
skin disease which causes people to shudder with 
revulsion. As an evil destructive force, he 
ranks only lower than Iago because he has some 
motive for his deeds, not because he is less 
indifferent to morality. Middleton obviously felt, 
43, The Chan e in , ed. N. W. Bawcutt, (London, 19 a), p. xxxi. 44. But see OED under "Parent" ; as Reynolds 
is cited, it makes the whole argumcnt 
rather circular. 
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because of political events, that Spain now 
than Italy was' a land of pride, evil, more 
valour and sudden violence, and was at some 
pains to set his story in a local colouring. 
Hence to add more intrigue to the rather ob- 
vious action of Reynolds, he cast about for 
more Spanish material. He found Gerardo the Vn- 
fortvnate Spaniard. Or A Pstterne For Lascivious 
Lovers, by Don GonSalo de Cespedos and Meneýes, 
translated by Leonard Digges (1622) ; and wathin 
this sensationally-titled book,. which Digges 
claimed contained only "rnorall Examples ... in ... 
Tragicall Discourses", a tale told by the mourn- 
ful Pilgrim (pp. 89-107) whose name is Roberto. 45 
Middleton added yet another element, that of 
the virginity test, which is thriftily used as 
a method of proving Diaphanta' s maiden Innocence 
and of showing Alsemero's jealous nature. The 
introduction of this element (IV. i. 17) is undoubt- 
edly jarring, and cannot be put down to Rey- 
nolds' account. Tnis idea of a physicians's 
closet has, I think, an interesting significance 
in Middlet on' s plays. It first cropped up in 
No ti Jit, No help Like a Woman's (1611) where 
Weatherwise the pedaýg kept a closet. state- 
ment by ark Eccles about John Gerard makes 
for plausible speculation that Middleton knew 
Gerard's magnificent compendium, the Herbal (1597). 
John Gerard, a man who probably knew William 
Middleton, gave his bond in 1590 to the res- 
ponsibility of seeing Thomas Middleton's patrim- 
onial portion paid, and in 1605 Dr. Roger Mar- 
beck, the uncle of Middleton's wife, bequeathed 
a copy of the book to the Niddletons., The kind 
of lore which this old scholar of flora and 
: orbs picked up, mainly perhaps from Continental 
sources, is instanced by the following : "To 
ßt5. The source was first noted by E. Lloyd in 
"A Minor Source of The Ch n elinr, " iiLR, XD 
(192+), 101-102. Lloyd's discovery superseded 
G. P. Baker's article, "A new source of The 
Ch2ný; eliný; ý" in The Journal of Com arative Literoture, I, (1903)) 87-88, on general an- 
alogues for the incident of the fire. 
46. "Thomas Middleton a Poett, " p. 517. 
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staie the lusting or longing of Women with 
childe, " and "To make one Chaste. " Or by drink- 
ing Agnus Castus as a decoction, it was possible 
to procure restraint of bodily lust. Other writ-. 
ers went further : The Book of Prittie Conceites 
(no author or date, but STC's provisional date 
is 1586) actually gave a test the ordinary 
man could employ if he felt uncertainty about 
his bride-to-be's honour and honesty : 
To proue if a Maiden be cleane C :7 
Burne Notherwort, and let her take the smoake 
at her nose, and If she be corrupt she shall 
pisse, or else not. Othervise take greie 
Nettles while they be greene, and let her 
pisse on them, if she be no maiden they will 
wither forthwith, or else not. 
47 
N. W. Bawautt in his excellent edition1+8 
cites other examples which indicate that most 
of these tests came from ealier Continental 
writers and ultimately from Pliny. Yet he no- 
where makes the point that if Beatrice had' had 
no way of testing Diaphanta, who is markedly 
sensual, she could scarcely have relied on 
her. De Flores' second murder springs directly 
out of Beatrice's discovery of Alsemero's jealous 
thoughts. 
William Archer49-after whose broadsides The 
Duchess of Malft can never sail flying such a 
resplendent reputation again-wanted to rewrite 
the plot of The Changeling. He complains that 
Beatrice should have perceived what a brutal 
ruffian like De Flores would waxit as a reward ; 
once in trouble she should have denied all 
complicity in Aionzo's murder, or told Alsemero 
to deal with De Flores, or even managed De 
Flores' demands better. But Archer is not with- 
out a kindly word for Middleton, who, he felt, 
"was a real -dramatist, who, in another environ- 
47. Quotation supplied by Mr. R. F.; Hill, of King's 
College London, which I have been unable 
to check. 1+8. See his note on IV. i. 25. 1+9. The Old Drama and the New (London, 1923) 
PP"97-100. 
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were seeking to enjoy, they thrash each other 
with whips and thus in their mutual abuse be- 
come aware of their absurdity. Antonio one of 
the amorous gallants in The ChangelingIs subplot, 
seems to have been responsible for the play's 
early popularity, especially when he was acted 
by a first-rate comedian. But with his present 
amount of speech in the text, he seems no 
more significant than Lollio or Franciscus. 
In IV. iii. it Is Franciscus rather than Antonio 
who is specifically instructed to "bang but his 
fool's coat well-favouredly, " so that we may In- 
agine a scene In which the venturesome fool was 
attacked by the aggressive madman. 
It is in III. iji. that Rowley makes his 
best satirical points against the main plot. 
As Franciscus moves dangerously towards Isabella, 
Lollio shows him the whip. The point surely is that love-which is said to be the cause 
of Francisco's going mad-is a form of lunacy 
and needs strict 'control. If only there were 
someone strong enough to show the moral whip 
to the people in the main plot, then some 
cure might be hoped for. Rowley makes other 
good points, and now and eZain has some sharp 
satirical thrusts, but it is not really to the 
purpose to de-: "end the subplot here or to dis- 
cuss the value of Rowleyts collaboration. The 
first and last scenes -of the main plot are a 
different matter indded, however. 
Before going back to look at the use Mid- dleton made of Reynolds and Digges, it is. in 
place to survey other source-material which has been offered from time to time. Middleton him- 
self suggested that he had used one of Antonius 14izaldus' experiments for the virginity test (IV. i. ), but heL was certainly not referring to his book de Arcanis TNaturae Libellx Quatuor, according to Dyce and }3awcutt. However, he certainly must have known that Mizaldus did go In for such 
matters in other works. Karl Christ, 53 as always, had something to add. He suggests that Lope de Vega's Los Locos de Vplencia (published 1620) had 
some influence on the subplot. In that play, 
53.. Quellenstudien, p. 98. 
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Floriano feigns madness in Gerardo's asylum, and 
the incident in scones vi. and vii. of act one 
of Los locos (Vol. XII, p. 417 of the Real Aca- 
demia Espanola edition l Madrid, 19303), where Fedra, 
daughter of the Adrat3ist'ator, has watched him 
out of the hospital in order to meet her lover, 
bears something og a resemblance. to Rowley's sub- 
plot. R. R. Reed1s54 theory, which treats The 
Changeling's subplot as a satire on Bethlehem 
Hospital, seems unattractive. 
Apart from a curious argument by C. R. Bas- 
kervi1155 that Reynolds' book was not the main 
source 'of The Changeling, since all its details 
are not in God's nevenae and therefore one must 
look elsewhere for everything, little else has been 
discovered about influences on the play. 
The most interesting article by far on the depth 
of tradition behind The Change ins; --something 
which Increases our respect for Middleton, as 
a man who did, though to a far lesser extent 
than Shakespeare, treat themes of perennial folk- 
interest (cf. The Old Law). - js that of Ernst 
G. Mathews. 5 Mathews works through the versions 
of the tale of the bride who kills the virgin 
substituting for her, after the virgin has 
successfully deceived the bridegroom, from Its 
earliest beginnings in Persia. He gets as close 
to Cespedes as he can, although here a link 
seems to be missing (p. 191). He regards the 
episode as very necessary to the whole conception 
of De r'lores and The Changeling as we have them, 
although even so he believes that the play has 
gone sufficiently to bits, by the time (act IV) 
the interpolated material is put in, for the 
playwright to be merely making a virtue of 
necessity. And, he adds, "it made necessary the 
creation. of the pert maid, Diaphanta ... and... . gave the reasons for the best scenes, those which 
show De Flores exercising his demonic power over 
Beatrice-Joanna" (p. 193). Despite the seeming lack 
5)+. Bedlam on the Jacobean Stage (Haxvar. d, 1952), 
PP-34_35', _77_-4a- Bawcutt edition, p. xxxvi) dis- 
poses judiciously of Reed's main points. 55. "Some Evidence for 8arly Romantic Plays in 
England " MP XIV (1916-17), 1o+. 
56. "The Nürdered Substitute Tale" MLLQ, XI 
(1945), 187-195. 
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of enthusiasm Mathews seems to show here, he 
finishes by admitting that the honours go to 
Middleton for giving, this folk-motif any genuine 
significance. 57 Probably Middleton also knew that 
other versions had the substitute bride dying 
in the fire rather than in a well ouýgide, 
as Digges had it. This is G. P. Baker's best 
point in support of the theory that Legrand 
D'Aussy gave Middleton his wedding-night episode. 
Somewhere also in Middleton's mind must 
have been running the legend of Beauty and the 
Beast, the tale of how Beauty's loathing- and 
fear grew to tenderness and understanding, which 
finally wrought a transformation in the Beast 
himself. How old this fairy-tale is In England 
I do not know, but most modern readers will 
be" familiar with it from Cocteau's film treat- 
ment. Beatrice, speaking of the murder of Alon- 
zo, says "I have kiss'd poison fort, strok'd 
a serpent" (V. iii. 66) in re"erence to Do Flores. 
It is possible that hiddleton knew of the 
alleged transformation, by kissing, of a serpent 
to a person which took place in Cesena, in 
11-61+. 59 The transformation motif is put to 
ironic use, for Beatrice never has the necessary 
goodness to wreak the charismatic change. It 
. 
is she who undergoes the change, although in 
certain respects she 'believes she sees De Flores has 
become more attractive- (V. i. 72). - In the end the 
poisonous serpent she has kissed and stroked has 
transformed her : "Oh, thou art all deform' d" 
Alsemero tells her (V. iii. 77). In the crucial transformation scene where she caresses Do Flores (II. ii. ), her heart is full of deceit. Those 
critics who believe that the title refers only 
to the subplot are to my mind myopic ; the term 
57. Why S. Schoenbawn, in his book on Middleton' s 
Tragedies and their sources, chose to ignore the Cespedes-Digges contribution, I have no, 
idea. 
58. "A new source of The dhanF; elxn&, " p. 87. 
59. See F. J. Child, English and Scottish Poeular 
Ballads (New York) 1957), V, 290. Stith 
Thompson',, - Iii of -Index ofFolk-lore. (Bloom- 
ington, 1956 has a considerable entry under 
motif D 735.2, but is of no use in deciding 
how early 
. 
the Beauty and the Beast legend 
was known in England. 
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means The Changer", and clearly refers to Bea- 
trice. 
When we turn. to Reynolds we find that all 
is unsophisticated, uncompellinä, and prolix. Up 
to III. ii. Middleton and Howley stay with Rey- 
nolds, but thereafter the influence of the Dig- 
ges narrative begins to assert itself, especially 
in the scene (III. iv. ) of the demand for a 
reward. I. i., a long scene, uses up pp. 106- 
117 of the Reynolds' story. Rowley changes the 
adverse wind (p. 109) to a fair wind for sailing 
weich Alsemero, to his cost, ignores. He adds 
Jasperino as a cor; ýpanion for Alsemero (a char- 
acter Middleton does not develop), and puts 
in Diaphanta long before -we hear of her in the 
source. In The Changeling, Alsemero is much 
more of a gentleman, and Beatrice a more 
deceitful girl than in Reynolds, for Alsemero 
is disinclined to persist in courting Beatrice 
when he hears of Alonzo's suit from Vermandero, 
and Beatrice gives no hint in the church that 
she wishes the stranger to moderate his atten- 
tions. As far as one can tell, the Beatrice 
of Reynolds never cared much for Alonso (p. 116). 
Vermandero in The Changeling is a purblind, 
complacent old man who never suspects that 
Beatrice is eyeing Alseriero more affectionately 
than Alonzo--indeed, through murder, adultery and 
arson' he never latches on to anything or has 
any misgiving. In Reynolds, he drives his dau- 
ghter in a coach to Briamata to keep her out 
of Alsemero's way (p. 117). Middleton creates the 
impression that the old man of The Changeling 
spoilt his girl rather badly. Yet Reynolds' 
Beatrice is capable of playing at double-standard 
morality (either that or her concept of Chris- 
tian morality is confused ): on p. 111, she attem- 
pts, with a self-regarding coyness, . to rebuke 
Alsemero for misusing the church and at the same 
time claim she is unworthy of his flatteries. 
Again, one of the key words in The Chan. eling, 
"judgment", Is a word Reynolds employs frequently 
(pp. 113) 124 126,130,131 134). 
Undoubtedly it is the earlier introduction 
of the ugly De Flores that makes the course of 
events in The Changeling so different. Rowley 
seems unable to do much with him, so foreign 
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to his style is the idea of an evil passion 
personified which impotently persists despite con- 
tempt. As a result, Reynolds' Do Flores has none 
of the cynical. confidence of Niddleton's, who 
knows his turn will come with a girl like Bea- 
trice. Also, for dramatic telescoping, Beatrice's 
marriage is very imminent--a week away-in The 
Changeling, whereas in Reynolds Alonso's engagement 
is not yet settled. 
In II. i. Beatrice continues her underhand 
affair with Alsemero through Jasperino. Like Row- 
ley, Middleton rapidly covers a lot of Reynolds' 
spacious ground, picking the story up at p. 123. 
The intervening pages, 117-123, dealing with the 
removal of Beatrice t. o Briamata, are not to the 
purpose. Again Do Flores bulls large in the act- 
ion, suffering a second vicious rebuttal from 
Beatrice. Tomazo, Alonzo's brother, the play's 
doubting Thomas, is brought in just where Rey- 
nolds introduces him. He is the prudent man 
whose eyes are not blinded by love. Reynolds' 
Beatrice persuades Alsemero to leave own whilst 
she works to alter her father's feelings in 
the matter of her engagement, but in II. ii. 
I°Iiddleton brilliantly changes this episode. As 
soon as Beatrice has decided that duelling is 
too dangerous 
Flores. 
for her beloved to risk, her mind 
leaps to Do FIn Reynolds we do not hear 
of him until much later when Beatrice is in 
need of a murderer (p. 127). 
II. ii., of course, is the celebrated scene 
in which Beatrice "transforms" the ugly De Vlores 
into a becoming servant. Before, according to her, 
he had been guilty of "uneccessary blabbing" 
(I. i. 93), but now he becomes gradually the "won- 
drous necessary" creature of the ending. Reynolds 
has no hint of this scene, as indeed he could 
not have had ; Middleton follows Reynolds rather 
closely (end of II. ii. -III. ii. ), except for the 
actual details of the killing itself and the 
incident of the finger cut from. the corpse (cf. 
pp. 123-130). 
III. iv., the second most celebrated scene, 
slows the first traces of Digges' servingman, 
called the Biscayner. Reynolds' De Flores is con- 
tent with "many kisses" (p. 130) for his deed, 
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but the Biscayner, after years of service for 
the Argentino family and the beautiful Isdaura, 
is by no means content with less than a vir- 
ginity (Gerardo, p. 104). Yet even with Reynolds 
and igges to hand, it is clear that this 
scene's greatness is espentially Middleton's. "The 
tragedy " writes Barker, 00 "is ... nearly complete 
at this point. " Beatrice's entrapment is, in an 
awful sense, the result of her break for free- 
dom, which involves withdrawing confidences from 
priest, father and lover alike61 ; her desire to 
go it alone leaves her lost in a maze with 
only one source to rely on, her Satanic lover. 
Impersonation, murder, deceit, treachery and death 
are the fruits of this original and central scene. 
IV. i. is the virginity-test scene, obviously 
leading into the episode from Digges where Is- 
daura employs the virtuous but corruptible Julia. 
In IV. ii. Middleton, realising it was high time 
the subplot began to make contact with the tra- 
gic action, has the missing Antonio and Fran- 
ciscus suspected of murder. Equally he realised 
that it was not possible to follow Reynolds very 
closely here, since Reynolds' Alsemero suddenly 
develops an unreasonable jealousy (p. 132), unless 
perhaps The Change)_Ing's virginity-testing is an 
amusing way of elpressing this suspicion. Rey- 
nolds would be increasingly hard to follow any- 
way, as he has the first adultery between De 
Flores and Beatrice at this point (p. 133) and 
adds the unconvincing abandonment of all pretense 
in Beatrice's affair with De Flores. Apart from, " 
Alsemero's incontinent slaughter of his wife and 
her lover, Middleton hs scarcely anything more 
to take from Reynolds. 
b2 
Tomazo's renewed and 
60. R. H. Barker, Thomas Middleton, p. 127- 61. Beatrice, in short, becomes unloved ; and her "deformity" proceeds from this. See Anna 
Freud's remark in E. Erikson Insif; ht and R snons, ibiltty (New York, 1961+36 162. 
62. . 'ieynolds continues from PP. 13-1 6 about how 
Alsemero killed Tomazo and forfeited his own 
life to protect his wife's murderous crime 
from being revealed. Reynolds has clearly left 
out the motive for this- concealment by error. 
For details see S. Schoenbaum, M&ddletons 
Tragedies, pp"136-137. 
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uncompromising demands for justice over his bro- 
ther are the exception, which occupy much of IV. 
ii., and seen to be a borrowing from events 
which take place after Beatrice has died (pp. 
140-1LE1). Actually, it is ironical indeed that 
Alsemero should be challenged to a duel after 
all by a Piracquo, when Beatrice had gone to 
such lengths to avoid one. Now she seems not 
even to notice this quarrel. 
. 
In the course of MU. Beatrice's request 
to come to her bridal bed in the dark is re- 
ferred to, a borrowing from Gerardo p. 105 ; and 
by V. J. Diggcs' tale concerning zioberto and Is- 
daura has completely taken over from Reynolds, 
with some important changes. In Digges, the des- 
perate Isdaura sets fire herself to "the dining 
roomes Tapistry, with a Torch", since she has 
no help, and since the man who took her virgin- 
ity was the Biscayner, now dead. In short, Is- 
daura is a much more resolute character than Bea- 
trice ; she is also much less guilty, since there 
is some justification for her murder of the 
Biscayner. Beatrice tries to manage things her- 
self, but as De Flores puts it 
You are so rash and hardy, ask no counsel, And I could have help'd you to an apothecary's. 
daughter, 
Would have fall'n off before eleven.... 
(V. i. 20-22) 
Beatrice's one great weakness is that she has 
not the foresight-foresight which amounts to a 
sense of morality--to realise where her sudden 
but deliberate decisions are leading. De Flores 
is quite clear about such things. The fire itself 
is akin to the one in Hengist, coming as it 
does at the height of the illicit partnerships. 
For Diaphanta, it -is an illustration of Paul's 
statement : "Though I give my body to be burned 
and . 
have not love, it profiteth me nothing. "" 
With no help forthcoming from Reynolds or 
Digges, the play proceeds with some contrarieties 
towards its second climax---the climax of death, 
sealing that of damnation. Toma'zo challenges De 
Flores (V. i. ), whereas in Reynolds they never even 
meet. Interestingly, Tomazo dwells briefly on 
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the ugliness of De Flores, as if It were be- 
coming clear that no beautifying transformation 
has in fact taken place. But after the warm 
praise which has been lavished on him over the 
fire-fighting incident. it does come a lit . le 
unexpectedly. Beatrice, who in seeking to con- 
ceale her whoredome, must discouer her murther" 
(Reynolds, p. 135)ß makes a confession which Row- 
ley handles with marked skill in V. iii. 60-72. 
It has often been averred that through the al- 
cheray of collaboration both dramatists 65re sub- limed to a new potency of expression, and 
it is certainly true that Rowley writes *with 
unusual effectiveness during this last scene. It 
has been called a scene of pointless violence, 
but after all De Flores knows he is to die 
for killing Piracquo. He might as well take 
the chance to despatch Beatrice, so that no-one 
else can have her : 
I have drunk up all, left none behind 
For any an to pledge me. 
(V. Ui. 170-171) 
But iiowley mismanages the final disposing of the 
subplot, which lingers on after the catastrophe 
of the main protagonists. 
Critics in general have liked the play 
well, and have treated it as a serious study in moraligyy, the failure of judgment, and passion. ' 
T. S. Eliot and Helen Gardner 5 see it as a 
document charting the classic progress of damn- 
ation, from the first mistaken summoning of an 
evil power "-to habitual commerce with that spirit. Or perhaps not "mistaken", nor "an error of 
judgment, an error of will" (Gardner) p. 322), but 
63. Denied by Barker, p. 122. 6. "Thomas Middleton, "' Selected Essays (1962), 
pp"83-93. 
65. "Milton's 'Satan' and the Theme of Damnation in 
Elizabethan Tragedy, " English Studies (1948), 
collected by F. P. Wilson, ppT66. Reprinted 
in R. J. Kaufmann's edition of Elizabethan 
Drama (New York and Oxford, 1961), pp. 320-3 1. 
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rather a wilful and unnatural act of freewill. 
And the obedient servant becomes the master ; 
honourable wedlock becomes antipathetic to the 
world of selfish desires. The means adopted has 
a vital effect on the end obtained, so that if 
the means is unworthy and the end worthy, there 
can be no question but that, wien reached, the 
worthy end will be a distorted thing. The 
heart of the traveller is all, It seems. 
How guilty is Beatrice in changing her mind 
about Alonzo ? Probably it is the manner in 
which she decides to do it and the manner in 
which Alsemero accepts the disappearance of the 
former fiance that makes up the guilt. The pre- 
vailing manner is readiness, 
66 
posed by Middleton 
as the antithesis of moral fibre. "Beatrice, " 
says Hibbard, "becomes a criminal for the simple 
natural human reason that she cannot face the 
moral problem posed by the fact that she is 
about to marry one man and has fallen in love 
with another. " 
Too many people have tried to change this 
essentially simple truth into' something else, 67 that all is well until the evil spirit of the 
play Is summoned. De Flores is an agent who kills in accordance with other people's murderous, 
thoughts ; he takes all four lives in the play. 
The play is a fine one because of its central 
simplicity, and is unique amongst I'iddleton's work 
for its freedom from personal obsessions. Only 
In the virginity test do we catch a glimpse 
of the dramatist's sexually curious younger self but this play is most' atypical in its patterns ° 
and characters. It would seem that Middleton had 
entered a new phase of his development when he 
stopped writing. tragedy. Only a political satire 
and a comedy remained to come ; if he had lived, 
he might have produced a play which needed to 
be only a little better than The Changeling for 
66: G. R. Hibbard's word : see "The Tragedies of 
Thomas Middleton and the decadence of the 
Drama, " in Renaissance and 1.1 derv Studies, 
I (1957), pp-56-57. 
67. I. Ribner, Jacobean Tragedy (London, 1962), 
p. 129, claims absurdly that Beatrice and De 
Flores have always been damned, and only 
have to learn the fact. 
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it to rank with the finest dramatic work in 
any literature. 
The play dates from early 1622, although 
I'iiddleton could scarcely have put in maggr"ial 
from Digges before 'March or April 1622. 
However that may be, the Lady Elizabeth's com- 
pany put the play on at the Phoenix in I-iay 
of the same year. One would guess Rowley 
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himself played one of the feigned madmen or 
Lollto. At a production in Leeds by, the Univer- 
sity Dramatic Society, in 1960, the subplot was 
used most, effectively to give a sense of un- 
controlled wildness behind the civilized veneer 
of the main action in Vermandero's castle. The 
subplot must have been condemned by many a critic 
who has never seen the play ; although there is 
no doubt that the maturity of the charFrater- 
isation in Middleton's part reduces Rowley's work 
to inadequacy. 
SOURCES 
Math plot John Reynolds, The Trivmohs of Gods 
Revenue (1621), Book I, History IV. ; 
Leonard Djgges, Gerardo the Vnfor- 
tvnate Spaniard (1622)) pp. 9-107. 
Subplot :? The Family of Love (160+). 
68. See G. B. Bentley, Jacobean and Caroline 
Stage) IV, 863. 
69. See Bentley, I, 183. Christopher Beeston, 
lately from Prince Charles' men was play- 
ing for the new Lady Elizabeth's company. 
Certainly The Channeling seems to have in- 
augurated years of prosperity at the Phoenix. 
By 1623 Rowley was a King's man. 
CHAPTER. SEVEN 
Middleton's Late Comedies 
After the powerful tragedies which he had written 
by 1622, Middleton returned to his old medium 
of comedy in The Spanish Giosy (1623), and A 
Game at Chesse (162 . Both plays seem to, have 
been successes but to the modern reader they 
seem hasty and lacking both in power and meaning. 
Actually, neither play is really a comedy, The 
Soanj, sh Gibst/ being closer to tragi-comedy and 
A Game at Chesse a political satire. Throughout 
these years Middleton was City Chronologer and 
writer of official entertainments for the City, 
and doubtless he was often too busy or too 
tired to put much effort into his last plays. 
After the scandal of 162+ over A Game at 
Chesse Middl iton appears to have ceased writing 
for the . stage altogether and devoted his time to civic writing. We can only speculate as to 
the plays we might have had from his hand if 
he had not been under the constant necessity 
of producing the ' mayoral "triumphs" which I shall 
review in the next chapter. Yet it must have 
been a matter of choice, for surely a dramatist 
of Middleton's stature might have become a sharer 
in a dramatic company after 1622. 
The Spar; jsh Gipsy was first published in 
1653 with the names of Middleton and Rowley on 
the title-page, Dnd again in 1661 with the same 
ascription. This ascription was challenged in 
1.924 by H. Dugdale Sykes, 1 an authority of whom 
T. S. Eliot2 spoke highly.. Sykes believed the play 
to be John Ford's, and adduced a number of par- 
allels of varying value. R. H.. Barker accepted 
Sykes' conclusion and did not treat the play., 
in his book on Middleton. Samuel Schoenbauni 
1. Sidel hts on the Elizabethan Drama (Oxford, 
1924), PP-183-199. 
2. i1iot said The Spanish Gipsy was "patently 
by other people" in For Lancelot Andrewes 
(London, 1928), p. 110. 
3. "Internal Evidence and the Attribution of 
Elizabethan Plays, " B llet to of the New York 
Public Library, LXV (1961)) 1087 
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attacked tris attribution, even though it was 
accepted by L. H. C. Oliphant and M. Joan Sargeaunt, 
on the ground that "External evidence cannot be 
ignored, no matter how inconvenient such evidence 
may be for the theories of the investigator. " 
Doubtless Middleton and Rowley wrote the original 
play, but as one reads through Sykes' chapter, 
one is tempted more and more to agree that John 
Ford had some connection with the play. It seems 
rather obvious that John Ford wrote a good 
deal of the scene (I. i3. i. ) in the bedroom- where 
the rape takes place. Sykes' evidence for this 
scene is excellent, and Barker simply sets down 
one speech (I. 111.96-101) and challenges anyone 
to disbelieve his opinion that It is Ford's. 
However, there can be no doubt that Middleton 
and Rowley were the chief authors of the play ; 
there is the advertising of The Changeling in 
Ii. i., with the Rowleian line "To court our 
brave spectators ; I'll 'chänge my postures" (l. 
107). T'either Middleton nor Ford wrote lines 
so ametrical and awkward. A look at the sources 
provides evidence that they underwent the Middle- 
ton treatment., In Women Beware Women Middleton 
added two characters, the Ward and 
6dido, from 
hints in Meslier's French nove la. Pompeio in 
Mesljer is certainly a booby, but he is by 
no means so gross and idiotic as the Ward is. 
Sordido seems to be entirely Middleton's addition, 
the pretentious fool who is supposed to be 
taking care of the idiotic fool. The Ward, we 
remember had the . 
habit of playing with a trap- 
stick . 
Now in II. ii. of The Spanish G3, n sy we 
again fired that Sancho, the rich young heir, 
is interested in trapsticks (1.163). Soto San- 
cho's man, is the more detached clown of the 
pair who, although condoning Sancho's folly, can 
often see through it. When we come to look at the originals of this pair we shall see that Middleton has almost invented Sancho's folly in 
its entirety and added Soto on his own account. Further, Sancho Is a "ward" to Pedro, just as the Ward is under the care of Guardiano in 
Women Beware Women. 
There are two pieces of evidence which 
point to the fact that Ford may well have been 
l 1ý 
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involved in The Spanish Ginsj. In 1621 he team- 
ed up with Rowley and Dekker to write The Witch 
of Edmonton for the Prince Charles' men at the 
Phoenix or Cockpit in Drury Lane. On 5 November 
1623 "The Gips_ye by the Cockpitt company" was 
seen by Prince 
Charles 
at Whitehall. Ford was 
thus friendly with Rowley. In 1633 Ford's 'Tis 
Pity She's a Whore was produced at the Phoenix, 
a play which shows' extensive acquaintance with 
Women Beware Women. Middleton's tragedy was not 
printed till 1657, and it is a fair assumption 
that Ford saw the play in manuscript after ad- 
miring it on the stage. 
Still, no one has offered any good division 
of the play between k4iddleton and Rowley, let 
alone Ford as well. The t'iio source stories, both 
novels in Cervantes' Novelas Examplares (1613), 
could have been read in French or Spanish. 
There is evidence that Middleton read Spanish 
and French supplied by The Triumphs of Honour 
and Industry -(1617), but whether Rowley used a Spanish source for All's Lost by Lust is not 
clear.. With matters as they stand, I think we 
must consider Middleton the 'composer of the ser- 
ious plot with help from Ford, and tentatively 
give the comic gipsy action to Rowley. - This 
division would accord with what we know about 
The Cqang. eling. However, there can be no doubt 
that the whole matter is in need of close en- 
quiry before any sound conclusions may be drawn. 
The play reflects, as does The Changeling, 
Middletoýi's interest in Spanish affairs. George 
R. Price 4 lists a number of close similarities 
between the two play quartos. The Spanish Gipsy 
even received The Changeling,, s place of action 
by error, as If the two manuscript title-pages 
had lain close together at one time. As for as 
I know, Middleton's adaptation of these two 
exemplary novels is the first evidence of trans- 
lation into English. There were ten editions in 
Spanish available by 1623, and a French trans- 
lation of the first six novels- by F.. de Rosset 
T ,ý 
2) I 
1+. "The Quartos of The Spanish Gyosy and Their 




published in 1615 and 1620-21. It is 'significant 
that both tales employed by Middleton may be 
found in de Rosset's book. Still, the forms of 
the names in The Spanish Gipsy correspond more 
closely with those in Cervantes rather than de 
Rosset. 
The main plot of the English play follows 
Cervantes's sixth tale, "de la fuer9a de la 
sangre, " rather closely. It is an improbable 
story, romantic and full of high passion, and 
it opens in a most sensational manner : Rodolfo, 
with four other young blades of Toledo, one 
night met a group of travellers at some dis- 
tance from the city. They were, in fact, a 
family of gentle standing, and with them' was 
their daughter, Lebcadia, a girl aged sixteen 
or seventeen. Rodolfo, aged about twenty-two, 
was rather apt to commit insolent affronts to 
respectable people despite his nobleness of blood. 
On this- occasion he decided he must enjoy 
Leocadia, and so, putting on makeshift masks, 
his coiapanions set on the family whilst Rodolfo 
snatched the girl. Rodolfo then went home with 
his prize blindfolded, and slipped quietly into 
his own apartment in his parents' house. Before 
Leocadia could recover from the original shock, 
? odoifo had taken her virginity. When she did 
come round, the implored her seducer to take 
her life as well. After some thought, however, 
she simply asked him to forget her and promised 
to forget him if he would put her out into 
the streets and leave her to make her own way 
home. Rodolfo's answer was to attempt to satisfy 
his lust further upon her. When even force failed, 
he left to find his friends and ask their adr 
vice about how to dispose of the girl. In the 
meantime, Leocadia searched the room and. looked 
out on the garden for a means of escape, but 
found only a little silver crucifix which she 
put into her sleeve. 
Rodolfo returned without having seen his 
companions since he "hpd decided to tell them that he had thought better of raping the girl. 
He therefore took Leocadia, blindfolded her, 
left her in Ayuntamiento square and made off 
quickly. 
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Whoever wrote act one of The Spanish Gin- 
made short work of these events. In I. i. 
we meet the young Spanish bloods, Roderigo, Lewys 
and Diego. Roderigo desires his. companions to 
help him to "a delicate body". Both of them 
have misgivings about the escapade, especially 
Lewys, but the seizure of Clara, daughter of 
Pedro de Cortes and his wife Taria, is a fait 
accomnlt within seconds. The adapter makes an 
important change at this point : Pedro de Cortes 
cries out his name which Lewys recognizes and 
which fills him with fear. vidently the author 
of I. i. was looking ahead to an irony whereby 
Lewyc would find he had assisted at the rape Fs7,, of his own beloved, but after act one, this 
irony is lost sight of. In fact, Lewwys. never 
discovers the truth of what happened on the 
fateful night. 
The high point of act one is the confron- 
tation of Roderigo and Clara in the bedchamber. 
The rape has taken place and Clara Is asking 
to be slain. Rodcrig. o will not even speak to 
her, but simply offers money to make some 
reparation. This added incident offers a fine 
opportunity for pathos in the manner of Ford : 
I need no wages for a rujn'd name, 
More than a bleeding heart. 
(I. 11i. 28-29) 
Clara is much more pathetic than Leocadia in- 
this first act, but in her later treatment of 
Lewys she changes completely. There follows the 
appropriating of the crucifix by Clara during 
Roderigo's- absence, and the return of Roderigo 
to dispose of her. Before he does this, he 
asks for further intercourse with her, as Ro- 
dolfö did. Just as quickly, however, he repents 
himself and swears to two conditions Clara lays 
down : that he will say nothing about the rape, 
and that he will leave her where he found her. 
In I. v. Lewys is, given the stage to lament his 
folly in assisting with the rape. Roderigo ap- 
pears and in unctuous terms denies having raped 
the girl. The author makes it clear that Roder- igo does not know whom he. has raped, but that 
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he knows she is intended for Lewys : "henceforth 
crown thee /A happy . bridegroom", 
he says sincere- 
ly. Nevertheless he never takes much notice of 
this relationship later, even when he marries 
Clara. It is difficult to escape the conclusion 
that the dramatist who opened the play added 
Lewys to Cervantes' story (his name is that of 
Leocadia's child resulting from the rape, named 
Luys, who is suppressed by the dramatists), and 
that later on he became an embarrassment who 
of necessity received short shrift. 
After Leocadia has been left in the streets, 
Cervantes switches the interest to her. In the 
early hours she made her way home, and related 
every circumstance of the rape and the appearance 
of the house to her parents. After some dis- 
cussion, it was decided not to seek redress 
either openly or by cunning, since the public 
shame which might follow would worsen the injury. 
As for Rodolfo, he had made plans to go to 
Italy on the advice of his father, and he short- 
ly left "little thinking on that which passed 
betwixt himself e, and Leocadia as If there had 
never beene any such matter. " 
The inglish dramatists return to Clara in 
II. ii. Pedro and llaria are prepared to wait for 
revenge without opening any public investigation. 
Lewys arrives to seek a favour, an interview 
with Clara ; during the colloquy, he proposes 
marriage to her. Clara is completely self-possessed 
and speaks with the judicious sensibility of a 
Jane Austen heroine : 
You shall not be unwelcome hither, sir ; 
That's all that I dare promise. 
(II. ii. 1+7-+8) 
1-ioderigo,. however, is suffering more misgivings 
than Lewys did as he prepares to leave for 
. Salamanca in III. i. At least, he has told every- 
one that he intends to go to Salamanca, but 
his real plan is to remain in Madrid and find 
Quotation from Exemolarie Novells ... Turned into English by Don Diego Pvede-Ser, i. e. - James Mabbe] 
(161+O), p. 191 ; Nouelas Exemplcres (1613) ) f-131- 
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Clara again. He is one of Middleton's typical 
horror-struck sinners who revile themselves after 
the event, totally unlike the feckless Rodolfo. 
But he is more mature 'than Penitent Brothel ; 
he is aware how nice his conscience would seem 
to many who do not feel the discrepancy between 
ideals and reality (III. i. 20-22). He meets some 
gipsics and joins them in order to remain in 
disguise in Madrid. The other tale from Cer- 
vantes, "de in Gitanilla", makes its influence 
felt all through the middle scenes of the play, 
and has a for greater effect on the principal 
plot than vice versa. Hence a good deal that 
happens to Roderigo in these scenes is not to 
be sought in Cervantes' sixth novel. 
Cervantes continues to focus on Leocadia's 
life after the rape. It turned out that she 
was pregnant ; in due course she bore a son, 
christened Luys. At the age of seven, he, was 
badly injured when he was knocked down by a 
horse ; the man who chanced to pick him up and 
take him home was none other than Rodolfo's 
father. Leocadia, who came to her son at the 
house whilst he was under the surgeon, soon 
recognised "the roome where her honour had it's 
end" (p. 195). On checking with Dofta Estefania, 
Rodolfo's mother) it was found that all the de- 
tails of the time of the rape tallied with 
Rodolfo's departure. The crucifix was also identified. 
Soon Rodolfo was sent for to Naples, under the 
pretext that a fair wife had been found for 
him. Home he came, and the same night he' arrived his* mother taught him. a lesson for his outrage. She presented him with a woman's picture and told 
him that this lady was the intended spouse. The 
picture was a portrait of "foulenesse itselfe" 
(p. 200). After Rodolfo had protested at length 
that he sought a bcauy rather than a woman of breeding or wealth, Dona Estefania sat the family 
and guests to supper and gave the signal for 
Leocadia's splendid entry. Leocadia was looking so beautiful that she "did dazle the eyes of the beholders" as if she were a goddess (p. 203). 
The attraction was mutual ; Leocadia was ready to try again the brief experience she had had with Rodolfo. Indeed, the unexpressed passions grew 
so strong that Leocadia swooned, and Rodolfo was 
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soon "in the like case, lying with his face 
on,, Leocadý, a's breast" (p. 20 5). At this point 
Doa Estefania informed her son that the uncon- 
scious lady was the intended bride, and as soon 
as she had recovered, a priest was brought for- 
ward and the pair married. Cervantes closes the 
story with an explanation of his title "All 
which was brought to passe by the permission 
of Heaven, and by the force of that bloud, 
which . the valiant, hoble, and 
Christian Crand- 
father of Luisico, saw spilt upon the ground" 
(p. 208). Blood, evidently, is thicker than 
water, and nobility of breeding will shine. 
through the most vicious of lapses. 
Rodolofo is, to the modern critic, an un- 
reformed egoist, but sufficiently like Tom Jones 
to escape the severest censure. By stressing his 
devil-may-care attitude one might justify Cer- 
vantes' passing over 
the inexcusable rape in 
the happy ending ; but the English dramatists' 
attempt to render him more acceptable is not 
at all in the direction of a careless conscience. 
After giving him an outburst of remorse shortly 
before becoming a gipsy, they allowed him 
the bride without many qualms. The inconvenience 
of having Lewys, the wronged friend, in the 
plot, could not prevent them from following 
Cervantes to a happy ending. 
In III. ii. the major plot proceeds. Clara 
has shown no signs of pregnancy, so that some 
other method of getting her into Roderigo's 
apartment must be devised than by an accident 
to her child. Accordingly it is she herself 
who is knocked down In a crowd excited by 
a horse, and taken to the house of Fernando 
do Azevida, Roderigo's father. In III. iii. she is 
discovered languishing in a chair, asking ques- 
tions about the situation of the house and the 
members of the family. Fernando says his wife 
is dead, but that he has a son and a lost 
daughter. Soon the rapist and Roderigo are id- 
entified as the same man, and as Fernando's 
sense of justice clashes with his paternal feel- 
ings, we seem close to a fine dramatic sit- 
uation : 
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I do not plead for pity to a villain ; 
0, lot him die as he hath livid ... 
Point me my grave.... (IIl. iii. 8+-85,90) 
But Clara asks that she be allowed to arrange 
a compromise, and the idea of marrying Roderigo 
to his victim takes root. The young sinner. 
turns up with the gipsies at his father's 
house and produces a play. At his father's 
insistence he acts in it, taking the part of 
"a very rake-hell a debosh'd fellow" (IV. ii. 67). 
The play within 
the 
play is clearly modelled 
on "The Murder of Gonzago" in Hamlet. Fernando 
even gives advice to the players as Hamlet 
does. He also supplies the plot in which Avero, 
an elderly father, rebukes Lorenzo, his wild 
son, for his ungoverned ways. Thus Hamlet's 
attempt to make Claudius show his guilt by sim- 
ulating the murder very closely finds an. inter- 
esting comic imitation here. The plot is un- 
comfortably close to real life for iioderigo's 
liking. It also embodies the business of the 
ugly picture and the choosing of the wife from 
Cervantes. As the picture is shown to Roderigo 
on stage, Fernando bids a friend in the audience 
to observe closely. And then, the dramatists 
made an absolutely disastrous error. The picture, 
of course, should be Of Clara, so that the 
audience in the know may observe Roderigo's shock 
at the proposed wife. But instead of following 
Shakespeare, they followed Cervantes, and made 
the picture an anonymous ugly woman. Why on 
earth should Roderigo make any significant 
reaction to such a portrait ? The intrusion of 
a violent part of the subplot sweeps away all 
speculation, mercifully. 
At the end of IV. iii., Fernando tells Ro- 
der go he has all along penetrated his disguise. 
The ugly lady must be his bride even as it 
was foreshadowed in the play, he adds. Roderigo 
says he saw a truly beautiful face at the play 
which affected him very strongly. Fernando agrees, 
as to the former compromise, to let the ugly 
lady be forgotten in favour of the beautiful, 
but penniless, one. Shortly after, in the next 
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scene, Roderigo and Clara pass over the stage 
as roan and wife. The dramatists wisely omitted 
all the fainting fits and the stagey ending 
in Cervantes. However, they . were still saddled 
with the' problem of Lewys Clara's suitor. Not 
content with this difficulty, they Insisted on 
adding further complications in the last act. 
Roderigo's father informs him (V. i. 11) that his 
wife is a wanton, and that he is reaping 
the reward for not marrying the girl he raped. 
But by V. ß,. 38 the truth is out that Clara is 
botht"` victim and the bride. Roderigo, however, 
already knew that the girl he had raped was 
Lewys' mistress at I. v. 1+2, and ought to have 
recognised her when he married her.. There is 
not definitely a discrepancy here but Roderigo 
shows little surprise when Lewys* comes in anger 
to claim his mistress. The main plot peters 
out at V. 1.77 in a very strange manner, leaving 
Lewys dissatisfied, but having used up all the 
Cervantes material from the first source tale. 
The second tale, "La G itanilla",, Sehich 
gives its name to the English play, is the 
first story in the 1613 edition of the Nove s 
Exemplaren. It is very long, occupying fols. 1-3 . This story really dominates the play, as a 
look at The Spanish Gipsy's dramatis personae 
shows : Fernando de Azovida, Corregidor of Madrid, 
although Roderigo's father in the math plot, is 
father to the little gipsy and takes his name, 
office and city from "La Gitanilla" ; Leocadia 
becomes Clara, the name of a judge's wife in 
Madrid ; Francisco de Carcamo is the father of 
Don Juan, who appears as Jolin in the play ; Sancho takes his name from the young poet- 
page who joins the gypsies as Don Sancho but 
has it changed by them to Clemente ; amongst 
the gipsfies, Guiamara, Pretiosa and Christiana 
take their names, respectively, from Dolia 
Guiomar, wife to Fernando (his sister in the 
play), Preciosa, the little gipsy, whose real 
name is Costan a de Azevedo, and Cristina, the 
bashful gip: sy girl. Other names, such as 
Cardochia, also come from Cervantes' gipsy tale, 
as do certain geographical allusions. 
The heroine of Cervantes' tale is Preciosa, 
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the beautiful young gipsy who turns out to be 
noble. But the -gipsies she mingles with are 
a literary man's creation : "Charming as Preciosa 
iss her charm is not essentially the charm of 
the gipsy race ... Cervantes turns 
the difficulty 
by keeping his gipsies as much as possible in 
the background. i6 Middleton and Rowley must have 
realised Cervantes knew nothing about gipsfies ; 
Middleton therefore arranged that they would 
turn out to be disguised nobility, and Rowley 
added songs galore full of high jinks in the 
countryside. 
It is not difficult to guess that The 
Spanish Gipsy was begun as a dramatisation of 
"La Gitanilla", in the hope that the success 
of the delightful comedy Beggars Bush (before 
1622) by Fletcher, and perhaps Nassinger, might 
be repeated. It has been stated that this play 
employs "La fuerSa de la sangre" for a source, 
and one finds the claim repeated in R. U. Pane's 
English Translations from the Spanish 14-84-1943, 
p. 80. Emil Koeppel'/dealt with this mistaken 
claim long ago. Beggars Bush influenced quite 
strongly the way in which Middleton and Rowley 
treated Cervantes' gipsy tale. Preciosa in Cer- 
vantes turns out to be of noble blood, but 
the other 2ipsies do not. In both The Spanish 
Üi. nsv and eggars Bush, nearly all the gipsies 
turn out to be noblemen disguised for political 
reasons. Fletcher's play also abounds in songs. 
6. The Comlo1ete Works of Cervantes, ed. James 
Fitzmaurice-Kelly, vol. VII (Ulasgow) 1902), 
7. Quellen-Studien zu den Dramen Ben Jonson's 
Jo1n Marston' g unci . beaul: lont und 1"letener `s 
[189 53, in Münchener Beiträ e zur romanische 
und englischen Ph: ilolo@ , eft 11. One mig a 
note here that Pane also claims The Queen 
of Corinth (1616-17) employs "La fuer5a de 
la sangre. " G. E. Bentley says, in Jacobean 
and d 
Caroline Stag, III 400, that Macaulay 
eni ed this in 1932. Hence Middle ton must 
be credited with the first definite use of 
Cervantes' Exern, 1ary Novels. 
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H. Butler Clarke8 warns, however, " that "It is 
beside the point to compare the gipsies with 
the more realistic vagabonds of The Beggars 
Bush . for these gipsfies are. really ladies and 
gentlemen, and as such they act and speak. " 
Though Cervantes' tale of the little gipsy 
is long, there is not a great amount of action 
in it. Preciosa, apparent daughter to an old 
gipsy' matron, was the leading turn in a gipsy 
troupe, being excellent at singing and dancing. 
She was a particularly moral child, singing a 
very pious song in Madrid on one. occasion when 
we see her perform. A young page, who was 
also a poet, interested himself in her and 
promised to supply her with odes. Another young 
man, having once seen her, was so affected by 
her beauty that he came out of Madrid to seek 
her. This was Don Juan de Carcamo, but despite 
his wealth and ranka Preciosa was not sure she 
could love him. She therefore stipulated that he must join the gipsies and spend two years 
with them, and if he was then content to 
marry, she would consent. Just before he joined 
them, Preciosa performed in his father's house 
and accidentally dropped an ode given to her 
by the page. Its warm terms, when read out by 
a rather disagreeable gentleman present, caused 
Juan to turn white with faintness. But Preciosa 
gave assurances of her affection, and later Juan joined the gipsies under the name of Andres. He coi, pletely removed all traces of his identity, 
even slaughtering his ass. Rather than steal, however z' with the 'other gi. psies, he silently used his gold to 'bring home booty. 
After many months, his courtship of Pro- 
ciosa having gone well, Andres was seized by 
another attack of jealousy on the page's' account. TlUs young man appeared near the gipsy camp 
one night, in a lonely district, and was 
savaged by the dogs. He was treated by tha gipsies, 
and Andres recognized him. After concocting a false account of his presence there, he later 
8. Quoted from Re resentative English Comedies, 
ed. C. M. Gayley, vol. III (New York, 191 2 lo9. 
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truthfully told Andres that he had belonged to 
a noble house in Madrid and, due to an accid. 
ental killing, had had to leave in disguise 
for Italy. The gipsies were able to help him 
forward on his covert way ; thus it happened that 
the page stayed with them rather a long time. 
He too received a new name, Clemente. 
One day, nepr Murcia, a misfortune befell 
Andres. A. girl called Juana Carducha fell in 
love with him at first sight 2 and being young 
--between seventeen and eighteen-and impetuous, 
she proposed to him. Wien he refused, she 
became very angry, and played a mean trick on 
him to keep him near her. Into his baggage 
she slipped valuable plate and jewels, and then 
had the group searched when it was leaving 
town. During the search, a very hot-headed young 
soldier, nephew to the local governor, happened 
to sneer at Andres, and strike him, whereupon 
Andres slew him. Clemente got away, but Andres 
was gaoled under sentence of death. Freciosa 
was taken to the house of the Corregidor, Don 
Fernando de Azevedo, where she pleaded with his 
wife for Andres' 3 ife. It was the old gipsy 
matron, however, who provided the key to the 
apparent impasse. She brought out a little box 
which proved beyond a doubt that Preciosa was 
Costanca de Azevedo and she added that she her- 
self had stolen. 
Le 
child from Madrid in 1595. 
When Preciosa had pointed out to her mother 
that Andres was not a gipsy either, - the old 
gipsy woman revealed that he was Don Juan de 
Carcarso, the son of a knight. The Corregidor, 
Don Fernando, went to the gaol and told the 
prisoner he might 'marry the little gipsy be- 
fore his execution. The priest appointed, how- 
ever, refused to marry the pair without a 
license and other documents, so that the Cor- 
regidor granted Andres more time. This was 
clearly the- moment to reveal every detail of 
Andres' new situation, and once the local 
governor had heard of the quality of the per- 
sons Involved in the killing, privilege prevailed 
and the sentence was expunged. Carducha owned 
that her charge had been false. A happy wedding 
took place which satisfied both families gro lye 
and, adds Cervantes, "vengeance was buried in 
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the joy of discovery of the couple, and mercy 
triumphed" (fol. 38). 
Middleton and Rowley's treatment of this 
material is perfunctory. They added a character 
called Alvarez, and made him gipst' leader ; in 
fact, he is a noble lord who has been banished) 
much like Uerrard in Beggars Bush. Between Al- 
varez and Lewys they created a blood-feud, as 
Alvarez had slain Lewys' father in a quarrel 
over a couple of hawks. This motif seems taken 
from Heywood's A Woman Killed with Kindness 
(1607) or its sources. We can almost go as 
far as H. Butler Clarke9 and say of the subplot 
that "it belongs to Cervantes", except that it 
is sketchier and less exciting. 
In I. v. Diego sees John in the small hours, walking the streets of Madrid and "strange- 
ly tickled / With rare conceited raptures" (11. 84-85). It seems he is In love with a young 
gipsy. That is all the preparation in act one for a plot which completely usurps the centre 
of the play. In II. i. "La Gitanilla" comes into 
its own. Rowley seems here to get loose with 
his amiable, chatty, style, and spends the "first 
seventy lines in talking about different kinds 
of gipsfies. Cardochia is introduced early, no 
doubt because Cervantes' Carduchla and her sudden 
improbable infatuation were felt to be weaknesses. 
The gipsies are performing at her inn. 
At II. i. 117 we meet Sancho and Soto as 
well. Sancho is created out of Clemente, but 
resembles the earnest poet-page of Cervantes 
hardly at all. H. Butler Clarke (p. 109) saw so 
little resemblance that he claimed "Louis. San- 
cno and Soto were added by the English ýplay- 
twrights, and lack, accordingly, the Spanish stamp. " 
Sancho's "rhymes" are execrable. Although the 
things he does derive from Clemente's actions, 
they are made ridiculous and grotesque. I sus- 
pect Rowley played Sanciho's foil, the added 
character Soto. At 11.1.228 John. accosts Guiamara" 
and Constanza (Pretiosa), and asks for Ccstanza's 
hand. The trial period of two years is enjoined 
upon him. 
In II. ii. the blood-feud between Lewys 
and Alvarez is introduced. We hear that the 
9. Rebresentative English Conedics, III, 115. 
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Conde Alvarez, and his wife and daughter, are 
missing, their whereabouts unknown. Lewys wants 
revenge for his dead father and is interested 
in having Alvarez' banishment repealed. This 
action moves with sporadic bursts through III. ii., 
IV' &i., V. i. , in which scene Alvarez barters the 
secret of his identity for John's reprieve, and 
V. ii. In the latter scene Alvarez and Lewys 
meet to fight a duel, but after Alvarez has 
explained the amount of agonised penitence he has suffered, Lewys settles the quarrel and asks to be considered Alvarez' on son. Evidently Lewys, lover of Clara and enemy of the, chief 
gipst, was put in to cement the two tales to- 
gether. Needless to say, he looks superfluous to both plots. 
In III-i- ßodcrigo joins the gipsies as well. He is responsible for the play put on in Fer- 
nando's house, and drains off some of the attri- butes of Clemente in Cervantes. At Francisco de 
Carcomo's house there is a gipsy singing per- formance (III. ii. ), presumably modelled on the 
one in which Juan faints with jealousy over the 
amatory ode. John has about four lines ; his jea- lousy is crowded out and he is reduced to ex- 
pressing his love for Pretiosa in rhetorical 
shorthand : 
I an a-fire I'm sure (III. 1i. 57) 
Pit 7 'tis a grave to bury lovers in (III. ii. 116). 
Even this last remark is a direct quotation from Cervantes : "pues yo s6 poco de hoyos, 6 esse no 
es hoyo, sino sepultura de desseos viuos" (fol. 8). In IV. i., Johzn finally joins the gipsfies ; his 
ass is slaughtered and buried. The dramatists 
were running desperately short of time, so into the same scene they crowded Cardochia's Infatua- 
tion for John, now named Andrew, and her spite- ful revenge. Diego is. employed for this end, 
since we learn in a- brief encounter that he 
loves Cardochia. Their quarrel reaches violence in IV-ill.,. although Diego is not slain by John, but only wounded. At the first sign of 
trouble for the gipsfies, Sancho reveals his 
identity to his guardian, Don Pedro, and has to 
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suffer confinement. Once Roderigo is married to 
Clara, the remainder of act five is left clear 
to put in all of the complications at the 
end of "La Gitanilla". Pretiosa pleads for John's 
life, imitating the pathetic sweetness of Fletcher's 
Jaculin in Beggars Bush. She takes over Jaculin's 
mannerism of protestation, the expression "'Deed, 
la" (V. i. 95), and Preciosa's defence of her 
honour and truthfulness (fols. 32v-33). John is 
sentenced to die ; Guiamara reveals who he is, 
and that she herself is the sister of Fernando, 
the Corregidor. We now learn that the "young 
daughter" mentioned in II-ii. was Fernando's 
daughter, committed to Guiamara when her mother 
died. A casket confirms the matter. John's pardon 
has been won by Alvarez, we recall ; Cardochia 
and Diego, for some' mysterious reason, are also 
ready to marry. 
If it were not for the survival of Cer- 
vantes' tale, it would be difficult to tell 
what was going on in the subplot. H. Butler 
Clarke's judgment, that we have basically "a 
play to which its authors contributed only the 
dialogue, onj scene, a minor character and comic 
excrescences" 0 is just. The subplot coasts along, 
buoyed up by its source ; alone, it is impossible 
to follow, as critics who saw the Elizabethan 
Stage Society's revival in 1898 testified. On 5 
April of that year, William Poel directed a 
single performance for which Swinburne had written 
a new prologue. H. Butler Clarke mentions the 
cool reception this whole effort received. 
Middleton, clearly, did not write so much 
of the play, though 1 believe he was responsible 
for trying to transform Cervantes' egoistic 
Rodolfo into a man haunted by a sense of the 
evil maze he had lost himself in. Surely the 
man who planned the main action of The Changeling 
did not imagine two complex stories could be 
forced into one play, together with an added 
blood-feud, a play within a play, and two 
clowns. 
10. Representative English Comedies, III, 113. 
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Karl Christll had other suggestions for the 
possible sources of The Spanish Ginsy. Alexandre 
Hardy wrote both La Force du Sang- and La Belle 
r: of enne before %iiddleton's play, in 1611 and 
161 respectively. Juan Perfz de Montalb6n wrote 
La Gitaniila de I1adricl, apparently bcfo-- e 1620, 
but I do not find any of his work published 
before I4iddleton's death. Karl Christ himself 
did not douut that Cervantes was Middleton's 
source, perhaps because both these dramatists' 
works were inaccessible before publication. Of 
Hardy's six hundred pieces, forty-one pastorals, 
tragedies and tragi-comedies were published in 
six volumes (Paris, 1621+-28). The Spanish Giosy 
was probably written in 1623, and aäted by the 
Lady 1: lizabeth's men at the Phoenix. Middleton 
had written for them before, both before their 
reduction to a provincial gros and after their 
re-forrmation in 1621 or 1622. Rowley could 
not have acted in the play if Bentley's theory13 
is correct, that the united existence of the 
Lady : s'lizabeth's-Prince Charles' (I) company came 
to an end in 1615/16. Rowley, however, must 
certainly have had some 'motive for joining in 
a play for Lady Elizabeth's men whilst a Prince 
Charles' man. Later in 1623 he became a King's 
, man and entered into no further collaborations 
with Middleton. It is not beyond impossibility 
that Rowley did have a clown's part in The 
Soani, sh Gins.. The changes to Sancho and the 
addition of Soto suggest a definite purpose. 
I do not blame R. H. Barker for desiring 
to pass this play over to Ford. It is an in- 
structive example of how not to employ source 
material, and in that respect as well as others 
is not at all typical of Middleton. 
SOURCES 
I: ain plot : Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, Novel-as 
Exemplares (1613), VI, "La fuer5a de 
11. Que11, enttudieng pp. 8+-85. 
12. G. E. Bentley, Jacobean and Caroline Stage, I, 182. 
13. G. E. Bentley, Jacobean and Caroline Stage, I, 198: 
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la Sangre" ;. William Shakespeare, 
Hamlet (1603,1623)- 
-Subplot : Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, Novelas. 
Exemplares (1613), I, "La Gitanilla" ; 
John r'letcher, Beggars Bush. (acted 
1622). 
We turn now to the most interesting play in 
Middleton's career after the tragedies, A Game 
at Chosse. As City Chronologer 1°liddleton could. 
not have failed to become increasingly aware 
of Spanish events as they touched England - King 
James, and James' son-in-law, Frederick, 
Hector 
of the Palatinate. Since Middleton had last 
worked carefully on a play, some important 
political developments had been taking place. 
Spain was now not so much a land of romance 
and high manners, but of Romish supersti¬iion Sr 
and evil plotting. Of the political developments 
which had been taking place, the last three 
of the four I shall enumerate partook of a 
sensational nature. The Count Gondonar, Don 
Diego Sarmiento da Acura, Spanish ambassador in 
London, retired in 1622, from his second period 
in the office, which had commenced in 1619. By 
Puritans and by loyal nationalists, which com- 
prised most people except the Court party and 
the Catholics, he was heartily detested. The 
presses vented a steady stream of abuse against 
him and expos6s of his "schemes" ; the pulpit 
urged James to adopt policies directly opposed 
to those which Gondomar successfully influenced 
him to follow. 
The first of the sensational events was 
the departure In 1622 from England for dome of 
Marco Antonio de Dom3, nis, Archbishop of Spalatro, 
regarded till then as a notable convert to 
Protestantism. He had remained in England six 
years, years in which he was well treated- and 
well rewarded. The English populace, not -being 
familiar with his learned anti-Papal writings, 
were convinced that he had been acting hypocrit- 
ically and avariciously throughout, and they also 
believed it was Gondomar who had been responsible 
for arranging the downfall of the Archbishop 
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which followed on his return. In AlR lation 
sent from Rome. (1624), the unhappy end of de 
Dominis is reported ; imprisoned by the Inquis- 
ition, he died there and in December 1624 his 
body was burned after -a pronouncement that he 
was deprived of honour, benefit and dignity. 
This was the second sensation. 
In 1623 the most notorious event of the 
four took place, the one which for all English 
people was of greatest moment and anxiety, and 
one which would have been known far outside 
London at a popular level as the other three 
events may. not have been. Gondomar was regarded 
as solely responsible for manipulating James to 
the point of sending Charles and the Duke of 
Buckingham to I-iadrid and for covertly intending 
the whole projected match to be a failure from 
the start. A whole group of pamphlets came out 
on the Spanish marriage between Charles and the 
Infanta alone, ' and when Charles come home -. with- 
out a bride in mid-1623, a spate of reports 
replaced the controversial books. 
Middleton had now enough ammunition for a 
political satire on Gondomar and enough detail 
for a dramatic action, so that he was in a 
position to write a comedy such as would suc- 
ceed more brilliantly than any he had written 
before. He had not written satire for a long 
time and never consistently, but his early 
bent had been towards Iýiarstonian satire and 
several of the comedies for the child actors 
had contained satire of London t ypes. After 
A Chaste Maid in CheaT)sýe (1613), in part a 
cutting; attack on the Puritans, he had mellowed 
to a tragicomic mood ; 11th cynical view, " 
writes Professor W. Power, 12 "would be that he 
was bought off, " since Middleton's civic em- 
ployments began in 1613. It appears that 
Middleton began work on his satire sometime early 
in 162+, for there exists an early manuscript 
14. E. g. the reasoned Considerations vnon the TreQIV of Marria e (1623). 
15. "Thomas riiddleton vs. King James Iý" p. 529. 
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version16 of the play which has no Fat Bishop's 
part in it, and in which a significant but 
not wholly complete change was made to the White 
King's Pawn's part. The reason for such a change 
is not far to seek, because in 162+ Lionel Cran- 
field, Earl of i"iiddlesex, was impeached before 
the Lords on four articles, the chief of which 
was receiving bribes of the farmers of the 
customs in his capacity of Lord Treasurer. The 
Duke of Buckingham was really behind the sacri- 
fice of this financial genius, who rose from the 
rank of apprentice, went into the civil service, 
and rose again under the patronage of the How- 
ards, to become Lord Treasurer from 1621 to 
162k. In G. E. A. ylmer'`s17 words, in 1623 "the 
attempt to bri.. ig about a Spanish marriage al- 
liance reached its absurd, even fantastic climax, 
with an unofficial, impromptu trip across Europe 
by Prince Charles ... accompanied by Buckingham [who] galloped across Europe incognito, complete 
with false beards, and arrived at the Spanish 
Court, only to find that they were the victims 
of Spanish diplomatic finesse.... The Spaniards, 
who had perhaps never taken the marriage project 
seriously had totally out-manoeuvred them, and 
the King's misgivings about this wild trip were 
well justified. Though he got his favourite and 
his son back safely the whole adventure was 
a humiliating fiasco' ; if we remember this, and 
that Buckingham was in a great measure respon- 
sible for Cranfield's fall there is perhaps 
some justice in thinking hat support from high 
places prompted Sir Henry Herbert to license the 
satir . L. B. Wright holds this view, but R. C. Baldib points to the satirical thrusts at Buck- 
16. See R. C. Bald "An Early Version of Middle. 
ton's 'Game at Chesse', " P-ILR, =III (1943), 
177-186. It will be obvious that I am not 
only citing Bald's edition (Cambridge, 1929) 
In this chapter, but that I am relying heavily on all his published work on the play. 
17. The Struggle for the Const tution 1603-1682 
(London, 1963), p. 64. 
18. The two letterappear in TLS, ' 16 February 
and 17 May (1928), p. 112 and p. 379 respectively. 
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ingham in the play, in act five. He adds that 
James could scarcely have known anything about 
what Middleton and the King's men were brewing; 
indeed "it is possible that the actors waited 
until James left London on 15 July (Cal. of 
S. P. (Dom. ), 1623-25, P"311) and by 6 August 
would have been sufficiently far away from the 
capital to be unable to take action until sev- 
eral days had elapsed. " 
Basic to the play, then, are the question 
of the Spanish marriage and Gondomar's hated amb- 
assage to England (some historians such as 
Garrett Mattingly are inclined to dismiss Mid- 
dleton's attack as irrelevant, but G. P. V. 
Akrigg's chapter called "Gondomar"19 excellently 
illustrates how Middleton has caught the Span- 
iard's aloofness, arrogance, wit and guile. In 
addition it now appears that Middleton was 
right about the part Gondomar played in con- 
spiring to destroy de Dominis20. To Londoners, 
Gondomar was the stage Machiavellian come to 
life, and thus- Middleton portrays him). One 
might also add that the spread of the Jesuits' 
power and influence was from the start a major 
element in Middleton's design. Then came the 
charges of corruption laid against Cranfield 
on 15 April 1624; and finally, Newes from 
Rome : Spalato's Doome (1624), which detailed 
the disaster which overtook de Dominis when, 
some time after his arrival in Rome, he 
was imprisoned by the new Pope's regime. The 
pamphlet reports that he endured "a mortall 
incurable consumption, he having (as is supp- 
osed) of late breathed his last in the 
Castle of Saint Angelo" (p. 31). If this 
information is correct, the pamphlet probably 
did not appear until after 8 September 1624, 
too late for Middleton to have used it. 
Nearly everything is known about the cir- 
cumstances attending the production of the play, Friday 6 August to Monday 16 August 21, although 
19. Jacobean Pageant (Cambrsidge, Mass., 1962), pp. 
321-33" 
20. Jacobean Pageant, p. 315. 
21. All informatiOn about the production is from 
Bald's edition, pp. 19-23. 
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there is no agreement as to how Sir Henry Her- 
bert was prevailed upon to license a play which 
represented two living Christian monarchs. The 
pamphlet literature which gave Middleton his mat- 
erial for the portraits of de Dominis (said by 
Bald, edition, p. 117, to be S alato's Doome) and 
Gondomar (Thomas Scott's The Second art of Vox 
Po v 3)22 has been well 'studied, but a gap 
in approaches to the play has been left by a 
lack of any study of the chess allegory. 23 
Middleton actually used one chess book, Arthur 
Saul's The Famous Garne of Chesse-play. (1614), as 
an immediate source, and this book undoubtedly 
furnished him with the idea. of the checkmate 
by discovery. I have listed borrowings from 
this book and from Philemon Holland's translation 
of Pliny's Historß. e (1601) and put them in 
appendix D; the point I make there about the 
random borrowings is that Middleton must have 
been using a commonplace book, a fact which 
enabled him to wrote at least the latter part 
of the play in one mont h. 21+ 
Arthur Saul's book, however, is merely a 
chess manual for the beginner, and does not 
speak of the identification commonly made be- 
tween chessmen and an army, or chessmen and a 
commonwealth. James Rowbothum's translation of 
Damiano da Odemira's The Playe of the Cheasts 
(1562) has the following remark "For this game 
hath a certaine allusion or similitude of a 
ranged battel" ;, and he says that politic wisdom 
may be gained by playing the game whilst "com- 
paring it to publick gouernemUt" (A1V). Miss 
Margery Fisher23 alludes to Francisco Colonna's 
Hypnerotomachia Poliuhili (trans. 1592), in which 
22. The resemblance was first recognised by John 
Woolley in August 162+ : see L. Hutson Shake- 
earo' s W 0 (L od d 1 ) 6 5 
2 
p s o en on on, 
J T i1 h 
pp. 1 -17. 9 9 t 3. . . as exam cCullen, Jr. , ined he use of games in the drama from 1550 to 1635 (L2 
7-14)* XIV [19531 
24. 2 See Bald's edition, pp. 15 and 19. At that, 
one month is the absolute maximum time avail- 
able. 
25. Introduction and Notes to Women Beware Women, 
an unpublished University of Oxford disserta- 
tion (1937), p. 102. 
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chess is played "by living people and with 
people used as men ; nymphs move gracefully about 
a plot of land marked out as a chessboard" 
(pp. 64-65). The manner of the taking of human 
pieces which Colonna describes may perhaps have 
been used by the King's men. Another book from 
the i'lizzbethan period is Ludus Scacch&ae (1597), 
a translation in part from G. Blochino. The'book 
is also partly lifted from James Rowbothum's 
book of 1562, and partly "A prety and pleasant 
Poeme of a whole Game played at Chesse" between 
Mercury and Apollo. But behind all these English 
interpretations lies perhaps Caxton's Gr, rne and 
Plave of the Chesse (11f71+), 26 a translation from 
the French, concerned -as much with English polity 
as with chess. William Axon writes of it : "The 
author's aim was almost exclusively ethical. It 
was to win men to a sober life and to the 
due performance of individual and social duties, 
that the preacher exhausted his stores of learn-- 
ing ., *11 (p. lxxi). Of course, even If Middleton had such a rare book to hand, we should re- 
member that it portrays the older game which had 
almost everywhere disappeared by 1550. The Por- 
tuguese Damiano's writings were largely respon- 
sible for a spread of the knowledge of the new, 
advanced rules, to whi 1 modern chess players 
adhere almost entirely. 
But when all this has been said, there re- 
mains the essential brilliance of conceit behind 
making the Spanish Catholic house black, and the 
inglish Protestant house white. 14obody had done 
it before, however obviousdsit may seen to us, 
and it was perfectly suited to its purpose. Who, 
then, are the pieces and pawns ? More articles 
have been devoted to this aspect of A Game at 
Chesse than to any other. E. C. T "Iorris2 was one 
of the early guessers, and he gave the houses 
26. Vincent Figgins added the "Remarks" to a superb 
facsimile reprint of 1855 ; William E. A. Axon 
put out an edition with fuller critidal 
apparatus in 1883. 
27. I think 'yen passant" was not in use ; and 
one could lose by staling a game. 28. "The Allegory of A Game at Chesse, " Eng. 
Stud. ý Band =VIII (1907)2 PP"39--52. 
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as f ollows : 
White : King - James ; Queen - the dead Anne ; Bishop - 
Archbishop Abbot of Canterbury ; Knight - Prince 
Charles ; Rook (Duke) - Buckingham. 
King's Pawn - Earl of Bristol (Digby) ; Queen's Pawn - Elizabeth, James' daughter ; Bishop's Pawn -Frederick, Elector Palatine. 
Back : King - Philip IV ; Queen - Isabella ; -bishop - Father General of the Jesuits ; Knight - Gondomar 
Rook (Dulze) - Count Olivares, Philip's chief 
minister. 
King's Pawn - not identified ; Queen's Pawn - 
Archduchess Isabella ; Bishop's Pawn - Duke 
of Bavaria ; Knight's Pawn - !: mperor Ferdinand. 
Amongst this list there are items with which 
no-one would quarrel ; in the White House, James, 
C_arles and Buckingham are obviously right ; in 
the Black Philip, Gondomar and Olivares are 
equally right. So far I have made no mention 
of the teat Bishop, who is de Dominip and very 
obviously an addition. At first Bald thought 
that John Underhill played the part 2 but then he thought it over and decided what is extreme- 
ly likely, that William Rowley got a part writ- 
ten into the play for himself. 
The list of regal names given to the pawns 
stems from I-MZorris's desire to see the gelding 
of the White Bishop's Pawn as a representation 
of the loss of the Palatinate to Spanish forces. 
I, o-one since his article came out has been able 
to agree that the slender action of the subplot 
can bear that much weight of political signif- 
icance. The two Queens have also been seen with 
Much plausibility as the Churches of England and 
Rome, but J. R. Moore30 persuasively argues that 
the title-page of quartos I and II(a) shows the 
29. Edition, p. 23 ; ILS, 6 February 1930, p. 102. 
30. The Contemporary Significance of Middleton's 
Garne it Chesse, " P11LA L (1935), 762. But see 
f3a1d's weighty argument on p. 11 of his ed- 
ition. 
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Queens to be Anne and Isabella. The White King's 
Pawn is surely Lionel Cranfield, after originally 
being Tobie Mathew, son of the Archbishop of 
York. Why would Mathew have been a good target 
for satire and then afterwards Cranfield a 
better one 
ý Nathew had been a friend of Gond- 
omar and became a Jesuit ; then Cranfield wap im- 
peached, and as he was disliked by Buckingham 
and his faction for his independent ways, and 
for maintaining that Charles and Buckingham were 
overspending wildly in Spain (James transmitted 
in his despatches something of his Lord Treasur- 
er's attitude towards demands for More jewels, 
and horses for tilting, made by Charles and 
Buckingham); and disliked by the Protestant and 
anti-Spanish party who wanted war with Spain or 
in the Palctinate31 for his counsel that England 
could not afford it, hardly anyone wanted to save 
him. James actually wanted to, but he no longer 
had control over 'Juckingham ; for he knew that 
Crc. nfield was an able servant and took no more 
bribes or rewards than many another man in high 
government office. It is sad therefore to record 
that the representation of Cranfield as the pawn 
wilo wore a black shirt under his white one (III. 
1.288) is a piece of unjust advantage taken by 
I-Iiddlet on. 
If we accept the White Bishop as the Pri- 
mate of all England and the Black Bishop as 
the Father General of the Jesuits, we have as 
many probably correct identifications as matters. 
Amongst the black pawns the Queen's. Pawn is a 
secular Jnesuitess (so identified by Sir A. W. 
'Ward) ; the Bishop's Pawn may well glance at 
henry Flood (or Floyd, elder brother of John 
Floyd, Bullen's candidate for this part), a 
Jesuit, who was chief agent for transporting 
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newly-converted 'English nuns to the Continent. 
32 
John Gee33 calls him "Father Floud Iesuit, their 
prime Procurator. " 
14iddletcn needed to give all these people 
characteristic action and now and again to rep- 
resent some actual occurrence, so he turned to 
the anti-Spanish and ant. -Jesuitical literature 
of " the day. A. H. Bullen3 listed five of the 
most important sources, Thomas Scott's Vox Popul'' 
(1620) and The Second Part of Vox Ponvli (1624), 
John Gee's Foot out of the Snare and New Shreds 
of the Old Snore (162 , and Thomas Robinson's Anatomie of the Lng, iish Nunnerte at Lisbon (1622). Thomas Robinson, and John Gee especially, 
are amusingly sharp propagandists in their own 
right ; Middleton captures Gee's peculiar kind of 
sarcasm, in one scene only, the scene of the 
penitential taxes (IV. ii. 85ff. ). Then Bald went 
on to give a t'uly compendious list which as 
it proved was still not complete. 
of the list 
of thirteen books scattered through the "Notes" 
to Bald's edition, I cannot accept all of them 
as definitely known to Middleton. The five 
important ones are Scott's Second Part of Vox 
Ponvl' , Robinson's 
Anatomie. The State-11 sterjes 
of the Iesv&, tds (1623), originally by Pierre 
Gosselin in French'Co 'E'he Friers Chronicle (1622) 
by T. G., and Vox eli 12. John Gee actually 
copies passages out of Robinson's book, for Ins- 
tance in talking about the Lisbon nunnery on 
p. 115 of his New Shreds, so that Robinson rather 
than Gee should be given the credit when Middle- 
ton is copying verbatim. 
It was Thomas Scott in his Vox Populi who 
gave Middleton the idea of presenting Gondomar 
in the self-revelatory way in which he talks 
about himself. Gondomar has three long important 
speeches in the play-on his first entrance (I. 
i. 263-291), based on a passage in The State-. 
Mysteries of the Iesvites, 35 a speech which re- 
32. See Thomas Robinson's Anatomic of the English 
Nunner. e at Lisbon (1 b22 7 pp. -92 cited in Bald's edition on p . 156. 33. iyew Shreds of the dd Snare (1624), p. 114. 
34. Works, VII. 
35. See Bald's edition for the "Notes" to each 
of these passages, and my appendix D detail- 
ing borrowings Bald overlooked. 
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veals his kinship with Guardiano, another clever 
man- who can disguise egregious mischief as a 
sweet sensation ; on his entrapment of, the Fat 
Bishop (III. i. 79-116), based on passages in Vox 
Coell and Vox Pooul3, ; and, on his pawn's escape 
from non-absolution for the gelding of the WU: ite 
Bishop's Pawn (IV. ii. 43-77), based on. The Second 
Part of Vox Popvli. Finally in another vein Uondomar reveals his celebrated fount of learning 
with which he occupied James by the hour, at 
V. iii. 7-55, based partly on Pliny. Altogether he 
has a prodigious amount to say, mostly in speech- 
es twenty or more lines long ; if Middleton had 
not been in such a hurry, he surely would have 
trimmed down this character's part. Scott in' his. 
Vox Popu11 pictures a meeting of all the Spanish 
states at I4ouson, Aragon, for the purpose of 
hearing how the Catholic cause had been furthered 
in England. In a -diffident tone Gondomar boasts : 
I underwrought that admirable Engine haleiah, 
and so was the cause his voyage (threatning 
much daunger and domalte to us) was overthrowne, 
and himselfe returning in disgrace, I ursued 
almost to death, neither (I hope) need 
I 
say, 
almost, If all things hit right, and all strings 
hold. 
(C1) 
It is not easy to point to one definite 
writer who gave Middleton his idea for presenting 
de Domanis. He enters imperiously in II. iý.., using 
obscure similes and talking about his books. 
Middleton must have known that a favourite notion 
of de Dominis' was that the Christian world could 
be reconciled and re-united, just as James with 
equal fantasy believed that he could make peace 
in Western Europe. (De Dominis' Idea- is alluded 
to in -11Newes from Rome [16243, p. 26. ) Yet he 
ignored It and stressed the Archbishop's contem - 
tuous pride and gluttony (Neves from Rome, p. 14). 
With some penetration Middleton makes him rcfer 
to his homesickness for the flowers of the Ital- 
ian and Dalmatian countryside (II. ii. 37-41)) a list 
which seems to come from a herbal- of 1619 by 
Dodoens. From the Jesuit quarter came attacks on 
hire by John Floyd, in Latin, including one called 
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Hvnocr sLs N. A. de Dor inis" detecta (1620) ; from 
the Anglican quarter came [The) Arch-Bisho of 
Snalato, his Shiftings : gin Religion (1 2 by 
Richard Neile. This book prinýs do Dominis' letter 
first requesting permission to depart (B3-B3v), 
which alludes to his homesickness. Yet only 
Newes from Home has the tone of vituperation 
and scoffing which is suitable material for 
Middleton's attack on the fat man who is "per- 
swaded that this Flesh would fill / The biggest 
Chayre Ecclesiastieall" (II1.1.9-10). It would 
be reassuring to know when Newes from Rome was 
entered on the Stationers' Register, but there 
is no record. Middleton makes much play with a 
jest de Dominis madb on Gondomar, that he knew 
a cure for his fistula---a halter ; and perhaps 
we are after all dealing with a portrait from 
hearsay. The incident whereby Gondomar traps de 
Dominis into going home to Italy is, on the 
other hand, plentifully documented from the per- 
iod. As Bald says (edition, p. 1+7), the account 
in Newes from Rome (pp. 22-2ý+) is the nearest 
to the play's treatment at III. i. 1-78. De Dominis 
was actually challenged in an official letter 
which Neile printed (Arch-Bishop of Spalato, p. 55)) 
which alleged 
yea, that you haue a safe conduct by the 
procurement of Spain from the Pope to returne, 
and many other such like matters. 
Hiddlet on added ,a promise of the 
Papal 
Supremacy for de Bominis, in the letter which 
Gondomar brought from Paul ; no book which I 
have seen exaggerates the offer from Rome to 
that extent. But de Dominis did- have a nasty 
way of grasping at all he could get, and had 
once before made an absurd attempt to be in- 
stalled as Archbishop of York. Tobie Mathew was 
in fdct not dead at all but merely out to 
expose greedy and unlikely gulls like de ominis 
who would immediately apply. At the end of act 
III the Fat Bishop departs, threatening to write 
books against the White House (III. i. 3+3-314)- 
At this point, the middle of the game, the 
Black House is definitely winning, having just 
taken the White King's Pawn (Cranfield) and 
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trapped the Pat Bishop. With 
field to the Blacks House "by 
nected the loss of* the Black 
the Black House ; the loss of 
Pawn is the beginning of the 
Black House : 
the loss of Cran-. 
default" is con- 
ishop's Pawn by 
the Black Bishop's 
end for the 
For if it should so happen that the blacke 
King should lose his Bishops Pawnee for the 
gaining of the white Kings Pawne, yet the 
blacke Kings losse were the grdater.... 
(Arthur Saul, Famous Game of Che"sse- 
na [161437 D3 
The White queen's Pawn is still in danger, as 
the attack on the Black Bishop's Pawn has been 
countered with an attack on her. Before the 
Fat Bishop is actually caught and removed by 
the White Bishop and King in IV. iv., after his 
attack on the White Queen, he figures in the 
scene concerning the penitential taxes (IV. ii. 
85-141), a richly satirical attack on the Cath- 
olic practise of taking money at absolution. 
Bald (edition, p. 15) is inclined to believe the 
episode based on a forged Protestant version 
of the Taxae, perhaps that of dux Pinet (156+). 
Looking over a genuine book of Taxes, TUxe Cäc- 
e ar' e aoostolice & taxe sacre -oenit7tiarie 
aol ce (Paris, 1520), one finds an amount set 
down for a priest who might have castrated him- 
self : "Disp'Osatio pro presbytero presente vel ab- 
sente qui abscidit suos testiculos. g xvi. " (Fo. 
x=viii), doubtless with Origon in mind. Hence 
Middleton almost certainly had a version which 
did not provide for castration. The Black Bish- 
op's Pawn decides that homicide-, for which 
absolution is available, is the only answer to 
his problem. 
Of the other episodes in the play, the 
Induction with Ignatius Loyola and Error resembles 
the Induction to MMliddleton's own Michaelmas Term, 
and Ignatius' angry allusions to his delayed 
canonization may owe something to John Donne's 
Ignatius his Conclaue (1611), pp. 132-135. Igna- 
tius was beatified in 1609, and he says "Tis 
not 5 yeares since I was Saynted by 'em" 
(Induction, 15), perhaps indicating Middleton had 
a now-lost pamphlet, which printed 1619 for 1609, 
with news 'from Rome. 
IL 
The Tract of Obedience episode in I. i. 207ff. 
seems to derive from Robinson's Anatomic (Bald, 
p. 140), although the reappearance of such a book 
as that of G. A. P., The rules of obedience (cited 
from the rsargi of a Protestant polemic) would 
be instructive. 6 This episode is as much a 
part of the main design as of the satire on 
the Jesuits, as it depicts the conflict between 
credulous but innocent righteousness and hypocrit-- 
ical, unctuous pseudo-sanctity. James had to be 
portrayed in these terms if the play was not 
going to offend him personally, and Middleton 
seems sincerely to have believed that Cathol- 
icism sanctioned unhealthy curiosity : 
for ray desires 
Dwell all in ignorance, 
To know that fond waye 
and Ile neuer wish 
rsaye redeene them thence -: (1.1.186-188) 
says the innocent White Queen's Pawn. In this 
scene Middleton brings into play his old comic 
skills from the period of his child actors' 
writing, for the Black T3ishopt s Pawn would not 
be out of place in the company of the Five 
Gallants ; except that "the Iesuites devices are 
more refined ; this E the cozenage of Captain Gogge 
and his cheating companions I onely by the spirit 
of liquor and bond of roaring good fellowshippe, 
but theirs by pretended divine inspirations, vis- 
ible messengers, and audible messages from heaven" 
(John Gee, Nets Shreds, pp. 15-16). Middleton takes 
hints for their tricks in A Game at Chesse from 
various books and perhaps adds one or two 
himself. The burning of the Black 3ishop's Patent s 
"Intelligences" (1I. 1.221) is founded on a 
passage in A Declaration of the Variance betweene 
the Pone and the Segniory of Vence (1606), p. 
3 where the author describes a Scrinio or 
compartmentalized cabinet for despatches, a conven- 
ient place to keep all the matter one night want 
to burn at a moment's notice. The strict penances 
enjoined on the Wi. ite Queen's Pawn at II. ii. 290 
may be founded on a hint in The Iesuits Down- 
efo (1612) ) p. 
1+7, where the bread and water 
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36. See also Thomas Janes, The Iesuits Downefall 
(1612)ß *3'. 
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punishment meted out for the smallest fault is 
referred to. Professor Bald xefers readers to 
Rowley's play A Shoo-maker a Gentleman for a 
previous dramatic example of the "magicall Glasse" 
of "Speculatiue Vertue" (III. i. 381-382) which re- 
veals the disguised Jesuit to the White Queen's 
Pawn. Of course this source is a very likely 
one, but it would add some spice to the im- 
posture if any in the audience had heard of 
Father Coton's "looking glasse of Astrology" 
mentioned on B2 of A Discouer. ie of the most 
secret and subtile rectises of the Iesuites 
(1610), a glass which was purported to reveal 
all secrets. For the allegations that Jesuits 
went about attired like the bravest gallants 
if the need arose, Gee and James are but two 
of the anti-Jesuitical writers who say that 
examples are to be found at any time, Gee37 
actually specifying Holborn and Bloomsbury as 
a good place to observe them. James is espec- 
ially indebted for his examples to the writings 
dating from 1601 and 1602 of William Watson. I 
mention such interdependent connections amongst 
the anti-Jesuitical writers to show how diffic- 
ult it is to know exactly what is a primary 
source for 1°liddleton's incidents and phrases in 
the anti-Jesuit subplot. One of the many books 
against Rbme I examined retailed stories from 
Boccaccio as examples of the lewdness of the 
Catholic priesthood, without (I suspect) knowing 
their origin. 
At the beginnip. of 'act five the White 
Knight and Duke arrive in the Black House, and 
are greeted with a Latin Oration from the Black 
Bishop's Pawn. G. H. Price38 shows that this is 
lifted from A Iesuites Oration to the Prince, 
in Laune and Ln 1j h (1623). This turgid orator 
is rightly satirized by I-Iiddleton, who makes 
his praise sceri even more fulsome by selecting 
two particularly high-flown pieces and adding a 
touch or two himself. At the Black House 
(Spain) Gondomar promises no fine banquets as in 
the White House or in Imperial Rome ; hero Mid- 
37. The Foot out of the Snare (1624), p. 50. 
38. "The Latin Oration in A Game at Chesser 1" 
HLQ, Y. XIII (1960), 389-393 " 
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dleton is borrowing from Holland's Pliny. What 
he does promise is a feast of ambition, in 
a conceited speech about Europe being the larder 
to hungry Spain's imperial and universal monarchy. 
This speech so impressed a contemporary, Thomas 
Salisbury, 39 that he copied it into a poem on 
the play, which Thomas Dawes in turn entered 
in his commonplace book. 
Buckingham, however, is not satisfied with 
the satiation of ambition alone, but desires 
also to indulge his "infirmitie of bloud, Flesh-- 
Frayltie" (V. iii. 135). Gondomar tells him that it 
is truly the trifle of all vices, and cites 
Huldericus, Bishop of Augsburgh, as authority 
for the fact that six thousand infants' heads 
were once found in a fishpond belonging to a 
nunnery.. The source here is ultiiniatQ ,y 
An 
r: ni 5te1 of rnoche learn'ýn (1X37), although South- 
all believes an anti-Papist polemic of later 
date used it for an example. Finally, Charles, 
the White Knight, who has expressed no desire 
for lechery, adri. ts he is an arch-dissembler. 
Thereupon Gondomar welcomes him for a brother, 
and the admission turns 7 out 
to be true-he 
has deceived the Black House completely and 
given theca checkmate by discovery. 
A. H. Bullen, who added relevant source 
passages from Lampridius, Julius Capitolinus and 
J. C. Scaliger, wrote that he felt he had "not 
been able to grapple thoroughly with the diffic- 
ulties" in illustrating A Game at Chesse. 
41 I 
feel exactly the same about my own attempt to 
place this final play In Middleton's work ; it 
Is in any case a unique play in the period, 
and had It not been written in such haste, 
it might well have been a great satire. ' In 
any case all the sources have obviously not 
been gathered .n yet, but even so it is quite 
clear that the method. Middleton used in compos- 
ing this play was quite unlike that he used 
39" See G. Bullough, "'The Game at flow it struck a contemporary, " 
(195+), 156-163- 
40. R. Southall, "A Missing Source- 
dieton's '*A Game at Chesse', " 
(April, 1962), 145-146. 
41. Works, VII, 4. 
Chesse' 
I,: LR, XL 3X 
Book for Mid- 
La2 CCVII 
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in any other. To the end of his career Mid- 
dleton was continuing to develop his methods ; 
he was never a playwright bound to a formula. 
With more formal education, more freedom from 
financial hardship, a period of development which 
began perhaps ten years bpfore it did, I°jiddleton 
might have rivalled Jonson in his satire and 
Shakespeare in his tragic characterisation. In 
that - "might" lie a number of strong reservations, 
not least of which &s Middleton's predilection 
for sexual intrigue which bulks even too large 
in a satire against an order alleged to be 
libertines. In this respect A Garne at Chesse 
is best considered a late comedy with living 
portraits rather than a pure lampoon. 
It is not necessary here to go into the 
large number of documents which surround the 
first and only production of the play. As 
everyone knows, it was played for nine days 
together at the Globe by the King's men, 6- 
16 August 162L+. 43 William Rowley' s removal to 
the King's men was no doubt the factor which 
caused iiiddleton to work in con unction with 
them on this occasion. If he was indeed gaoled 
as a rhymed petition seeking reJse from the 
Fleet suggests, he may have wit drawn altogether 
from playwriting into the safer occupation of 
writing entertainments and keeping the City records. 
SOURCES 
Main plot : Arthi, r Saül, The Famous Game of 
Chesse-play (161 ; Thomas Scott, The Second Part of Vox Ponylx (1621+) ; Thomas itobinson, The Anatomie of the 
English Nunnerie at Lisbon (1622) ; 
Pierre Gosselin, The Brate-I*I ster' es 
of the Iesvites C1623) ;? N' ewes from 
Rome : Spalato's Doome. (162+ . 
1+2. Jonson, however, thought A G;, me at Chesse 
a "poore Enf*lish-nlay" (The Staple of News 
in Ben Jonson, ed. Herford and Simpson, 
VIA 334. 
. 43. So Bald, edition, p. 19 ; or 5-14 August if 
one accepts B. 11. Wagner's interpretation of 
contemporary letters. See "New Allusions to 
'A Game of Chasse', " MLA; XLIV (1929), 833. 
C4 
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Subplot : William Rowley, A Shoo-maker a Gentleman 
(1607-09) ; John Gee, Foot out of the 
Snare and New Shreds of the Uld Snare 
(1624). 
Other minor and less general sources 




Civic Employments, masques and Occasional Pieces 
Middleton was frequently obliged to accept other 
commissions besides writing plays, unlike the more 
fortunate Shakespeare. The reason for this was 
because Middleton never really settled down to 
working for one company after his plays for 
Paul's boys, and so never became a company share- 
holder. His civic work culminated in his being 
created Chronologer to the City of London on 
6 5eptembor 1620. Thus in his later years he 
was obliged to keep "a manuscript journal of 
public events, parts of which were seen by 
Uldys more than a hundred years later". 
ý 
Middleton's first small piece of work for 
the City was a speech by Zeal in Thomas 
Dekker's The Magnificent Entertainment for King 
Janes' entry into London, 15 March 1603. It 
is probable that Dekker was encouraging the 
young poet by making space in his own pageant 
for the occasion, and also that Middleton learnt 
the rather mannered art of personifying virtues 
and abstract ideas from -Dekker and the other 
poets who produced pageants for James' welcome. 
In 1609 Middleton. collaborated on a more 
interesting occasional piece, entitled Sir Robert 
Sherley, sent ambassadovr in the name of the 
king of Persia, 
_ 
to 5igismond the third, King 
of Poland and Swecia and to other Princes- of 
Evrope. Some copies of this tract contain a 
dedication to Sir Thomas Sherley, brother to 
Sir Robert, signed by "Thomas Middleton", but 
others contain a dedication to Sir Thomas 
Sherley, the father of the three brothers, 
which is unsigned. The overall implication is 
that the writer of the preliminary material 
is the editor and perhaps translator of eulog- 
istic poems written to commemorate Robert Sherley's 
reception in krakbw, Poland, where he went as 
part of a general embassage to win military 
1. R. H. Barker, Thomas Mliddleton, p. 20. 
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aid for the Persians against the Turks. Accounts 
of his splendid career through Europe were plenti- 
ful enough in 1609 : one posthaste from Italy 
gave a Vera relations della solenne entrata, fatta 
in Roma lion Roberto : Jcerlei inglese. . uliusz 
Airzyzanowski' suggests that the encomia of the 
Polish scholars came into iiddleton's hands from 
Sherley himself. he then goes on to indicate 
the precise nature of the editorial work on the 
tract : the Epistle, the address "To the treader", 
and the "News from Persia and Poland" (VIII, 304-7). 
These serve as a lead-in to the following trans- 
lations ; other additions besides these are the 
notes on Persian laws, manners and fashions (VIII, 
315-17). Presumably it is Middleton who is pick- 
ing up the narrative again at "Crowned with these 
praises as you hear ... " (VIII, 315) as the last leaden encomium tails off. 
Robert : ýherley is the subject of one or 
two tracts, but since Anthony Sherley was also 
in Persia a good deal, information about the 
country is also forthcoming in the more numerous 
tracts devoted to him. To show what Middleton 
needed to know for this small task, it is nec- 
essary to take the tract piece by piece ; in 
"To the Header", it is clear that Sir Robert 
was expected in England at any time in 1609, 
just after his ambassage to Sigismond, until 
James I told him to complete his Buropean 
mission first. In the end he did not come 
until 1611. Middleton must have received the 
Cracovian encomia almost immediately, but not 
from Sherley. The messenger was, in all prob- 
ability, 
his agent Master Moore, ... lately arrived in England, bringing happy tidings of 
this famous English Persian, as also of his 
coming to England to the exceeding great joy 
of his native country, ... laden with honours through every kingdom, as the deserving 
ornaments of his virtue and labor. 
(VIII, 317) 
2. "Sir Robert Sherley's Encomium, " TLS, (12 
August 1949), 521. 
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Moore might even have commissioned Middleton to 
publish the tract ; or Thomas, brother or father, 
might have offered remuneration. TO the Reader" 
betrays a slight knowledge of Anthony Nixon's 
`1'he Three English -brothers 
(1607), which gives 
five pages to Sir Hobert and includes in them 
some Tamburlaine-like exploits against the 'l'urks 
aimed at freeing Sir Thomas, which sound wildly 
incredible. The "News from Persia and Poland" 
is of the most general character and suggests 
mere gossip ; then follow the tedious adulatory 
poems in translation. The source for all these 
and the Latin poem at the end of the tract, 
says Krzyzanowski, is Andreas Lechowicz's Encomia 
Nominis and Negocii D. Roberti Sherlaeii (1609), 
a tract extant only in the Ussolineum Library 
at Wroclaw. The original is in Latin throughout, 
but since Lechowicz was of Scottish origin, he 
may himself perhaps have done the renderings. 
That left Middleton to round off the piece, 
which he does in the most lively passage in 
the tract. He takes a brief glance at Persian 
religion, law, treasuries, junior military train- 
ing, diet and dress, and mentions that he has 
seen taster Moore in Persian costume. Anthony 
Nixon's account of Sir Anthony Sherley contains 
a section on "Manners, Conditions, and Qustomes 
of the Persians" (H2), 3 which says something 
about priests and temples, rich materials and 
jewels ; but it is clearly not the source of 
Middleton's passage. Perhaps Master Moore gave 
Middleton all the details he needed, including 
a personal appearance. in a turban "from which 
descends a rich fair pendant of some costly 
embroidered stuff, as 'tissue, &c. ", and purple 
robes. Fie perhaps confused Middleton about the 
nature of the authorship of the encomia, for 
the dramatist refers to them as "speeches" 
delivered by "scholars" (VIII, 317) and attributes 
only the final Latin poem to Andreas Loeaechius 
(Leehowicz). This is a clear sign that Middleton 
3. This itself is worked up from William Parry's 
less pretentious account, A new and large 
discourse of the Trauels of sir Anthonie 
'herlev Zni-aht (166T). 
did not have the task of translating them into 
English, if he was under the impression they 
had originally been prose. 
Up. to 1609,1VIi{' ileton had been entirely 
concerned with plays employing English source- 
material. Then in 1611 he writes No Wit, No 
Help Like a Woman's, employing an Italian source 
for the first time ; thereafter Italian reading 
shows up in almost every play. There e is 
Thomas interesting link here : in 1602/3 
Sherley was captured by the Turks and taken as 
a prisoner, via Negroponte, to Constantinople. 
Sir Robert failed to rescue him and in the 
end 1,100 dollars-worth of ransom money was paid 
before he returned to Naples. All these places, 
together with Turkish rapine and payment of 
ransom money, provided details for G. B. della 
Porta's La Sorella (1604). If Middleton went to 
visit the Sherleys at all (and we should note 
the tone of the address is familiar), he 
might have come across Della Porta's play. Since 
the family was multilingual, it doubtless owned 
Italian books. The significance of the link 
with the Sherley family has been overlooked and 
is perhaps instrumental in Middleton's change of 
direction at this period. 
In 1613 the dramatist began his career as 
a writer of pageants for the City. Thomas 
Dekker had written his first Lord Mayor's show 
in 1612,4 3alled Troia-Nova Triu. rnphans, and David 
M. Bergeron shows that this is the important 
influence on Middleton's first pageant, The 
Triumphs of Truth (1613). Mrs. S. H. Viilliams6 
alleged that the figure of Truth in Middleton's 
pageant was borrowed from Jonson's tiymenaei 
1606), and cites closely parallel passages ; Cesare Ripa's Iconologia (1593,1603,1611) has the 
basis for Jonson's figure of Truth, but Jonson 
added details not in Ripa which found their 
way into Middleton. The Triumphs of Truth is 
easily Middleton's most elaborate show, and he 
4. Details of shows are fron Malone Society Collections, Volume III, ed. Jean Robertson 
and D. J. Gordon (Oxford, 1954), pp. xliv-vi. 
5. Allegory in English Pageantry 1558-1625, 
unpublished Vanderbilt University dissertation 
(1964), P. 105. 
6. The Lord Mayors' Shows from Peele to Settle : 
a--Study of Ley_ _Content. 
Organization, 
and Methods of Production, unpublished University 
of London dissertation 1956), I, 225-6. 
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may have found that he had taken more pains 
and consulted more books than were necessary. 
"The gentle plot running through this show, " 
writes Robert Withington, 7 "tempts us to call 
it a peripatetic morality-play ; it would be 
interesting to know what proportion of the 
spectators saw the whole thing. Probably few 
did ; hence the repetition of the "mist motif. " 
It was, we may presume, a great temptation 
to a dramatist like Middleton to tell a connected 
story ; but the conditions of presentation obvious- 
ly made this impossible. " 
Both Dekker's pageant and Middleton's have 
borne interestingly on the questio. of the date 
of Women Beware Women. F. G. Fleay remarked that 
a statement by the Ward (V. i. 7-9) must refer to Dekker's pageant of 1612. The passage Fleay means 
is on pp. 21-3 of F. W. Fairholt's reprint,! ) but 
/ Fairholt's note (p. 183) to the effect that Giants 
like Ryot and Calumny appeared fairly often 
in the shows leaves us with just the allusion 
to fireworks. Fireworks, however, can be found 
frequently in accounts for the shows in Malone 
Society Collections Volume III, Jackson I. Cope10 
proposed that Middleton mined his own pageant 
for 1613 for the imagery in Women Beware Women. 
Even granting that he did, it proves nothing 
about the date of the mining. Indeed, in 1626, 
Middleton borrowed The Triumph of Truth's opening. declaration for The Triumphs of Health and Prosperity. But Cope's parallels are on the 
whole specious, and- can bear very little weight indeed ; rather, it would be better that a known 1613-14 date for Women Beware Vtönen 
backed the thesis. 
The Triumphs of Truth was written for the Grocers' Company, and makes such detailed use 
of Dekker' s pageant that Mrs. Williams1 l 
accuses Middleton of plagiarism. Some of the 
phrases are indeed lifted verbatim from Dekker : 
7. Enish Pageantry (Harvard, 1920), II, 35" 8. Biographical Chronicle of the English Drama 
London, 1b91), II, 97. 
9. In Lord Ma ors' Pageants (London, 1844), Pt. II. 
10. "The Dato of iddleton's Women Beware Women, " MIN, L VI (1961), 295-300. 
11. Tord Mayors' Shows from Peele to Settle, I, 225. 
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rArete'sl roabes are rich, her mantle white (figuring innocency) l and powdered-with 
starres of gold ... (Fairholt, p. 17) 
Truths Angell on Horse-backe, his Raiment 
of white Silke, powdred with Starres of 
Gold ... (The Triumphs of Truth, B1V) 
Vertue and Envy fight it out to a foregone 
conclusion in Dekker's pageant, much as Truth 
and Error do in Middleton' s. Truth uses-., a 
six-line formula for quelling Error (VII, 256), 
just as Dekker's Vertue has a ready couplet 
to put down Error (Fairholt, p. 23). Further, 
Dekker's use of a book to read out honours 
in the speech of Fame seems to have been 
copied by Middleton in The Manner of his 
Lordships Entertainment on Michaelmas day last 
... at that most Famous and Admired Worke of 
the Running Streame from Amwell Head into th 
Cestern neere Islington (1613). 
After 1613, Middleton's pageants come to 
seem very much alike. Robert Withington12 suggests 
that "It is possible that the similarities which we 
find in so many of the civic triumphs are 
due to the fact that certain properties owned 
by the companies had to be used when one of 
their number was elected mayor .... " David M. Bergeron lists many of these similarities, and for much of what follows I am indebted to his 
excellent thesis. 
In 1616 Middleton wrote Civitatis Amor for 
the occasion of the creation of Charles as Prince 
of Wales. This piece must have been weil 
received, as Middleton now began to oust Anthony Mundy, his chief rival as City poet, bit by bit,. until in 1619 he so far obtained the pref- 
erence over the older man that Mundy as a 
pageant poet only appeared once more, and then 
as Middleton's collaborator. In 1617 the Grocers 
bestowed further favour on Middleton by allotting 
12. "The Lord Mayor's Show for 1623, " PMA, XXX 
(1915), 113. 
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him the pageant for the mayoralty of George 
Bowles, which Middleton called The Triumphs of 
Honour and Industry. The Peace and Plenty figures 
which he uses had appeared in Mundy's 1614 
pageant for the Drapers (Bergeron, p. 196), and 
Justice with her sword and balance seems once 
again to derive from Dekker's show of 1612. 
Employments of a different kind came the 
dramatist's way after 1616. With the tragicomedies, 
just behind him, he entered on a prolific 
period chiefly surprising for its variety. 1618 
saw the publication of The Peacemaker, a piece 
which reads as if King James himself had 
written it. The familiarity with the Old Test- 
ament is rather surprising, but Middleton may 
have had to study the scriptures rather thor- 
oughly at this time in order to turn out The 
14'lariag; e , of the Old and New Testament (1620). 
but he had other sources besides the Old and 
New Testament, which I1 have not been able to 
identify. Rhodes Dunlap 3 discovered one of them, 
Bacon's The Charge of Sir Francis Bacon Knight, 
His Maiesties Attourney, generall, touching Duells 
(1614), which accounts for parts of the pamph- 
let's fourth section. Middleton went to Bacon 
for special information on duelling. For some 
reason, he did not follow King James' Version 
of the Jbible in the pamphlet, but instead 
kept to the Geneva version. One other quotation 
he used was from "Flamin. Consul. ", i. e. Titus Quintius Flaminius, Roman general and statesman. 
Just where Middleton picked up Flamininus' . remark would be hard to say ; no doubt, however, 
he was seeking to impress James with his 
choice scholarship. Near the end of the pamphlet he worked out a device rather in the manner 
of his City pageants, having six tribes placed 
under Mount Ebal to represent six vices, and 
six tribes under Mount Geresim to represent six 
virtues. As Dunlap shows, the king made this little book profitable to Middleton. 
13. "James I, Bacon, Middleton, and the Making 
of The Peace-Maker, " Studies in the English 
Renaissance Drama, pp. 82-94. 
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1iddleton's first extant masque, The Inner 
Temple 11asgue, was performed in January 161tß/19. 
r!. A. lnderwick14 observes that "it is claimed 
by the writer to be entirely original ['This 
nothing oyes to any tale or story"] and intended 
for the' "entertainment of many worthy ladies" 
who according to custom were, at the conclusion 
of the show, taken out by the masquers and 
danced with them". r'at William Rowley played 
Plumporridgo, arch-enemy of John Newton's 
Fasting-day. The masque contained an anti-masque 
of evil days, which at least implies that the 
structure was not original. fiddle on might 
have known of the Italian origins of the 
anti-masque in a so-called Farsa of 5annazzaro's 
(1492) which has all the characteristics of 
later -English masques, but I think it more 
likely that he was indebted to bon Jonson 
once more. Jonson frequently used t.,, j anti- 
masque (for example, in 1617, in The Vision 
of "Deliaht), and he introduced one "vew- 
Yeares-Gift" into Christmas , his Viasaue (1616) just as Middleton has a character named "New 
Year". 
The butt of some of the masque's humour 
is Thomas -bretnor, whose characteristic roductions I have noted in appendix B. John Crow1ý says 
that "it will be noted that Thomas lAiddleton 
apparently had a copy of the 1618 Bretnor 
open before him when he was writing his masque. " Of the inscriptions attached, to the three 
Good Days, "Cocke a Hoopes' comes from the 1618 
. dretnor ; of those on the three Bad Days, all 
come from the same source ; the Indifferent 
Days take their inscriptions from Evil Days 
of 1616 and 1618 Bretnor. The device of the 
reading of an ironic last will and testament 
had already been used by Middleton in The 
Black Book (1604), and the costuming of the days in black or white or half-white, half-black 
looks both backward to Roman superstition and forward to A Game at Cheese. The actors who 
put on the masque were part of the Prince 
14. A Calendar of the Inner Temple Records 
London, 1896), ý U, xlv-vi. 15. The anti-masque began as a single fool : 
see John W. Cunliffe, "Italian Prototypes 
of the Masque and Dumb Show, " PLEA, XXII 
(1907), 151. 
16. "Some Jacobean Catch-Phrases and Some Light on Thomas . dretnor, " Elizabethan and Jacobean 
. _. 
S_tudJ as-_.. Pxae ant ealý 7 jo n. _P. 
277. 
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Charles (1) company ; four of them later became 
actors for 'the King's men. Inderwick does not 
mention any payment to Middleton for the masque. 
In the same year, 1619, there followed 
another Lord Mayor's show by the dramatist, The 
Triumphs of Love and Antiquity. 'This one was 
in honour of Sir William vockaine, of the Company 
of 6kinnera. tiddleton's connection with Cookaine 
proved profitable, since . Entertainmehts 
I and 
V of the ten Honorable Entertainments (1621) were 
later commissioned by him. Middleton went to 
history books to list important skinners' 
company members of the past : "Seven kings, 
five queens, one prince, eight dukes, two earls, 
one lord ; twenty-four skinners" (VII, 329). This 
idea may have been original with Mundy, as 
Bergeron suggests (p. 213), for his c: hrusothriambos 
(1611) has Time summoning up Lord mayor 
Nicholas Farringdon from the tomb, together 
with a history of certain mayors. Again in 
1614 1undy introduced former mayors. Viiddleton 
consulted more than one history book, too, 
for he speaks of having "no records" that 
can show him when women first began to ride 
astraddle horses. In this little paragraph on 
Queen Anne, something of his troubled attitude 
to the emancipation of women comes out. 'T'hey 
are able to "make this age blush" (VII, 326) 
with their impudence and immodesty. In short, 
when they usurp the provinces of men, they 
are licentious. 
The dramatist was copying quickly, care- 
lessly perhaps, for in relating the exploits 
of the Black Prince, he says that Edward 
"took the king, Philip his son, seventeen 
earls, with divers other noble personages, 
prisoners" (VII, 362). Holinshed, in the second 
volume of the Chronicles (1577), has a much 
larger number : '"xvii. hundred Earles, Lords, 
Knightes, and Gentlemen" taken prisoner at 
Poitiers (p. 960). Middleton also dipped into 
John Speed's The History of Great Britaine (1614) for certain facts, such as the amount 
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of meat that went to the lady mayoress after 
Edward the Fourth and the Lord Mayor had 
hunted together on one occasion. Another indis- 
pensable history book for a civic poet was 
John Stow's Survay of London (159b and later 
editions), which had a section called "Honour 
of Citizens, and worthinesse of men ... ", and 
another called "Temporall Gouernment'', ' in which 
former mayors and their companies could be 
readily found. From The Triumphs of Honour 
and Industry (1617) to The Triumphs of Health 
and Prosperity (1626), Middleton made use of . this list, often repeating himself if the show 
was for a company he had written one for 
previously. 
In 1620 two more -occasional publications 
by Middleton appeared. One of them was The 
World Tossed at Tennis, a lengthy masque 
written in collaboration with William Rowley. 
lt was dedicated to Charles Lord Howard and 
his bride, Mary, eldest daughter to Sir 
William Cockaine. Evidently. it was intended to 
. 
be put on at Somerset House, which appears 
as the character "Denmark-House" in the Induction, 
but it was rejected, and put on by Prince 
Charles'(I) company in the theatre. W. W. Greg 
sugge ted that the theatre may have been the 
Swan1'. As a result of -the masque's rejection, " 
it became an innovation in the theatre. Some 
solemn reasons have been put forward for the 
non-performance at Somerset house, but it is 
quite clear that The world Tossed at Tennis 
is an inferior piece. Scholars agree that 
Rowley wrote the' Induction, the dialogue up 
to the entrance of the Starches, and probably 
all Simplicity's lines as well, since he played 
the -part. Middleton wrote the rest, in which he managed to make attacks on the Puritans 
during the Starches episode and later in one 
of the protean disguises of Deceit; Rowley had 
already taken a passing fling at self-made' Puritan scholarship in his part : 
17. G. E. Bentley, Jacobean and Caroline Stage , IV, 910. 
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There's rabbi Abimelech a learndd cobbler, 
Rabbi Lazarus a superstichious tailor; 
't'hese shall hold up their shuttles, needles, awls, 
Against the gravest Levite of the land ... (11.95-8) 
The variety of characters is bewildering : there 
are gods of Greek mythology, Uld Testament 
worthies, abstractions, coloured starches and more 
or less contemporary types. The effect is one 
of ungoverned fantasy, and needless to say, it 
is displeasing. As for the masque's sources, I 
have never seen any suggestions made ; although 
Rowley has a crop of terms for figures of 
speech (11.118-28) which smacks of a text-book. 
The other publication of 1620, The Mariage 
of the Uld and New Testament, was undertaken 10-Y Middleton for influential city merchants of 
puritanical leanings. He dedicates it to Richard 
Fishborne and John Browne, two men associated 
with the' circle whom he thought his anti-Catholic 
satire A Game at Chasse would pleaseld. It is 
a satisfying little quarto, evidently paid for 
by its commissioners, for Middleton proudly 
announces his post of Chronologer on the second 
leaf. In 1627 it acquired a new title, 
Gods Parliament-Hovse, but the sheets seem to 
be the same, except for some new running-titles; 
as the 1620 printing. 19 The 1627 edition has, 
in the British museum copy, an "Epistle 
i)edicatorie" by one S. Collins which appears to 
have nothing to do with the text following. 
Middleton spends pp. 1-6 rehearsing orthodox 
opinions on Old Testament prophecy of Jesus 
Christ's coming, taking care not to deviate 
an inch from the accepted line. tie quotes from Bishop Joseph äa11, whom he calls "one of the 
most excellent singers in Uauids 'remple". But 
this time it is not from one of the satires, but from a sermon called The Passion-sermon, 
preached at Paules-Cross, on Good-Friday, Mn'. 
14,1bOy. After the prefatory material, Middleton 
arranges Old Testament prophecies on his left- 
18. See A Game at Chasse, ed. R. C. Bald, p. 137. 19. A Hinman Collating Machine reveals that slight 
movement of symbols outside the margins occurred when the new running-titles were inset. 
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hand page and New Testament fulfilments of them 
on his right-hand page. Learned authors are 
cited in the margins : 5t. Augustine (in Latin), 
Theophilact, a Bible commentator 0, and Josephus, 
the Jewish historian. Josephus was available 
in the translation of Thomas Lodge, published 
in 1602,1609 and 1620. Strangely enough, 
Middleton adhered mainly to' the Bibles of 
his childhood, not Kind James' new translation. 
Many quotations I have checked derive from the 
Geneva version, some being slightly, misquoted. 
Yet sometimes Middleton appears to conflate 
various readings : his quotation from Matthew 2: 1 
on C2 is mainly the Bishops' . version with a 
phrase from the Geneva one. At other' times 
he uses the Bishops' version as sole auth- 
ority. It is all rather puzzling. The fact', 
emerges, however, that Middleton did a very 
impressive job here, showing his ability to 
compare texts as he did in selecting hist- 
orical material for Hengist, King of Kent.. 
Still, his task was much simplified by the 
fact that these Bibles put the reference to 
the corresponding passage in the other Test- 
ament in the margin. 
After 1620, the year of Middleton's 
appointment as City Chronologer, he became 
increasingly the City's poet. In 1621 a 
little -octavo 'appear©d with ten Honorable 
Entertainments2l in it. The entertainments were 
mainly performed at the houses of Sir William 
Cockaine, a millionaire by Jacobean standards, 
and Sir Francis Jones, ä Lord Mayor whose 
pageant had been written by John Squire. 
Entertainment VIII is the most successful with 
its -goddess Flora and the four seasons. In 
the 112. Song, by the 'foure Seasons !" (the 
italic here gives the appearance of an announce- 
ment for a modern popular music group), 
Middleton has a list of flowers very like the 
one in A Game at Chesse, 11.11.39-41. Henry 
Lyte's Dodoens --(-1-619) is doubtless behind this 
passage as well as the later one. In 1622 
20. The BM General Catalogue lists him as Theophylact,, Archbishop of Achrida ; Middle- ton might have consulted one of his Latin commentaries on the Gospels (1525 and later). 21. Ed. K. C. Bald (oxford, 1953) ; see also his. "Midd eton's Civic Employments, " MP, XXXI (1933) 
, 76-8. 
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another piece was added to this group, but 
it was not printed until Bullen's edition. It 
was a dinner entertainment called An Invention 
... for ... YO Right honorable 
Edward Barkham, 
L. Mayor ... . There may have been others which 
have not survived. 
All. that now remains to be discussed are 
four more Lord Mayor's shows. From 1621-3 
inclusive, Middleton took a hat-trick of shows; 
even having the ousted Mundy under his direction 
in 1623. We can now see why Rowley was 
increasingly asked to help with plays, and why 
a comedy like The Spanish Gipsy '(1623) is so 
full of unsatisfactory plotting. in 1621 came 
The Sun in Aries., the pageant for the install- 
ation of Edward Barkham, a Draper. In this 
show there is a roll-call of past worthies 
of the company, and once again I find details 
of their deeds taken from Stow's Survay. There 
is a nice irony here, for Mundy was the 
man who "continued, corrected and much enlarged" 
the 1618 edition of Stow -- a copy of which 
Middleton may have consulted. Bergeron (p. 215) 
suggests that the Hope of this pageant, 
expressed by a silvered anchor (VII, 348), 
derives from Spenser's raerie Queene 1, x., where 
Speranza shows a silver anchor to the Red 
Cross Knight; and that the long figurative 
speech about nautical dangers (VII, 340-1) is 
imitated from Dekker's 1612 pageant. 
The following year Middleton's services were 
again called upon by the Grocers, for whose 
Lord Mayor he wrote The Triumphs of Honour 
and Virtue. Here there is open copying from 
The Triumphs of Honour and Industry (1617), 
the dramatist's previous pageant for that 
company. Like The Magnificent Entertainment 
of 1604 for King James, this pageant presents 
the cardinal virtues as a group. In 1623 
the . Drapers employed both Middleton and Mundy, 
with the result that their rivalry produced two different versions of the entertainment by 
water22. Mundy being "Citizen and Draper" of 
22. See Hobert Withington, "The Lord Mayor's 
Show for 1623, " 110-15 ; and. sirs. S. H. Williams, 
Lord Mayor's Shows from Peele to Settle, 
1,141-2. 
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London, Middleton had had 'to put up with his 
assistance not only in, the other pageant- he 
did for the Drapers in 1621, but also in that 
for 161323. This show was entitled The Triýhs 
of Integrity. It bears marks of Middleton's 
reading for A Game at Chesse (1624), for it 
mentions amongst other great commanders sprung 
from humble beginnings "the emperor Pertinax" 
(VII9 386). This man is mentioned at V. iii. 29 
of the political satire. '. here is a source-book 
for certain allusions to great men in AA Game 
and in this pageant which no-one has yet iden- 
tified, although R. C. Bald made an interesting 
specunlation about the source . 
in his note to 
the play's passage. Bergeron (p. 125) says that 
the Beatitudes in this show were original in 
the Soper Lane pageant of 1559. 
. 
An entertaining glimpse of the learned 
poet busy with his charges is afforded by the 
Drapers' Accounts24 : 
Item paide to Ir Middleton for the making of 
a j3reake-/fast and fyer for the Ohildren of 
ye Pageants ) iijli 
There must have been a lot of children. 
in 1624 the trouble over A Gerne at Chesse 
probably kept Midj. eton out of the city, and 
V1rs. S. H. Williams suggests he recommended the 
task of composing the pageant be given to. 
rWebster, a man whose work he admired. But 
these were the last years of Middleton's life 
and prestige, the ending of an era which his 
work illustrates perfectly. For as a young man 
he had begun to write plays Just as James 
came south to England, and he stopped writing 
them either just before or just after the 
king breathed his last in " 1625.1625 was a 
severe plague year -- it prevented any Lord Mayor's show being held -- and the plague very 
probably accounted for William Rowley's death. 
23. Malone Society Collections, Volume III, pp. 57 
and 101 . 24. Malone so 
25. Lord Mayo 
olume III, p. 106. 
43. 
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At any rate he was buried at Clerkenwell in 
r'ebruary 1625/6. In the new reign, Middleton 
seems to have allowed things to go to pieces 
a little. During an enquiry about an elaborate 
welcome planned for Charles and his bride, to 
have been put on in 1626 but prevented by fear 
of the plague, it came out that there had 
been "abuses and badd workmanshipp in and about 
the contrivings and payntings of the Pagents. b 
Garret Christmas, 
, Middleton's associate often responsible for the creation of the poet's 
pageant structures, came out well enough from 
the disgrace, but lrliddleton was not paid. In 
1626 came 1Aiddleton's last mayoral show, The 
Triumphs of health and Prosperity , again for the Drapers but without lvlundy's unwanted aid. 
Middleton and Christmas were referred for pay- 
ment to the Wardens of the Comp, y because 
"of the ill performance thereof". ' In the end, 
the two men did receive their pay. Perhaps 
they had come to treat-. their tasks as routine, 
and hence had grown careless. however, Christ- 
mas continued with pageant work after Middle- 
ton's death. 
some interest naturally attaches to this 
latest-dated work from Middleton's pen. Certain 
scholars hold that women Beware Women dates 
from 1626 or 1627, and we find that both the 
play and the pageant have a distinctive image 
in common : 
rich merchants' wives, 
Good to make sport withal when the chest's full, 
And the long warehouse cracks. 
(Women . Beware 
Women, 
1. iii . 25-7 ) 
Compare : 
Frait Csloverlade their trees, barns crack with 
(store. 
(VII, 405) 
26. Robert Withington, En lish Pageantry, I, 235. 27. Iulalone Society Collections. oInme II, p. 110. 
ADDENDUM 
Another source not included in my survey of 
A Chaste Maid in Cheapside has come to my 
notice. lt is another version of the motif 
whereby the Country Wench gulls the Promoters 
in that comedy,. It is a ballad called "The 
Country Girl's Policy", and is found in Vol. 
VII2 286-287, ' of The Roxburghe Ballads, ed. 
William Chappell and J. ti'roodfall ibsworth, 9 
vols. (London and Hertford, 1871-97). 
The version found in all printed sources 
is undoubtedly later than Middleton's comedy, 
because of certain allusions in it. However, 
there is always the strong possibility that 
the ballad dates from a period more than a 
hundred years earlier than its printed form 
(ca. 1700). If so, it;;: is quite clear that 
Middleton used it, for it has a good deal 
in common with the episode in the comedy. 
The ballad might have been based on the 
play, although it is hard to say why the 
veal in the basket should have been changed 
to geese if that were the case. I am inclined 
to think this is really the source, if it 
can be traced at an earlier date. 
C. R. Baskervill has a note on this ballad 
in The Elizabethan Jig (Chicago, 1929), p. 320, and 
he cites a version of the story to be found 




It will be seen from the list of books known 
to Middleton, appended to the Book-List, that 
he was not a man of deep reading. Sometimes 
he evidently acquired and read books to obtain 
certain information, but otherwise he read collec- 
tions of tales or jest books. Of the eight 
books of novels I find he knew, four of them 
are in Italian, one Spanish and another possibly 
in Latin. He was interested, too, in astrolog- 
ical predictions and the lore pertaining to 
supernatural beings. 
But Middleton' s mind was not stored with 
rich learning or imaginative associations. Even 
when he set a play in Italy or Spain or 
Greece, he was content to think in terms of 
London and England. Consequently, his best 
effects are secured with simple language, 
unadorned by allusion or imagery of an exotic 
kind. At his finest, when he is not der- 
ivative of Shakespeare, Greene, Jonson or 
Fletcher, he displays inventive adaptation of 
the tales he had read together with a strong 
sense of retributive morality. 
The story as I see it is one of a 
man who, neither brilliant nor learned, triumphed-. 
over his limitations and the theatrical 
conditions of his day, to 'produce comedy 
and tragedy which surpassed the work of the 
men from whom he took a good deal of his 
inspiration. Of course, Shakespeare is the 
exception to this statement, but it is to 
Middleton's credit that he understood the 
nature of Shakespeare's drama ; for there can 
be little doubt that he read and admired 
Macbeth. 
A number of critics have felt that 
Middleton came very close to real distinction 
but in fact failed by the merest margin. 
The causes for this feeling are complex, no. doubt, and amongst them I would number his birth and adolescence at the end of the great Elizabethan' era, his broken education, his 
preoccupation with abnormal sexuality, his 
changes from theatre to theatre, and, perhaps, 
the influence exerted by inferior dramatists 
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like Dekker and Rowley on him. Yet we are 
left with at least one great comedy and one 
great tragedy, as befits the intelligent man 
who read Boccaccio, Cervantes, Machiavelli and 
Shakespeare in their own languages. 
-- - 
APPENDIX A 
Some Plays with Good Claims of Admission to 
the I: iddleton Canon 
A group of seven very different plays have found 
themselves at different times in the canon of 
Middleton's plays1; one of them has a claim dating 
from the seventeenth century, but the others have 
had to wait until' more recent times for backers 
to champion their rights. A play like The Puritan, 
if deprived of Middleton's patronage, remains an 
orphan ; but a play like The vengelr's Tragedy 
is so popular that there is always another. -foster- 
parent waiting to gather it in. 
Not all of the seven, however, can be said 
to belong in or out of the canon. I am refer- 
ring to collaborated works where I think Middle- 
ton is distinctly playing second fiddle to another 
man. The first play in point of time is an 
example of this type : The Honest Whore Part I1 
(1604) 2 largely the work of Thomas Dekker.. '- Philip Henslowe made an entry in his Diary some time 
before 14 March 160+ which ran2 : 
Lent vnto the Company to geue vnto 
Thomas deckers ä midelton in earneste 
of ther playe Called the pasyent man & vlý- 
the onest hore the some of 1604 
Not zany scholars have been willing to give 
Middleton more than two or three scenes. Fredson 
1. It is worth noting here that despite the fact 
that Blurt Master Constable is greatly out of 
favour these days in the- canon Charles Gildon 
said, in 1699 that although Middleton's name 
was not on the title page, Kirkman made the 
attribution "on good Grounds. ' (The Ltves and 
begun by Gerard Langhaine C1 991 1p. 98 2. Quoted fron the edition of the D ?r by Fockes and Rickert, p. 209. .. 3. See R. H. Barker's table on p. 163 of Thomas Middleton. 
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Bowers recently put the play in his Drarant c 
Works of Thomas Dekker (Cambridge, 1955T. - The 
scenes allotted to Candido, "the pasyent man, " 
seem to be his or perhaps just the earlier 
ones. Ehere Is some agreement that I. v. and 
III. i. should be given to Middleton. I. v. has 
scarcely a sign of his familiar diction ; per- 
haps the lines 
And thats no Argument I am angry : no, 
The best Logitian can not proue me so. 
(I. v. ii1+-115) 
are a reminiscence of i-iiddleton's Oxford days.. 
Compare this from A Chaste Naiä in Cheacside 
'Tis the easiest thing to prove a fool by logic ; By logic I'll prove anything. 
(IV. L. 39-40) 
III. i. has likewise little sign of Middleton, 
although the phrase "Spoke like a true Lace= 
demonian" (1.10) may be a mark of his hand ; Schoenbaum lists It as a Middleton Idiosyncrasy. 
The later Cand5, do scenes (IV. U., IV. iii. ) have 
more definite indications of Middleton's City 
comedy-the remarks about men becoming women and 
vice versa, in' "a mad world" (IV. iii. 135) remind the reader of Follywit's transvestism in 
s+orld, My Maste . One might add that the sit- 
uation of the good-hearted mercer, ' his shrewish 
wife and a loyal apprentice called George is 
repeated in Anything for a Quiet Life in what I take " to be Middleton's part of that play. The Honest Whore was played by Prince Henry's 
men (Admiral's on a public stage ; it may be taken to mark the end of Middleton and Dekker's first years of collaboration. 
The next two plays, The Puritan and The Revenger's Tragedy, were In all probability written between 10 and 1607. It would be astonishing if one man had written them both in that brief 
compass of years, but, generally speaking, those who have put the one into the canon have left the other out. The Puritan (160+-06) was attrib- 
4. Middleton's Tragedies, pp. 170_171. 
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uted on the title-page of the first quarto to 
"W. S. I' ; presume bly the intention was to induce 
buyers to assure the play was by the best 
dramatist of he day. It was one of the plays 
released in 1607 in a sudden rush after the 
Paul's boys had to stop playing ; this links it 
with several Middleton comedie, for the boy act- 
ors. Moreover, "the play uses episodes which 
appear in The Merrie_ Conce3-ted Jests of George 
Peele Gent. "$ a source which, as I have mention- 
ed in chapter three, Middleton possibly went to 
for other comedies written for Paul's boys. Sev- 
eral scholars have attributed the play to Middle- 
ton : Dunkel agd Baldwin Maxwell, for Instance. 
Tucker Brooke, however, was more cautious, per- 
haps because he had learned not to push inferior 
plays onto acknowledgedly good dramatists without 
powerful evidence ; in the end he leaned towards 
Marston. A. F. Hopkinson7 in "1894 thought the play 
was Middleton's and W. D. Dunkel8 leaned towards 
him as well. 
Is late as 1956, Baldwin Maxwell9 
still felt that Middleton was the likeliest author 
The plot most certainly is 
have appealed to Middleton. 
to whose plays The Puritan 
likeness. 
one which would 
1-know no author 
shows greater 
Maxwell exhausted most, of the likely approaches 
to the play, and reviewed many past opinions of its authorship ; even then he was tentative. For 
the reaction had set in ; in 1951f D. B. Dodson, 10 
Chambers, E1&zabethan Stege, IV, 1+2. There is 
perhaps a" mystery. . here " :. The Merrie Conceited Jests were licensed 11+ December 1605, " but not printed till 1607. But see David H. Horne, 
The Life and_ Minor Works of GenrgP PPP IA 
(liew haven, 1952), I, 117-121. 
6. The Shakesoe re Anocrvnh , ed. C. F. Tucker Brooke (oxford, 1908 , p. xxxi.. 7. The Puritan, ed. A. F. Hopkinson (London, 1894), 
pp. v-vii. Hopkinson's Appendix prints the 
extant sources (the two Jests). 
8. "The Authorship of The Puritan, " PMLA, XLV (1930), 8o'+-8o8 . 9. Studies in the Shakeseeare A ocrypha (New 
York, . 1956), p. 137. 10. Thomas Mtddleton's CUty Comedies, p. 131. 
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in a dissertation, said : 
Satire against the euritans is good-natured, 
lacking the imputation of utilitarianism and 
carnality which is always present In the other 
plays. Accompanying this absence is the al- 
most complete freedom from fecal and catamenial 
imagery, so co=non in Middleton's work general- 
ly. 
In other words, Iliddleton's bawdy punning is 
absent. So mild i the play in this respect 
that Sidney Heaven'' reprinted it in a stage 
version wh ah schoolchildren could readily play. 
H. H. Barker gave the parallels that were worth 
citing, which clearly showed that most earlier 
ones were not ; there are not many. He decided 
that a reasonable doubt must remain. Certainly 
I do not feel justified in treating the play 
here, since it Is all in prose and nowhere 
near so sharp as Middleton's comedies written 
between 1601+-1608. If there were any external 
evidence, I think there might be some justifica- 
tion for putting it in, but ad the matter 
stands, there is very littlc. 13 
The Revenger's T5agedv is the subject of 
a celebrated controversy, too lengthy and hard- 
. 
sought to go into here. The play dates from 
1606-7, and Is generally accounted a major 
achievement of the Jacobean stage. Fortunately for anybody trying to describe the Tourneur- 
Middleton y4r which set in after the 1950's, 
tt. A. Foakes has just produced an edition which 
succinctly guides the reader through the conflict, 
waged mainly In the periodicals. It is worth 
saying at once that the play has, always appear-. 
ed in the works of Tourneur, because of the 
11. The Garrick P1aybooks. (London, 1955). 
12. Thomas .. MMa dd eton, pp. 203-201+. 13. 'There-Is. -an-anecdote of a Puritan who lost his purse and resorted to, figure-casting, ca. 1602-3, reported in John ýýlann'nghnm's D'ar , ed. John Bruce (Westminster, . 1868) , p. 421 -which may have some relation to the play. 14. The Revenger'-_q Tr e, ed. R. A. Foakes (Cam- 
bridge, . Mass. , . 196 6), -pp. xlvii-liv. 
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ascriptions. to him made in 1656 and 1661 by 
Archer and Kirknan. These ascripti9ps are perhaps 
not worth a great deal ; W. W. Greg investigated 
their value, and found Arched unreliable and Kirk- 
man only just on the credit side for correct 
attributions. 
The leading Niddletonions (a convenient term 
for his champions over The Revere er' s TraRed ) 
were Schoenbaum, Barker and Murray. By 195 the 
able generalship of the first two had almost 
won the war, although Inga-Stina Ewbank (nee 
Mteblad) had never been beaten on her own 
territory-imagery. It is safe to say that if 
Schoenbaum had not retrenched from his strong 
position of 1955, Foakes would have had to 
publis the play as anonymous this year. P. B. 
Murrayý° gave the Tourneurians a severe shock 
in 1964 when he caýue out for Middleton in a 
book on Tourneur. The whole controversy is made 
worse for a Middleton scholar because The 
Revenger's Tragedy bears a good deal of. simil- 
arity to. The Second Maidens Tragedy (1611), 
the next orphan to be . considered. Samuel Schoenbaum made as thorough a case 
for Middleton as anyone in his Niddloton'g 
Tragedies (1955), but he is now definitely 
amongst . the agnostics. Two statements17 by him illustrate his revised views. With Schoenbaum's 
now neutral position, the Middleton cause has 
perhaps passed the peak of its success ;I cite 
H. A. Foakes' statement to justify leaving the 
play out of my source-study : "All arguments 
based on similarities, parallel usages, or habits 
of writing necessarily leave a final uncertainty, 
a further question to be answered" (p. liii). It 
is worth saying that the sources (printed by 
Foakes on pp. 131-137 of his edition) bear no 
resemblance to the kind of material Middleton 
was using in 1606-7 ; and that the play's belong- 
15. "Authorship Attributions in the Early Play- 
lists, 1651-71, " Edinburgh Bibl iograph cal 
Soclety Transact' ons 
ý 
Vol. TI, Pt. ý+ (19+6), -305-329. 16. A Study .. of Cyril - lourneur (Philadelphia, 196 ). 17. "Internal . widence - and the Attribution of 
Elizabethan plays ý" , Bullets n' of the New York: Publ c Li_hrary, LXV_ (1961 102-12 ; Internal 
(ývanston, 1966)-this -boot " . Is not yet. out bud it is clear that the controversy o er The Reven? er's Tragedy will be the centre of a 
discussion of the principle that "External evidence 
cannot be ignored. ' 
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ing to the King's men is the strongest point 
against his claim to authorship yet made. 
The Second Maiden's Tragedy was never pub- 
lished in the seventeenth . century. The manuscript has come down to us with three ascriptions on 
the verso of the last leaf. George Buc, Master 
of the Revels, gave the play its title on that 
leaf ; and a note dates the p1ay1831October 1611 
and ascribes it to Thomas Goffe. Then a 
seventeenth century hand crossed out Goffe's 
name and substituted George Chapman's ; finally 
Chapman's gave way to "Will Shakspear", the cor- 
rection of yet another olq9 hand. The play be-20 
longed to the King's men. Although Schoenbaum 
says that the ascription to Chapman does not 
warrant serious consideration, the play has once 
appeared in Chapman's works (1875). Lately the 
Chaprl n case has been reopened by Leonora Brod- 
win. 2n 
Schoenbaum22 gives a list of the authorities 
before him who attributed the play to various 
candidates-Tourneur picked up five and a half 
votes out of a total of eleven, Middleton three. 
Massinger made a three-cornered fight of it ; but 
at the present time Chapman has come up power- 
fully. Goffe was too young and Shakespeare too 
good to have 2}ritten it. H. L. Stenger23 in 1954. and Schoenbaum in 1955 made very strong cases 
18. The leaf is reproduced in the Malone Society 
Reprint of the play prepared by W. W. Greg (Oxford, 1909). 
19. Greg edition, p. vii. 
20.1,1 ddieton's Traged3. es, p. 185. 
21. "Authorship of -The.. Second I"iaiden' s Tragedy : 
a Reconsideration of. -the 1anuscri t Attribut- ion to Chapman, " SP, LXIII (1966), 51-77. 
22. Ii3dd1_eton's Tragedies, p. 185. To Iiliddleton's 
three votes we must. add Schocnbaum's support, 




. with an Intro- duction, unpublished -University of Pennsy- lvania. dissertation (195+). 
24. Middleton's Tragedies, pp.. 183-202. 
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indeed for Middleton. The Stenger thesis deserves 
some description, for he thoroughly investigates 
the sources and the candidates for authorship. 
The sources he describes on pp. 37-77, and shows 
the main plot to have elements in common with 
three legends, the Ines de Castro legend, the Herod 
and Nariamne legend, and the Charlemagne legend. 
Each of these legends features a beloved woman 
whose body is adored after her death. The Herod- 
Marianne story from Flavius Josephus and Talmudic 
legend is the closest, and is referred to in 
11.1679-84 of the play. Both 1,1assinger and Chap- 
man show a knowledge of this legend, however 
(in The Duke of Milan and Monsieur D'011ve). 
The subplot is from "The Curious. - Impertinent, " 
chapters VI-VIII of book IV, part I of Don Quixote. 
The version the dramatist actugily used is that 
by Nicholas Baudouin (Paris 1608), entitled Le 
curieux th erttnent, which has French on one page 
and -Spanish.. on the other. Stenger does an equally fine piece of work 
with the authorship, on pp. 79-197 and has a 
list of sixty parallels on pp. 376-391. The par- 
allels with No Wit No Help Like a Woman's are 
especially convincing .. since-. Stenger. -could. -not have known that that' hat play dates from 1611, as 
does The Second Maiden's Tragedy. (There is an 
allusion . -to " -the . -execution. -of . -2, availlac which 
shows the limits to be 27 i"iay 1610 and the 
date of Buc's license, 31 October 1611. ) Stenger 
takes Chapman, Iý: assinger and Tourneur and gives 
their cases a hearing, then turns to Middleton 
at p. 118. The hunber of resemblances of every. 
sort-syntax, versification, parallels, character- 
isation--is staggering. 
The very next year Schoenbaum treated the 
play in his book on Middleton. He did not do 
nearly so well as Stenger, since he knew no 
source for the main plot, but he too provided 
a list of parallels which were certainly good 
ones (pp. 197-201). I must say I was all but 
convinced of Middleton's authorship, but the King's 
men connection remains a difficulty, as does the fact that Middleton was not writing tragedy at this time. 
Leonora Brodwin does not 'attempt to bring 
up a set of Chapman parallels'. in opposition to 
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Schoenbaum's. She already has one of the manu- 
script attributions in her favour, and to this 
she brings a more sophisticated type of intern. 
evidence : "While dispensing with the largely dis- 
credited technique of tracing verbal echoes in, 
impressively arrayed lists of parallel passages, 
we shall want to consider as well the literary 
parallels of character types and character react- 
ions, of theme and symbolism, and of stage 
technique. "25 Towards the end of her analysis of 
the two plots she makes a strong claim for 
the artistic validity of the play (P-71). Per- 
haps she ought to have asked herself whether 
the play is really good enough-when one consid- 
er the unactability of the piece-for a writer 
like Chapman in his middle period. but when she 
takes Schoenbaum to task for basing his attribu- 
tion to Middleton largely on what happens in 
the- subplot, she exposes very accurately the 
weakness of his case for Middleton. The chaste 
Lady is simply not the type of female Stoic 
Middleton ever portrayed : "In the figure of 
Cornelia [of Caesar and t onnnev_], ... Chapman 
shows his ability to create a feminine character 
with all the nobility of the Lady, " writes 
Miss Brodwin ýp. 63). On the basis of this well- 
argued claim, 2 1 have omitted to consider The 
Second IIa3_den's Trage dv in this study. 
flit at .. Severa2_ Wee non, is really a night 
mare as far .. as date and attribution are concern- 
ed. It was first published in the Beaumont and Fletcher Folio of 1647, and again in the Second 
Folio of 1679. The !. pilogue, written for a re- 
vival suggests that Fletcher-'s share was confined to "An Act, or two. ", Who then wrote the rest, 
and when ? Beaumont, Middleton and William Rowley have been suggested, with 11iddleton and Rowley 
emerging most recently as favourites. Fletcher 
himself has lost ground. 
In 1883 G. C. Macaulay27 divided the play 
25. "Authorship, " pp-54-55- 
26. Milss Brodwin makes one disastrous claim on 
p"75 of her article : that by 1611 Middleton 
had collaborated with or revised the work 
of Massinger; Rowley and Fletcher. This is 
simply untnae. 
27. ncis Beaumont (London, 1883)ß p. 196. 
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between Beaumont and Fletcher, giving Beaumont the 
larger share, but L. K. Chambers says he "retired 
on Middlgýon snd , owley" in 1910. In 1901 A. H. 
lhorndike still thought it probable that a 
part of the original play was by Beaumont. In 
particular the clown Pompey Doodle seemed to 
him Beaumont's creation. F. favoured a date of 
ca. 1611-12. L. H. C. Oliphant 
9 followed this lead, 
suggesting an early date of 1603 with *a revision 
date of "1609-10 or later. " After reviewing the 
attempts of other disintegrators to divide the 
play up, he went farther than them all in shar- 
ing the play amongst Beaumont, Fletcher, Middleton 
and Rowley. Middleton received the largest single 
share. Still, his evidence was rather lacking, 
both for Middleton and the other three. In 1960 
Cyrus Hoy30 brought linguistic criteria to bear 
on the problem, and divided the play between 
Middleton and liowley, giving Middleton rather 
over one-half, but the clown Pompey Doodle to 
Rowley. But on p. 91 of his article doubts be- 
set him, and he began to feel Fletcher could 
not be left out after all. "It may be, " he 
pondered, "that what we are dealing with in the 
extant text is a Middleton-Rowley revision, 
undertaken when the play was revived, of an 
original by. Fletcher and one or more unknown 
dramatists. " Anyone reading such a statement would 
be quite ready to throw up his hands in des- 
pair. In Schoenbaum's revision of Iiarbage's Annals 
the play stands in the year 1609, with limits... 
of 1609-20. If Middleton was responsible for IV. i., 
as Hoy claims, he lists his source-books for 
Hengist King of Kent : 
Le' ne see, there was none hang' d out of 
our house since Brute 
I ha' search't both Slow, and Hol li_nshe d. 
.... I'll see what Polvchronicon"sayes-anon too. 
.... . (IV. j. 11-11+)31 
28. 
Shakst ere " -(Worcester, Nass, 29. `she Plays of Beaumont and 
30. "TheniShared, of. 
in the Beaumont 
SB, XIII (1960), 







Canon (V), " 
Quotation from The Works of Francis Beaumont 
nLd 7- 'rat etcher, . ed.. A. R. Wailer " (Cambr-, dge, . 1910) ) IX). 108.......... 
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I am confident that the. play cannot be shown to 
be a straightforward I1iddleton-Rowley collaboration. 
R. H. Barker" says that "all one can be reason- 
ably sure of is that Middleton himself had., some- 
thing to do with it. " So, too, did Rowley, 
according to Oliphant and Hoy ; and, according to 
the older critics, Beaumont as well. Whoever 
wrote I. U. (Rowley) says Hoy) praised the Scots 
for their conduct at the battle of Newport, but 
his collaborator sneers at tie Scots accent In 
IV. i. A change in attitude towards James' follow- 
ers seems responsible for this contradiction, so 
that I feel inclined to accept the theory of 
revision. As Emil Koeppe133 found no source for 
the play, there is nothing to be considered in 
a source-study in any case. An undatable, revised 
play, with no known sources and an array of 
authors, Wit at Several Weapons has not recom- 
mended itself to. a place in this study. 
Out of the Beaumont and Fletcher corpus comes 
another contender for admission to the Middleton 
canon, The Nice Valour (? 1616). This play comes 
nowhere near as close to winning a place in 
Middleton's works, however, as Wit at Several Weep onýs does. It was published in the Folios of 
1647 and 1679, in an imperfect text. The hands 
of Fletcher and a second dramatist have been recý- 
ognised from the earliest editors-' times. " Early 
attempts at dating the play were bedevilled by 
Dyce's mistaken interpretation of an allusio in V. tii. to "Fisher's Folly. " Baldwin Maxwell, 
i5 
who has written the most important study of the play. to date, shows that Dyce's date of 1624--to acc- 
ord with the publication of a pamphlet called Fisher's Folly Unfolded (1624)---for a final re- 
vision) may be ignored. Maxwell dates the play in the version which we now have as "late 1615 
or during the first months of 1616.11 
Middleton had been nominated as the second dramatist by a number of scholars when E. H. C. Oliphant36 wrote on the subject. He pointed out 
32. Thomas lUddleton, p. 180. 33. R_qe11en-studjen.. zu den Dramen Ben Jonson's, 
John . Marston's " und . Beaumont 's und. . Fletche 's (Erlangen- and. . Leipzig, .1 95), . pp. 61-62. 31+. See R. H. Barker's table in Thomas Middleton, p. 206. 35" Studtes in Beaumont, Fletcher, and Massfinger (Chapel- 
-Hill, . 1939)7 -pp. 11 _13?. 36. Plays of Beaumont and Pletcher, pp. 139-1+51 . 
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how short the play is, but did not -draw the 
probable conclusion, - which Maxwell did, that a 
clumsy curtailment had taken place after the 
play was out of the authors' hands. 'liphant 
thought the play was originally an early one 
dating fron 1606 or 1607, by Beaumont alone, 
and that Fletcher and : Middleton did not rework 
it till later. "As it stands, " he concludes, 
"the play is almost entirely Middleton's" (p. 450). 
But the essay lacks a methodical approach, so 
that it is never quite clear where Oliphant 
stands or how he has arrived at his position. 
Cyrus Hoy37 deals with the authorship in 
his methodical linguistic study of the Beaumont 
and Fletcher canon. The scenes he does not 
give to Middleton he gives to Fletcher aided 
by Middleton. He admits the linguistic evidence 
in this case to well nigh useless, "not strong 
enough in itself to prove the play his" ; hence 
he turns to more dubious evidence 'of an Impres- 
sionistic kind. His strongest point is the 
similarity of the situation in The Nice Valour, 
V. i., (in which the Cupid, the wife. . of . the ... Passionate Madman, gives premature birth to a 
baby as the result of dancing and violent treat- 
ment by the Soldier) with one, in More Dissemblers 
lies fides Women. In that play Lactantio's " -mistress... 
gives " . birth . "to "'a child as a result of a. dancing lossorr. 
_ 
(V. I. ). Middleton may, however, 
have borrowed the epidode from the earlier play, 
just as Beaumont apparently used the scenes of 
the Passionate Madman and . 
his Lady in The Noble 
Gentleman (? 1619-21)--something Maxwell and Hoy. . . feel can hardly be questioned. 
Maxwell (pp. 130-31) indicates a source for 
The Dice Valour in a contemporary incident con- 
cerning-King James. This would appl to the 
main plot only, which is, as Barker-)8 remarks, 
"a particularly flagrant example" of Beaumont and Fletcher's situations and characterization.. It is 
thus conceivable that M&ddlc: ton handled the sub- 
plot containing Lapet, the masochistic coward, 
and helped with the main plot. Yet before one 
37. "The Shares of Fletcher and his Collaborators M)"" pp. 92-96. 
38.. Thomas P'Iiddleton, p. 207. 
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could condemn a man as guilty of creating the 
nauseous Lapet, one would have to have better 
evidence - than presently exists. No significant linguistic data or parallels of phrase have been 
presented, and so it seems fair to let i,. iddle- 
ton off from most of the responsibility. For 
all we know, he may have simply added and re- 
vised dialogue for an action designed by Beau- 
mont many years before the two men ever met. 
The six plays I have so far dealt, with 
are usually treated in. discussions of other men's. 
works, with the exception of The Puritan, which 
is authorless if not attached to NNiiddleton. 
Barker, however, treats The Hevenger'q TraPed%r) 
The Second Maliden'. Tragedy . and Wit at Several Weaa ons. in his. main . discussion as. -having .. sig- 
nificant Middleton writing in them. He writes 
on one other play of my excluded seven In 
his main discussion, Anvthin, ý., for a Quiet Life 
(c. 1621). The external evidence . for Middleton'. s 
authorship of the six plays I have excluded is 
almost non-existent, but 11nything for a Quiet Life 
bears Middleton's name alone . on. the . -title-page 
of the 1662 quarto. Moreover, there is no evi- 
dence from the seventeenth century to contradict 
the assumption that it is wholly Middleton' s 
work ; Dyce and Bullen put the play in their 
editions of Middleton. Then, in 1937, F. L. Lucas 
put the play. in his edition of Webster. This 
was because H. Dugdale Sykes devoted a chapter 
in S1 deli tits on : c; 1 izabethan Draraa39 to proving 
that . Webster . -wrote . -most - of the . -play. Although Lucas4o accepts the thesis, and so dgSs Barker 
later Bentley will have none of it. ' ý' Schoen- 
baum, 42 now having wgshed his hands of those 
unwarranted attributions In 1955, attacks the 
whole school of "impressionists" who think A v- thinu for a Qn et Life may be largely Webster's. 
My -reasons. for -leaving the play out of this study are mixed. It belongs in the same 
category as I Honest Whore ; there are doubts 
39. (Oxford, 1924), pp. 159-172. 
0. The Works of J hn Webster (Oxford, 1937), 
IVY . 41. Jacobean and Caroline Sta-e, IV, 860. 1+2. "Internal. Evidence and Attr. 5butions, " pp. 115-116. 
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about its , authorship, and 
there is, as far as 
I can sec, no source-material to discuss. I 
am relegating the play rather than excluding it, 
because I remain heutral about the question of 
its being mostly Webster's. I must say, however, 
that Sykes' parallels with Sidney's Arcadia are 
convincing and that Webster certainly. - dined 
that work thoroughly. ' 3 ý4'urther, it is quite 
possible that Webster's name was omitted from 
the title-page because Middleton wrote out the 
manuscript for the King's men, since he was the 
immediate connedtion.. i: iddleton's name did not 
appear on the title-page of I Honest ? Whore, 
doubtless because Dekker gave the. fair--copy of 
the manuscript to the players, Middleton being 
already a children's dramatist. Lucas adds an- 
other argument that carries weight : he remarks 
(p. 66) that "the subplot of Beaufort and Knaves- 
bee's wife clearly recalls Westward Hol" (160+), 
which Is by Dekker and Webster. So. -it does. Mistress Justiniano, after showing some initial 
readiness to go to the Earl's bed, asserts her 
commonsenso morality and remains chaste (II. ii. ). 
d 
Her husband, however, is by no means so 
villainously depraved as Knaves-bee, one of those 
pathological cases who actually derives pleasure 
from the idea of prostituting his wife. Knaves- 
bee is worse than Allwit of h Chaster, 
who is simply a cold-blooded profiteer.. Biss 
Margery Fisher45 indicates some other sources 
for Anythinry for a Qtiiet Life. The sources she 
points "out.. relate. to the gulling of Water-Camlet by Franklin Junior and George Cressingham, a part 
of the play which all scholars agree should be 
given to Middleton. I do not wish to deny that' 
Middleton was capable of conceiving a plot like 
that concerning Beaufort and the . naves-bees, 
with its attendant sensational developments. At 
the late date of this play, however, (c. 1621), 
Middleton was on the verge of much better work 
and was now all the time working with source- 
43. See R. W. Dent, John Webster' Borrowing 
(Berkeley and Losgeles, 1960), "na ssim. 44. Webster wrote some part of the Justinjano 
story : see F. E. Pierce, The Collabor. at'on of Webster an Dekker (New York, 1909 , pp. 26-32. -i59 "Sources, of - MMii, ddleton's London plays, " pp. 291-93. 
materials. Webster, on the other hand, had dist- 
inctly gone to the bad after earlier triumphs. 
It is not unjust, on the basis of the --parallels 
which have been set out by Sykes, and the 
metrical evidence given by Lucas, to credit Web- 
ster with a good deal of Anything for a Quiet 
Life. I , say 
this in full cognisance of W. D. 
Durrcel'sß'reply to Sykes and Bentley's hostile 
recept ýn of the work of Sykes, Oliphant and 
Lucas. 
In rejecting these plays from the Middleton 
canon, I became very muca aware of the injustice 
often done to the old dramatists , 
by the gentle- 
men scholars of an earlier day. 'lot one of 
these early attributionist scholars settled down 
to trace the patterns of thought which each 
major dramatist clea:, ly possessed. It may be 
objected that their approach wqp necessarily 
that of any pioneer : rather literal and obvious. 
Yet the sources offered a clear approach here : 
which authors could read what languages as 
evidenced by their signed works ? This approach 
was still neglected even after the upsurge of 
German interest in auellen-studi, en in the late 
nineteenth century. low the - "critical books and the books which investigate the dramatists' 
methods of composing are coming out. In a few, 
years a new species of attribution studies 
nay well be possible. The record to date has 
not been distinguished by men who could handle 
large amounts of diverse evidence with skill 
and impartiality. 
46. "The Authorship of Any thine for a Quiet Life, " PMLA, XLIII 0928)s 793-799. -. - 47. W. Power points out that duplication of nahes in Anvthinn for a---. Quiet Life suggests collab- 
orative. writing.: . '! Double, " "Double, " Pte, CCIV (January, 1959), 4-8. 
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APPENDIX B 
tiWeatherwise's Almanac and the Date of 
No wit 3 
No help Like a Woman's 
"I warrant you, " says Weather-wise of Beveril 
in Middleton's No s-lit No lieb Like a ZJonans 
(1657), "there has - "ne'r -a new Almanack . -come 
out these douzen years 2 but he has studied it 
over and over. " (III. i). he might have been 
speaking of Thomas 1,1iddleton himself, for Weather- 
wise is, as I shall show, directly created from 
several contemporary almanacs-that is, most of 
what he says find parallels in them. 1.1hen he 
first appears In I. i., he opens his almanac 
before committing himself to any course of 
action : 
Stay, stay, stay i 
That comfort gives my Almanack to day ? 
Lucas I beseech thee, good days, evil 
days, June, July ; Speak a good word 
r or rac now and I have het let me 
see, the fifth day 'twi. -t iIaw: and BuzzF. rd. 
1 
If Weather-wise had open before him Thomas Bret- 
nor's A Proinostica n for this present veare ' of 
our Lord Uod Iri. DC. II. and he . turned past 
June and . July and on to C1v, he tiould find for August 5, Usted as one of the Euill dayes, "5. 
twixt hawke and buzzard. "2 He quotes further : 
the si:: th day backt-; ard and forward ; that 
was beastly to men I remember ; the seventh 
day on a slippery pin ; the eight day* fire 
and towe ; the nineth day, the Market is 
rmar'd, that's long of the Hucksters I warrant 
you ; but now the tenth day, luck I beseech 
thee now, before I look into't ; the eleventh 
day, against the hair ;a Pox on't .,. 
1. References are to the 1657 octavo and to 
Bullen's edition, vol. IV ; in this case : Octavo p. 15, Bullen p. 295. 
2. See John Crow, "Some Jacobean Catch-Phrases 
and Some Light on Thomas Bretnor, " pp. 250-278. 
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Weather-wise was still evidently perusing the Aug- 
ust days : "22. Backward and forward. " is an Aug- 
ust Luill Jaye, "18.19. on a slippery pin. " is 
an August Good daye. In August are found the 
rest, too.: "27.28. fire and tow. ", "13.11+. against 
the haire. " (both Euill), except "17.25.27. the 
market is marde", a July Euill daie. The first 
set of almanac references all come from Summer 
months, and I hope to show that Summer 1611 
corresponds to Middleton's commencement of compos- 
ition. The seasons play no important part in the 
comedy, and yet the references move steadily for- 
ward from Summer to late Autumn. if some design 
or time-scheme were intended, it can no longer 
be discerned. 
In II. i. Lady Golden-fleece reports an 
interview with her pedantic almaniac suitor in 
his closet : 
Nay, and he led me into a Closet Sir, where he 
shew'd me dyet-drinks for several moneths, as Scurvigrass for April, Clarified Whey for June, 
and the like. 
(Octavo p. 34ý Bullen p. 320) 
Weather-wise had doubtless been taking the advice 
of Jeffery Neve, as given in 1 new Almana cke 
ý Prognostication, with the Forrnine.. nmmýti tinn... __ e 
he tells the reader 
clarified whay" and 
April-if scurvy-grass 
purgative. (Alsemero, 
closet; perhaps John 
rl3, QQ1640A Aou 
In the 
descends, for 
to read out 
the zodiacal 
banquet : 
.... 1611 ; -where under. I une "This moneth of Iune vse he urges "Purge well" in 
was indeed regarded as a 
we remember, kept a similar Gerard's effect on the 
sonola was deep-reaching. ) 
same scene Sir Gilbert Lambston- con- the sake of appearing agreeable, 
one of the legends or noesies on trenchers of food prepared -for the 
Now may'st thou Physicks safely take, 
e 
(Octavo p. 36) 
01 
ý.. ..... 
en p. 322) 
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This is the poesie for September (as Sir Gilbert 
mentions), under the same month in Eeve' s 1611 
A1manacke : 
Now maist thou. phisicke safely take, 
And bleede and bathe for thy healths sake : 
Bat figges, and grapes, and spicery, 
For to refresh thy members dry. 
Pepperton and Overdon, two more suitors, also 
enter into the gare in Bullen's text, and Lady 
Golden-fleece and Overdon in the octavo. First, 
Lady Golden-fleece : 
Now Rallant May in her array, 
Doth make the field oleasant and gay. 
(Octavo - -p. 35, Bullen p. 322) 
Neve under May has : 
Now gallant May in his array, 
Doth make the fieldes pleasant and gay. 
The month has changed gender and its area of 
operation been restricted, but the borrowing is 
obvious. 
Uverdon caps the half of the May poesie 
with half of the June one : 
This moneth of June use clarified Whey, 
Boil'd with cold herbs, and drink alway. 
He has added a needed syllable to Neve's halting 
couplet : 
This moneth of Lune vse clarified whay, Boyled with cold hearbs drinke alway. 
Directly after all this. preprandial persiflage has subsided, Weather-wise and his men serve in 
a zodiacal banquet. The form of this banquet is 
modelled closely on one of the almanac illustra- tions and depends on the reader's visualisation to bring out the savour of the puns. it is 
akin to Livia's chess-game in Women beware Women, 
which keeps up punning reference., from board. -to.. bedchamber. On A2V of Bevels Almanacke there is 
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a rough woodcut of "THF ANATOMY OF HANS body, 
as the parts thereof are gouerned by the 12. 
celestiall signes. " - We . may imagine chairs arranged 
round the figure of a man cut out in paper 
perhaps, with the signs for places at table. The 
signs were made of food or Banguetting-stuff, as 
the octavo puts it. The widowed Lady -is. -requested 
to sit at Aries, the "Head Sign"-or "Aries The 
head and face" as Bevels diagram tags it. Aries, 
in the form of a ram, wDuld be appropriate to 
a woman whose late husband had acquired a rich 
fleece by feeding off others' ruin. Sir Gilb&rt 
sits at Taurus, and -:: eather-wise debates whether 
to sit at Leo, heart and back or Virgo, guts 
and belly tReve's labels). Sagittarius, the thighs, 
suits him best ; Mistress Low-water sits at Pis- 
ces) the Feete, to. show how accommodating a 
gallant she is in contrast with the swaggering 
Bull. Her suit to the widow goes well, and in 
II. iii. she has eliminated the other suitors by 
boldness and subterfuge. Weather-wise on this 
occasion compares the men suitors'* defeat to an 
eclipse : 
Pray so my Almanack told me 
There should be an Eclipse, but not visible 
in our Horizon, but about the Western 
inhabitants of Mex&. cana and Califormi. a (sic). 
. (Octavo -p. 63, Bullen p. 356) 
He had evidently been looking into Neve to 
derive an inkling of some unspecified failure : 
The first Eclipse of the bright Globe of the 
sun shall be apparantly seene on the 31. day 
of 
May, 
according to our account ... The dur- ation of this obscuration, shal continue from the beginning to the ending, two houres and 46. 
minutes, vnto the Westerne inhabitance of Mexicana, with the adiacent Region adioyning, 
called Califormia, whose longitude ... (Neve, 1611 Almanacke, Bj') 
(Notice the form Califormiay which Bullen modern- ised-was it the regular early spelling ?. ) 
Every allusion so far has kept to the Summer months of 1611, and to complete the pic- 
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ture of Middleton writing during these months 
with almanacs open at his elbow referring to 
events exactly current, I shall leave consideration 
of the next astrological allusion till the end. 
In Ill. i. Pickadille, a clown, blames Weather- 
wise for not foreseeing that June was an ex- 
tremely poor month for attempting major projects 
such as the courtship of a rich widow : 
0 Mr. Weat heri-L aa, I blame none but you; - 
you are a ventleman deeply read in Ponds 
A1manack; - ... you knew this day the. twelf 
of June would come when the Sun enters into 
the Crabs room, and all your hopes would 
go aside, aside. 
(Octavo P. 112, Bullen p. 1+19) 
The reference to Edward Pond is a mis-lead, for 
the work providing this information was John 
Dade's A New Almonacke (1611). In the June table 
arranged In . seven columns, we find : 
xUi /b/ Sol In cancer / $agit. 12 
Not everyone agreed a' 
thought the 11th was 
Cancer, John Woodhouse 
referring to events a 
Weathep-wise backs this 
evil days which were 
failure : 
bout this : William Mathew 
right for Sol's entry into 
the 13th. Pickadille is 
little while past, and 
up by referring to several 
portents of the earlier 
Look you here Gentlemen ; fifth day neither 
Fish nor rlesh.... Sixth day privily prevented. 
... Seventh day shrunk in the wetting.... The eighth day over head and ears.... The 
ninth day, scarce sound at heart.... The 
tenth day a Courtiers welcome.... The eleventh 
day, stones against the wind.... Now the 
tweif day Gentlemen, that was our day. -Past all redemption. 
(Octavo P-711 Bullen p. 367) 
The twelfth of June seems to have been the date 
Middleton has in his mind for the luckless ban- 
quet. These mottoes are all from Bretnor's 1611 
Prognostication : the first two Euil dales occur 
I 
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in June, the next two, euill again, are from 
March and May. Now references to the later months 
of 1611 begin : "scarce sound at heart" is a 
November Luill daye, as are the two given as the 
eleventh and twelfth days. "A courtiers welcome" 
is a December Good daye. Bretnor's Prognostlcat: Lon 
Is produced once more when the crisis of, imputed 
bigamy is upon Mistress Low-water in V. i., where 
the possibility of hanging is bandied about as 
the penalty : Weather-wise solemnly quotes 
Look you ; the thirteenth day work for the 
Hangman. 
(Octavo p. 71, Bullen p. 367) 
This is an October liuili dale ; Weather-wise is 
shocked when it is not fulfilled. Mistress Low- 
water caps It with "make haste, 'tis time you 
were there then, " the only poesie not from 1611 
-it is not even listed in Mr. Crow's table. She obviously uses her quick woman's wit to non- 
pluss the humorous pedant. He finds solace in 
the fact that the Prognosti. nt. on had not left him entirely without a hint If he could but have known it: 
Venus being a spot. 
shows there should 
Hose and Doublet. 
(Octavo 
Talking about, eclipses, 
in the Suns garment, 
be a woman found in 
p. 113+, Bullen p. 421) 
Bretnor adds : 
The beautifull Planet Venus will likewise be a spot in the Suns garment the 2 of December at 3a clocke & 6. minutes in the 
afternoone ; which happening in the 7 
house neare vnto the Dragons tafle, & in 
a square of the Noon, may very well pretend breaches and disloyalties in Wedlocke by 
the licentious and loose carriage of both 
sexes, much losse by women seruants, and many open and scandalous enemies. 
(B5v) 
Some elements of the plot-. licentious and loose carriage of both sexes"-are suggested here. 
I_ 
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Again this is a reference to events in late 1611. 
The Epilogue spoken by Weather-wise makes it cer- 
tain that Middleton was speaking about a particular 
day in October 1611. John Johnson's Prognosti, cat on 
of 1611 fixes the allusion in the Epilogue to. 
the 11th of October-also the date of Weather- 
wise! s quotation from Bretnor about. the hangman : 
Full Moone the xi. day at v. a clocke and 
24 min. in the. after noone. 
(B8) 
Other authorities said it was to be dry and windy, 
good for the time of year. In the Epilogue Weath- 
er-wise consults his almanac for the last time- 
and finds full moon "just between five and six this : -. fternoon", and the sky "for the best part 
clear, / Save here and there a Cloud or two dis- 
pers'd. " He looks also for the poesie for the 
evening, which is "fears no -colours", again an 
October Good daye (28.29) of Bretnor. 
A few problems remain. If Middleton really 
did finish writing in October 1611, the final 
allusion in the Epilogue is somewhat contradictory : 
The Pl, -net's Jupiter, you should be joy ; There's nothing lets it, but the Sun ý' t hl Dog ; 
... The Signs in Uemini too3 both hands 
should meet. .. 
Jupiter was reigning in October 1611, to be sure, 3 but then there follows the statement about the 
hindrance of the "Sun i' th' Dog" and the sign 
in Gemini. Now the dog-days are traditionally 
associated with July, never with October ; and Sirius is not given in any almanac as a star 
with which the Sun could be in conjunction, 
opposition or any technical relation. Rudstoiie does 
speak of Alhabor, a star with relation to the Sun, as "the mouth of. the great dogge Syrius" 
and Algomeisa as "the lesser Dogge" : their numbers 
were 8 and 11. The Sun was in a quartile aspect 
with Alhabor on 22 September 1611 and in con- junction with it on 21 June (Rudstone C2v and 
3. Thomas Rudstone's Prognostication (1611) has : "Iupiter glittereth northeast -at Sunne rising. " (October). 
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B8v). But the official "Dog dales" for 1611 
were from July 19 to August 28, the Gemini sign 
reignino on July 21+ and 25 and August 21 and 
22. The Epilogue's ending cannot be reconciled 
with a date of October 11 for the beginning of 
it ; perhaps the desire to worts in exhortations 
to applause may have affected the final astrol- 
ogical data. 
To return to one of the "Summer" allusions 
left out earlier : in III. i. Weather-wise attempts 
to excuse his insults to Sir Gilbert at the 
banquet by claiming : 
Puh, Saturn raign'd then, a melancholy grumbling 
Planet, he-was in the third house of privy 
enemies, and would have bewrayrd all our plots ; 
beside there was a fiery conjunction in the 
Dragons tails, that spoil'd all that ere we 
went about. 
(Octavo p. 67, Bullen p. 362) 
Saturn was in the third face of Aquarius in 
February October and November according to John 
Dade's ilmenzcke, but not in Summer. 1611's second 
eclipse of. -the sun was forecast to take place 
on November 2! +, "the Lights then being in the 
11. degree and 22. ainuts of Sagittarius, neere 
Cauda Draconis". This information does not really 
clear up the passage though, and it does not 
explain why Weather-wise's house should be termed 
the "third". Yet the sign for the Dragon's tail 
cannot even be found in l£udstone's shorthand star 
summaries which come after his weather forecasts 
each month. The best sense that can be made is 
that this passage refers to a later month with 
regard to the "fiery conjunction! '` and is anomalous 
to the surrounding allusions. 
Two further zodiacal passages remain for 
brief survey, in III. i. and V. I. In III. i. 
Weather-wise refers to 1638 and the dominical 
letter of G. In 1611 the letter was F, if proof 
were needed that someone had foisted in this 
passage ;I regard 11.266-290 (Bullen) as additional 
material from James Shirley's pen. In V. I. Weather- 
wise claims, by hindsight as usual, that his 
almanac harp foretold the outcome of Lady Golden- 
fleece's marriage with a "beardless domineering Boy" : 
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for now is Mercury going into the second 
house near unto Vrs a major, that great 
Huncks, the Bear at the-Bridge foot in 
Heaven ; which shows horrible Bear-battings 
in wedlock ; and the Sun nere entring into 
th' Dog, sets 'ern all together by th'ears. 
(Octavo p. 109, Bullen p. 1+15) 
Leo must be the sign near Ursa 1'1ajor, and if 
so a glance at Dade tells us that Mercury went 
into the second face of Leo in August 1611, 
when the Sun was already in the Dog. Again 
Weather-wise is looking at events which had happened 
and speaking of them as current. Two plays from 
the pre-1642 period may give alternative answers 
to this muddled astrology ; the first is The 
Pujr&t2tno (1607), which at the end of I. iv. gives 
"yon Bear at Bridgefoot in Heaven" in a context 
suggesting a kind of proverbial usage, and perhaps 
it was the lure of this pun (on the constellat- 
ion, the tavern, and Marry Hunks a Paris Garden 
bear, who in turn suggested dogs) which drew 
Middleton aside fron any consistency. Yet the 
phrase is rare ; it occurs in James Shirley's 
The Lady of P. le. =sure (1637), where in IV. ii. 
a "non-astrolobical "allusion is made to the tavern 
called the Bear at the Southwark end of London 
Bridge. And it was Shirley in 1638 who added atý 
least one passage to this play, as has been 
suggested, and this one is again by no means 
integral to t he action or dialogue. Yet the con- 
crete detail of the "second house" bespeaks 
Middleton's borrowing from an almanac agäin- it 
does hot sound like random invention. 
Despite the anomalies, the broad lines of the debt make certain things clear : first, the 
previous conjectural dates ofd Bald and Barker 
may be set aside. R. C. Bald guessed on stylistic 
grounds at "c. 1615 ", and R. H. Barkers put a backward limit of 1610 on the play with Beaumont 
and Fletcher in mind. The almanacs for 1611 
would be on sale in December 1610, and Middleton 
could have begun work any time in the new year. 
ý+. "Chronology of Middleton's Plays" p. LF3. 5. Thomas Middleton, p. 181. 
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There was no special virtue in using 1611 alman- 
acs ; therefore it probably means that they were 
the ones currently in the house. To keep the 
play topical, he mentioned eclipses and forecasts 
from the year, and probably finished writing some- 
time in October. The inference is that the play 
was on the stage some time soon after, in the 
early months of 1611/12 at latest. 
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APPENDIX C 
The Problem of The Witch and its Sources 
Many scholars have made the attempt to date 
Uddleton's tragi-comedy The Witch, because of 
the incorporation of small pieces of material 
from it, or at least more proper to it, in 
Macbeth (ca. 1606), and usually with the unannounced 
intention of making it fit whatever hypothesis 
of relationship they were advancing. The school 
which believes in a date as early as 1609 is 
represented by W. J., Lawrence, Dover Wilson and lat- 
terly, John Stevens. 1 Their aim in defending this 
early date is to prove that The glitch's failure 
in 1609 was directly responsible for the 1610 
revival of Macbeth, altered to admit witch mat- 
erial from The Witch and thus to cut losses on 
a failure for the King's rien. (No-one disputes 
that The Witch failed or that both plays be- 
longed to the King's m. en. ) The full hypothesis 
advanced by Lawrence and developed by Dover 
Wilson is summed up well by Greg and F. P. Wilson 
in their introduction to the Malone Society 
edition of The Witch, 2 and it involves assuming 
that Ben Joncon' s Na so ue of Queens (given at 
Whitehall on. 2- February 1 09 was the source of 
inspiration or commission of Middleton's play. In 
point of fact, it cannot be shown that the King's 
men took part in The Mascue of Queens nor is 
there a case to make for the masque having 
influenced the play., Dr. Wilson speculates that 
proximity in production between The Witch. and 
an altered Macbeth may be inferred by the desire 
on the part of the King's men to use the witch- 
costumes again, which rather contradicts Lawrence's 
idea that they merely borrowed the costumes from 
1. In, respectively, "The Mystery of Macbeth" in 
ShalcesDeare' Workshon (Oxford, 1928), p. 2 -38 ; the Cambridge edit ion of Macbeth (19 7) , pp. xxii-xxviii ; "Shakespeare and the Music of the Elizabethan Stage" in S akesbeare in Music, 
ed. Phyllis Hartnoll (London, 1964), p. 40. 2. (Oxford, 191+9), pp. vi-vii., 
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the Whitehall production for The Witch. 
Greg and Wilson believe that "1609 or 1.610 
is as likely a date as any for the composition 
of The Witch", (p. vii). It is the purpose of 
this appendix to show that this guess is unten- 
able and that the later dating ofj 1615 by 
Schoenbaum, 3 or 1616 by R. C. Bald, is nearer the 
mark.. It is then possible that the Macbeth_ wit- 
nessed by Simon Forman in 16117 may well have 
inspired Middleton to think about writing a witch- 
play. 
! full consideration of the sources gives 
the clue to the solution of the problem. They 
are Thomas Bedingfield's version of -Machiavelli's 
Florentine History for the main plot and a 
dovetailing of G. B. Giraldi Cjnthio's fourth novel, 
fourth day of the HecstomrnithL with Cyril Tour- 
neur's The Atheist's Tragedy (1611) for the sub- 
plot ; the three witch scenes draw their material 
from Reginald Scot's D3 scouerie of Witchcraft 
(158+) and from Virgil's Eclogues VIII. From the 
main discussion of Middleton's debt to Tourneur, 
it is, I hope, clear that Isabella owes a good 
deal to Castabella. Indeed, I would claim that 
Isabella is modelled on Castabella rather than 
on Trances Howard, the Countess of Essex. R. C., 
Bald" put the play's date at ca. 1616 because he 
saw in Sebastian's scheme to prevent Antonio 
from eons=ating his marriage with Isabella and 
in the charms which he seeks from Hecate to 
effect his purpose a reference to the Essex 
divorce case of 1613. The parts played by Simon 
Forman and Mrs. Turner were not disclosed until 
the Overbury murder trials at the end of 1615. 
(It was in the Autumn of 1615 that the Countess 
of Essex's letter to Simon Forman was produced 
In court, in which she asked him to alienate 
by his magical philtres the love of her husband 
3. Alfred Harbage, Annels of Engt' h Drama, rev. S. Schoenbaum (London, 1964 ), p. 104. ý-. "Chronology of Middlet on' s Plays, " p.. +3. 5. "16J0". in Forman's ms. : see E. K.. Chambers, William Shakes peare (Oxfor d, 1930), p. 337. 6. 
- "Chronology of Middlet on' s Plays, " p. ß+1. 
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Essex, and to draw towards her the love of the 
Earl of Somerset. ) The Countess of Essex was 
a scheming minx and reputedly unchaste, and 
clearly would not be recognisable as , Mliddleton's 
mild and loving Isabella. The reason for the 
prevention of consunmation is not borrowed from 
Tourneur, I grant, but in fact it comes from 
Scot's Dý scouerieý Bk. YaI, chap.. V. 
Thus we now have a backward limit of 16115 
and no forward limit save the probable date of 
Ralph Crane's manuscript transcription, 1619. 
Middleton had written a dedication on that occas- 
ion stating that the play had lain in long 
obscurity, so that a date about five years be- 
fore the transcript by Crane would fit all the 
known facts. There are a few observations worth 
making, however, which hint at 161+ as probably 
the rght date. 
The Witch has a number of the old comic 
devices which are afterwards absent. We find things 
like the preparations for Francisca's lying-in in 
M iii , which possesses characteristics in common 
with Ch-aste Mad in C ea s de's famous lying- 
in description at I. ti. 10- 6, and the "comic 
construe" of Latin by Almachildes in II. ii., a 
repeat of I. i. 60ff. of A Chaste P'iaid when Tim 
sends a letter in Latin from Cambridge to his 
parents. For such reasons one hesitates to put 
the play far from the last of the City comedies, 
A Chaste Maid (1613), and certainly it is pre- 
ferable to place it before everything Middleton 
successfully wrote for the King's men. 7 
One clue remains, but as yet it has not 
yielded to intensive examination. In II. u. of The Witch, Almachildes enters with a charm he has obtained from Hecate in I. ii., consisting 
of a ribbon with which he intends to attract the affections of Amoretta, lady-in-waiting to 
the Duchess 
Oh, 'tis the Charme her H89shjb gave me, for my Duchesse obstinate Woman ; woond-about 
?. I am excluding here the possibility that r? o Wit may be a King's men's 
. play--the evidence does not warrant a firm conclusion. 
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a three-penny-silk Ryban, of three Cullours, 
Necte tr3. bus Nodis ternos Ar_ioretta Colores. 
Aºnor etta : why t her' s her Ear1ie indeed. 
Necte---Junoretta-agens two Bouts, 
odo et Veneris, dic Vincula Necte. 
(Malone Society Edition) p. 31,11.721+-30) 
This echoes the Forman-Mrs:. Turner- business more. 
than anything in the Sebastian-Isabella plotz but 
although seemingly unrecognised so far, it 
Is the 





(Eclozues VIII) 77-78)8 
The surrounding text of the Eclogue provides the 
motif for the Almachildes-Amoretta action. Alphe- 
siboeus sings a song relating the plaint: of an 
unnamed. maid at the coldness of Daphnis', her 
lover's attitude ; she resolves to try magic 
rites 
lo draw his affections (11.61+-68). The 
longing that will seize Daphnis will be unreason- 
able (11.85-89) ; by the end of the song, the 
charm has already caused Daphnis to come to the 
maid. Just to Amoretta falls unreasonably in 
love when the ribbon is planted in her bosom. 
But what is the connection between this pastoral 
eclogue and Hecate's spells ? The answer is to 
be found in' the contemporary commentaries ' on 
this passage ; Georgius Valentinus' edition of Vir- 
gil, published at Venice in 162+, for instance 
comments : 
Aut quemcunque superiorü ; auf Hecaten dicit 
cuius triplex potestas esse-perhibetur. Vnde 
est, Tria uirginis ora Dianae. 
And an edition of 1619 quite correctly notes. 
that Virgil had transformed the Hecate of Theo- 
critus. into Venus, since. the second Idyll doubt- 
less inspired Virgil's eighth eclogue,. Middleton's 
8. Quotation from Vrl trans. H. Rushton Fair- 
clough (London, 1940), - 90, I, 60. 
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mind already possessed this link when -he came 
to need a charm such as Hecate night dispense. 
Why did Middleton make the changes he did 
to VirgilI s couplet ? In the first line - he changes 
"Amarylli" to "Amoretta" to fit his character 
and In the second "modo" to "nodo" and "necto" 
to "necte". As a result his Latin Is barely 
sense, so that probably the scrivener Ralph 
Crane may be blared for writing "nette" for 
"netto". But Middleton himself made the other 
change : 
Let me see what I can doe now. 
Necte trjbus Nodis : Nick of the Tribe of Noddies 
Ternos Colores, that makes Turn'd Cullours, 
Nodo et Veneräs, Goes to his Venery like a Noddy, 
Dic Vincula, with Dick the Vintners Boy. (Pp. 31-32,1-1-736-740) 
II110do11 is made to translate "Noddy", so Middle- 
ton had a copy of Virgil which read "nodo" 
and not "modo". I believe the jest so weak 
that Middleton, having transcribed the passage 
for his charm just before, ran his eye over It 
to see what slightly humorous 'English it might 
yield ;I have no doubt that he would-, not have 
taken the trouble to alter the Latin, but would 
have found some "translation" to fit "mddo" , if 
it had been there. If this reading comes 
ýo 
light, in a, seventeenth century -Virgil, perhaps 
The Watch's limits of dato may be narrowed 
still more. 9 
The Macbeth that Simon Forman saw was cer- 
tainly not added to as in the Folio, and another 
revival after 161+ and before 1623 must *now be 
asgumed if the new date, 1614, for The Witch 
is accepted. 
9. Nicolaus Frythraeus' Frankfurt edition of 
Virgil, published in 1613, reads "nodos et 
Veneris" ;, but after a search through a dozen Virgils ranging from 1589 to 162+ a reading "nodo" still eludes me. 
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APPEI DIX D 
Further Borrowing in A Game at Chesse 
The list of books and pamphlets to which Tho- 
mas i1iddleton was indebted for his political 
satire was already long in R. C. Bald's edition 
. of 
the play most of which we're there iden- 
tified for the first time by the editor. 
Further items were added by G. R. Price (A Je's- 
uttes Oration to the Prince, in Latine and 
English [16233) and by R. Southall (An Enf. tel 
of moche learn'ig 115371, probably not an immed- 
la o source). 1d has a list comprising some 
thirteen works, scattered 'through his notes to 
the play, of which four , perhaps five, Middle- ton ransacked for actual phrases and proper 
names : Thomas Robinson! s Anatomic of the ,. English 
Nunnerie at Lisbon (1622) ; The Friers Chronicle 
(1622) ; State Mysterjes of the Jesu&tes (1623) " 
Thomas Scott, The Second Part of Vox Po v1' 
(1624) ;' Vox Coeli (1624).. It is to this cat- 
egory that I wish to add a further list of 
verbal borrowings and reminiscences. Once or 
twice I quote from one of the books in Baldts 
list because I have found a passage used by Middieton which Bald overlooked. I list the 
parallels as they come in the play rather than 
by chronological order. 
The Induction : Ign. ...., what Angle of the World is this ?. 
(1.1) Compare : Those that are of religious Orders vow 
obedience to their Superiours, who may 
comand them to run to any Angle of the 
world to the Indies. JJohn Gee New Shreds of the Old. 
11657-a58) 




Compare : Likewise the 'Rooke is called of some the 
Duke.... 
(Arthur Saul The Famovs Game of Chesse- 
nlay [ 1640i, C7v 
Induction : Er.. ... Le Roc the word, Custode de. la Roche The Keeper of the Forts, in whome both 
Kings 
Repose much Confidence, and for theire 
trust sake 
Courage and worth, do well deserue those 
Titles.... 
(11.61-64) 
Compare : ... we may allow them that Name, in the sence that the French seemes to inferre, by their 
denomination of this piece, which they call 
Le Roc or Le custode de 1a Roche, (that is 
to say$ the : 3ocke or keeper of the Rocke 
... So that although these Dukes scene re- 
mote from the King and Court, yet in their 
substitution and trust on them reposed, they 
may be accounted in worth and power next to 
the King. 
(Arthur Saul, Game of Chesse-nlay, C8) 
Act III sc. U. : ... but for greatl3. e holie 
. 
There the soyle alters, fatt Cath- 
edrall Bodies 
Haue aerie often but leane lithe 
soules .... Like those big-bellyed Ivlountaynes 
wch the Poet 
Deliuers, that are brought abed wth 
Mousflesh.... 
11-12). (11.3-52 
1.. I was obliged to quote from the second ed- ition ; Middleton of course used the 1611+ ed- ition. J. R. Moore, in "The Contemporary Signi- 
ficance of A Game at Chesse, " p. 766 mentions this book. Middleton also seems to Lave a reminiscence of Saul in Women Beware Women, II"ii"307 : "Your pawn cannot come back to re- lieve itself" ;, Saul has "a Pawne is the 
soonest intrapped, because he may not go back to relieve himself" (E3). 
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Compare : But in fine, Ignace won thZ: al, as wel by 
long importuning them, as also by a million 
of llama which he made his fellows say. 
These Cardinals did but dispute the question 
in general, touching noueltie of orders, 
without sounding the bottom in particular, 
to know whether these great votaries issued 
out of Horace mountaine, that was brought 
a bed of a Mouse. 
(The Iesuites catechisme [1602], K1v) 
Act II,, se. U. : But there's no Marygolds that shutts 
and opens.... 
% (1.39) 
Compare : Of Marigolds. ... yellow floures, somewhat 
strong in-fauour, the which doe close at 
the setting downe of the Su: }ne and doe 
spread and open agayne at. the 
Sunne 
rising. 
(Henry l, yte's trans. of Dodoens' A 
New herbal C 1619], p. 116) 
The flowers listed in 11. x+0-41 are all 
mentioned in this book. 
Act III, sc. J. : Was it not I procurde a pretious 
safeguard 
Fron the White Kingdome to secure 
our coasts 
Gaynst the Infidell pyrate, under 
praetext 
Of more necessitous Expedition..... 
(11.88-91) 
Compare : E. 6. Nor haue procured a gallant Fleete 
to secure the Coast of Shaine, against the 
Turkish Pyrates, vnder coulour of going to 
Ar ier and . arbary. (Vox 
Coe? -i, p. 57) 
Act III, sc. J. : Whose policie was 't to put a silencst 
Muzzle 
On all the arking '1'onguemen of the 
Time.... 
(11.103-104) 
Compare : wheras theirs are liable to acconpt and 
hazard, and are musled for barking, when 
ours may both barke and bite too. -0 
(Thomas Scott, Vox Pooul [16201, C3V) 
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Act IV, sc. ii. : Thirtie eight thousand Soules haue 
been seduced, P. 
Since the Jayles Vomited wth the 
piýl I gaue 'erg. 
(11.76-77) 
Compare : the number of soules which they haue gained 
into the bosome of the Church since the 
remission of the penall Lawes against thcm, 
and their freedom by my meanes obtained, 
ariounteth to the number of eight and thirty 
thousand and odde. 
(Thomas Scott, Second Part, p. 18) 
Act V, sc. iii..: Wee do not use to burie in our Bellyes 
2 hundred thousand ducketts and then 
boast on't.... 
(11.7-8) 
Are these lines in allusion to Antony 
and Cleopatra, who spent 11100 hundred 
thousand Sestertij" at a banquet, or to Clodius who "practised the seriblable 
in two pearles of great price" ? (Holland's Pliny [16013, Torre 1, p. 257) 
Act V, sc. iii.. : The Golden-headed Coracine out of 
Aegipt 
The Salpa from. Hleusis, or the Pei-, 
amis 
Weh some call Summer-Whiting from 
Calcedon 
Salmons from Aquitayne, Helops from 
Rhodes.... 
(11.11-V+) 
Compare : As for example, the Coracinus in Aegypt 
carrieth the name for the best fish. At 
Gades in Spaine, 
ýthe 
Doree or Goldfish, 
called Zeus and Faber. About the Isle 
Ebusus, the Stock-fish is much called for ; 




(Holland's Pliny, pp. 2+6-21+7) These fishes, togither with the old Tunies 
and the young, called Pelanides ... 
... neare to Chalcedon upon the coast of Asia, there standeth a rocke, exceeding 
white and bright withall, which is so trans- 
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parent and shining from the very bottom of 
the sea to the top of the water, that the 
Tunics ... to avoid it, goe alwaies anraine ih whole flotes.... 
(Holland's Pliny, p. 2+3) 
For so it is, that the same kinds of fishes, 
in one place are better than in another. 
As the Pikes in the river Tiberis .... the Elops at Rhodes, and so forth.... 
(Holland's Pliny, p. 267) 
Act V, sc. Ill. : Cockles from Chios, franckt and 
fatted up 
With Far and Sapa flower and cock- 
ed wine. 
(11.15-16) 
Compare : FVLVIUS HIRPINUS was the first inventor of 
warrens as it were for Winkles ... Nay, more than that, he had a devise in his head 
to feed them fat, namely, with a certaine 
past made of cu5, te and wheate meale.... 
that the gluttons table might be served 
plentifully with home-fed and franked great Winkles also. 
(Holland's Pliny, p. 267) 
Pliny. explains what cult and wheatrieal are 
made from : 
As for the Cult named in Latine Sapa, 
it is) but 
Must or new wine boiled ... As for the bearded wheat For .... (Holland's Pliny, Tome III p.. 157 and p. 138) 
Act V, sc. lit. : Wee cramb no birds, nor Epicurean-. 
like 
Enclose some Creekes of the S4a, 
as Sergius Crata did 
Hee that inuented the first Stewes 
for Oysters 
And other Sea-Fish, who beside the 
pleasure 
Of his owne throate 
Got large Reuennewes by th' Inuentlb,. 




Compare : Book X, Chap. L. "Who first devised to 
cram Hens". (Holland's Pliny, Tome I, p. 297) 
In those very daies, but somwhat before 
Orata, Licinius Murena devised pooles and 
stewes for to keepe and feed other fishes : 
whose example noble men followed ... Lucullus 
... let in an arme of the sea.... (Holland's Pliny, p. 267) 
The first that invented stewes and pits to 
keeps oysters in, was Sergius Orata ... And this the man did hot for his belly and 
to maintain gourmandise, but of a covetous 
mind for verse gains. And by this and such 
wittie devises, hee gathered great revenues. 
(Holland's Pliny, p. 266) 
Act V, so. iii. : The ould bewaylers of Excesse in 
those dayes, 
Complayn'd there was more coyne 
bid for a Cooke 
Then for a warhorse, but now Cookes 
are purchasd 
After the Rate of Triumphs, and some 
dishes 
After the Rate of Cookes, wch must 
needs make 
Some of yours whitehouse Gurmundizers.... 
(11.37-42) 
Compare : Certes, the consideration hereof ravisheth 
my mind, and carrieth it away to behold and 
wonder at those, who in their reproofes of 
gluttonie and gourmandise, complained, that 
a cooke carried a greater price in the mar- 
ket than a good horse of setvice. For now 
adaies a cooke will cost as much as the 
charge of a triumph : and one fish as 
deere as a cooke. (Holland's Pliny, p. 246) 
Act V, sc. iii. : wee glue thee Checkmate by 
Discouerye, King, the Noblest Mate 
of all.... 
(11.177-178) 
Compare : Many other wayes may a discovery be brought 
to passe and oftentimes a Mate given by it, 
which is the noblest Mate of all. (Arthur Saul, Game of Chesse-play, F1 ) 
Jý) v 
It looks very much as if Middleton was using 
a commonplace book in his composition of A Game 
at Chesse ; there is obviously a number of other 
lines which rhay eventually be traced to contem- 
porary English books r4ther than to the first- 
hand Latin sources which Bullen's notes to the 
play cite. If Middleton did use Holland's Pliny 
why then did he make mistakes in copying the 
name Sergius Orata and in comparing the price 
of a fish to a cook's ? Perhaps , he wrote the 
extracts in a commonplace book first, and then 
misread it when he came to put some of them 
in his pl'ay. Obviously, then he may well have 
misunderstood his note of Pliny's remark about 
the Coracinus and. the Doree, the Coracinus be- 
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